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Sum m ary
A num ber o f recent initiatives in Ireland have begun to develop services for pupils who experience
learning difficulties. However, reservations and uncertainty continue to surround the topic o f
dyslexia. Teachers are often unsure how to support the student with dyslexia in the classroom.
Parents o f children who have been assessed as having dyslexia will make every effort to be an
advocate for the child in order to gain extra support. This extra support may take place in the
child’s mainstream school from the learning support or resource teacher, or in a special setting such
as enrolment in a reading unit or in a reading school.
This study sets out to examine and evaluate special provision for pupils with dyslexia in these three
different settings. The study asks how effective is the special education support to the student with
difficulties arising from dyslexia. The research focuses on the teaching and learning context for
pupils with dyslexia, the support teacher, the mainstream teacher, and the experience o f the student,
which is always central. The main participants in the study were teachers and tutors supporting
pupils with dyslexia, and the parents o f these children. The survey methods employed included
questionnaires, focus group discussions, interviews and quantitative data on pupils’ reading
attainment. Six case-study schools were also examined.
In the context o f the current trend towards more inclusive provision o f support for pupils with
learning difficulties, the present study questions if this is the most effective use o f resources. The
study identifies organizational factors and also systemic factors which affect the provision o f extra
support in each o f the different settings. The case-study schools provide an insight into how schools
are reorganizing the provision o f special support to all pupils. Pupils in reading units, however,
were outside this re-organization. The existence o f a reading unit in a school may not mean more
whole-school support for dyslexia.
A distinctly m edical-categorical model o f disability is evident among the participants in this study.
Support for the dyslexic learner continues to be provided in a separate and parallel system o f
special support .The present identification and assessment process relies on an exclusionary and
discrepancy-based diagnosis o f dyslexia. The concept o f a ‘discrepancy’ between intelligence and
reading attainment in identifying dyslexia is found to be a barrier in developing the competence o f
teachers in identifying dyslexia. The instruction methods and approaches used by teachers and their
view o f the effectiveness o f each method points towards an imbalance in the current practice o f
literacy teaching.
Teachers’ understanding o f dyslexia has a direct influence on the teaching approaches and methods
used. Throughout the study the central issue o f literacy teaching, and reading instruction is
examined in each o f the different teaching settings. The main methods employed focus on reading
accuracy and fluency. All o f the teachers supporting the child with dyslexia have a dominant

emphasis on teaching phonic skills. The skills o f word knowledge, fluency, comprehension and
w riting do not receive equal balance. Teachers do not prioritise writing skills as an integral part o f
the teaching approaches used. Research has concluded that effective literacy instruction is a
balance between high quality reading and writing experiences and explicit instruction in basic
literacy skills (Pressley et al., 1996). The study includes the views o f tutors who provide tuition in
weekly workshops organised by the Dyslexia Association o f Ireland. These findings point to a
similarity in the teaching methods and literacy skills taught.
The study shows that there are positive factors associated with placement in a special setting and
evidence that these factors are also associated with progress in reading. The views o f both the
parents and the pupils are clearly in favour o f the special placement. There is evidence that
academic and social benefits o f the special setting persist into second level. Inadequate links
between special and mainstream schools are frequently identified. The point o f transition between
special and m ainstream creates particular difficulty for pupils and parents.
The study concludes that transferring the successful elements to mainstream would require radical
changes in the system. The role o f the learning support/resource teacher as it is presently organized
is not capable o f providing appropriate and adequate support for children with dyslexia. There are
issues such as the duration and length o f instruction time and constraints around ongoing
collaboration which need to be urgently addressed. However a more insuperable barrier appeared to
be the dom inant ‘school code’, or perspective on disability and inclusion (Emmanuelson, 2003).
Recent changes in policy (DES, SPED 24/03) have meant that this support role needs to be more
consultative and less separate to mainstream. This has implications for teacher education, both at
pre-service and in-service level.
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C h a p t e r 1 : In t r o d u c t io n
Special education in Ireland has undergone dramatic changes in the past ten years and it continues
to be in a state o f transition. One o f the m ost significant developments in special education in
Ireland since 1990 was the publication o f the Report o f the Special Education Review Committee
(SERC) (1993). The recom m endations set out in this report provided a basis for the future
development o f special education in Ireland. The ten years following the SERC Report was a time
o f wide ranging changes and developments in the whole area o f special educational needs. Recent
legislation has influenced the provision o f support to students with special educational needs. High
profile court cases taken by parents o f children with disabilities resulted in the provision o f
education for pupils with severe and profound disabilities (O ’Donohue case, 1993) and more
recently, the provision o f appropriate education (Sinnott case, 2000/01). As the right to education
has extended to all persons, there is now an increasing concern about equality and inclusion issues.
The worldwide movement towards inclusion o f pupils with special educational needs has had an
influence on developments in educational provision in Ireland. The principles enshrined in recent
Irish legislation, such as the Education Act (1998) and the Education for Persons with Special
Educational Needs (EPSEN) Act (2004) reflect an inclusive approach to special educational needs.
The EPSEN Act 2004 recommends that the education o f pupils with special educational needs
takes place in an inclusive environment. The present system o f special provision for these pupils
has developed along parallel and separate systems o f support. However in recent years, many
children with special needs who would have previously been placed in a special class or special
school are now included in mainstream. Although the EPSEN Act recommends placement in
mainstream, in reality, the conditions for an inclusive environment may vary. In many instances
withdrawing pupils from class has been the dom inant method o f providing this extra support. This
has implications for the vision o f an inclusive education, and how the child is perceived to be a
pupil with difficulties as opposed to being a pupil in difficulty.
A num ber o f initiatives have begun to develop the services for pupils with learning difficulties and
special educational needs. Each o f these initiatives has to some extent had an effect on the teaching
and learning situation for the child with dyslexia. First o f all, the implementation o f a revised
Primary School Curriculum (National Council for Curriculum and Assessm ent (NCCA), 1999a)
and the in - service support which accom panied the im plementation o f the revised curriculum, was
a positive initiative for all pupils. The revised curriculum endorsed the principle o f ensuring the
development o f each child’s full potential. For some pupils this implies extra support to achieve
that potential. With this in mind, in 2000, the Department o f Education and Science (DES)
published the Learning Support Guidelines for primary schools. This document offers advice on the
development o f in- school structures to support children with learning difficulties.

Despite the positive developments mentioned so far, in every classroom and school, a significant
number of children experience difficulty in learning to read. For these children, reading becomes a
source o f anxiety and frustration to themselves and their parents. This frustrating and unexpected
problem in learning to read may be due to dyslexia. Pupils who have been assessed as having a
learning difficulty arising from dyslexia, may be enrolled in a reading unit’ or reading school for a
period o f up to two years. These pupils would be at the severe end of the continuum of need.
Alternatively, pupils may receive extra support in mainstream from the learning support/resource
teacher. This study will examine how each teaching situation is appropriate to the needs o f the
individual student and his/her parents. The question is asked how does each setting differ in terms
of the teaching and learning context and is there any difference in the learning outcomes. To date,
there has been no systematic evaluation o f the effectiveness o f the teaching and learning situation
in each of the special settings for pupils with dyslexia. This study contributes to this area.
Significant concerns are sometimes raised by teachers or parents concerning a child’s learning
needs. The needs of children are met most effectively where parents, teachers and psychologist
work, collaboratively. In an attempt to address this issue, the National Educational Psychological
Service (NEPS) was established in 1999, as a statutory agency with its aim to support the personal,
social and educational development of all children having particular regard to children with special
educational needs. This is a welcome development, despite being inadequately resourced in its
present form. Teachers who are supporting pupils with special educational needs also need ongoing
professional development and training. The recent development o f the Special Education Support
Service (SESS) has begun to address the professional needs o f teachers who support pupils with a
diversity of needs. The SESS was set up in 2003 to provide dedicated and ongoing support and
professional development for all teachers with particular emphasis on topics related to special
educational needs. The SESS is also a means o f teachers accessing information on special
education in Ireland and internationally. All teachers, not only support teachers, need an
understanding of the educational implications for pupils with dyslexia.
There is an ambiguity or even suspicion around the topic of dyslexia. Teachers are uncertain as to
how to support the student with dyslexia in the classroom, and believe there is a need for an
individualised approach and specialist teaching for the dyslexic learner. In our present system in
Ireland, there are difficulties arising from the identification and assessment o f dyslexia, and
consequent outcomes for the student and his family. There is no standard screening process for
dyslexia. Unrecognised difficulties in reading and writing may become embedded as the child
reaches the senior classes in primary school with consequent difficulties when he/she transfers to
second level. Parents of children who have been assessed as having dyslexia are concerned that
their child receive an appropriate education and that literacy difficulties do not hinder their progress
' Note; the term ‘reading unit’ is used in preference to ‘reading c la ss’ by the teachers, parents and pupils w ho
attend. This term w ill be used throughout the study.
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in school. Parents generally have high educational expectations for their child and will make every
effort to be an advocate for the child in gaining appropriate support as needed. The teacher’s
understanding o f the educational implications o f dyslexia will influence the teaching methods and
approaches used.
The Task Force on Dyslexia (TFD) (2002) was set up to review the current range o f educational
provision and support services available to children with specific reading disabilities in Ireland and
also to
Assess the adequacy o f current educational provision and support services, having regard to
the range o f special needs which can arise and the need to address such needs either in
integrated settings or by way o f special dedicated provision (TFD, 2002, p. 3)
The TFD recommended a continuum o f provision o f support for pupils according to the severity o f
need. The m inister promised to match the continuum o f severity o f need arising from dyslexia, with
a range o f provision that would be flexible and responsive to the needs o f parents, teachers and
students alike. This echoed the earlier recommendations o f the SERC report that also suggested a
continuum o f provision. The National Council for Special Education (NCSE) (2003) has again
underlined the commitment to a range or ‘continuum ’ o f provision as required.
The TFD however, could not comment on provision for pupils with dyslexia:
No comparative information was available on the effects o f special education provision on
the achievement and general development o f students with specific learning difficulties
arising fro m dyslexia who attend special schools or special classes, or who receive resource
teaching support. (TFD, 2002, p. 41).
It is one o f the recommendations o f the Task Force that:
The Department o f Education and Science should commission a study to compare the
relative effectiveness and appropriateness to the needs o f individual students and their
parents o f the three models o f special education provision that are in place fo r prim ary level
students with specific learning difficulties including those arising fro m dyslexia- resource
teaching support, enrolment in a special class and enrolment in a special school, (p. I l l )
The contribution o f this research is to address this issue.
The present study asks how effective is the special education support to the student with difficulties
arising from dyslexia. Current provision for these pupils is provided in three different ways:
support in mainstream from a learning support/resource teacher, enrolment in a special reading
unit, or enrolm ent in a reading school.
Support which is provided in a reading unit or reading school takes place in a special setting, in
many cases at a distance from the child’s own school. Parents and children may see the transfer
from m ainstream to special setting and back again, as a disadvantage o f the extra support.
M ainstream schools have begun to re - organise extra support for pupils with special educational
needs within the school, according to resources available. This study will look at the structural and
systemic issues that impact on this special provision in the context o f a whole school policy o f
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inclusion. The question is asked how does the current policy impact on the special school or
reading unit, and how does the special setting contribute to the overall system o f provision.
Pupils who are underachieving in literacy may receive extra support from the learning support/
resource teacher. The learning support/resource teacher in mainstream has a central role in the
whole school provision for pupils with dyslexia. H/she is in a pivotal position to enhance the
teaching o f literacy throughout the whole school. From the perspective o f the student with
difficulties arising from dyslexia, the present study will examine how extra support in reading and
literacy is organised and how effective is this extra support. It appears there may be barriers to
collaboration and com m unication between teachers who are supporting the child with dyslexia.
This study will examine the outcomes in terms o f progress in literacy, and sustained benefit to
students and parents.
This study focuses on the teaching and learning context for the pupils with dyslexia, the support
teacher, m ainstream teacher and the central experience o f the student. The methods and teaching
approaches used by support teachers and specialist teachers will depend to a large extent on the
teacher’s understanding o f dyslexia and how he/she understands the developm ent o f the reading
process. There has been no agreement in the research literature on a single definition o f dyslexia
and this has caused problems for teachers, parents and schools. For example, difficulties may be
attributed to short term or working memory, to a discrepancy between cognitive ability and reading
ability. The notion o f a discrepancy measure in the identification and assessment o f dyslexia is in
itself controversial.
The study will discover the main literacy skills taught by teachers in the different teaching settings.
There may be a difference between the skills taught in the special setting and the mainstream
setting. One would expect teachers in the special setting to have more specialised knowledge and
skills. Many o f the specialist literacy intervention program mes have a large emphasis on teaching
phonics skills. Other programmes emphasise phonological awareness. The importance of
phonological awareness has been identified as an essential element in successful reading. Indeed
many researchers believe a phonological deficit to be at the heart o f dyslexia. However writing and
spelling skills are also important for the student particularly on transfer from special support to
mainstream. Developing pupils’ skill in writing is an essential com ponent o f an integrated approach
to literacy instruction. This is important for all pupils but especially for the pupil with dyslexia. The
study will examine how reading and writing is integrated for the student in each o f the teaching
situations. The literacy instruction model used by teachers will be compared with an integrated
model o f reading instruction as recommended in the international literature. The tutors in the
Dyslexia Association o f Ireland (DAI) may be using a different range o f teaching approaches and
methods. The study will find out the dominant literacy skills taught by the private tutors in the
workshops organised by the DAI.
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The teachers’ understanding o f literacy and the reading process will determ ine the methods used
and the priority given to reading accuracy, reading com prehension and writing sicills. There may
also be other factors which make a difference to the success o f the extra support, and the case study
schools will provide an opportunity for this to be observed. It is possible that the teaching
approaches and methods used by teachers in the special settings could be transferred to
mainstream. What is the most effective combination o f elements o f the literacy instruction provided
in each o f the teaching situations? Is there any evidence o f long term benefits to the special support
in the parallel systems o f m ainstream and special setting for the pupil with a difficulty arising from
dyslexia? This study will attempt to answer these questions.
The report o f the study is presented in six chapters. Chapter Two introduces the reader to the wider
context o f the study and reviews the relevant literature in the field. This chapter also outlines the
background to the identification o f dyslexia and considers the main issues which have dominated
the debate on the subject. Chapter Three describes the methods o f investigation and the instruments
used in the collection o f data. A combination o f qualitative and quantitative methods were used in
the study to ascertain the outcomes and the effectiveness o f three m odels o f special support. An in
depth study o f six schools gave an opportunity to explore in detail how extra support for the child
with dyslexia is organised. Survey methods o f data collection included questionnaires, interviews,
and focus group discussions. Quantitative data on pupils’ progress in reading attainment during the
period 2003-2005 was also recorded and analysed. Six case study schools were selected to examine
in detail the special provision for pupils with dyslexia in each type o f situation. Triangulation o f
methods was an objective o f the mixed methodology used in the study.
Chapter Four introduces the findings from the main body o f the study. This chapter is in three
sections. The first section presents the findings from the teachers and tutors who participated
through questionnaires and focus group discussions. The second section contains the case study
schools. This section also focuses on the voices o f the pupils in group discussions with the
researcher presents their progress in reading over two years. The third section contains the findings
from the parents’ questionnaires, focus groups, and interviews. In Chapter Five the main findings
o f the study are discussed and analysed. The key issues and the significant findings are discussed.
Chapter Six is the concluding chapter and this chapter summarises the main conclusions and makes
recom m endations for further research.
Conclusion
In the past ten years there is no doubt that there have been dramatic changes in special education in
Ireland. However, for one group o f students who have difficulties arising from dyslexia there are
unresolved issues surrounding provision o f extra support. This study hopes to contribute to an
increased understanding o f the educational im plications o f dyslexia from the perspective o f
teachers, parents and pupils.
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C h a p t e r 2: L it e r a t u r e R e v i e w
This review o f the Uterature will introduce the reader to the context o f the study and the main areas
o f research in the field which are relevant to the main body o f the study. The review begins by
looking at the assessment o f reading in the international and Irish contexts. The changing/
developing concept o f literacy has an impact on the identification o f a group o f students who may
have difficulty developing literacy skills.
Reading is fundamental to being literate so the current models o f reading and the development o f
the reading process are examined in this review. It was apparent to the author that some children do
not develop literacy skills easily and this raises many questions. M ethods and instructional
strategies are discussed and the essential elements o f evidence-based effective teaching strategies
are highlighted.
The present study focuses on the support provided to students who have been assessed as having
dyslexia. The review o f research in the area o f dyslexia highlights the key issues o f phonological
processing for pupils and the difficulties surrounding the use o f a discrepancy definition o f
dyslexia. In Ireland, primary school pupils may receive extra support because o f dyslexia in
mainstream school from their class teacher or from the learning support or resource teacher.
Alternatively they may receive special educational support in a reading unit or a reading school.
The existence o f special provision for dyslexic pupils separate to and parallel to mainstream has its
advantages and disadvantages. It m ust be viewed in the current context o f the movement towards
the inclusion o f pupils with a diversity o f special educational needs in mainstream. Current
research in this area has identified organisational factors and also systemic factors affecting the
provision o f this extra support. Crucial questions about the continuing existence o f a categorical
model o f special need and the practice o f withdrawing pupils from class for extra support are raised
in this review.

Literacy and reading standards in Irish schools
This section reviews the historical background to English reading instruction in Irish primary
schools. Standards o f reading from the 1960s through to the 1980s and the definitions o f reading
literacy at that time are considered. International assessments o f literacy among students are also
reviewed. The author wished to examine the background to the development o f reading assessment
in the context o f the changing definition o f literacy. Several recent international studies o f reading
and related skills are considered and their implications discussed.
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Historical background: English reading in Irish primary schools
Payment by Results 1872-1899
An investigation into the national school system by the Royal Commission in 1872 was critical of
the low attainm ent levels o f literacy among primary school pupils. A total o f 77% o f school
children were what was termed ‘Book 3 standard’, which meant they were at a standard which
corresponds to the first two classes^ in primary school. Today this would be equivalent to First
Class (Ireland) or Key Stage 1 in the UK system. ‘Key Stage’ refers to the national system of
assessment in the UK which monitors what children should be able to do at ages seven, 11, 14 and
16 years. At Key Stage 1 (age seven years), children can understand the vocabulary o f reading and
writing, can match words and letters by sight and identify some words by sight. This is an early
stage in the development o f reading. Children could recognise words but not read fluently.
In 1872, it was reported by the Royal Commission o f Inquiry into Primary Education that almost
h alf o f the children were at an even lower standard (Coolahan, 1977). Consequently a system of
payment by results was introduced to remedy the situation. Reading, writing, spelling and grammar
were treated as separate components o f English and a specified fee was set for pupils who would
pass in each component subject. A prescribed textbook was used for the year and pupils were
examined on the mechanical aspects o f the reading task. Comprehension o f reading did not receive
much attention. This led to a considerable improvement in the standard o f reading attainm ent, but
there were many criticisms by inspectors and teachers. The stress was on m echanical literacy,
which was assessed by a rigid and limited oral examination (Coolahan, 1977). If a student could
recite his^ passage by rote, teacher’s payment was secure, even if the student did not understand the
content he had read. A large proportion o f teachers were not formally trained. Textbooks used were
mostly political or religious texts. Although the standard o f reading in the school and the
instruction methods used seems to have been unsatisfactory as reported by teachers and even
inspectors, the percentage o f the population who could neither read or write declined from 33% in
1871 to 14% in 1901 (Coolahan, 1977, p. 16). The examination in reading and the effect o f
‘payment by results’ for teachers dictated what was taught in schools and how it was taught.
(Kellaghan, 2001).

English reading in Irish schools in the nineteenth century
Towards the end o f the nineteenth century, the Belmore Commission (1898) heralded a new change
in direction in teaching reading. Com prehension o f text and understanding the m eaning o f words
was now emphasised. This was in direct contrast to the previous approach o f teaching the
segregated skills o f reading, writing, spelling and grammar. Inspectors assessed reading standards

^ The term class is used here as distinct fi-om standard or grade, as it is com m on u sage in the Irish school
system .
^ He/his: The m asculine form is used to reflect the historic docum ent
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for the whole school. Books were reported to be more varied and ‘child centred’. Teachers were
encouraged to stimulate the child’s interest in reading. Payment by results was abolished. The
‘curriculum ’ changed from the set ‘class book’ on which all children previously progressed
together. The individual pupil’s attainment was not reported. Attainm ent in reading during this
period was reported by the inspectors to be an improvement on the previous system. However the
government interest at the time was measuring illiteracy in the population. Government reports did
not m easure the levels o f pupils’ literacy. Literacy in schools was docum ented by a general report
o f the schools inspector. These reports provided evidence o f improved literacy among pupils
(Coolahan, 1977). It was likely that this enlightened approach to teaching reading removed the
pressures associated with the previous Payment by Results scheme. Unfortunately this child
centred approach did not continue.

Literacy in the Free State (1922-1937)
As society changes, literacy changes in response. In 1922 education policy reflected the emergence
o f the new Irish state. Regeneration o f the Irish language becam e one o f the priorities for education
and this had a negative effect on instruction in English reading.
A system o f national schooling was established and the Irish language became the priority language
o f teaching and instruction. This meant that teachers spent a large portion o f the school day
teaching Irish. Instruction in the infant classes (ages 4-5) was entirely through the Irish language.
Standards in English reading attainment were frequently criticised by teachers (Kellaghan, 2001).
Instruction in English reading took place in a traditional m anner and class textbooks had a
‘national’ tone (Coolahan, 1977). No objective or empirical reports on reading attainment or
standards o f achievem ent were undertaken until the 1960s. Standards in reading were assessed by
Departm ent o f Education Inspectors visiting schools and issuing reports. Sixth Class pupils had to
undergo the ‘Primary Certificate Exam ination’ in English, Irish and M athematics. This exam
became com pulsory in 1943 and it was discontinued in 1967.

Evaluating standards in reading in primary schools in Ireland
Studies in the 1960s (McNamara, 1966; Kelly & McGee, 1967) compared the reading attainment o f
Irish pupils whose mother tongue was English with that o f English pupils, and found that Irish
pupils in Fifth Class were 17 months behind their English counterparts. Irish pupils whose first
language was Irish were found to be 30 months behind. This is not surprising. English school
children spent tw ice as much time studying English as their Irish counterparts. The second study
(Kelly & McGee, 1967) found an even larger difference o f approximately 26 months o f reading age
between Irish children and children from England and Wales. The importance attached to teaching
the Irish language and the proportion o f time spent on teaching Irish was a m ajor factor in
depressing perform ance in English reading (M cNamara, 1966). The teaching methods used were

directly influenced by the compulsory testing of English reading and writing at the end o f the
primary school cycle. During this period, the Primary Certificate Examination was compulsory. In
1971 a new Primary School Curriculum Curaclam na Bunscoile (Department o f Education, 1971)
was introduced. This marked a positive change in the teaching approaches for all subjects, and a
more child centred approach to teaching literacy to all pupils.
National Assessment o f reading
The Department of Education carried out the first national surveys of reading attainment in primary
schools in Ireland in 1972, the second in 1980. The purpose of the surveys was to enable national
comparisons to be made between primary pupils in the Republic o f Ireland with those in Northern
Ireland and England, and to establish base line data for future surveys (Mulrooney, 1985). The two
surveys focused on ten-year-old pupils in Fourth and Fifth Class. The results indicate that between
1972 and 1980 the reading standards of Irish ten year olds improved by about eight months. Irish
pupils were gradually closing the gap in reading achievement so that by 1980 pupils in Fourth and
Fifth Classes were about a year and a half behind their English counterparts (Mulrooney, 1985).
Since then, national surveys of reading literacy have been conducted at regular intervals. Although
standards improved significantly between 1972 and 1980, they have not changed significantly since
then despite improvements in the teacher pupil ratio, access to learning support and the provision of
library services to schools (Cosgrove, Kellaghan, Forde & Morgan, 2000). These surveys assessed
understanding of narrative, expository and document texts, mainly using multiple-choice items.
National surveys o f this type do not assess pupils’ phonological abilities or word recognition skills.
In the 1998 survey it was found that girls’ mean achievement scores were significantly higher than
boys’ on a range of text types and that boys were more strongly represented at the lower
achievement levels. Boys and girls whose parents held a medical card had a mean score that was
one standard deviation lower than that o f students whose parents did not have medical cards (Shiel,
2005). Possession of a medical card was regarded as a broad index of low household income.
The data from the survey suggests underlying concerns among teachers about students’ literacy
levels. Teachers rated the reading proficiency o f one in ten students as ‘weak’ or ‘inadequate’, and
an equal number as reading two years below their class level. Teachers judged the proportion of
students with very serious difficulties to be about 2-3% but more significantly, they judged that a
larger number (12.4%) would require support with the daily demands of reading. The most recent
survey of reading among Fifth Class pupils (Eivers, Shiel & Shortt, 2004) reported no significant
change in reading standards. It appears that reading standards have not changed dramatically over
time.
Reading assessment in the UK: Surveys of reading attainment have been conducted in the UK
since 1948. After the war years, as the education system recovered, the average scores rose slightly.
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but scores remained unchanged from 1952 to 1979 (Brooks, 1998). In the 1970s OFSTED (Office
for Standards in Education) and the National Foundation Educational Research (NFER) conducted
surveys involving students aged 11 and 15/16 years between 1947 and 1979. Other surveys of
students in England and Wales (NFER, 1991, 1995) showed little change in reading standards since
1987. The introduction of a national curriculum (1990) was adduced as a reason for low standards
in achievement. There was considered to be less time for literacy instruction due to the broad
nature of the curriculum (Brooks, 1996). This was also a time when there was a shortage of trained
primary teachers in England. The NFER Reading Ability Series tests were used in these national
assessments. However, because of sampling difficulties in 1993, the results for pupils age 14 years
did not provide reliable evidence on the trend at that age between then and 1996 (Brooks, 1998).
National assessments of reading literacy also provided information about the variables associated
with reading achievement. Pupils’ achievement levels are not determined by the school alone.
National and international studies show an association between gender and reading achievement
(Cosgrove et al., 2000,) and between socio economic status and reading (DES, 2005b). It is clear
that gender differences in reading emerge at an early age and persist into second level schooling
(Shiel, 2005). Large gender differences in favour of girls are also evident in the highest scoring
countries in international studies (OECD, 2000). Socioeconomic status has been consistently
associated with reading achievement
Factors relating to reading performance
Teacher experience: Long-term studies of the effects of teacher characteristics on pupils show the
influence of teacher qualifications and experience on pupils’ achievement. Pupil achievement is
linked to teacher qualifications (Darling-Hammond & Ball, 1997). There is considerable agreement
that the teacher’s role is central to the effectiveness of schools and the competence of the
instruction. The Irish experience has also replicated this finding (Eivers, Sheil, Perkins &
Cosgrove, 2005). The more experienced teachers are generally assigned to senior classes, while
junior classes are generally assigned the least experienced teachers (Eivers et al., 2005). This may
not be such a wise decision.
Teaching approaches: The teaching practices and approaches used have been shown to lead to
improvement in reading achievement (Taylor, Pressley, Pearson, 2002) Small group instruction in
junior classes and teachers using a range of word recognition strategies were found to lead to
improved reading.
Home hacliground factors: Factors such as socio- economic status, parents’ literacy level and
parents’ support for the child’s reading also have an effect on standards o f reading attainment.
Children from disadvantaged families tend to start school with poorer academic ability than their
more advantaged peers (Kellaghan, 1977; Snow, Bums & Griffin, 1998). Early disadvantages
affect the child’s enduring experiences within formal schooling, because such disadvantages tend
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to be both persistent and cumulative (Government of Ireland, 1995, p. 16). In Ireland a range of
programmes have begun to address the issue o f educational disadvantage e.g. Early Start (DES,
1994), Giving Children an Even Break (DES, 2001), Breaking the Cycle (DES, 2001), Home
School Community Liaison Scheme (DES, 2001), School Completion Program (DES, 2003). These
programmes do not specify targets linked to reading achievement specifically, but one would
expect reading attainment to improve over time for the pupils and the families targeted by the
intervention programs. However this is not always the case (Ryan, 1999; Archer & Shortt, 2003;
Weir, Mills & Ryan, 2002). Recent reports recommend a stronger focus on literacy in schools
(Eivers et al., 2004). As the definition of literacy has changed and become broader, this has
influenced the curriculum, instruction and assessments associated with literacy. The idea o f a
‘balanced literacy instruction approach’ (Morrow, 1999) advocates an integrated language arts
approach to literacy instruction in school. A balanced view of reading instruction enables teachers
to base instruction on the needs of individual students rather than using a single approach or a
particular focus. This has implications for pedagogy and will be discussed later. Successful
implementation o f balanced reading instruction requires continuing professional development of
teachers and professional preparation at pre- service stage.

International frameworks for literacy
Definitions o f literacy have changed over the years. International studies of reading literacy have
defined reading literacy according to various levels of interaction between individual competency
and social demands. Reading is usually included as a component in the definition o f literacy, as
reading is fundamental to being literate. But literacy is a broader concept than reading. Literacy is
described as the
ability to understand and use those written language form s required by society and valued
by the individual. Young readers can construct meaning from a variety o f texts. They read to
learn, to participate in communities o f readers and fo r enjoyment (Campbell et al., 2001, p.
3)
Literacy is more than the ability to read and write. Current definitions show that literacy:
•

involves different abilities: reading, writing, oral language, viewing;

•

being literate involves constructing meaning, reflection, expressing thought;

•

these abilities can be applied in different contexts, subject areas or different communities.

Toward a definition o f reading literacy
A narrow definition of literacy emphasises literacy as the ability to read, write and de-code print.
From a government perspective in Ireland, in the nineteenth century, learning to read was judged as
fundamental to being literate. Later definitions o f literacy have enhanced the concept of literacy by
linking oral language, reading and writing to a capacity to reflect and make decisions in the wider
community (Healy Eames, 1999). Reading literacy has been defined as ‘using printed and written
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information to function in society, to achieve o n e ’s goals and to achieve o n e ’s knowledge and
p o te n tia l’ (OECD, 1995). This is a broader definition than that used in standardised tests currently
used to assess reading in Ireland. The narrow range o f skills tested in MICRA T test (Ireland) has
been criticised because o f its narrow definition o f literacy, which reduces literacy to a limited set o f
isolated skills unrelated to the learner’s interest (Healy Eames, 2005). Literacy performance can be
classified according to various levels o f interaction between individual competency and social
demands (M artin & M organ 1994; Morgan, Hickey and Kellaghan, 1997). This will be discussed in
a later section.
International studies in reading literacy
As a m em ber o f the European Union and the OECD Ireland now participates in international
assessments o f reading literacy. In a wider context Ireland’s standard o f reading literacy can be
com pared in an international context.
The International Evaluation o f Achievem ent (lEA) Reading Literacy Study assessed the
achievem ent o f 9 and 14 year olds in 32 countries in 1991. In this study, reading literacy was
defined as ‘’the ability to use and understand those written language fo rm s required by society
and/or valued by the individual’ (Elley, 1992). Students were presented with narrative texts,
expository texts and document texts. The narrative domain consisted o f text in which the w riter’s
aim was to tell a story; text in the expository domain was designed to explain, describe or convey
information and the documents domain presented structured information in the form o f charts,
tables, maps, graphs. The outcomes showed that Ireland ranked twelfth out o f 28 countries. Gender
differences were relatively greater in Ireland than most other countries, especially at the lower
levels o f achievement. There were indications that many more Irish boys than girls have ‘serious
literacy problem s’ (M organ et al., 1997). However for pupils at age 14 years, Ireland’s mean score
was not significantly different from the mean scores o f nine other countries or from the
international country average (Elley, 1992).
International A du lt Literacy Study: In order to better understand the relationships between
education, skills, economic success and social outcomes at the level o f the individual and o f the
nation, this study was conducted in 24 countries between 1994 and 1998. Reading literacy was
defined as the 'ability to understand and employ information in daily activities, at home, at work,
and in the com munity to achieve o n e ’s goals, and to develop o n e ’s knowledge and potential ’
(OECD, 2000). This is a more functional notion o f reading literacy than lEA study m entioned
above. Adults were assessed in three domains: prose literacy; docum ent literacy; quantitative
literacy. The average literacy level o f Irish adults is the same or higher than the level o f adults in
eight European countries and lower than the level in six other European countries. It was noted that
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although basic literacy has been established in Ireland, the transition to higher levels o f literacy has
been less successful.
Program m e f o r International Student A ssessm ent (PISA): The PISA study focuses on three
assessm ent domains: reading literacy, mathematical literacy, and scientific literacy. PISA was
administered in 28 OECD countries and 4 non-OECD countries in 2000. Further studies assessed
mathematical literacy in 2003. Assessm ent o f science literacy will take place in 2006. Its purpose is
to address the question o f how well young people are equipped for future participation in society
through assessment o f key skills (Shiel, Cosgrove, Sofroniou & Kelly, 2001). The main focus in
2000 was on measuring students’ proficiency in reading literacy. Reading literacy in PISA is
defined as the 'capacity to understand, use, and reflect on written texts, in order to achieve o n e ’s
goals, to develop o n e ’s knowledge and potential and to participate in society’. (OECD, 2000)
This is a broader concept o f literacy. This definition goes beyond students learning to read, to
students reading to learn, and emphasises students’ future use o f reading. Ireland ranked fifth
among a group o f seven countries with mean scores higher than the OECD country average.
However, three years later Ireland’s mean scores had dropped and although comparatively high in
2000 and 2003, Ireland’s overall performance was poorer in 2003. In 2003, 2.7% failed to
demonstrate the most basic skills assessed and 8.3% scored at the most basic test level (level 1).
The lE A Progress in International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS): This is an ongoing study,
which focuses on reading achievement o f nine and ten year olds. The first assessm ent was
conducted in 2001. Six countries that had participated in the previous lEA study are taking part
(England, Scotland, France, Germany, Australia and New Zealand).
It is significant to note that the definition o f reading literacy used in this study takes the view that
reading is a constructive and interactive process. This corresponds with the PISA definition o f
reading literacy. The PIRLS assessm ent focuses on reading comprehension, the purpose o f reading,
and attitudes and behaviours associated with reading This definition addresses how students read,
and accounts for the home and school factors which influence performance.
Summary’
There are some conclusions apparent from these international studies. It appears that reading
standards do not change significantly over time. Reading standards in Irish schools are at the
international average when com pared with standards in other developed countries. The use o f a
broader definition o f literacy in the later studies such as PISA, lEA and PIRLS emphasises
students’ future use o f reading which goes beyond the basic skills o f learning to read and write. The
definition o f literacy used in these studies focuses on the relationship between the individual and
society. In relation to Ireland’s performance, it is a matter o f concern that there are a significant
num ber o f students with serious reading difficulties. This highlights the need to address low
achievem ent by im plementing school wide and individual programmes. Gender differences are
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apparent at the lowest levels in reading with males more strongly represented and this seems to
persist into second level. Males are also more likely to be identified with reading difficulties. More
research is needed into the other factors associated with underachievement in reading. The
association between socioeconomic status and reading literacy is confirmed. The national and
international studies do not give any information on the proportion of students with dyslexia in
different countries or on the variables associated with dyslexia. In fact many students with dyslexic
learning difficulties may be excluded from participating in national assessment tests if they are in
receipt of special education services.

The Reading Process
It was indicated in the previous section that reading is fundamental to being literate. Reading
entails more than just recognising words. Reading involves constructing meaning and reflection.
Teachers and educators involved in the instruction of reading need an understanding of the reading
process and a comprehensive grasp o f the components of that process. This section will discuss the
reading process and review some of the predominant theoretical models of reading.
Models o f the reading process
Reading is a holistic activity and in order to engage in the reading process the reader must use a
range of cognitive and learning skills (Reid, 1998). Various theories of reading and models of the
reading process have been put forward to explain the process of reading. Reading has been
described as a ‘psycholinguistic guessing game’ whereby reading fluency develops by increasing
the use of contextual clues and the minimal use of visual cues (Goodman, 1967; Smith 1971).
Other models of reading have suggested the reading process involves the processing of information
from visual, phonological and semantic cues (Gough, 1972; La Berge Samuels, 1974). Later
models suggest that reading involves the interaction of contextual, comprehension, visual and
phonological information (Adams, 1998; Rummelhart, 1998). Each model gives a unique
perspective on reading. Reading has been described as both a perceptual process and a cognitive
process (Rummelhart, 1998).
The interactive model o f reading has recently become more dominant and can be seen to have
influenced the policy and practice underlying the UK National Literacy Strategy (Department for
Education and Employment (DfEE), 1998a).
Information processing models: Information processing models of reading such as put forward by
Gough (1972) and La Berge Samuels (1974) represent a detailed letter-by-letter or ‘bottom up’
approach to understanding reading. In the Gough model, reading consists of a sequentially ordered
set of transformations. All input from print is transformed from sensory information into higher
level encoding or meaning. The grapheme (written word) is first registered and transformed from
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letter representation to phoneme representation, then to lexical representation and finally to deep
structural representation. In this model reading is explained as letter-by-letter and word-by-word
analysis. In a similar model, La Berge Samuels (1974) described three separate systems, which
hold the representation of the input string. These systems are the visual memory system, the
phonological memory system and the semantic memory system. All of this information feeds into
the process, which determines the reader’s meaning and understanding of the text. These individual
processes or ‘flow charts’ are described separately and take account of the perceptual processes
involved in reading. However, these early models of reading do not explain how these processes
interact together. La Berge suggested that for the fluent reader, decoding becomes automatic and
the reader’s attention can be directed to comprehending the text, whereas in beginning reading,
attention is switched from decoding to comprehension, as only one task can be done at a time. The
earlier models and theories of the reading process (Fries, 1952) focused on reading as mainly a
process of word identification and how to read words accurately. Later theories (Goodman, 1967;
Smith, 1971; Chall, 1983) emphasised reading as both a perceptual and a cognitive activity.
‘Interactive’ models of reading (Rumelhart, 1998; Adams, 1998) are an attempt to bring together
the two sides of the debate.
Interactive model o f reading: An interactive model of reading proposes to describe and explain
how both the perceptual processes and the cognitive processes involved in reading interact. The
notion o f different processing systems, which interact during the activity of reading, is an attempt
to describe how the mind processes many different cues and clues during the reading task. The
print on the page constitutes the basic perceptual data of reading. From this perspective, Adams
(1998) outlined four processes, which interact with and cooperate with one another to deliver
information to the reader. The four processes are the context processor, meaning processor,
orthographic processor and phonological processor. These processes are illustrated in more detail
later but briefly may be explained as follows: Within each of the ‘processors’, knowledge is
represented and interrelated with other knowledge from the other ‘processors’ in the model. For the
reader as the letters in a word are recognised this activates the spelling patterns, pronunciation and
meaning within which they are compatible. Then the context processor constructs a coherent
interpretation or message. Meaningftil experiences with words are important to the usage of words,
the interpretation o f words and the reader’s developing vocabulaiy. In this model, skilful readers
access the spelling, sound, meaning and context of a familiar word almost automatically. Speed and
fluency are necessary for this process to be effective. This model of reading is an interactionist
model. Each o f these systems accepts information from the other. The most important system in
this model (Adams, 1998) is the orthographic processor, which receives information directly from
the printed page. In skilful reading, the mind "works interactively and in parallel with as many cues
and clues as it can recognise as relevant’ {Ad&ms, 1998, p. 845).
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The question o f how the different processes interact is also addressed by Rummeihart (1998). A
‘message centre ’ is envisaged where hypotheses are measured, evaluated and a new connection is
made. This model (Rumelhart, 1998) proposes hypotheses or knowledge sources at five different
levels. It is a means o f representing a set o f interacting processes or knowledge sources.
•

Feature level knowledge: At a basic level o f processing, the reader extracts the critical features
o f the word/ letters/print.

•

Letter level knowledge: Using previous knowledge o f letters, the reader hypothesises and
evaluates that letter knowledge against the new information. The reader takes into account the
probabilities o f letters in the language.

•

Letter- cluster knowledge: The letter level knowledge is scanned for a hypothesis regarding the
likelihood o f letter sequences or units o f sound in the language

•

Lexical level knowledge: Using information from letter knowledge and letter clusters, the
reader scans the text for letter sequences, which form lexical items. The convergent
information is strengthened.

•

Syntactic knowledge: The most probable interpretation from the reader’s syntactic knowledge
is considered as input. For example a reader may assign a lexical category to a particular word,
the most likely possibility entered first.

•

Semantic level knowledge: This is the ability to look for semantic level correlates to evaluate
the plausibility o f the hypothesis. This gives the reader text based information on which
comprehension depends.

This interactive model incorporates elements o f both the ‘top dow n’ and ‘bottom up’ approaches of
previous models o f reading. Reading depends on interaction with both the linguistic and conceptual
context in which words occur. In other words, the reader’s syntactic and semantic knowledge
interact with the lower level letter knowledge and letter cluster knowledge. Each hypothesis can be
generated at any level. The interactionist model o f reading as outlined gives an overview o f the
reading task from the perspective o f the ‘norm al’ reader. However, for the individual reader, there
may be specific difficulties present with any o f the sub processes involved in reading.
M ulti layered model: A multi-layered model o f the reading process (Devitt, 1996) shows how
incoming data from text is checked against stored data in the reader’s head. Various sub processes
are involved in the processing o f the text in order to understand the text and create an effective
synthesis with other knowledge. This model has some o f the elements o f other information
processing models, and also demonstrates the connections between the higher and lower level sub
processes required for alphabetic systems. The lower sub-processes involve word recognition and
local propositions, the higher sub- processes link the propositional information with schemata and
prior knowledge (Devitt, 1996). Information received from the text at a lower level is matched with
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information stored in the mind. Three different types o f processing provide another layer to this
model: visual, cognitive and metacognitive (Miller, 1988).
Sub processes o f reading: The sub processes in reading may be grouped into lower level processes
i.e. word recognition, orthographic processing, phonological decoding; and higher level processes
i.e. integrating new information with prior knowledge, or reconstructing text (Devitt, 1986) Other
models of reading have emphasised the idea o f reading as a cognitive process (Adams, 1998), or a
process of constructing meaning from text (Goodman, 1998; Smith, 1993). This puts emphasis on
inference and prediction in reading. An interactive model o f reading serves as a useful tool for
understanding the sub processes, which may present specific difficulties for children who are
struggling with reading. The model outlined by Adams (1998) shows the interrelatedness of the 4
different processes involved.
Fig. 2.1: Interactionist model o f reading processes

Context Processor

M eaning processor

j

/ /
Orthographic

READING

•

Phonological Processor

WRITING

SPEECH

(Adams, 1998, p. 844)
The orthographic processor sequences the letters in a word. It receives information on the
letters and words on the printed page. The fluent reader and the beginning reader visually
process nearly every letter and word o f text as they read (Patterson & Cotheart, 1987; Adams,
1990).

•

The phonological processor matches the letters to the letter sounds. This provides ‘back up’
support to the reader and to the orthographic processor. This gives speed and ease of
recognition to the reader.

•

The meaning processor relates to the reader’s knowledge of the word meaning. Meaningful
experiences with words increase the reader’s word usage and vocabulary. Structural analysis of
words, morphemic analysis of words increases ability to interpret new words.

•

The context processor gives an overview of the meaning of the text. The context processor
selects the appropriate meaning o f a word in a given context.
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This is a reciprocal and interactive model o f the reading process. This model highlights an
interaction between context, meaning, orthography (print) and phonology (speech). In other words
the m ore practice in reading the child has, the more skilled he will become in developing reading
sub skills. This has been referred to as the M atthew effect (Stanovich, 1986). Viewing the process
from a more global or holistic approach, Goodman (1998) believes that reading is ‘goal oriented’, a
process whereby the reader seeks meaning from text by using the grapho-phonic, syntactic and
sem antic information contained in the text. These ‘cue-system s’ allow for inference during reading.
The reader has to make predictions or ‘guess’ as to the meaning o f the words. Other theorists
em phasise reading as the construction o f m eaning between reader, text and teacher (Ruddell &
Unrau, 1998) or as hypothesis testing or interaction with language (Ruddell & Rudell, 1998).
Interactive compensatory model
An interactive compensatory model (Reid, 1998) attempts to show how readers draw on both the
‘top dow n’ or concept driven and ‘bottom u p ’ or data driven reading models. This model
acknowledges that both processes work, and readers do not necessarily begin at either the graphic
or contextual level (Stanovich, 1988). The reader may rely more heavily on some levels o f
processing than on others. For example the good reader may rely more on visual details than the
poor reader who relies more on context.

Development o f the reading process
Linguistic, visual and auditory skills are all essential in learning to read. The development o f these
specific reading skills or sub skills is an integral part o f the phases o f reading development. Ehri
(1995) outlined four phases o f reading development as follows:
1.

The Pre- alphabetic phase implies the child is relying on visual cues to remember a word.
Letter-sound connections are not involved at this stage. Connections are made between salient
visual features or ‘cues’ and their pronunciation or semantic representation. The child may
identify the word using context and no alphabet (e.g. McDonalds restaurant). In an earlier
model o f reading development, the pre alphabetic phase corresponds to the Logographic phase
as outlined by Frith (1985; see below).

2.

At the Partial Alphabetic phase, the reader can make partial alphabetic connections between
some o f the letters. First and last letters may be remembered; this is a ‘phonetic cue reading’
stage. The beginning reader recognises some letter patterns, and letter combinations.

3.

At the Full alphabetic phase readers may use some sight word knowledge and can begin to
decode words. They may also read words by analogy to known sight words.
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4.

At the final Consolidated alphabetic phase, readers can transform graphem es into phonemes
and can retain sight words. Larger units o f grapho-phonem ic knowledge can be stored. A
decoding strategy is now part o f a wider knowledge o f the reader’s alphabetic system.

Such a framework highlights the essential sub skills involved in the reading process. A previous
model o f the reading process as outlined by Frith (1984) shows sim ilarities among the stages o f
reading development although the terminology differs. Frith (1985) divides the development o f
reading into three stages: Logographic, Alphabetic, and Orthographic
The young child begins at the logographic stage by relying on the visual patterns o f words for
recognition. As this becomes inadequate, he moves on to the developm ent o f alphabetic skills. Not
all children will be able to detect the letter sound association in words and automatically ‘pick up’
the alphabetic code. They need explicit and direct instruction in letter knowledge and early focus
on phonological knowledge. Finally a level o f grapho-phonem ic knowledge is reached at the
orthographic stage and the reader can apply the range o f skills built up at each stage. About 75% o f
children will learn to read by the use o f any m ethod (Lieberm an & Shankweiler, 1991).
However, the rem ainder will need further explicit instruction in two areas:
•

Alphabetic principle (alphabetic code): learning the letter names and developing letter - sound
association skills necessary for reading, and

•

Phonological and phonem ic awareness: ability to isolate individual sounds, to manipulate
speech sounds, to blend sounds.

Each o f the models outlined above provide insights into the developm ental process o f reading.
While there may appear to be some points o f overlap for example ‘p re - alphabetic’ stage (Ehri,
1995) and ‘logographic ’ stage (Frith, 1985), each model contributes to the overall understanding o f
the developmental process.

Summary
In conclusion it can be seen from the dominant theoretical models o f reading that the reading
process involves more than a set o f specific skills which can be taught in a linear way. The
involvement o f the reader and the interaction o f the reader with the text contribute to the ease,
speed and fluency o f reading. There is agreement that reading involves the construction o f meaning
and the reader’s previous knowledge, vocabulary and experience also contribute to the task. This
underlines the important role o f oral language development as an integral part o f literacy teaching.
While the phonological, orthographic and visual skills involved in reading must not be overlooked
and must be present for successful reading, it is evident that these skills are not sufficient in
themselves. It could be stated that these skills enable reading but successful reading is more than
the sum o f these skills.
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Difficulties in reading development
Differences, Discrepancies, Difficulties: Having examined the current m odels o f reading and the
development o f the reading process, it will be apparent that for some children the developm ent o f
reading does not proceed as outlined above. There are individual differences among children, in
their rates o f learning, learning style, or even m otivation. Some children experience difficulties in
word recognition, in phonological awareness or in decoding unknown words. There may be a
discrepancy between a child’s reading comprehension and his accuracy in reading. The main
difficulties which pupils experience with reading are centred on the following sub-processes:
perceptual difficulties; phonological awareness or m em oiy difficulties.
Perceptual difficulties: Auditory perception is the ability to recognise or interpret what is heard
(Lemer, 2003). Auditory perception skills include phonological awareness, auditory discrimination
skills, auditory sequencing and auditory blending. Many readers have auditory, linguistic and
phonological difficulties (Lyon, 1998; Stahl & Murray, 1994). The difficulty for some children is
not in hearing accurately, but rather in recognising or interpreting what is heard, i f a child is unable
to reflect about the sound elements o f the English language and perceive the sounds within words
the alphabetic system will remain a mystery (Torgeson, 1998).
Knowledge o f letter shapes and the visual identity o f these letters is an important skill for the
beginning reader (Adams, 1990). The basic concepts o f print and the visual representation o f print
may present a difficulty for some children (Clay, 1985). Visual recognition o f letters and
transposing these letters into their phonological correspondences may be a problem for some
readers. For several children basic knowledge about print develops more slowly and this delays
their development o f reading.
Phonological awareness: ‘Phonological awareness reflects the strength o f a child's ability to
represent linguistic information at the phonological level' (Hester & Hodson, 2004, p. 115). A
necessary ability for learning to read in the English language is the ability to recognise that the
words are composed o f individual sounds within the words. Phonological awareness refers to the
child’s ability to focus on and manipulate phonemes in spoken words. The smallest unit o f sound is
a phonem e. Different languages use different phonemes. In English, the word cat contains three
phonemes: k-a-t. The beginning reader needs to know that the words cat and hat differ in a single
phoneme. The link between phonological awareness and early reading success has been established
(Bradley & Biyant 1989). Children with phonological difficulties often cannot recognise words that
rhyme (e.g. right, fight, night) and alliteration in words {cat and cap). As a result, these children
cannot understand or use the alphabetic principle needed for learning phonics and decoding words
(Lemer, 2003). Readers need some minimal level o f spelling to sound knowledge in order to
decode words independently (Stanovich, 1986a).
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Memory difficulties: Some children with dyslexia or dyslexic-type reading difficulties may have
difficulty in remembering or retaining information. They may also have difficulty recalling
information. This could be due to short- term memory problems or a naming difficulty (Reid,
1998). The role o f memory is central to information processing theories of cognition. Information
is transferred from the senses to the short term or ‘working memory’ and from there to long-term
memory. The processing and interactionist models of reading suggest that the reader must hold
certain information in short term memory while ‘processing’ it or ‘interacting’ with it and then it is
stored in long term memory. For some readers retrieval from long- term memory may pose a
difficulty. Successful reading requires rapid and fluent recognition of words. Examples of
automatic recall include remembering words when speaking, remembering proper syntactic form
when reading and remembering words by sight when reading (Lemer, 2003). Some readers develop
automatisation skills more gradually due to the slower speed of processing information.
Motivation: The development o f vocabulary facilitates reading comprehension so it is not
surprising that the more a practice a reader has reading, and the greater language experience he has,
the greater his progress in reading. Likewise, the reverse is also true. This has been called the
‘Matthew effect’ (Stanovich, 1986b). Good readers read more, weak readers read less. Where one
o f the reading sub skills develops more slowly or with great difficulty, the reader is less motivated
to develop that particular skill and so makes less progress.
Summary
In summary, individual differences among children account for variations in the development of
skill in reading. There may be a discrepancy or a difficulty in the development o f the various sub skills which contribute to the reading process among individual readers. These difficulties may be
due to perceptual difficulties, either visual or auditory, or to difficulties in phonological awareness
and the awareness o f the sound structure in words. As we now know, fluent reading requires rapid
and fluent recognition o f words. However for some children, memory difficulties may impede the
rapid recall o f information and so delay their development of reading. Loss of confidence can be
observed among readers who experience difficulty acquiring skill in reading. This can lead to
avoidance of the activity associated with the failure, and further lack o f practice. This process is
cyclical: failure results in poor self esteem and low motivation to read, resulting in further failure.

Effective literacy teaching
In order to provide effective reading instruction for beginning readers, teachers and educators must
have in mind a model of literacy, which integrates all the necessary elements. This section will
discuss the elements o f effective literacy teaching and review a selection of the recommended
approaches to the teaching o f reading. Successful intervention programmes will be discussed in
order to discern the elements of a balanced approach to literacy.
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Towards a model o f literacy teaching
There are a wide variety o f effective models o f literacy teaching evident in the literature, many
with common and similar components. The framework may vary according to its purpose or
context, but there are recurring similar components in each English speaking country. The elements
o f effective literacy teaching are broadly similar across a range o f programmes in the UK and USA.
Pinnell and Fountas (1998) identified eight key principles o f literacy learning. They state that
children need to:
•

Understand the purposes o f literacy so they can fu lly appreciate and enjoy literacy in
their lives

•

Hear written language so they can learn its structure and take in new information and
ideas

•

Become aware o f the sounds o f language, to enjoy those sounds, and to use this
knowledge as a tool in becoming literate.

•

Have many experiences working with M’ritten symbols so they can learn how to look at
letters and use this information to read and write.

•

Explore words and learn how words work, so they can use this information effectively
and efficiently in reading and writing.

•

Learn the conventions o f print and how books work so they can use this knowledge as
readers and writers.

•

R ead and write continuous text so they can use and expand their knowledge about
letters, sounds, words, and language.

•

Develop flexibility and fluency to enhance comprehension and enjoyment o f reading
and writing {V'mmW & Fountas, 1998, p. 3).

These main literacy principles are expressed as children’s needs, and are centred on the ‘w hy’ o f
literacy teaching. Initiatives in England (Departm ent for Education and Employment, 1998a) and
the USA National Institute for Child Health and Development (NICHD) (2000) in recent years, has
focussed attention on effective teaching o f literacy to children. This is in response to concern that
low levels o f literacy among young people are costly in term s o f economic and social outcomes
(Hall & Harding, 2003). In order to examine what ‘effective’ literacy teaching means, this section
will review some o f the models and literacy frameworks designed to show the methods and
approaches o f effective literacy teaching.
A fra m ew o rk fo r teaching reading’ was developed by the Early Reading Research project in the
UK (Solity, Deavers, Kerfoot, Crane & Cannon, 2000) and showed that children’s achievement in
reading can be improved by appropriate instruction. The framework addressed the following areas
and includes the ‘w hat’ to teach as well as the ‘how ’ to teach. This framework addressed several
aspects o f teaching reading and did not focus exclusively on a single literacy skill. The framework
addressed the essential elements in literacy teaching as follows:
•

Frequency and duration o f teaching
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•

Sub skills: phonological: synthesis, segmentation, phonic, and sight vocabulary skills

•

Teaching approaches: reading to children; listening to children read; teaching children to spell;
teaching children to write

•

Assessment o f children’s learning: regular assessment of children’s learning; regular feedback
on their progress

The central role of the teacher and the strategies used to teach reading effectively are the most
important focus of this study. The results of this study and others (Solity et al., 2000) suggest that
the key to ensuring that children make progress is
what and how they are taught, rather than the availability o f additional resources, parental
support or one to one teaching fSolity et al., 2000, p. 124)
Effective literacy teaching
As can be seen from the Early Reading Research framework, many of the elements are replicated
in other models of effective literacy teaching such as the USA National Reading Panel (NICHD,
2000), the UK National Literacy Strategy (DfEE, 1998a), and the New Zealand National Literacy
Strategy (Limbrick, 2005). The question o f what is an effective teacher o f literacy and what
characteristics can be observed has been the subject of wide ranging research. A systematic review
of 80 studies published , on effective literacy teaching, (Hall & Harding, 2003) indicated that
effective teachers o f literacy have a wide and varied repertoire of teaching practices and approaches
and they use a collection of methods that represent a balance between the direct teaching o f skills
and more holistic approaches. The key findings o f this study reported that effective teachers of
literacy:
•

balance direct skills teaching and more authentic contextually grounded literacy activities;

•

integrate literacy approaches and link literacy with other curriculum areas;

•

ensure pupil engagement, on task behaviour and pupil self regulation;

•

use a teaching style that involves differentiated instruction;

•

link with parents and the wider community.

The focus in this research is on the teacher o f literacy, who is the key person in the effectiveness of
the programme, the curriculum and the instruction methods. An effective teacher can even make up
for the shortcomings of some literacy programmes. It was suggested that the teachers’ teaching
strategies were of greater importance than even the teaching methods used. This has great
implications for the training and professional development of all primary teachers. Although the
majority of the studies reviewed in this report were of USA origin, it is likely that similar results
would be seen in a mainstream context in English speaking countries such as New Zealand,
Australia or the UK.
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The role o f the teacher in effective literacy teaching
The role o f the teacher in effective reading instruction is vital. An International Reading
Association position statement (1999) suggests that there is no single method or combination o f
methods that can successfully teach children to read. According to some researchers (Duffy and
Hoffman, 1999) effective teachers assess the student and analyse the situation before deciding what
method or material to use. They believe in ongoing evaluation, and in thoughtfully adapting to the
students and the situation. Snow, Bums & Griffin (1998) stated that the
critical importance o f the teacher in the prevention o f reading difficulties must be
recognised, and efforts should be made to provide all teachers with adequate knowledge
about reading and the knowledge and skill to teach reading (Snow et al., 1998, p. 9)
A wide range o f studies has examined teacher effectiveness as an important issue in the progress o f
students. The input o f the teacher is seen as the most important factor in determining the
effectiveness o f classroom instruction in literacy. (Adams, 1990). In the USA First Grade Studies
(Adams, 1990) different approaches to instruction were examined for teacher effectiveness. No
single approach out- performed another in terms o f outcome. In programmes and methods, which
targeted the reading o f words, decoding and letter sound relationships among the pupils improved,
but comprehension and vocabulary knowledge were not improved to the same degree. In other
programmes, which targeted comprehension and m eaning o f texts, the reverse was true.
Effective teaching strategies
In the UK, Wray, Medwell, Poulson & Fox (2001) looked at factors determining the effective
teaching o f literacy. Literacy was defined as a unitary process with two complementary aspects,
reading and writing. Wray et al. found that there are several techniques linked with pupil progress
in reading and writing. A clear structure and extensive modelling characterised effective teachers’
lessons. W hen asked what a pupil needed to learn when

beginning reading, effective teachers

emphasised reading as an enjoyable activity whereas teachers in a validation group were more
likely to focus on the mechanics o f reading. The study found the following additional
characteristics among effective teachers o f literacy:
•

Emphasis on meaning when teaching literacy;

•

Explicit teaching o f skills;

•

Brisk pace o f lesson;

•

Review o f work in each lesson;

•
•

Systematic presentation o f specific skills;
Teacher uses modelling extensively.

These specific techniques encompass the teaching approaches recom m ended by the UK National
Literacy Strategy (DfEE, 1998b).
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This emphasis on teaching strategies and holistic teaching o f literacy is also found in successful
early intervention programs such as Reading Recovery (Clay, 1985) Success fo r All (Slavin, 1994)
and Early Intervention in Reading (Wasik & Slavin, 1994). It reiterates the three main areas of
literacy learning as suggested by Moss & Reason (1991): Meaning, Phonics, and Fluency.
It is accepted that there are several components, which are associated with effective teaching of
beginning reading. Solity et al., (2000) make the point emphasising that pupil’s progress is largely
dependent on the teaching strategies and approaches used rather than providing extra resources or
personnel. In the USA, Taylor et al., (2002) identified further factors, which are also associated
with improvement in literacy in disadvantaged schools, as follows:
•

Engagement of pupils, keeping pupils on task;

•

Grouping for instruction (Pressley, 1996, found teachers who were nominated as effective,
used a combination of whole class, group and individual teaching);

•

Coaching of reading strategies (involves explaining to pupils how and when to use a strategy
not just ‘telling’ answer to pupils (c f Reading Recovery);

•

Responding to pupils’ needs; flexible teaching to address pupils’ ongoing needs;

•

Coverage of a range of word recognition strategies;

•

Use o f higher order comprehension questions;

•

Monitoring o f pupil achievement;

•

High expectations for pupils.

The case fo r ‘balanced reading instruction ’
The perspective of literacy instruction, which has now emerged as result of the ‘whole language’
versus ‘phonics’ debate is a balanced approach (Pressley, 2006). A balanced approach includes
selecting best theories and using learning strategies, which are based on these theories, in order to
match the learning styles of children. Combinations o f methods and approaches are considered
most effective when adapted to a particular child at a particular time (Davis & Florian, 2004).
These professional decisions and judgements are at the core o f effective literacy teaching. This
style of teaching has been described as ^principled eclecticism ’ (Stahl, 1997). Pressley (2006)
called this a balanced approach to literacy. The distinguishing characteristics of the best teachers
who apply this balanced teaching are:
•

Masterful classroom management;

•

High density o f instruction and activity;

•

Reading, writing and other instruction is well integrated;

•

Good balancing o f whole language and explicit skills instruction;

•

High expectation that students would learn;

•

Extensive use of scaffolding;
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•

Consistent encouragement and self-regulation. (Pressley, 2006, p. 254)

M etacognition and literacy
M etacognition can be described as ‘understanding and controlling one’s own thinking’ (W estwood,
1997, p. 41). M etacognitive skills are promoted by the teaching process which focuses on ‘learning
to learn’ rather than the content or subject matter. M etacognition has an important role in learning
and can help to develop thinking skills, and develops an awareness o f the learning process. Many
o f the problem s presented by learners with dyslexic type difficulties relate to the lack o f ability to
use efficient strategies when faced with a learning task (W estwood, 1997). The teacher has an
instrumental role in assessing m etacognitive awareness and supporting its development (Peer and
Reid, 2001)
The use o f metacognitive strategies can help to develop reading comprehension and expressive
writing skills. Good readers provide an example o f m etacognitive awareness in reading in the
following ways:
G ood readers usually:
Generate questions while they read;
•

M onitor and resolve comprehension problems;

•

Utilise m ental images as they read;

•

Re read as necessary;

•

s e lf correct i f an error has been made when reading.
(Wray, 1994, p. 156)

Direct instruction in metacognitive strategies such as teacher modelling, verbal cues and corrective
feedback also helps students to monitor their own learning.
Teacher modelling
Teacher m odelling is a strategy suggested as beneficial in developing children’s ability to monitor
their own reading and writing. Teachers using this approach model the mental process (what they
think as they read or write) rather than simply procedures (what they do) (Duffy, 1988). In this way
the teacher transfers m etacognitive control o f the tasks from the teacher to the student. This process
can be observed in shared reading.
Approaches to teaching writing through using writing fra m es and scaffolding the writing also uses
similar strategies to those outlined above (Wray and Lewis, 1997). Shared writing is an equally
effective strategy and provides opportunities for teachers to develop learning strategies which
students can apply in different situations. Shared writing as a teaching strategy enables teachers to:
w ork with the whole class, to model, explore and discuss the decisions writers make when
they are writing
make links between reading and writing explicit
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demonstrate how writers use language fo r particular effects
remove temporarily some o f burden o f spelling, handwriting to enable children to focus on
how composition works
focus on particular aspects o f writing process e.g. planning, composing, revising editing
scaffold children in the use o f appropriate language to discuss what writers do and think
(W ray, 2001, p. 309)

Prompting procedures, Think-Alouds, Study Skills
Teaching students to use appropriate cognitive strategies can help to improve aspects o f
performance such as reading comprehension and writing comprehension. Instruction in self
checking and self interrogation while completing as task gives students skills to generalise across
tasks. This is particularly effective for students with learning problems (W estwood, 1997). Students
who can recognise whether they are doing well, or having difficulty understanding something, are
learning to m onitor their own efforts.
Prompting procedures may be used by the teacher helps to develop reading comprehension. Pupils
(8-10 year olds) were explicitly taught to ask them selves questions as they read (Miller, 1985).
These pupils were better able to identify inconsistencies and errors in texts than other children who
were directly told to look for these inconsistencies. Training pupils to ‘think aloud’ while reading
has also been shown to improve reading comprehension (Silven & Vauras, 1992).
The approaches identified as beneficial to developing metacognitive skills among learners are all
helpful teaching activities in their own right. The teaching o f literacy skills to low ability students
or to students with learning problems would benefit from the wider use o f these approaches.

Summary
The frameworks or models o f reading instruction outlined above, focus on similar elements such as
the frequency and duration o f the teaching, the sub skills to be taught, the teaching approaches and
assessment o f children’s learning. These components are also evident in successful early
intervention programmes such as Reading Recovery and Success for All. The most recent approach
to literacy teaching is described as a ‘balanced’ approach. This view enables teachers to
differentiate their instruction to m eet the needs o f individual students. Effective teachers balance
their teaching by focusing both on skills and literature. An integrated model o f literacy is essential
for teachers who provide reading instruction for beginning readers. The teaching approaches used
must be focused on the needs o f the readers. Instruction is more likely to be effective if it is seen as
an enjoyable activity. There is wide agreement that the role o f the teacher is central in the effective
teaching o f literacy.
Instruction in metacognitive skills is an important com ponent in the learning process. Students can
be trained in specific skills which will support the student in m onitoring his own learning.
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Approaches to teaching reading
This section will review the major elements o f reading instruction which have dominated
approaches to the teaching o f reading. There is current agreem ent on the most important
components o f effective methods o f reading instruction. Large scale studies have highlighted
phonemic and phonological awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary development and reading
com prehension as essential components in the teaching o f reading.
There is considerable debate in the literature on reading, as to the m ost effective methods o f
teaching children to read. As far back as 1862 the process o f learning to read concentrated the
attention o f those who controlled the education o f the young. John Sinclair (1862), in his response
to a school m anager for a request for a list o f books to be used in elem ental^ schools advised that
One general principle to be kept in view is, the necessity o f teaching the child that every
w ord is the representative o f an idea- the sign o f som ething signified. With this view, even
fro m the fir s t lesson o f joining two letters, the child should be taught to give the meaning,
either by a synonym, an example, or definition, or by pointing to the object... it is a frequent
fa u lt in early class books that there is no regular progression at all, no rule observed as to
the introduction o f new words, nor as to the kind o f words to be introduced. (Sinclair, 1862,
p. 15)
From this advice, the purpose o f reading is to elicit m eaning from text, that every word signifies a
concept or ‘idea’. Over the decades, reading instruction has moved from methods which
em phasised look and say methods, to phonics and spelling approaches and even to whole language
and meaning approaches. Huey (1908) favoured a phonics approach although at this time, the
names o f letters were taught and spelling words preceded pronouncing them.
During the reading debates also known as the ‘great debate’ in the 1960s (Chall, 1967), discussion
centred around whether reading involved a whole language approach or involved the instruction o f
specific skills. Goodm an (1976) advocated a ‘top dow n’ whole language approach where readers
anticipate the meaning o f the text without needing to use the syntactic and graphic clues. This
whole language approach means pupils learn to read by reading, by being read to and immersed in
a language rich, print- rich environment. On the other hand, a ‘bottom up’ approach implies that
readers need to learn individual letters in words and to pay attention to the sequence o f letters and
patterns in words (Adams, 1994). This view stresses the importance o f phonics in reading.
Stanovich (1980) is o f the view that readers use information from both levels, they need to use both
approaches because relying on one or other view is limiting. According to the ‘interactive
com pensatory m odel’ (Stanovich, 1980), readers will use context to compensate for poor decoding
skills. The two central skills involved in the reading process are alphabetic knowledge and using
that knowledge to read and spell. Reading and writing are com plex processes acquired over time in
unique ways by individual children.
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Elements o f Reading Instruction
A national survey of all research relating to teaching children reading was carried out in the USA
(NICHD, 2000). The National Reading Panel has been assessing the most effective methods of
teaching reading since 1997. The report highlights five key reading- related abilities:
•

Phonemic awareness (awareness o f individual sounds in spoken words);

•

Phonics (knowledge o f sounds for letters and common letter patterns and the ability to apply
that knowledge to read unfamiliar words);

•

Fluency (ease and speed of reading^;

•

Vocabulary (knowledge of meanings of individual words^;

•

Reading Comprehension (understanding what has been read or heard).

Only those studies that had empirical evidence as to their effectiveness were included in the review
of the National Reading Panel. On the basis of this wide ranging research, the Panel (2000)
summarised what should be taught in effective reading programmes as follows:
•

Direct instruction in phonemic awareness;

•

Explicit phonics instruction;

•

Guided repeated oral reading;

•

Direct and indirect vocabulary instruction;

•

Comprehension strategies instruction.

Similar components have been recommended in other studies, such as the National Literacy
Strategy, (DfEE, 1998), or Early Reading Research, (Solity et al., 2000). All contain instruction in
the following skills to promote phonemic and phonological awareness:
Phonological awareness: One of the major findings in reading research in the past 20 years has
been that the facility in processing the phonology features o f language is strongly related to the
acquisition of beginning reading skills (Lieberman, 1987). Phonological processing is defined as
the use of phonological information (the sounds of one’s language in processing oral and written
language). Phonological awareness is the awareness of the sound structure o f a language.
Phonemic awareness: Phonemic awareness, on the other hand, is the ability to recognise that
sounds are made up of individual speech sounds referred to as phonemes (Snow, Bums & Griffin,
1999). For example there are three 3 speech sounds in hat = h -a-1, and 4 in chat = ch - a-1. The
phonemes are not letters, they are sounds. Phonological and phonemic awareness are considered to
be precursors to phonics and are needed to learn phonics (Morrow, 1993). Phonological awareness
means identifying and manipulating large parts of spoken language i.e. whole words, syllables,
initial sounds, onset and rimes. Research by Bradley & Bryant (1985) showed that early
phonological awareness skills are a predictor o f reading success in beginning readers.
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Phonics instruction: Phonics is the m ost well known word study strategy. Phonics is the
connection between symbols and sounds. The use o f phonics requires children to learn letter
sounds and com binations o f letter sounds (phonemes) associated with their corresponding letter
symbols (graphemes). There are 26 letters in the English alphabet, but at least 44 different sounds
in English. Sound symbol correspondence is not always consistent in English. There are
irregularities and exceptions to rules. Therefore readers need to learn by sight, but they also need
strategies for ‘sounding out’ unknown words. Concerns about over-reliance on phonics include:
•

There are many exceptions to the ‘rules’ o f English spelling (inconsistent spelling pattern);

•

Different dialects may affect the sounds o f words ;

•

The phonics approach does not suit all types o f learners. If a child is weak in auditory
discrimination, phonics may be unsuccessful as a reading strategy. He is best taught to his
strengths, which could be a visual approach.

The phonics approach is just one strategy in the overall picture o f literacy development. There are
several approaches to phonics instruction (NRP, 2000) such as Analogy phonics, Synthetic
phonics, Analytic phonics. Embedded phonics, and Phonics through spelling. The approaches are
different according to what elem ent o f a word is analysed and how combinations o f the phonemes
are represented. The most successful approach is considered to be Synthetic phonics. Children are
taught to blend phonemes in order to construct words (Lemer, 2003). Synthesis or blending o f
sounds is an essential early reading skill. A sim ilar recom m endation was part o f the Early Reading
Research in England (Solity et al., 2000). Teaching phonics should be considered as one part o f a
com prehensive program in learning to read (NRP, 2000). Research has shown that children who
leam the sound symbol system o f English read better than children who have not mastered this skill
(Chall, 1967; NRP, 2000). Direct instruction in phonics has been associated with preventing
reading failure in young children (Snow, Bum s et al., 1998).
‘Sight w ords’ S igh t Vocabulary: The term ‘sight’ to describe words indicates that the sight o f the
word activates the word in memory. Sight-reading is described as a ‘fast acting process’ The
development o f a sight vocabulary is essential for fluency in reading. The best way to recognise
words is through instant recognition that does not need time to apply strategies.
‘High fre q u e n c y’ words: ‘High frequency’ words are words that are found frequently in reading
m aterials that need to be learned for quick recall. They are words that do not carry meaning, but
hold sentences together. They may be difficult to decode as they have irregular spelling pattems.
These words need to be learned and recalled from sight as they are most frequently used. They are
often taught in a systematic and direct manner. According to Adams (1990) the following 13 words
make up 25% o f the words children find in early literacy texts: a, and, for, he, in, is, it, of, that, the,
to, was, you. These words should be first on the list (priority) to leam (Fountas & Pinnell, 1996)
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Summary
Reading and writing are complex processes acquired over time in unique ways by individual
children. The emphasis in reading instruction has moved over time from a whole language
approach to specific skill instruction. The current interactive view o f reading emphasises the need
to use both approaches in an integrated or balanced way. There is agreement regarding the need for
direct instruction in certain skills, such as phonological and phonemic awareness, phonic skills,
vocabulary instruction (including high frequency words) and comprehension strategies.
The importance of vocabulary development and language enrichment must not be ignored in this
‘holistic’ approach. No single element in the instructional approach to reading is more important
than any other.

Preventing Reading difHculties
Successful early interventions
The process o f learning to read does not develop easily for all children. Some may be at risk of
developing reading difficulties and for these high risk children early intervention programmes aim
to prevent later difficulties with reading. The first part of this section will review examples of
successful early intervention programmes such as Reading Recovery and Success fo r All. Closer
analysis of these programmes shows that linking assessment and teaching is a key factor in the
success of these programmes. The importance o f formative assessment procedures is reviewed.
Effective teachers of reading understand that different students require different methods at
different times. No single method or approach has ever proved to be the perfect method (Adams,
1990). The most effective interventions for teaching reading are those, which have a more
comprehensive instructional approach (Reason, 2003). A wide ranging ‘scoping study’ on teaching
strategies and approaches for pupils with special educational needs (Davis & Florian, 2004)
concluded that there is a need for explicit, comprehensive and integrated teaching of different
aspects of reading and that reading should be linked to spelling and writing. From a whole school
perspective early intervention for pupils with reading difficulties is widely recommended. Many
children from ‘at risk’ populations could be successful if early intervention were available (Hiebert
& Taylor, 1994). These early intervention programmes have been found to prevent children from
falling behind their peers and from experiencing failure (Slavin & Madden, 1989; Stanovich,
1986). Three of these early literacy intervention programmes are reviewed below:
•

Reading Recovery

•

Success for All

•

Accelerated learning programmes
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Reading Recovery: Reading Recovery is a most effective early literacy intervention programme for
struggling readers developed by Marie Clay in New Zealand (1985). It is designed for the lowest
twenty percent o f students in first grade who are under - achieving in literacy. The tuition creates
authentic literacy experiences that are collaborative and active between teacher and child. Each
session includes specific skill instruction as needed. Reading Recovery features the following
elements: brief instruction period o f 12-20 weeks; a clear focus on teaching strategies; reading and
writing taught in the same process; and in- depth in - service for Reading Recovery teachers.
This is an integrated literacy model and philosophy o f reading instruction. The instructional
approach supports learning principles o f the reading process rather than preplanned sequences o f
skills (Clay, 1985; Vygotsky, 1986). Features which contribute to its effectiveness are: the
activities are structured during the tuition, focusing on re reading familiar text, reading new text,
writing, word study and word building activities to build up learning strategies. There is close
m onitoring o f what the child needs to know, and this focuses the teaching sessions. Writing and
spelling activities are interlinked with reading, speaking and listening. There is intensive, one to
one daily structured tuition for as long as is necessary for the child to catch up with his class level.
Success f o r A ll: Slavin & M adden’s (2003) programme is for at risk students who are
disadvantaged in literacy. It was developed to give instruction in preschool, kindergarten and
primary grades, and to give one to one instruction if needed. The belief is that reading failure is
fundamentally preventable. The main principles are prevention o f reading problems, and providing
immediate intervention and help when needed.
This approach to a beginning reading programme is based on literacy, which states that children
need to learn in meaningful contexts and need systematic presentation o f word attack skills. There
are three parts to Success For All: an innovative curriculum and instruction in reading; tutorial
support; and regrouping for (additional) reading instruction so that students are receiving support
that is appropriate. The programme includes one to one tutoring in 20-minute sessions; daily 90
minute reading periods and classroom instruction that links whole language and structured phonics
instruction. There is a family support team is in each school. The home school link is important to
the success o f early intervention. A major benefit o f this programme is more effective classroom
instruction. Success For A ll is considered to be a school wide reform programme and is
recommended for schools with large numbers o f low achieving pupils (DES, 2000).
A ccelerated Learning program m es: A sample o f three o f these programmes will be reviewed:
Enable Plus (Bowen & Yeomans, 2002); Interactive Reading Programme (M oss & Reason, 1998)
and Literacy Acceleration (Lingard 1997).
Enable Plus: This is a small group literacy intervention programme, which aims to improve the
reading skills o f children at risk o f failure (Bowen & Yeomans, 2002). It is provided additional to
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the normal literacy programme provided in class. The programme is delivered by withdrawal
teaching. The programme does not emphasise any one aspect of the reading process. The aim of the
teaching is to integrate meaning, phonics and word recognition. Building self-esteem is a central
part of the training. Features of the programme were the importance o f direct instruction
techniques, the influence of self-esteem on learning, and successful methods o f hearing pupils read.
Interactive Reading Programme: This programme was piloted in UK in 1998. It was less
expensive than Reading Recovery, yet designed to give slower readers the ‘boost’ they need. This
was a programme consisting o f ten weeks of small group teaching for year one children. Interactive
group work was a significant feature of the programme for these pupils making slower progress in
literacy (Moss & Reason, 1998). The programme consisted of shared activities that involved the
children in responding together to the teacher, listening to each other, taking turns and reading and
writing as a group under the direction of the teacher. This was a small-scale study o f 16 children,
divided into groups of 4. This model of accelerated learning was a small study without comparative
data to evaluate its effectiveness, but the results of the study showed pupils made accelerated
progress in reading.
Literacy Acceleration: This is a strategy, which involves giving daily help in small literacy groups
for part of each week to low achieving students (Lingard, 1997). It involves daily intensive
individual support to students through observing students reading and writing. The main focus is on
bringing the students together in small groups and adapting the curriculum to meet their specific
need. A 50 minute English lesson is given every day, consisting of meaningful reading and writing
activities. Effective teaching strategies are combined to provide individual support for students.
Substantial gains were reported from a study of secondary level students in Cornwall.
Effects o f the intervention programmes
The intervention programmes selected contain many elements of successful early intervention. It is
important to recognise and support those children with persistent literacy problems through a
combination of cognitive measures and the monitoring of carefully planned additional tuition
(Vellutino, Sipay, Small, Pratt, Chen & Denckla, 1996).
Reading Recovery (RR)"* would appear to be the ‘Rolls Royce’ of early interventions (Moss &
Reason, 1998) in terms of thoroughness and the evaluations reported. The positive effects of RR
have been reported to be consistent throughout the child’s primary education (Slavin, 1987). Some
studies have questioned the effectiveness of the intervention by comparing several intervention
programmes (Pinnell et al., 1994). It was reported that the one to one tutorial element is necessary
but not sufficient to account for RR’s success. RR teachers working one to one had better results

*

For read ab ility, in th is c om p arative d isc u ssio n R ea d in g R e co v e r y w ill be referred to by its in itia ls, R R , and

S u c c e ss for all by its in itials, S F A .
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than those who worked in groups (Pinneli et al., 1994). The results also indicated that extensive
training for RR teachers made a difference. Other groups of teachers who had received limited
training did not achieve the results of RR teachers. It was significant that the RR teachers had a
network o f support that is ongoing. This study concluded that individual instruction; instructional
emphasis and teacher professional development are all factors in the success of the RR tutorial
programme.
The question of the long-term effectiveness of RR was challenged by Wade & Moore (1998). This
was a follow up study of children between 10-12 years o f age who had had RR when they were 6
years old, to determine whether or not they had remained level with their classmates in literacy in
the intervening years. This group was compared with other members of the class who had not been
in RR because they were not shown as the lowest achievers in their age group. Overall the ex-RR
group performed significantly better than the comparison group. They proved to be better capable
of learning and had developed a wider range of skills. On average, the ex-RR pupils were found to
write longer and more accurately than their counterparts (Moore & Wade, 1984). It is also
significant that these children maintained their gains throughout their primary school education.
Other research pointed out that long term progress is dependent on the quality of general
educational provision and some students may need additional ‘boosts’ (Sylva & Hurry, 1997). The
main criticism of RR is the expense involved in training teachers and providing ongoing
professional support and evaluation of the program. An evaluation o f five different early
intervention programs (Wasik & Slavin, 1993) confirms earlier findings that RR students out
performed all students on almost all measures. Studies in the UK (DfEE, 1997) also reported
positive effects o f the programme and substantial reasons to believe that RR is effective (DfEE,
1997a).
Success For A ll (SFA) is intended to be part of a school wide restructuring programme where there
are a large number o f under achieving pupils. A number of elements contribute to its effectiveness;
regular monitoring o f pupils achievement; 90 minutes per day is allocated to English and 20
minutes one to one tutoring for pupils with more serious reading difficulties. The main difference
between SFA and RR is that in SFA the tutoring model is completely integrated with the
instruction in the classroom. SFA also extends to individual ‘reading tutors’ for pupils and
recommends involving parents in the child’s reading. In a study comparing five different models of
one to one tutoring programs (Wasik & Slavin, 1993) it was the programs with the most
comprehensive models of reading and therefore the most complete instructional interventions that
had the largest impact. It was also found that tutoring per se is not sufficient. The approach in SFA
is focussed on stories and children’s literature, for example the use o f ‘big books’ and ‘shared
stories’. Support staff are trained to work with teachers to allow for ‘regrouping’ into smaller
classes for reading, based on the children’s reading levels. The coaching strategies used by the
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tutors appear to contribute to the programme’s effectiveness. The structure of the tuition sessions
which links the reading and writing activities and which specifically focus on the individual needs
of the learner, also contribute to the success of RR. The training o f experienced teachers in the
programmes o f RR and SFA was most effective compared to the other programmes.
Other tutoring programmes and small group literacy interventions were found to be successful
(Hiebert and Taylor, 1994), but it is unclear what type of teaching approach is promoted. The most
critical ingredient seems to be the teachers’ high expectations for the children and a conscious
commitment by teachers to prevent further literacy difficulties among the lower achieving group.
It is interesting to note that the Guidelines fo r Learning Support in Ireland (DES, 2000) were
influenced by the approach and methods outlined in SFA. However the full benefits of the SFA
programme could not hope to be achieved given the limited duration of instruction time for pupils
receiving learning support in Ireland (Elvers et al., 2004). It is significant that the duration of
instruction time in each of these successful interventions is far greater than the average time
allocated per child in learning support or resource teaching in Ireland
Literacy acceleration programmes
Each of the intervention programmes above, although different in many aspects, have more
similarities than differences in terms o f essential elements. The most significant elements o f these
successful literacy interventions are as follows:
Teachers’ beliefs: The teachers’ belief that reading failure can be prevented and that all pupils can
make progress in reading and writing is a crucial element in the success of each of these
intervention programmes. There is an expectation that pupils can make progress, either one to one
in a tutorial group, or as part o f a small ‘interactive’ group. The focus is on keeping the child with
reading problems as far as possible, out o f ‘special education’.
Individual and group support: Small group teaching, however, is not always sufficient. Attention
must also be given to those pupils who require further one to one support. Whereas RR is a one-toone tutorial intervention, SFA and each of the accelerated options provide small group support, and
additional one to support when it is needed.
Model o f reading: In the RR programme, reading is viewed as a psycholinguistic process in which
the reader constructs meaning from print (Clay, 1985). This model of reading is a significant
feature and impacts on the effectiveness of the tuition. There are three principles to this model of
reading which is unique to RR. First, reading is considered a strategic process that takes place in
the child’s mind. The meaning is derived from the interaction of the reader’s background and the
print. Second, reading and writing are inter-connected. Third, children learn to read by reading. The
main difference between RR and other interventions is the integrated theory of reading, which
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underpins the instruction. It has been shown that the interventions that had the largest impact were
the programmes with the most comprehensive models o f reading (W asik & Slavin, 1993).
M eaningful reading and writing activities: Reading and writing in context as part o f the
instruction lesson, is a common feature o f all o f the successful interventions. The teaching o f
reading sub- skills is part o f the instruction. Systematic phonological teaching is part o f the
instruction session in each o f the interventions. However there is no systematic phonics teaching in
RR tuition sessions, although it is an integral part o f SFA and the accelerated learning programmes.
Coaching o f reading strategies: This is an essential element o f RR tuition. Pupils are taught
strategies to apply to unknown words, and the focus is on what they need to know so they are not
just working on isolated phonics skills.
Training o f teachers: The teachers involved in RR receive in depth professional training for one
year. Following the training, a support network for teachers is provided. This has been criticised as
expensive, but evaluations o f RR would suggest this is cost effective in the long term. Training is
also provided for teachers in the SFA programme and to a lesser extent in each o f the other
interventions. A recent study (Savage & Carless, 2005) which trained Learning Support Assistants
during a single morning in which the class teacher also attended the training sessions, showed that
brief and focussed training could improve key reading skills among at risk children in Year 1.
Other research confirms the fact that teaching assistants can deliver effective phonic literacy
interventions after initial training (O ’Shaughnessy & Swanson, 2000). It would appear that the
quality o f the teacher training has an influence on the effectiveness o f the intervention.
Duration o f instruction time: Each o f the successful interventions allocates a significant amount o f
time to the literacy instruction. In SFA this is 90 minutes per day for small group teaching and
additional 20 minutes for the pupils with severe reading difficulties. RR provides 30 minutes o f
tutoring per day until the student is at the level o f his classmates. Decisions to ‘discontinue
tutoring’ or to transfer a child out o f the programme are taken very carefully with extensive
consultation with his class teacher.
M onitoring o f achievement: Close monitoring o f the pupil’s progress, and adjusting the teaching
to the needs o f the learner, are features o f each intervention. Each student reads to an adult every
day as part o f the tuition session in each o f the selected interventions reviewed.
Preventing reading difficulties: Linliing assessm ent an d teaching
The previous section examined early literacy interventions as a method o f preventing reading
difficulties. This section will review certain teaching approaches, which will enhance the potential
o f the reading instruction. These are form ative assessment, miscue analysis and running records.
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Formative assessment: There is wide acceptance of the view that there is a dynamic interaction
between assessment and teaching (Reid, 1999; Westwood, 1997; Clay, 1993b). The essence of
'’formative' or ongoing assessment is noticing details o f literate behaviour, imagining what they
mean from the child’s perspective, knowing what the child knows and can do and knowing how to
arrange for that knowledge and competence to be displayed engaged and extended. This requires a
‘sensitive observer’ (Clay, 1993b) or ‘kid watcher’ (Goodman, 1978) a teacher who is present in
the classroom, focused and receptive to noticing the children’s literate behaviours (Rodgers, 2002).
Vygotsky (1975) defined the ‘Zone o f proximal development’ as behaviours beyond the child’s
autonomous functioning, but within reach if assistance is provided. Children learn to perform tasks
appropriately by interacting with more competent and responsive others who provide hints and
prompts on an ‘as needed’ basis. According to Vygotsky, intellectual skills are developed in
interaction with others. This concept underlies the impact of teacher interaction in the reading
process. What a child can do with support now, he can be taught to do independently without that
support. With support and assistance, he makes progress and this helps to extend his learning. This
support has also been described as ‘scaffolding’ (Reid, 1998).
Significance o f formative assessment: Schools and teachers use two different types of assessment
to inform their teaching: formative assessment which provides information for planning instruction,
and summative assessment for reporting children’s progress over time and for reporting to other
teachers and parents (Sheil & Murphy, 2000). It is recognised that formative assessment (of which
miscue analysis and reading records are examples), promotes better teaching by giving information,
which teachers can use to inform the next steps o f learning. Research has shown that formative
assessment directs teacher attention to
what needs to be taught and pupil attention to what needs to be learned i. e. it is integrated
into the teaching and learning. It is characterised by attending to the learner’s
understandings, learning strategies and dispositions to learn, and it engages with the way
the learner interprets the assessment tasks set and the criteria fo r their success...makes the
criteria fo r success explicit to learners. (Hall, 2001, p. 40)
Formative and summative assessment is not mutually exclusive. Formative assessment refers to
assessment of how the pupils are learning, whereas summative assessment refers to what has been
learned. Regular monitoring of pupil achievement and feedback to the individual pupil regarding
the quality o f work ensures a strong focus on developing the child’s reading ability. There is a clear
relationship between the increased use of formative assessment and achievement gains (Black &
Williams, 1998; Fuch & Fuchs, 1986). Teachers in Ireland are regularly involved in summative
assessment (Shiel et al., 2004; DES 2005a) but a recent report suggested that 'assessment was
isolated from teaching and learning anA was not seen as an integral part o f the teaching process ’
(DES, 2005, p. 20). It is suggested that the value of formative assessment has not been sufficiently
highlighted in Ireland (Shiel et al., 2004, p. 168). Using assessment information formatively gives
direct information to the class teacher on the child’s developing skills.
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The Drumcondra English Profiles (2000) are an assessment instrument, which can provide
formative and summative assessment information on pupils reading progress. The Drumcondra
English Profiles are sets of indicators based on content objectives in the revised English curriculum
(NCCA, 1999). Indicator sets for Oral language, Reading, and Writing for each class level is
outlined. They can provide information to summarise pupils’ achievement at year-end but they also
give ‘formative’ information on ongoing learning. Formative assessment practices may be
unfamiliar to teachers (Shiel & Murphy, 1998; DES, 2005a). Formative assessment does not have
to be standardised (Hall, 2001), the purpose of the assessment is to promote learning and not just to
collect information. This has implications for teacher pre service education (Burke, 2000b). Large
areas of classroom teaching are subject to teacher decision, discretion and autonomy (Burke,
2000b, p. 20). The central role of the teacher in decision making at all levels in the child’s learning
is evident. Teacher preparation is critical in determining the effectiveness of teaching and the
quality of education in schools.
Miscue analysis: Clay noted that early readers do not attend to all the information in a text. Clay
(1985) and Goodman (1969) have long recognised the value o f error analysis as a means of
assessing the student’s strategies in learning to read. These ‘errors’ in reading are not errors per se,
but the child’s attempt at applying strategies to unknown words. Contingent instruction during oral
reading can support the struggling reader to apply their letter sound knowledge in context (Clay,
1993a). Goodman has labelled this "miscue analysis’ (1969) because every error, or miscue uses
some set of cues and ignores others. Analysis of the errors and the changing pattern of errors over
time reflect the child’s reading development.
According to Clay (1993a) struggling readers are less likely shift their processing strategies without
direct support in the context where strategic action is necessary. Focusing on the strengths the
student has, lets us build on what the student can do, and focus on extending that processing
system. This is one reason why isolated phonic instruction has failed to result in improved
performance. Students may build this knowledge base in phonics, but they fail to use it in the
context o f reading texts. Schwarz (1997) refers to the students "response history’ as a pattern of
cues used, noticed or neglected. This knowledge helps the teachers decide the type of errors that
might be most productive for future teaching.
Running record: A ‘running record’ is a detailed analysis o f the readers ‘miscues’ or attempts to
apply strategies to comprehend text. It is possible to get useful data on the child’s reading pattern
by observing the reading ‘errors’ and noting the type of error. Errors may be omissions, additions,
substitutions, repetitions, reversals, hesitations, or se lf corrections (Reid, 1999; p. 47). Listening to
students read text that is partially familiar provides a variety of teaching opportunities. A diagnostic
reading record of the child’s reading progress was designed by Clay (1985). This is an oral
observation of the child’s reading and goes beyond listening to the child read. It is a means of
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analysing how the child uses different cueing systems (grapho-phonic, syntactic and semantic) as
they read a text aloud. This is an easily documented descriptive assessment of the strategies the
child uses.
While miscue analysis and running records have been selected as examples o f formative
assessment, teachers may also use other means o f ongoing assessment such as: Cloze procedure,
Observational records, Portfolios, Reading profiles, Scales, Checklists, Log books, Reading
indicators. Self and peer assessment (Hall, 2000) in their repertoire of ongoing formative
assessment o f pupils’ reading progress. Portfolios and reading and writing conferences are
considered by Cahillane, McGovern & Hall (2005) to provide the best opportunities for obtaining
the kind o f information that will facilitate dialogue between the teacher and pupil.
Summary
Linking assessment and teaching has been shown to be a key element of the success of early
intervention programmes such as Reading Recovery. Interaction between teacher and pupil has
been highlighted as an essential component in each of the early intervention programmes. Specific
teaching approaches will also help to prevent reading difficulties. It is recognised that the use of
formative assessment is an important strategy in the assessment of learning and techniques such as
miscue analysis and the use of running records are particularly effective in reading instruction.

What is dyslexia?
Despite the knowledge and information available on the use o f the most effective reading
instruction approaches, it appears that for some children reading does not develop normally. Since
the 1960s there has been controversy about whether there exists a group o f ‘normal’ children who
have intrinsic cognitive difficulties that prevent them acquiring literacy skills ‘normally’. Such
children have been described as ‘dyslexic’. The definition and explanation of dyslexia have long
been problematic. This section will examine the historical development of the concept of dyslexia
and some of the main issues and paradoxes surrounding identification. A causal modelling
framework is presented to clarify these issues. The current provision for pupils with dyslexia in
Ireland is reviewed in terms of a continuum of inclusion. Current provision for dyslexia in the
United States, Northern Ireland and England and Wales is also reviewed in this section.
Historical development in definition and description:
‘Word blindness’: The early development o f knowledge about dyslexia came initially from the
medical profession. A German physician, Kussmaul (1877) described the condition of an adult who
had lost the ability to read as "word blindness

The term "dyslexia ’ was first used by a German

ophthalmologist, Berlin, in 1887 to describe what would nowadays be called ‘acquired dyslexia’
i.e. significant reading difficulties due to neurological impairments. In 1895 Hinshelwood, a
Scottish eye surgeon reported in The Lancet about the topic of word blindness and visual memory
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in adults. Around the same time, 1896, two other medical practitioners Kerr and Pringle Morgan,
described various children and each used the word ^congenital w ord blindness’ to describe the
condition o f developmental dyslexia. These two doctors are credited with being the discoverers o f
dyslexia in children (Pumfrey & Reason, 1989, p. 9). Medical investigations and research into
‘word blindness’ concentrated on the aetiology o f the disorder and looked for abnormalities in the
child who was failing to read.
Reading ‘backw ardness’: In England the concept o f "backw’ardness ’ in learning to read was
identified by Cyril Burt, the first educational psychologist appointed to the Department o f
Education. Another educational psychologist Schonell (1942) described the classical ‘rem edial’
child who ‘could do better’ based on the assumption that there are certain kinds o f learning
difficulty which can be overcome by appropriate educational methods. In America dyslexia was
perceived as a problem o f linguistic development at this time.
‘Twisted sym bols’: Samuel Orton, a psychiatrist and early investigator o f reading and language
difficulties in the United States, described what he called ‘strephosymbolia ’ or twisted symbols, the
reversal o f letters and words as a result o f failure to establish cerebral dominance in the left
hemisphere, the location o f the area o f language (Orton, 1937). The Orton society was founded in
1949 and has provided facilities and developed programmes for students and guidelines for
teachers with great support. This idea o f reading difficulties as result o f visual and perceptual
difficulties led to further studies. Orton hypothesised that for some children reading difficulties
were the symptom o f a failure o f one o f the cerebral hemispheres to become the dominant control
centre for speech, language and m otor functions (Orton, 1925, 1937).
Debates about terminology o f dyslexia
A variety o f labels are used in the research literature to identify dyslexia. The research literature is
divided between those searching for causal factors associated with dyslexia and those who are
interested in identification and description o f the condition. This has led to many inconsistencies in
the definition o f dyslexia. There is no agreed definition although there has been considerable
research among the related disciplines o f medicine, clinical and educational psychology, pedagogy,
sociology and language. During the 1970s and 1980s reservations were expressed about the use o f
the term dyslexia (Pumfrey & Reason, 1998) because o f its ‘within child’ focus more than a focus
on intervention and instruction. The term ‘specific learning difficulties’ was adopted in the UK in
preference to ‘dyslexia’. Similarly in USA the term ‘specific learning disability’ or specific
learning disabilities was used (see the definition o f dyslexia in the USA Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) 1997). In psychological research and psycho- medical research
the term dyslexia continued to be used. Compromise phrases such as ‘specific learning difficulties’
(e.g. dyslexia) continue to be used by education policy documents in the USA, UK and Ireland.
Pumfrey & Reason list 11 different definitions o f reading difficulties (1998, p. 14). Adams (1969)
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listed 32 different definitions. Tiie recurrent elements o f these definitions are: phonological delay
or deficit; temporal processing; skill automatisation; visual processing; syndrome; intelligence and
cognitive profiles; subtypes; learning opportunities and social context; emotional factors (Reason,
2002, p. 192)
How specific are the difficulties experienced by the child with dyslexia? Is there a clear-cut
population of learners who experience difficulties, which are unique to this group? At the heart of
this question is the use o f a discrepancy criterion of identification. A discrepancy between
intellectual ability and academic achievement may be evident in one or more areas e.g. oral
expression, written expression, and basic reading skill or numeracy skill.
Specific developmental dyslexia
During the 1970s in the USA, the identification of dyslexia was operationalised in terms of
academic discrepancy. Critchley (1968) believed that ‘specific developmental dyslexia’ was more
complex than ‘specific reading retardation’ and involved fundamental cognitive disabilities of
‘constitutional origin’. This exclusionary definition of ‘specific developmental dyslexia’ was
encompassed into World Health neurology definition and also later accepted by the Orton Society.
According to Pumfrey (1991), specific developmental dyslexia was characterised as a disorder
manifested by difficulty in learning to read despite conventional instruction, adequate intelligence
and socio cultural opportunity.
This definition of the World Health Neurology Federation, which was widely accepted, had a large
influence on subsequent research and study o f dyslexia. This definition of dyslexia highlights an
exclusionary definition and gives a central role to that o f average intelligence. This was carried
over into legislation o f United States Education for All Handicapped Children Act (Public Law 94142) passed in 1975. More recently the term ‘specific learning disability’ in the United States
includes dyslexia. The definition which has been adopted by a majority o f states is the legal
definition enshrined in the Individuals with USA Disabilities Education Act 1997 (IDEA):
The term specific learning disability means a disorder in one or more o f the basic
psychological processes involved in understanding or using language, spoken or written,
which disorder may manifest itself in imperfect ability to listen, think, speak, read, write,
spell or do mathematical calculations. Such term includes such conditions as perceptual
disabilities, brain injury, minimal brain dysfunction, dyslexia and developmental aphasia.
Such term does not include a learning problem that is primarily the result o f visual hearing
or motor disabilities, o f mental retardation, o f emotional disturbance or o f environmental
cultural or economic disadvantage. (IDEA, 1997).
Discrepancy factors and exclusionary factors: The inclusion o f discrepancy criteria is one of the
key components o f IDEA definition, the difference or gap between a student’s potential to achieve
and his academic performance. In order to operationalise the definition, criteria for identification
are used in each state (USA). The majority o f states have adopted a discrepancy criterion as part of
their identification process. A child may have a specific learning disability based on a discrepancy
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between intellectual ability and his academic achievement in one or more areas. However studies
have shown that many states were not satisfied with IDEA wording or inclusiveness (Mercer, 1985,
1990). Current trends indicated that discrepancy factors and exclusionary factors are basic to
defining learning disabilities in all states. This practice has been criticised (Siegel, 1989; Stanovich,
1991). Exclusionary factors in defining dyslexia tell us what dyslexia is not but do not describe the
condition. Exclusionary definitions o f dyslexia are in evidence today and remain dominant in USA,
Ireland, England, and Northern Ireland.
Discrepancy criteria: Criticism of the use of discrepancy criteria centres on the argument that there
is no difference between ‘dyslexic’ readers and other ‘poor readers’ on measures o f reading,
spelling, phonological processing and memory skills. Studies have looked at the cognitive profile
of poor readers with low reading achievement but no discrepancy (Gough & Tunmer, 1986) and
compared it with that of the dyslexic reader. Definition based on discrepancy has been useful for
objective evidence of dyslexia at a behavioural level but raises questions as to why children with a
lower IQ score are not identified as dyslexic. The unexpectedness of a child’s difficulty has led to
dyslexia being called the ‘middle class disease’. With a low IQ score it can be difficult to show an
even lower reading test score. There appears to be a bias against identifying dyslexia in the less
able child. It is argued that other measures such as listening comprehension are better predictors of
reading achievement (Stanovich, 1991; Snowling & Thomson, 1991). Other indicators of
discrepancy could be more useful such as the difference between oral and written language (Reid,
1996) or discrepancies between curricular areas, and inconsistencies between non-word reading
skills compared to word reading (Snowling, 2000). Reid & Weedon (1997) showed discrepancy
between reading and listening comprehension to be an effective predictor o f dyslexia.
A changing definition: a shift in fo c u s

The focus o f definition of dyslexia has shifted in the 1990s to include a neuro-developmental
explanation of the disorder. The British Dyslexia Association (BDA) has expanded the concept and
refers to the neurological basis o f dyslexia as a complex neurological condition which is
constitutional in origin. The symptoms may affect many areas of learning and may also be
described as a specific difficulty in reading, spelling and written language. The BDA definition also
refers to difficulties in numeracy, notational skills and motor function.
The field o f genetics and neurobiology has begun to inform understanding of this reading
disability. Magnetic resonance imaging and post mortem studies of brain tissue have shown the
differences in the brains of individuals with dyslexia (Galaburda & Rosen, 2001). The
magnocellular system in the brain has been shown to be abnormal in individuals with dyslexia.
(Livingstone et al., 1991; Lovegrove, 1994). The impairment of the cerebellum was proposed by
Nicolson & Fawcett (1990) as the underlying cause o f dyslexia. In the USA Shaywitz (2003) has
researched evidence of physiological brain dysfunction in dyslexic readers while reading. There is
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also large evidence of genetic factors, which determine familial incidence o f dyslexia (Shaywitz,
2003; Colorado Twin Studies, 1982, reported in De Fries, 1991).

Concept o f intelligence in the definition o f dyslexia
The use of IQ attainment discrepancy has been central to the identification of those with dyslexia as
a distinct group different to poor readers and remains one o f the key issues in relation to the
concept o f dyslexia. The argument is that dyslexic children have an average or above average
potential and are experiencing ‘unexpected difficulties’ in the area o f literacy acquisition (Reason
and Frederickson, 1996). The differences and similarities between dyslexic and poor readers based
on IQ alone are not clear. The Isle of Wight study by Tizzard (1972) concluded that ‘reading
retardation’ (dyslexia) should be differentiated from ‘backwardness in reading' on the basis of a
discrepancy between intelligence and reading behaviour. There has been a lot of criticism o f the
use of ability - achievement discrepancy. In this author’s view, these criticisms are valid for the
following reasons:
•

The notion that intelligence is central to the definition of learning difficulties assumes the
learning difficulty is based in the individual, (notion of brain neuro-damage). This has led to
widespread use o f ‘exclusionary’ criteria’ (Keogh, 1990).

•

The notion of discrepancy between aptitude and achievement means individuals do not
function at a level consistent with their potential (Keogh, 1990).

•

It is difficult to demonstrate cognitive differences among poor readers o f differing IQs
(Stanovich, 1988). The research questions the existence o f a distinct group of poor readers who
are ‘dyslexic’ and a distinct group of poor readers.

•

Children with low IQ scores may be good mechanical readers (‘hyperiexic’) but their verbal IQ
scores are ‘artificially depressed’ due to the sub scores in the IQ test, which is at the heart of
their difficulties (Siegel, 1996).

•

Discrepancy between ability in reading comprehension and listening comprehension may be a
better measure of reading difficulties than measurement o f intelligence (Durrell, 1969;
Stanovich, 1988; Hoover & Gough, 1990).

•

There are questions as to whether the IQ score measures a discrepancy in verbal or
performance abilities, or both (Stanovich, 1986b). Intelligence test scores rely on acquired
knowledge, which is influenced by reading. This has been referred to as the 'Matthew ejfect ’
(Stanovich, 1986b) whereby those who read well, read more, their vocabulary improves,
reading comprehension improves and test scores improve.

•

An ability achievement discrepancy is less likely to be appropriate in the first two years of
primary education as there is less ‘expected achievement’ to compare with intellectual ability.
However the earlier the intervention the more effective it will be (Clay, 1975; Fletcher, 1998).
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•

Reading and reading disability are part o f a continuum (Stanovich, 1988). The cut-off point
between the reading disabled and the non-reading disabled is arbitrary.

There are huge difficulties with the notion o f intelligence and learning difficulties (Swanson, 1990)
due to the lack o f an adequate conceptual definition o f intelligence. According to Siegel (1990), it
is tim e to abandon the IQ test. Time and money would be better spent on training people to give
specific tests o f achievem ent and to provide remediation based on a detailed knowledge o f the
child’s actual academic skills. Swanson, (1990) is critical o f the operationalising o f the concept o f
intelligence. Current tests o f intelligence (operational domain) are not theory based (conceptual
domain), they do not emanate from a theory o f intelligence and cognition (Swanson & Keogh,
1990).
Alternatives to a discrepancy approach
An alternative framework for identification and assessm ent o f dyslexia has been put forward by
Reid (1998), based on identifying the child’s difficulties, discrepancies and differences.
IQ sub score patterns can reveal underlying patterns o f difficulty and strength particular to specific
learning difficulties (Reid, 1984, 1998). Certain sub tests in the W eschler Intelligence Scale for
Children (W lSC) (1994) are believed to indicate dyslexia (Doyle, 2002). These sub tests are
Arithmetic, Coding, Information and Digit span; hence the acronym ‘A cid’ test for dyslexia.
Phonological processing skills have been identified as a core set o f skills essential to accurate
reading development. (Torgeson & Wagner, 1998; Shaywitz, 2002). Phonological processing skills
are not related to intellectual ability. Shaywitz describes phonological difficulties for the dyslexic
student as an isolated core deficit in a 'sea o f strengths ’(p. 57) Strengths include verbal reasoning,
abstract knowledge, and general information. Current research has highlighted the importance o f
phonological skills in identifying dyslexia. Phonological processing difficulties are considered to
be independent o f IQ.
A causal modelling fram ew ork
As is evident from this discussion, arriving at an agreed definition and description o f dyslexia is
problematic. A causal modelling framework was proposed by Frith (1999) to describe dyslexia at
three levels; the biological level, cognitive level and behavioural level. The advantage o f this model
is that different causal models o f dyslexia can be examined using the framework, without
conflicting with each other. This model also allows for environmental influences, which interact at
any or all o f the three levels. For example, at the biological level, hypotheses would include genetic
causes, such as magnocellular abnormality, left hem isphere disconnection or physiological brain
dysftinction. At a cognitive level, explanations for dyslexia would include difficulties with
information processing, or phonological processing. At the behavioural level, reading and spelling
tests, non-word reading tests, poor phoneme awareness and poor naming speed would be evident.
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Each level o f the framework interacts with another. For example, a phonological processing deficit
at the cognitive level may also be described and explained at the behavioural level by poor reading
and spelling ability. A m agnocellular abnormality at the biological level, may lead to slow
processing at the cognitive level, also leading to poor speech development at the behavioural level.
An advantage o f the framework is that even if the behavioural signs o f dyslexia improve and the
child begins to read, the underlying problem will still persist; therefore an understanding at a single
level is not sufficient. Environment determines the remediation and compensation that helps the
learner to overcom e difficulties. This has im plications for assessment, teaching, remediation and
com pensatory approaches to intervention. Pumfrey (1998) stated that the existence and labelling o f
a condition should have (a) distinct aetiology (b) identifying characteristics (c) prognosis (d)
response to interventions. This model attempts to define this umbrella concept o f dyslexia.

A working definition o f dyslexia
The British Psychological Society (BPS) (1999) considered a num ber o f possible areas within
which hypotheses or explanations for dyslexia could be formulated, that could be considered within
this framework. The explanations stressed different aspects in a causal modelling framework.
The core hypothesis o f a phonological deficit has provided the main focus for the BPS (1998) and
also the hypothesis o f dyslexia as a ‘syndrom e’ i.e. a constellation o f difficulties also affecting
areas other than reading and spelling. This approach looked for positive indicators o f dyslexia
(rather than exclusionaiy criteria) and acknowledged that dyslexia could occur in children
representing a wide range o f cognitive ability. There was considerable support (83% ) for a working
definition that separated description from causal explanations. The BPS proposed the following
working definition o f dyslexia as follows:
Dyslexia is evident when accurate and flu e n t w ord reading and/or spelling develops very
incompletely or with great difficulty. (BPS, 1999. p. 12)
The definition focuses on literacy learning at the ‘word level’ and implies that the problem is
severe and persistent, despite appropriate learning opportunities. It provides the basis for a staged
process o f assessment through teaching.
Many o f the areas considered by the psychologists in this report (BPS, 1999) may be considered at
more than one level in the framework. At the cognitive level, a phonological delay or deficit, slow
temporal processing or poor visual processing may also be explained at the behavioural level.
These difficulties are influenced by and can be compensated by positive interaction at the
environmental level (effecfive literacy intervention). However, the working definition is descriptive
with no explanatory elements.
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Separating reading disability from dyslexia: a multi dimensional model
The BPS report (1999) stated that dyslexia could not be identified on the basis o f discrepancy
between intelligence and reading ability. Dyslexia can only be defined at the ‘w ord le v e l’ (BPS,
1999). There has been a shift in emphasis from causality to assessm ent and intervention. Recent
studies into reading development have tended to look at a multi dimensional model o f reading
disability (Shaywitz, 1992). This is a change from the ‘categorical’ model o f defining different
types o f reading disability. The notion o f a ‘continuum ’ gives an understanding o f children’s
differences in reading skills at different points along a continuum. It is an arbitrary point that
distinguishes ‘normal reading’ from ‘reading disabilities’. Children at each side o f the ‘cut o ff
point’ have very sim ilar abilities and needs. Shaywitz maintains that the same factors — biological,
cognitive and instructional/behavioural - are assumed to influence difference in reading skills at all
points along the continuum..
Categorical definitions o f reading disability do not take into account the fact that the difficulty may
vary between children and even amongst children with the same reading attainment level. The
notion that reading disabilities exist along a continuum fi'om mild to severe presents a different
view o f dyslexia and one that has gained currency in educational practice in some countries. The
description o f dyslexia put forward by the TFD (2002) recognised that the difficulties presented by
students with dyslexia range along a continuum from mild to severe, therefore there is a need for a
continuum o f interventions and other services.

Phonological processing
Current research in the area o f phonological processing and the acquisition o f language has led to
the theory that phonological processing is central to acquiring literacy (Frith, 1981; Ellis, 1989;
Goswami & Bryant, 1999). Research into the development o f phonological awareness in young
readers gives some insights into what has ‘gone w rong’ with the dyslexic reader. In a positive way
early intervention in the training o f phonological skills could prevent literacy difficulties. A
com m on explanation for dyslexia is that it stems from an underlying phonological deficit
(Snowling, 2000; Shaywitz, 2003). The processing o f speech sounds has been identified as a
critical link between spoken and written language (Bradley & Bryant, 1983). Other research
showed the importance o f a link between phonological knowledge and letter sound association in
the developm ent o f reading skills. Central to the early reader is the ability to segment a stream o f
speech and to manipulate speech sounds. A key stage in the development o f reading is the
acquisition o f an alphabetic strategy and yve can trace the evolution o f this skill fro m implicit
phonological awareness to spelling and thence to reading its e lf (Ellis, 1991, p. 80).
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What is a phonological deficit?
The reading process has been described as a model of interconnecting processors, which interact
with each other as the reader encounters print. Speed and fluency are needed to access the spelling,
the sounds, the meaning and the context of a familiar word. In this model (Adams, 1998) the
phonological processor provides a back up for the other systems involved in reading. The
phonological processor accepts information or speech and translates this into word recognition. An
insensitivity to the sounds o f speech, or a difficulty relating speech sounds to letters and spellings is
considered to be a central difficulty for those with dyslexic type reading difficulties (Stanovich,
1986; Frith, 1995). Phonological ability is considered to be independent o f general cognitive ability
(Shaywitz, 2003; Stanovich, 1991). The letters of an alphabetic script represent the phonemes of
the language. Other writing systems (e.g., Japanese) do not use the small units of speech sounds as
a basis for written symbols but use whole syllables. Languages with such a system would be more
dyslexia friendly than English.
The reader in the English language has to convert the print on a page into a linguistic code, the
phonetic code that contains the distinctive sound elements o f the English language. A reader may
have difficulty in a number of specific areas during this process. The specific skills involve the
identification of phonemes, manipulation of phonemes and segmentation and blending of
phonemes. The process of co-articulation means the individual phonemes in a word are blended
together and spoken language appears seamless (Bishop, 1999). This makes it more difficult for the
child to segment the separate sounds o f spoken words. Beginning readers need to appreciate the
segmental nature o f sounds in words and the underlying sound structure of words. The
phonological deficit hypothesis describes a weakness in phonology at the lowest level of the
language system, and this interferes with the decoding ability of the reader. The main difficulty for
the dyslexic child seems to be how speech sounds are perceived, coded, and produced. The other
abilities necessary for comprehension, i.e. vocabulary, syntax, discourse and reasoning are all intact
(Shaywitz, 2003). The phonological representations hypotheses (Hatcher & Snowling, 2002)
suggest that children create phonological representations by mapping the speech they hear, onto the
speech they produce and vice versa. For the dyslexic child these representations may be ‘coarse
grained’, perhaps coding rhyme size units, whereas the representations o f normal readers are coded
at the level o f the individual speech sound or phoneme. As a result the dyslexic child has difficulty
in establishing the connections between the letter strings o f printed words, and the phonemic
sequences of spoken words.
A phonological representations hypothesis suggests that the inherited tendency in dyslexia may be
slowness in establishing mappings between phonology and orthography (Hatcher & Snowling,
2002). The readers experience, general ability and working memory will interact with phonological
knowledge during the decoding process (Hester & Hodson, 2004).
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Sumntaty
For the past hundred years the search has continued for a comprehensive definition o f dyslexia that
would satisfy each o f the disciplines that have contributed to the current knowledge. Defining
dyslexia at a single level o f explanation, biological, cognitive or behavioural, will always lead to
paradoxes (Frith, 1999). A causal modelling framework such as proposed by Frith gives a fuller
understanding o f the concept by linking the levels together. The working definition proposed by
educational psychologists (BPS, 1999) focuses directly on the extent, severity and persistence o f
difficulties with reading and spelling. This notion o f a continuum o f difficulty leads to the current
shift in interest away from causes to assessment and intervention.
In developing a framework for assessment and understanding o f dyslexia, Reid (1998, 2002)
suggests that assessment should be dynamic; understanding is (currently) scientific, intervention
should be educational, differences are personal (Reid 2002). In this context, we now turn to an
examination o f the current provision for students with dyslexia in Ireland.

Provision for Dyslexia: Ireland and selected states
Since 1963 the DES has sanctioned learning support posts in schools to address the needs o f pupils
with difficulties in acquiring literacy skills. A range o f supports for pupils with specific learning
disabilities (including dyslexia) was introduced in 1975. This includes special schools (also known
as reading schools) and special classes (reading units). In 1998 further support was sanctioned in
the form o f individual resource teaching for children with special educational needs arising from
disabilities who are integrated into mainstream schools (DES, SPED 8/99) A subsequent review o f
current practice led to a change from individual allocation o f support to a general allocation model
o f support (DES, SPED 02/05). To summarise, at present, support for pupils with dyslexia in
Ireland is provided for in three different ways: learning support or resource teaching; enrolment in
a special reading unit; enrolment in a special reading school. The underlying concept o f dyslexia in
current practice is that o f a categorical quasi - medical model as outlined by the SERC report
(1993). This committee adopted the term ‘specific learning disability’ in preference to ‘dyslexia’
and defined SLD as follows:
Impairments in specific areas such as reading, w riting and arithmetical notation, the
prim ary cause o f which is not attributable to assessed ability being below the average range,
to defective sight or hearing, to emotional factors, to a physical condition or to any extrinsic
adverse circumstances. (SERC, 1993, p. 86).
This is an example o f an exclusionary definition o f dyslexia as outlined above. There are
implications o f this approach at the identification stage, and also in the location and organisation o f
support teaching. At a systemic level, dyslexia in Ireland appears to be viewed as a within-child
disability, which requires ‘specialist support’ from the resource or learning support teacher. The
identification o f dyslexia follows a comprehensive psycho-educational assessm ent which includes
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assessment o f cognitive abilit}' and attainment in reading and spelling. Children, who are identified
according to this definition, are eligible for special support or placement in a reading unit or
reading school. Central to this view is the discrepancy notion of dyslexia as discussed above. The
organisation of this support system is based on the notions o f segregation, integration and inclusion
(Diniz and Reed, 2001).

Criteria fo r special provision fo r dyslexia in Ireland
The SERC report (1993) set criteria for identifying pupils with specific learning disability
(dyslexia) whose learning difficulties are so severe that special provision is necessary. These are:
(a) assessment by an educational psychologist on a standardised intelligence test should place
general intellectual ability in the average or above average range, and (b) performance in basic
literacy skills should be at a very low level. In practice this is the the second percentile on
standardised reading attainment tests.
Task Force on Dyslexia
The TFD was set up in 2000 in response to the concern about provision of support for pupils with
dyslexia. Its Report (TFD, 2002) builds on recommendations of the previous study on remedial
education in Ireland (Sheil & Morgan, 1998) and procedures outlined in Guidelines on Learning
Support (DES, 2000). Following the TFD report, a four-phase model for identification o f learning
difficulties arising from dyslexia was proposed. In short, there are four phases to this model:
•

Initial identification o f a learning difference (3-5 years of age);

•

Identification of a possible learning difficulty arising from dyslexia (5-7 years);

•

Identification o f dyslexia and analysis o f learning needs (age 7-12);

•

Annual review of learning needs (age 12years +).

These four phases represent a continuum. The Report acknowledged that there is a continuum of
need among pupils and this must be matched by a continuum of appropriate provision. It is
envisaged that the formal identification of dyslexia should occur only after the pupil has had at
least one year’s appropriate learning support and such intervention has been documented and
evaluated (TFD, 2002, p. 63). The report described dyslexia as follows:
Dyslexia is manifested in a continuum o f specific learning difficulties related to the
acquisition o f basic skills in reading, spelling and/or writing, such difficulties being
unexpected in relation to an individual’s other abilities and educational experiences.
Dyslexia can be described at the neurological, cognitive and behavioural levels. It is
typically characterised by inefficient information processing, including difficulties in
phonological processing, working memory, rapid naming and automaticity o f basic skills.
Difficulties in organisation, sequencing and motor skills may also be present. (TFD, 2002, p.
31).
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The Report has areas in common with education systems in other countries, such as: pupil’s ability
m ust be in average range or above; there must be a discrepancy between ability and attainment; and
there should be a staged process o f assessment.
The report has been welcomed and described as more than a policy document or guide to practice
(Reid, 2003). The concept o f individualisation o f special support was considered by the Task Force
to be a ‘legal requirem ent' and an "educational imperative ’ (2002, p. xv).
Definitions o f dyslexia used in other educational systems and the procedures used to identify
students with dyslexia who may have special educational needs will now be examined. Provision in
the USA, Northern Ireland, and England & Wales will be addressed and some similarities outlined.

Current Provision in selected states
USA
In the USA the term ‘specific learning disability’ includes dyslexia. Most States have adopted the
legal definition (IDEA, 1997):
the term specific learning disability means a disorder in one or more o f the basic
psychological processes involved in understanding or using language, spoken or written,
which disorder may manifest itself in imperfect ability to listen, think, speak, read, write,
spell or do mathematical calculations. Such term includes such conditions as perceptual
disabilities, brain injury, minimal brain dysfunction, dyslexia and developmental aphasia.
Such term does not include a learning problem that is prim arily the result o f visual, hearing
or motor disabilities, o f mental retardation, o f emotional disturbance or o f environmental,
cultural or economic disadvantage. (IDEA Act 1997, Section 602(26), p. 13)
Under this Act, assessment involves a multi disciplinary team, which collects and reviews
assessment information and results in order to identify whether a disability is present. If the team
identifies a disability, a second meeting is called to develop an individualised educational plan for
the child. Parents, class teacher and other professionals, where relevant, are involved at this stage.
A program o f intervention is prepared which is designed to meet the child’s needs. The concept o f
"least restrictive environm ent' determines the m ost appropriate placement for the child. This could
be the resource room, regular classroom, special unit or special school. The most common
placement is the resource room or the regular classroom.
Northern Ireland
Under Article 3 o f the Education (NI) Order (1996), the Education and Library Boards are
responsible for identifying, assessing and m aking statements o f special educational needs for
children living within their area. The Special Needs Code o f Practice (2001) sets out a five-stage
approach to assessment and identification o f special educational need.
1.

The process begins with the class teacher who identifies the child with a learning problem and
differentiates the schoolwork to help the child overcome his difficulties.
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2.

At school level, the child’s name may be put on the Special Education Needs Register and an
education plan is prepared for the child.

3.

Outside help may be sought at stage three, where considered necessary.

4.

A formal statutory assessm ent may take place and a statement o f special needs is drawn up. If a
statem ent o f special needs is prepared, proposals in the statement are implemented.

5.

The statem ent may recomm end special placement, in a special school, special unit or named
m ainstream school.

There has been variation between the five NI Education and Library Boards regarding the criteria
that are applied in identifying dyslexia and in accessing special educational support. Following the
publication o f the report o f the TFD, a working group o f educational psychologists, under the
direction o f a regional strategy group for special education, issued a report to ‘operationalise’ this
definition o f dyslexia. They produced the following definition:
Dyslexia is best described as a continuum o f difficulties in learning to read, spell or write,
which persist despite appropriate learning opportunities. These difficulties are not typical o f
perform ance in most other cognitive and academic areas (Departm ent o f Education NI,
2006, p. 1).
This working definition requires that there is evidence o f significant difficulties in literacy and that
these difficulties are unexpected and persistent.
England and Wales
The Code o f Practice on the Identification and Assessm ent o f Special Educational Needs (UK) was
issued in 1994. The code has a definition o f dyslexia that is currently sim ilar to that used in
Northern Ireland and also a staged assessm ent process. The Local Education Authorities (LEAs)
seek clear evidence o f the existence o f the child’s learning difficulty. The difficulties must be seen
to be discrepancy- based, severe and persistent and there m ust be recorded evidence o f a significant
difficulty. The LEA seeks statutory assessm ent where the child’s difficulties have not responded to
measures taken by the school and external specialist. If the school cannot provide the support
required, special education provision may be recommended. Similar to Northern Ireland, and
recently in the Republic o f Ireland (Education Act 1998, section 29), parents have the right to
appeal the decisions regarding their child’s learning needs. The updated Code o f Practice (DfES
2001) has defined learning difficulties as impairments in 4 different areas o f need. The areas o f
need are: Communication and Interaction; Cognition and Learning; Behaviour and Emotional and
Social Development; Sensory and/or Physical Development. This is a move towards a more
inclusive framework for identification o f pupils’ special educational needs.

Summary
There are some similarities in the criteria used regarding the identification and assessment
procedures for dyslexia in each country. There is also some similarity in the types o f provision for
pupils with dyslexia in each o f these countries. The definitions o f dyslexia state that ability must be
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in the average range or above. Early identification is recommended in each o f the countries
examined. There is a move towards a gradual or staged process o f identification and assessment in
England, N orthern Ireland and the United States. This notion o f a continuum o f need implies that
there should be a continuum o f provision according to the severity o f need. The concept o f the least
restrictive environm ent implies that one size does not fit all and that a range o f supports are
required to cater for the individual needs o f dyslexic learners. M ainstream support is often
provided. A multi disciplinary approach to the identification and assessm ent o f needs is perceived
as good practice in each o f the countries. In Ireland, the DES (2002) has also recommended a
staged process o f assessment, and a whole school approach to the provision o f support for pupils
with special educational needs. Effective provision for students with learning difficulties including
dyslexia is also dependent on the existence o f adequate in school resources for early identification
o f pupils’ needs. Catering for the diversity o f pupils’ needs in an inclusive school setting has
shifted the focus away from the specific category o f dyslexia and towards a whole schoolapproach
to providing extra support. This will be addressed in the next section.

Special Education
This section reviews the literature on some o f the main concepts in special education. The question
o f special approaches or expertise for pupils with dyslexia is discussed. The move towards
inclusion is considered and its implications for the present organisation o f support for pupils with
reading difficulties. The barriers to whole school provision for dyslexia are also considered

and

also the role o f the support teacher in this changing context.
Is there specialist education pedagogy for students who are identified as dyslexic? Do pupils with
specific reading difficulties need teachers with specialist techniques and teaching approaches?
There is a trend in the literature away from categories o f special educational need since the
W amock Report (1978). W amock proposed a new system to replace the categorisation o f special
educational needs. The notion o f a ‘continuum o f need’ conveys the idea o f a spread o f children’s
special needs in contrast to discrete categories o f disability. As W amock stated:
The purpose o f education fo r all children is the same, the goals are the same, but the help
that individual children 'will need in progressing towards them will be different (W amock,
1978, p. 5).
The SEN Code o f Practice (DfEE, 1994) set out a model o f how schools should respond to
individual pupil’s special educational needs. This was described as a model to ‘assess and provide
fo r the individual’ (Peacey, 2005). Since then, there has been a move towards more inclusive
education policies in all schools.
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Inclusion o f pupils with special educational needs
In the Convention on rights o f the child (1989) and the Salamanca Statement (1994) the UN has
declared the right o f all children to equal education within the mainstream system. The concept of
inclusion is now a central theme in education policies in UK (DfEE 1997a, DfES, 2002) and
Ireland (Education Act 1998, EPSEN Act 2004). Catering for the diversity o f pupils’ needs has
meant a shift toward whole school processes accom m odating the individual needs o f all. The
debate on effective inclusion in mainstream classes and whether or not there is a SEN pedagogy
continues (Peacey, 2005; Norwich & Lewis, 2001). There are others who consider greater
integration and inclusion o f students to be socially ju st in a civil rights sense, but argue that it
places ideology above research (Kavale & Mostert, 2004). Just as there is a continuum o f pupils’
needs, so there is also a need for a range o f inclusive settings.
The problems in im plementing inclusion have been well documented (see for instance, Weddell,
2005; Lewis & Norwich, 1999; Hargreaves, 2001; Dyson, 1991). There is a noticeable trend in the
literature away from categories o f special educational need and specialist teaching approaches, and
an emphasis on the teaching- learning context for the student (W eddell, 2005; Kavale 2004; Hart,
1992). The focus is on the learner, the teacher and the task (curriculum). The concept o f
personalisation instead o f individualisation has been presented as a way o f including all children
within the school community (Peacey, 2005). In this context, ‘personalisation’ means giving the
student a defined role with the com m unity o f learning in class, while ‘individualisation’ is about
the student doing something in place o f what others are doing (Peacey, 2005, p. 4).
Differentiation o f instruction
Differentiation o f instruction is a m ethod used in special education as a means o f matching the
learning to the individual pupil’s abilities. Differentiation describes the process by which
''curriculum objectives, teaching methods, assessment methods, resources and learning activities
are p lanned to cater fo r the needs o f individual pupils (NCCA, 1991). Differentiation has been
associated with differences in children, differences that justify different teaching or adapting o f the
curriculum. In practice this involves adapting the instruction, modifying instructional materials or
m odifying the task. Caution is urged against merely simplifying work sheets (Beame, 1996).
Differentiation involves the re thinking o f teaching approaches, applying different grouping
strategies in the classroom and the optimum use o f whatever resources and support may be
available (Sebba & Ainscow, 1996). However the idea that differentiation is an essential feature o f
‘good practice’ has been criticised as being itself part o f the problem and a limitation o f the
curriculum opportunities provided for children (Hart, 1992). Individual difficulties can be viewed
as a problem for the curriculum rather than for the child. "By changing the task fo r everyone, the
teacher can make it possible to alleviate difficulties while creating an experience which all can
sh a re ’ (Hart, 1992, p. 137). This shifts the focus from children’s abilities and characteristics to the
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characteristics o f the curriculum, and the teacher’s professional interaction with the child’s
learning.
M utual support strategies fo r pupils learning to read
Qui docet, discit (He who teaches, learns) (Comenius, 17"’ century Czech scholar and teacher)
There is a substantive body o f research on cooperative learning, which shows that working with a
partner promotes positive attitudes to learning and higher achievement. (Johnson & Johnson,
1987). Other strategies o f differentiation mentioned in the literature are peer tutoring and cross age
tutoring. A range o f peer support strategies have been shown to give effective support to pupils and
teachers, particularly when traditional support structures o f family and community are absent.
Pupils’ emotional and social functioning is interlinked with academic progress. There is evidence
that those who receive personal attention from a peer tutor can develop greater confidence, greater
m otivation to work and improved attitude to work (Rogers, 1983; Centre for Improvement o f Early
Reading Achievement (CIERA), 1998). Also children can show increased self-esteem (Charlton &
David, 1997). The benefits for the tutor are equally impressive. The tutoring experience can help
boost a child’s self esteem, to feel useful, appreciated and productive. Peer support covers a range
o f areas including bereavement, bullying, reading, spelling, and maths. Cross age tutoring, and
cross age reading/writing is another example o f peer support and has been shown to greatly
increase students’ enjoyment and attitude to reading (Leland & Fitzpatrick, 1994). Cross age
tutoring consists o f m atching older and younger students in a reading or writing programme. The
older students learn specific strategies to use when reading to a younger child, and they are trained
in how to work with kindergarten children. The objective is to increase enjoym ent and enthusiasm
for reading and writing for both partners. All o f these ‘differentiated’ teaching approaches have
been shown to be effective at classroom level, and can be integrated at class level for all pupils.
Special education pedagogy
In the current policy context, the discussion has moved to how to develop a pedagogy that is
inclusive o f all learners. The evidence suggests there is no specific special educational needs
‘pedagogy’. The principles o f good teaching are the same for all pupils. What works with most
pupils would work with all pupils (Norwich & Lewis, 2001). A recent overview (Davis & Florian,
2004) o f teaching strategies and approaches for pupils with special educational needs and a report
on the theoretical bases o f these strategies, found that the teaching approaches and strategies
identified during this review were not sufficiently differentiated from those which are used to teach
all children to justify a distinctive SEN pedagogy. This does not diminish the importance o f special
education knowledge but highlights it as an essential com ponent . The report also reviewed the
specialist knowledge required in teaching these pupils. For children with specific learning
difficulties according to the research reviewed, there is little evidence o f the need for distinctive
teaching approaches although responding to individual difference is crucial.. The review found that
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there is evidence that a multi m ethod approach is ‘prom ising’, a ‘combination o f strategies
produces more pow erful effects than a single strategy solution ’ (Davis & Florian, 2004, pp 4-6).
The notion o f a ‘continuum ’ o f teaching approaches is useful in that, although there may not be
‘distinctive’ pedagogies for pupils with dyslexia, some dyslexic learners require more teaching
adaptations than others. These students need more practice than others, ‘over-learning’, they also
need more structure, detail and continuous assessm ent o f their learning. Regarding teaching pupils
with dyslexia, Norwich (1999) referred to a common curriculum and pedagogy as follows:
Specialist approaches have much in common with teaching literacy to any pupil, though
there is a tendency to bottom -u p approaches (e.g. synthetic phonics). Other differences
include the degree o f detail, structure, continuous assessment, record keeping and over
learning (Lewis & Norwich, 1999, p. 39).
Whole school provision fo r dyslexia
The traditional approach to special education has been criticised in the literature as segregationist.
The need for ‘special’ schools and ‘expert’ teachers has been questioned (Dessent, 1987; Dyson,
1989, 1991). The ‘segregate or cure’ assumption is closely linked to a ‘within child’ model o f
special educational needs. Provision for all pupils should be in the ordinary school (Dessent, 1989).
This view recommends positive discrim ination for pupils with special needs in order to compensate
for obstacles in their learning. A whole school approach to remedial support is suggested. The
individualised nature o f special education has been criticised in favour o f a curriculum view o f
educational difficulties (Ainscow, 1994). The problem could be ‘refram ed’ and a change o f
perspective from a ‘technical rational’ model to a ‘reflective enquiry’ approach by teachers is
suggested. Teacher development is central to this process. An example o f teacher professional
development to address this issue was central to the UNESCO study (1994). The ‘special needs
task’ facing each school was reconstructed to a whole ‘school im provem ent’ process. This involved
encouraging all the members to find ways o f creating conditions that would facilitate and support
the learning o f all pupils (not just those with SEN). Others have stressed that the problem o f
appropriate provision can be reframed as one that depends on the wider political context and
political agenda o f a school just as m uch as the ‘technical skills’ o f the teacher (W earmouth, 2004).
For example, the organisation o f support for pupils with dyslexia can be distinguished as a system
based on segregation, integration, or inclusion (M cGregor, 1998). The segregationist model is the
traditional system offering individual support to children with dyslexia. Parents tend to value this
most. The integrationist model presumes that support is offered within the school, either
withdrawal by the learning support/ resource teacher or as advice to class teacher. The assumption
is that the problem is ‘within child’. The ^inclusive ’ model is based on a system o f providing
support to individuals, classes and teachers, in a holistic way, a partnership with pupils, staff and
parents. It is hypothesised that if model three were widely adopted it would lead to a transformation
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in children’s attainments (McGregor, 1998). The table below outlines the features o f three
alternative models o f support for children with specific learning difficulties.
Table 2.1: Alternative models o f support for learning for children with specific learning
difficulties (dyslexia)
Adapted from M cGregor (1998), reproduced in Diniz and Reed (2001, p. 32)
Features o f
provision

Segregationist
(traditional)

Integrationist
(transitional)

Inclusive
(transformational)

Support
teaching
(location)

Centre, Units, or
private/ voluntary

Limited classroom
based; withdrawal

Mainly classroom based

Support
teaching
(organisation)

One to one or small
group with similar
difficulties

One to one or small
group with sim ilar
difficulties

Mainly in group / class with/
without similar difficulties

R oles fo r
support sta ff

Direct teaching
separate to class.
May develop
metacognitive
strategies for
individuals and
small groups

Provision o f advice/
materials to class
teacher and parents
for individual
children. May
develop meta
cognitive strategies
for individuals and
small groups

Partnership working with class
teacher to support children in 514 curriculum

Referral by
psychologist or
specialists;

Mainly undertaken by
special education
staff; teachers refer to
special education;

Undertaken jointly by class
teacher and specialist teacher.

Assessm ent
procedures

children may be
rejected on grounds
o f limited
intellectual ability

Features o f
diagnosis

Usually child aged
8+
Gap o f 2 years
between
Chronological age
and Reading Age
and I.Q.

Curricular
em phasis

Focuses on child’s
basic language
difficulties.
Little or no
opportunity to
relate the work to
general 5-14 class
language work

some referrals to
psychological service;
parents involved

Use o f peer- tutoring, co
operative learning strategies

Parents/class teacher and
schools centrally involved.
Children partners in own
learning. All children work
together to achieve targets.
Staged process used for
persistent difficulties including
referral to psychological service

Usually child aged 8+
Gap o f 2 years
between C.A. and
R.A. and I.Q. W ider
range o f children
supported with
literacy and other
difficulties

Emphasis on early identification
o f difficulfies at or before 5
years. Support for children with
any literacy difficulties.
Assumption that all children in
mainstream education can and
should be literate (unless major
cognitive/ physical difficulties)

Focus on child’s basic
language difficulties.
May be different
programme from the
rest o f the class

Children’s specific difficulties
and programmes to address
these are integrated with overall
class work.
Emphasis on multi sensory
methods for all children
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Each type o f support may be described as existing on a continuum o f segregation, or integration or
inclusiveness. M cGregor (1998) maintains that if the model described as inclusive were to be
adopted, this would lead to a transform ation in children’s attainments. A number o f significant
changes would need to take place in schools before this inclusive model would be a reality in the
schools examined above, such as ongoing teacher professional development and specific training in
inclusive or differentiated teaching practices which benefit all pupils. This model takes the focus
away from the ‘specialness’ o f dyslexia teaching and is a move towards the inclusion o f the wide
range o f pupils with diversity o f needs who need support. In Ireland, current provision for students
with dyslexia is firmly rooted in the segregationist model outlined above. Pupils receive extra
support for dyslexia in m ainstream from the learning support or resource teacher, or in a special
placement in a reading unit attached to a mainstream school. A third option for students is
enrolment in a special reading school for a period o f up to two years.

Barriers to the whole school approach
School code as a structural constraint
As each country in Europe attempts to make its regular schools more ‘inclusive’ in line with
government and European policy, to cope with a wider diversity o f pupils, the role o f support
teacher is in a constant state o f transition (Emmanuelson, 2001). One o f the dilemmas is the
balance between supporting the individual pupils with special educational needs, and/or supporting
the mainstream class teacher. The role o f support teacher is central to the organisation and delivery
o f support to pupils with additional needs. Emm anuelson outlined how the role o f the support
teacher can be viewed in two different perspectives: categorical or relational. In all schools, there
is a dominant "school c o d e ’ and this determines how the support teacher operates. The role the
support teacher adopts therefore, may be either reactive managerial, or proactive reform guiding.
The role description o f support teacher generally includes collaboration as an important part o f the
work (e.g. DES, 2000). However in a survey o f 4 countries, Emm anuelson (2001) found that the
main work o f the support teacher reflects a ‘'categorical p ersp e ctiv e’ understanding o f special
needs. Pupils are identified as pupils with difficulties rather than pupils in difficulties. The support
teacher’s role is therefore one o f "reactive m anager’ as the dom inant school code is a structural
constraint to more inclusive practice.
There are other differing perspectives on the role o f the support teacher. The current policy view o f
m anagem ent o f special educational needs in England has been described as ‘technicist’. This
presupposes that a learning difficulty can be seen as a technical problem that can be fixed by
application o f the necessary tool, a ‘one size fits all’ idea o f learning difficulties; it is suggested that
a more inclusive view is that o f the ‘reflective practitioner’ (W earmouth, 2004). This presumes that
effective teaching can be reframed to incorporate ongoing reflection and analysis in order to
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address individual needs. The process o f reflection and refram ing requires ongoing professional
development, at a whole school level. The limitations o f current levels o f professional development
among support teachers in Ireland are well documented (Lynch, 1995; Costello, 1997). As recently
as 2001, a study identified the major concerns o f resource teachers to be funding, training and
professional development, and access to other professionals such as educational psychologists as
key areas o f concern for them (M cCarthy, 2001). The research evidence has shown that quality in
education is determ ined by the calibre o f teachers who provide it (Burke, 2004).
The traditional ‘segregationist’ model o f support is now being challenged by a more inclusive
approach to supporting a wide diversity o f pupils. The support teacher is seen as being ‘in the
vanguard’ o f the move towards more inclusive support (Emmanuelson, 2001). However the support
teacher’s role is influenced by the dominant ‘school code’. Some support teachers may find
them selves in a ‘scapegoat role’ o f being responsible for inclusion in their school. The status given
to the support teacher within the school community reflects the value o f the support role and
underlies the school code. Issues such as not enough time for collaboration with colleagues, too
large a caseload o f pupils, or a lack o f clarity about the role limits the effectiveness o f the support
teacher’s role. O ther factors continue to hamper support teaching. There are ‘territorial boundaries’
perceived by m ainstream teachers and questions o f ownership o f pupils with special educational
needs (Beam & Smith, 1998). The role o f the support teacher has been shown to be defined by
local tradition and practice (Emmanuelson, 2001; Lynch, 1995).
A more radical view is taken by Dyson (1998) who debates the paradoxes o f the role o f the special
education teacher. The very existence o f special needs teachers diverts resources away from the
m ainstream. The paradox is how can the special needs teachers, as agents o f the whole school
approach, bring about organisational and professional development from within their ‘resourcing
role’. The role is inherently paradoxical. The situation requires a complete re thinking o f special
needs and the support teacher’s role. Dyson calls not for additional resources to enhance the child’s
functioning, but for a reconstruction o f mainstream provision, and in particular o f the mainstream
curriculum (Dyson, 1991, p. 57). A ‘pro-active reform -guiding’ role for all teachers would be
necessary in this context, as special needs teachers cannot themselves reconstruct the curriculum.
Collaboration/consultation/coinniunication issues
Collaboration with colleagues is an important part o f the role o f support teacher (DBS, 2000). The
greatest proportion o f the support teachers’ time is taken up with individual support for pupils.
Consequently, less time is given to supporting, com m unication and planning with colleagues.
There was evidence o f collaborative planning and teaching between the learning support teacher,
the resource teacher and the m ainstream class teacher in only two fifths o f classrooms. (DBS,
2005a, p. 16). The process o f collaboration involves people ‘with diverse areas o f expertise as they
w ork together to fin d creative solutions to mutually defined problem s ’ (Lem er, 2003, p. 164). This
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underlines the need for collaboration to be addressed at a whole school level. Successful
collaboration requires the following:

mutual goals; voluntary participation; equality among participants; shared responsibility fo r
participation and decision making; shared responsibility fo r outcomes; shared resources.
(Lem er, 2003, p. 164)
In order to accom plish these goals, Lem er (2003, p. 167) identified two kinds o f competencies,
which the learning support teacher needed to have (a) com petencies in professional knowledge and
skills (having the proficiencies necessary for testing and teaching, and (b) competencies in human
relationships (the art o f working with people).
W ithdrawal support
W ithdrawal o f pupils for individual or group instruction is the main means o f support used by the
majority o f support teachers. Despite criticism o f the withdrawal system o f support (Shiel, M organ
Lamey, 1998; Dyson, 1991, Me Carthy, 2001) teachers continue to prefer to withdraw pupils from
class for individual or small group support (90% o f resource teachers prefer to withdraw pupils
individually or in groups, Costello, 1997). In Scotland, a study examined the practices o f learning
support (primary and secondary) teachers and their perceptions o f their role. The survey indicated
that inclusion in mainstream with some withdrawal tuition was the most common provision for
children with specific learning difficulties. A total o f 91% o f these teachers practice withdrawal
teaching at primary level, 76% at second level. When asked to rank aspects o f their role from most
important to least important, 55% o f primary teachers ranked withdrawal teaching as first or second
priority in their support role. (Duffield, Brown & Riddell, 1995). Teachers perceived there are
limitations to in- class support and withdrawing pupils with special needs is often more effective
(Beam & Smith, 1998). The issue o f ‘territorial boundaries’ and sharing classes with support
teachers was strongly held in this study. In the past five years other models o f support have gained
in practice (DES, 2000; Day, 2005). These instructional models are collaborative, and include co
teaching, consultancy, teaming, peer and class tutoring. There are many variations on the co
teaching model, such as parallel teaching, station teaching, alternative teaching design, supportive
leam ing, consultant model, team ing model, peer tutoring.
Class and support teachers in Ireland are currently challenged to work together more closely since
the DES (2003) has recently allocated resources directly to schools in a ‘general allocation’ model.
This is a m ajor change from the previous model o f allocation o f resources to individual pupils
according to need (DES, 1999). This section will conclude with a review o f the role o f the support
teacher in the Irish situation and the implications o f these changes.

Developments in the role o f the Learning Support/Resource Teacher
In this section the role o f the Leam ing Support Teacher and Resource Teacher will be examined
from its original concept in 1997 to its present form in the changing context o f the DES guidelines
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and recommendations. Every school is now required to have a school policy on learning support.
The Education Act 1998 Section 9 states that the functions o f a school must ‘'ensure that the
educational needs o f students including those with disability or special needs are identified and
p ro vid ed f o r ’. The NCCA curriculum guidelines for English language (1999c) recommend the
early identification and remediation o f reading difficulties.
It is essential that children with language and reading difficulties are identified as early as
possible and given the necessary remedial support (NCCA, 1999c, p. 20).
If a child in Junior or Senior Infants is having difficulty in developing phonological awareness, this
is a good predictor that reading difficulties may follow. Bradley and Biyant (1983) linked early
phonological awareness with later success in reading. The curriculum guidelines for English
recom m end that when a child with reading difficulties has been identified, ‘'an appropriate
program o f remedial intervention should be p u t in place ’ (NCCA, 1999, p. 20).
The role o f the Learning support teacher is outlined in detail in the DES Guidelines (DES, 2000).
The principal aim o f learning support is to organise the teaching and learning process in
order to enable pupils with learning difficulties to achieve adequate levels o f proficiency in
literacy and numeracy before leaving prim ary school. (DES, 2000, p. 15).
The key tasks in defining this role are collaboration and consultation with all the partners involved,
i.e. the class teachers, principal, parents, students and outside agencies. In the context o f the whole
school policy on learning support the Learning support teacher will contribute to school policy
development; assist in whole school early intervention/ prevention; advise staff on the selection,
use and interpretation o f standardised tests; and consult with class teachers on the selection of
pupils for diagnostic assessment. This approach reiterates the recommendation in the Guidelines on
Remedial Education (DES, 1998), which urged a team approach with the ‘remedial teacher’ in a
consultative role. While these collaborative and consultative activities are essential to the whole
school policy on Learning Support, the main focus o f the learning support teacher’s work will be
on providing supplementary teaching to pupils. This supplementary teaching may be provided
either by withdrawing the child for learning support or by different shared teaching approaches.
Screening
For m ost schools, screening is the first stage in identifying children with special educational needs.
This will be followed by diagnostic assessm ent by the learning support teacher and where
necessary, further assessment by external agents such as an educational psychologist, speech
therapist, occupational therapist or clinical psychologist. The screening measures used will help to
identify children who are underachieving and who may need learning support in literacy and /or
m athematics. It will also identify children who may have a specific or a general learning difficulty.
Children who are achieving very highly but who may need greater differentiation o f the curriculum
will be noted. The information provided by the screening tests assists teachers in com m unicating
progress to parents. The areas o f progress most widely tested in schools are reading attainment and
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mathematics. Examples o f sum m ative assessm ent tests used are standardised reading attainment
tests such as the Drum condra Prim aiy Reading Tests (DPRT) (Educational Research Centre, 1997)
and the M icra-T (Wall and Burke, 1991) reading tests. Screening tests are generally administered
every year. The Learning support guidelines recommend a cut o ff score o f the tenth percentile for
pupils eligible to receive learning support. This is applied in order to prioritise those children
scoring in the bottom ten percent o f their peers.

Diagnostic assessment
Once low achievem ent or a learning problem has been identified following screening procedures,
the class teacher will consult with the learning support teacher regarding which children require
further testing. Parents will also be consulted. In order to explore the child’s learning strengths and
needs, the learning support teacher will carry out individual diagnostic assessment tests. The range
o f diagnostic tests used will depend on the child’s age and level o f development. At the early
reading or em ergent literacy stage the following areas may be assessed: print awareness, phonemic
awareness,

knowledge

discrimination,

auditoiy

of

letter

sounds,

discrimination,

letter

identification,

com prehension

o f words

word
and

recognition,
sentences,

visual
spelling

(approximate), writing and developm ent o f fine m otor skills. For older pupils diagnostic
assessment may focus on reading accuracy, listening comprehension, reading comprehension,
reading fluency, sight words and writing and spelling skills.

A staged process o f assessment
The TFD report (2002) addressed the identification o f learning difficulties arising from dyslexia.
This report recommended a ‘phased process o f assessm ent’ for the identification o f learning
difficulties arising from dyslexia. It proposed a four-phase model o f assessm ent as follows:
•

Phase 1 initial identification o f a learning difference (ages 3-5);

•

Phase 2 identification o f a possible learning difficulty arising from dyslexia (age 5-7);

•

Phase 3 formal identification o f dyslexia and analysis o f needs (age 7-12);

•

Annual review o f learning needs (age 12+).

The phases o f this assessment model may be viewed alongside the procedures outlined in the
Learning support Guidelines (DES, 2000). Each phase o f the model is viewed as lying along a
continuum. The suggested age ranges are approximate. There is a broad based correspondence
across Phase 1 and 2 o f this model o f assessment and the em ergent literacy stage. Phases 3 and 4 o f
the Task Force model o f assessm ent corresponded broadly with the next stages o f development as a
child progressed beyond early literacy.

Special education support teams
The traditional roles o f Learning Support and Resource teacher are undergoing development and
change as schools begin to organise more inclusive practices for pupils with special educational
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needs. Special Educational Teaching (SET) has been recommended by DBS as an approach to
organise instruction for pupils with high incidence disabilities (DBS SPED 24/03). The system o f
individual allocation o f resources to individual pupils (DBS SPED 08/02) was perceived to be a
restriction to schools in organising support in a coherent way. Resources were allocated to
individual pupils according to the severity o f need. This was a barrier to effective planning and
m anagem ent o f special education support from year to year. In order to allow schools to be more
flexible with resources allocated to special education needs, the DBS now supports school
m anagem ent in the development o f
special education support teams that draw on the skills o f all the specialist teachers (visiting
teachers, learning support, resource teachers, resource teachers fo r Travellers, language
teachers fo r non nationals), without m aking artificial distinctions between them. (DES SPED
24/03)
Do schools make a difference?
How the schooling is organised for the pupil with special needs has a substantial effect upon the
student, his self-perception and his progress. Schools which are effective in promoting the progress
o f one group, are generally also effective for other groups. Research into effective schools links
certain factors with student progress and success. Stoll et al., (1988) identified the following key
characteristics associated with effective schools:
•

Purposeful leadership o f staff by head teacher, and involvement o f Deputy Head;

•

Involvement o f all teachers;

•

Consistency o f teaching approach, structured teaching sessions, well organised;

•

Intellectually challenging teaching (higher order thinking encouraged);

•

W ork centred environment -busy purposeful class room;

•

Limited focus within sessions;

•

M aximum com m unication between pupil and teacher;

•

Record keeping;

•

Parental involvement;

•

Positive climate (rewards, praise).

In the Irish context, the guidelines on Learning Support (2000) have endorsed some o f the above
elements and also included elements o f the successful early intervention programme Success fo r A ll
(Slavin & M adden, 2003). However, this programme also included a strong focus on additional
elements which are noticeably absent from the Irish context. These additional elements are:
•

Provision o f adequate in career development o f teachers (3 days in service training for first
three years o f the programme)

•

Input o f a literacy coordinator, this is recommended to support teachers implementing the
programme

•

90 minutes per day for group instruction in reading;
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•

extra 20 minutes per day for pupils with severe reading difficulties

•

assessment of pupils every eight weeks

For a school wide restructuring programme to be effective, adequate resources must be provided at
structural level with appropriate professional development o f teachers.
Gap between policy and practice
The role of the support teacher is pivotal in any proposed change in a whole school approach to
additional support. This applies not only to Ireland but to all educational systems which have
previously undergone wide ranging changes. There appears to be a gap between the role of the
support teachers as envisaged by policy makers and the actual reality of the role (Crowther, Dyson
& Millward, 2001). Insufficient time to perform the duties associated with the role and inadequate
qualifications is one explanation. Another is the expectations o f a support role that is
operationalised as a ‘managerial’ role and the capacity of the individual to fulfil this aspect of the
role. (Emanuelson, 2001).
There are paradoxes in the policy and practice regarding the role of the support teacher. The special
needs teacher’s role is based on ‘'separate individualised provision, yet seeks to influence
mainstream teachers in an integrated, large group setting’ (Dyson, 1991, p. 53). This role may be
‘categorical’ or ‘relational’, and ‘compensatory’ or ‘proactive/developmental’. Different types of
learners vary along a continuum and not all learners with a disability have special educational
needs. The conceptual differences lie in the definitions o f special education and the notion of
disability. A fixed notion of disability exists in the current organisation o f schools in Ireland, and a
diagnosis-treatment model o f teaching and learning does not promote the process of
accommodating difference.

Summary
The issue of special support for pupils is underpinned by the conceptual definitions of disability
and how this extra support is to be organised. Each type of support may be described as existing on
a continuum o f segregation, integration or inclusiveness. Support for the pupil with dyslexia must
be viewed in the context o f whole school support for pupils with a diversity of learning needs.
Despite the recent movement towards more inclusive schooling, there are structural and
organisational barriers evident to inclusion in all schools. The role o f the support teacher as it is
currently understood is multifaceted. On the one hand the support teacher provides individual
support to pupils who need supplementary teaching, yet at an organisational level, may be the
person responsible for inclusive practices in the whole school. There is a gap between the role
envisaged by policy makers and the actual reality of the role. These questions need to be addressed
by schools in order to clarify the whole school response to managing the additional learning needs
of many pupils.
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C h a p t e r 3: R e s e a r c h c o n t e x t a n d M e t h o d o l o g y
This study sets out to explore the special educational context and the additional support provided
for pupils with dyslexia. There is a common understanding that this provision is ‘special’ and
‘different’ to what is provided for these pupils in m ainstream classes. But what is it and how
effective is it? The study focuses on the teaching strategies and interventions regularly used in each
o f the special settings. This chapter explains the methods used in carrying out the study, giving
special emphasis to the analysis o f data. The chapter will describe the m ethodologies and
procedures used in the research study.
The main objective o f the study was to examine the ‘special’ provision for pupils with dyslexia
who were receiving extra support in primary school during the school years 2003-2005. The extra
support provided to these pupils may take three different forms:
•

enrolment in a special reading unit

•

enrolment in a special reading school

•

support from Resource or Learning support teacher.

A further type o f specialist support is provided outside school by tutors in the DAI. The teaching
strategies and interventions used in the weekly workshops were also examined. The study focuses
on the teaching and learning context for the student, for the resource or special class or reading
teacher, for his parents and for the regular ‘base class’ teacher in mainstream. In order to explore
the different settings and to investigate fully the issues which influence the effectiveness o f the
placem ent and issues which in turn are affected by the placement, various methods and procedures
were used. Interventions by the class teachers, the teaching approaches and the skills taught will be
evaluated. The role o f the support teacher, the resource teacher, special class teacher in the context
o f the special setting will be addressed in the study, and a wide range o f variables and issues will be
analyzed.

The Research context: Changes in provision for pupils with special
educational needs
The DES has an obligation to support pupils with special educational needs since the
implementation o f the Education Act 1998. A system o f resource allocation was introduced in 1999
and revised in 2002. Since 2002, very significant levels o f resources have been allocated to schools.
Numbers o f special needs resource teachers

had grown from 78at the end o f 1997 to over 2,000 in

2003. In September 2003 a review o f special education resources in schools was undertaken by
NEPS in conjunction with DES. The huge increase in the area o f resource teaching and the
allocation o f special needs assistants was investigated. A quarter o f schools in their sample were
considered to be over resourced, i.e. criteria o f entitlem ent to additional resource support were not
adhered to.
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A staged approach to assessment, intervention and review was proposed. This is in line with
principles o f inclusion as outlined in Learning support guidelines (DES, 2002) and other
recommendations o f the TFD (2002). This however marked the first step in the transition from an
individualised allocation o f resource teaching support for pupils with dyslexia (and other special
needs) to a general allocation o f resources. This change in DES policy created questions and
uncertainty for school principals regarding the allocation o f extra support to pupils w ho were
identified as dyslexic. Principals had to review all pupils needing extra support, in the context o f
the needs o f the whole school. This change in practice explains the uncertainty surrounding the
sanctioned 2.5 resource hours for pupils with dyslexia at the beginning o f the school year 2003. In
effect, this allocation was no longer an option for school principals.
Even though some pupils had been allocated individual resource teaching, some principals
expressed a difficulty in providing in-school support o f 2.5 hours per week o f individual support to
pupils with dyslexia. This can be difficult for school principals to fill as many principals explained
to the author by telephone and when returning unused ‘parent consent letters’. Some principals
hold onto this allocation with the prospect o f filling a full time post for resource teaching when
further students are assessed and allocated resources. In the meantime a student with dyslexia is
eligible for learning support (as he/she is scoring below the 10th percentile on standardised reading
test). The researcher was aware that school principals were concerned about withdrawal o f
resources for children with special needs. Some o f the reasons for over supply o f resource support
were as follows:
•

Existence o f 'client relationship’ between psychologist and family; the psychologist often
recommended extra resources for a student in addition to resources already in place in the
school.

•

School principals did not have the

flexibility to prioritise resources for pupils with special

education needs or specific learning disabilities as the extra resources could only be provided
by individualising the support by means o f psychologist’s report
•

Psychologists in private practice were not always aware o f the DES criteria for provision o f
special education support and were not familiar with DES circulars SPED 07/03 and 08/03.

•

Problem when resource teaching posts cannot be filled by qualified personnel, and lack o f in
service training. The learning support teacher may be the most qualified person to provide extra
support to a student with dyslexia, yet allocation is 2.5 hours o f special support by resource
teacher.

During 2003 the DES outlined a new ‘w eighted’ system o f allocation o f resources for pupils with
what are term ed ‘high incidence’ special educational needs. An annual allocation o f teaching
hours/posts was to be made to schools based on a predicted incidence o f special educational needs
in the school population. This would lessen the need for individual assessm ents and applications
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for resources for individual students. (DES, SPED 24/03). In the school year 2005-06, this general
allocation system was introduced. Dyslexia was re-categorised as a ‘high incidence’ learning
difficulty to be supported from within the school’s general allocation o f extra resources. Children
with dyslexia will now be supported by the Learning support or Resource teacher and will not
receive an individual allocation o f resource teaching hours (DES SPED 24/03).
These changes in the provision o f special support have had an effect on all schools; as will be seen
below, they also impacted on the process o f seeking teacher and school participation in this
research process.
Use o f terms
The terms ‘specific learning disability’ and ‘specific learning difficulty’ both appear in the
literature on reading difficulties, and also in policy statements issued by educational systems. In
Ireland SERC (1993) used the term ‘specific learning disability’ and defined this as
impairment in specific aspects o f reading writing and arithmetical notation, the prim ary
cause o f which is not attributable to assessed ability being below the average range, to
defective sight or hearing, emotional factors, a physical condition, or to any extrinsic
adverse circumstances (SERC, 1993, p. 86).
In 2000, Dr. Michael Woods, then M inister for Education and Science used the term ‘dyslexia’ in
setting up the TFD. This was the first time the DES used term. The TFD report proposed a broader
conceptualisation o f dyslexia as follows:
Dyslexia is manifested in a continuum o f specific learning difficulties related to the
acquisition o f basic skills in reading, spelling and/ or writing, such difficulties being
unexpected in relation to an individual's other abilities and educational experiences.
Dyslexia can be described at the neurological, behavioural and cognitive levels. It is
typically characterised by inefficient information processing including difficulties in
phonological processing, w orking memory, rapid nam ing and automaticity o f basic skills.
Difficulties in organisation, sequencing and motor skills may also be present
(TFD, 2002, p. 2).
This description o f dyslexia will be used by this author throughout the present study.

Description of the special settings
This section will give details o f the special support provided for primary school pupils with
dyslexia. Special education support in primary school is provided for pupils who have been
identified as dyslexic in three different ways: reading schools, reading units and resource teaching
support.
The study took place over a period o f two school years (Septem ber 2003 to June 2005) in a sample
o f schools where pupils with dyslexia were receiving special provision. Special reading schools,
special reading units in mainstream schools, and resource teaching support for pupils with dyslexia
in mainstream schools were identified as the contexts for selecting pupils for the longitudinal study.
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Each group o f participants was chosen for its particular view and perception of the special support
provided to pupils. The research study looks at the teaching and learning context o f each special
setting, and asks how the settings differ in terms o f the teaching and learning context for the
student, for his parents, for his special class or resource teacher. The study questions the
effectiveness of this special education support to the student with dyslexia, in terms of progress in
literacy, benefits to the pupil, his teacher and his parents.
The views of each of the participants in this study provided its own unique interpretation of the
special support.
Reading Schools: There are four ‘special’ primaiy schools in Ireland for students with specific
learning difficulties including those arising from dyslexia. These schools are commonly referred to
as 'reading schools' indicating that the pupils’ primary difficulty is reading. Three of these schools
are in Dublin, one in Cork. Placement is for one or two years; students then return to mainstream.
The pupil teacher ratio in these reading schools is 9:1. The DES (1998) set criteria for enrolment:
•

General intellectual ability in average range or above

•

Obvious discrepancy between intellectual ability and performance on a standardised test of
reading ability

•

Consideration also given to child’s speaking, writing and spelling skills

Reading units have been established in designated mainstream schools around the country where
there is a sufficient number o f students with such difficulties to form a class. The units comprise a
total o f twenty three classes (DES, September 2003). The Report o f TFD (DES, 2002) indicated 19
units. A list from DES (DES, 2003) named 23 units in 14 schools. Contact was made with all the
schools listed as having a reading unit. Reading Units do not exist in all counties o f Ireland. (See
Map of Ireland in Appendix 5 for location and distribution o f classes). O f the 14 schools who have
a recognised reading unit, five are in Dublin, two each in Limerick, Clare and Wexford, and one
each in Galway, Donegal and Kerry. The pupil teacher ratio was 11:1 (DES SPED 08/99);
currently it is 9:1 (September 04). It is expected that children enrolled in a reading unit would also
spend part of the day with their peers in a mainstream class. This dual enrolment is in line with
DES policy on inclusion. An enhanced capitation grant is payable to schools for children enrolled
in reading units. The following are key criteria for enrolment in a reading unit:
•

General intellectual ability in average range or above;

•

Obvious discrepancy between intellectual ability and performance on a standardised test of
reading ability;

•

Consideration also given to child’s speaking, writing and spelling skills.

These enrolment criteria are broader than criteria for access to resource teaching as outlined in DES
SPED 8/99. Progress in other aspects of the curriculum is taken into consideration and also the
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child’s adaptation to learning in the mainstream class. The second percentile is not specified as a
cut-off point, unlike the criteria for resource teaching.
Resource teaching support: Resource teachers were appointed to schools on an ex quota basis to
provide additional teaching support to children who have special educational needs arising from
disabilities and are fully integrated into mainstream schools (DES, 1999). Resource teaching posts
were allocated to schools or clusters o f schools where there is a sufficient number o f children to
w arrant a full time post. The criteria for eligibility for resource teaching arising from dyslexia were
outlined in DES SPED 08/99; children with dyslexia are eligible for resource teaching if they have
been assessed by a psychologist as being o f average intelligence or higher; and having a degree o f
learning disability specific to basic skills in reading writing or m athematics which places them at or
below the second percentile on suitable standardised tests.
A resource teacher may have a case load o f students with a variety o f special needs. Each child
with a disability is given a resource support hours weighting in line with the current pupil teacher
ratio in special schools and special classes for that disability. A student with dyslexia currently
accounts for 1/11"’ o f a teaching post (the fraction is based on the 1999 pupil-teacher ratio for
special classes) and is normally allocated 2.5 hours o f resource teaching support each week.

Main Participants
The research questions were addressed to each o f the following participant groups.
Teachers: The main focus o f the research was to exam ine and explore the teaching approaches,
methods and interventions used in each o f the special settings. Teachers who worked in special
reading schools, teachers who worked in special reading units and teachers who provided extra
support to pupils with dyslexia / reading difficulties were invited to participate. The views o f
teachers were elicited by postal questionnaire. Following the questionnaires, ‘focus group’
discussions with teachers were organised and this gave an opportunity to explore further issues in
depth. Individual teachers who were in the schools selected as a case study, were interviewed.
Several school Principals were interviewed and in addition, some other teachers in key positions
such as special needs coordinator.
Tutors: As the study evolved, it was decided to include teachers who were employed as tutors by
the DAI to provide private tuition to pupils with dyslexia. This would give additional information
on specialist teaching approaches and interventions. There are thirty five workshops around the
country. The coordinator and tutors from each workshop were invited to participate by completing
a postal questionnaire. Consultation took place with the director o f the association regarding the
design o f the questionnaire.
Parents whose children were enrolled in a special placem ent from the beginning o f September
2003, were invited to participate. Parents’ views and perceptions o f the special placement may vary
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from that o f the schools view, or indeed the child’s own understanding o f the placement. As
partners in their child’s education, parents’ views and suggestions and their issues o f concern made
a valuable contribution to the study. Parents o f pupils in each o f the three cohorts were invited to
complete a questionnaire. Following the questionnaire, focus group discussions took place with
groups o f parents to develop some o f the issues discussed in the questionnaire. Parents o f past
pupils who had moved onto second level school, or were now back in m ainstream were also
included. These parents participated in individual structured telephone interviews.
Pupils: The reading attainm ent o f pupils during the special placem ent was recorded. Pupils’
attainments in reading accuracy, reading comprehension, spelling and word identification scores on
entry to the placement were recorded. Progress was m easured after one year, and again after two
years in the special setting. Information on the pupils’ general ability and his/her reading
attainments as assessed by an educational psychologist, was recorded at the beginning o f the
special placement. Progress in reading was recorded by the special class teacher or support teacher
at the end o f the first year o f special support, and again at the end o f the two year placement. The
voices o f the pupils, their views and perceptions were also heard. Pupils were invited to take part in
a class discussion about dyslexia and the special placement. The pupils’ perception o f progress in
literacy and the benefits o f specific teaching approaches and strategies were all explored.

Teacher and tutor participants
Schools and teachers
All the reading schools (4), schools with a reading unit (14), and schools with pupils who had
sanctioned resource teaching hours on grounds o f dyslexia (156) were invited to participate. A
sample o f six schools was then selected for an in depth case study, com prising two mainstream
schools with resource teaching support, two schools with reading units, and two reading schools.
The research activities in these schools covered a three month period from April to June 2005.
Reading schools: The total enrolm ent in the four reading schools is approxim ately two hundred
and fifty pupils. At the planning stage o f the study, contact was made with Principals o f three
reading schools, two in Dublin one in Cork. The researcher, who is principal o f a reading school in
Dublin had the support o f the Board o f M anagem ent in order to facilitate the study. In total four
reading schools were included. Out o f an estimated num ber o f 82 new pupils to reading schools, 71
pupils who returned parental consent letters were included.
Reading units: The 14 designated schools with reading units were invited to participate. Some o f
these schools had reduced the num ber o f units from two to one so 19 classes were now in existence
(instead o f 23 classes as listed by DES). The new entrants for the school year 2003 were invited to
participate. The researcher had estim ated approximately five new pupils per class would be
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enrolled, but as children remain for a second year not all the new pupils were in the same class.
Principals o f some o f the reading units declined to take part as this study was following so closely
behind a previous study carried out by NEPS which had just been completed and had investigated
the outcomes and reading attainments o f pupils in three m odels o f special education setting
(Nugent 2003). They understood that this research would focus on the same pupils and were
hesitant to seek parental consent for a second time. The outcomes o f reading attainment as reported
in the Nugent (2005) study will inform the interpretation and analysis o f findings in this study. A
total o f five schools with a special reading unit took part in the measuring o f pupils’ reading
attainments over the two years. Thirty one (31) pupils from these five schools returned parental
consent letters and were included. These pupils were from five separate reading units. As the study
evolved it was decided to include a case study approach to a sample o f specific schools. A case
study process will explore in depth from an interpretive perspective to identify why certain
outcomes might happen, more than just finding out what the outcomes are.
Resource teaching support: The third context for the study was those pupils identified as dyslexic
and receiving individual resource teaching o f 2.5 hours per week in the school (DES SPED 08/99).
At the planning stage o f the study, contact was made with the DES Special Education Section
(April 2003), in order to determine which pupils would receive this individual support o f 2.5 hours
or more beginning on T' September o f the upcoming school year. A list o f schools where resource
teaching hours had been sanctioned since April 2003 was compiled. The individual pupils’ names
were not released. As 2.5 hours was the special support agreed for pupils with dyslexia, it was clear
from the list which schools were entitled to resource support for certain pupils. The researcher
sought assistance from the regional director o f NEPS, in obtaining a sample o f pupils in receipt o f
resource teaching this first year o f the study. A total o f 61 schools were listed with resource
teaching sanctioned for 78 children from September 2003. A further 95 schools with resource
teaching support for 78 children were "considered fo r sanction by the Department ’ pending a letter
from each Board o f M anagement certifying the necessity for such resources. A total o f 156 schools
were contacted and invited to participate in the study. Four schools replied.
Difficulties in accessing the resource teacher sample: During the first term o f the school year
2003-04, there was a limited response to the study from all the schools where resource hours had
been sanctioned. This was in contrast with a veiy good response from the reading schools and
satisfactory response from the reading units. Investigation revealed that this was substantially due
to the particular difficulties faced by school principals at the opening o f this school year. The
initiation o f this study coincided with the DES national review o f special needs resources in
primary schools in September 2003. The move from a model o f individual allocation o f resources
to one o f general allocation o f resources was also being operationalised. There was a belief that in
the future an enhanced learning support/resource role may be developed to cater for the specific
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learning difficulties associated with dyslexia. The future position of dyslexia on a list o f disability
categories entitled to special education provision raised questions. As regards pupils with dyslexia
the DES states.only those pupils who have learning difficulties arising from their disabilities and whose
special educational needs cannot be fiilly met by the class teacher and/or the learning
support teacher should be supported by resource teaching or special class placement (DES,
SPED 01/05).
School principals were anxious about withdrawal o f special education resources to individual
children. The author was informed by NEPS that very few o f the pupils who were sanctioned
resource hours by NEPS psychologists had actually received these hours.
Throughout the planning stages of the study there was a real sense that it was a time of transition in
special education in Ireland and for some partners, a time o f uncertainty. This researcher was
frequently questioned about the DES’s plans regarding the future of special classes, special reading
units and special schools. These issues were discussed at length with NEPS psychologists, DES
inspectors, principal colleagues around the country and lecturers in the special education
department of one college o f education.
Overcoming difficulties - Increasing Participation: As the main focus of the study is on the
teaching and learning interventions for pupils with dyslexia the researcher decided to address
groups of teachers who support pupils with dyslexia in their daily work with a view to including
these teachers in the study. Contact was made with two Education Centres - one urban, one
regional -- with a view to addressing support teachers who attend monthly meetings for
professional support and information.
ILSA facilitate monthly meetings for learning support and resource teachers in the urban education
centre. ILSA facilitated the researcher to address the teachers at one o f these meetings. The
researcher outlined the objectives of the study and invited the teachers to contribute to the research
study. Fifty questionnaires were distributed at the meeting; thirty one teachers participated. The
researcher attended two of the monthly meetings organised by ILSA in the regional Education
Centre, and introduced the teachers to the research study. Teachers were invited to contribute to the
study. Thirty questionnaires were distributed; eighteen teachers participated. A small number of
mainstream teachers were also in attendance at the meetings both Education Centres, hence the
inclusion o f 14 mainstream teachers who returned completed questionnaires.
DAI tutors
The DAI provides support for the families and private tuition to the students with dyslexia in
Ireland. This support takes place at weekly regular tuition workshops around the country. As the
objective of the study is to explore and evaluate the effectiveness o f teaching approaches and
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interventions, the researcher decided to include data on the specialist teaching approaches, methods
and interventions used by the tutors in the weekly workshops.
In Decem ber 2004 contact was made with the DAI director. The researcher maintains good
relations with the personnel in the dyslexia association through presentations at conferences, talks
for parents o f students with dyslexia, referral to workshops and m embership o f the TFD. This
rapport and support was important in establishing trust and securing permission to contact the
coordinators o f the 35 workshops around the countiy. As this would be the first time data on the
teaching approaches and methods used by the tutors would be collected, time was spent with the
educational psychologist in the association and with the director in preparing the tutor
questionnaire to take account o f the model o f practice designed by the Association and
recom m ended for all the workshops. The following table shows the num ber o f teachers and tutors
from different settings who returned completed questionnaires.
Table 3.1: Teacher and tutor recruitment and questionnaire response levels, by setting

Teacher groups

Sample Size

No. questionnaires
distributed

completed

Teachers in Reading schools

24

24

16

Teachers in Reading Units

14

14

7

Mainstream class teachers

ILSA seminar

unknown

14

Learning support teachers

ILSA seminar

unknown

17

Resource teachers

ILSA seminar

unknown

18

Total ILSA setting

120 (estimate)

120 (estimate)

49

TOTAL teachers

158(est)

158 (est)

72

DAI Tutors

330

280

79

TOTAL tutors

330

280

79

Pupil participants
The study design planned to include the maximum num ber o f pupils from three types o f special
educational setting with an identified specific learning difficulty o f a dyslexic type. Only those
pupils entering the specialist provision in September 2003 were to be included in order to track the
progress in reading attainment o f these pupils over a tw o year placement. A longitudinal study o f
reading attainment on entry, after one year’s support and finally after two years would be recorded.
The table below summarises information on the pupil participants from the different settings. The
following chart shows the numbers o f pupils who participated in the study. The sample population
was all o f the new entrants to special provision in September 2003. These were pupils in reading
schools, pupils in reading units and those receiving individual resource teaching. The pupils in the
reading schools and reading unit were contacted by letter. The principal o f each school gave the
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pupils the letter to take home. All o f the children who returned the letter with parental consent were
included in the study.
Table 3.2: Pupil Participants in Study
Pupils

Population

No. contacted

Parental consent received

Reading Schools

82

82

71

Reading Units

56-70 (estimate)

45

31

Resource teaching

78+110 (DES)

188

4

Learning support

100

100

56

Total Special provision

106

TOTAL M ainstream

56

The group o f pupils receiving learning support was not homogenous. Some o f these pupils who
were receiving support because o f dyslexia, had not received a psychological assessment. The
pupils in the reading units and reading schools, however, had all received an individual
psychological assessment.
Quantitative data collection to identify progress in reading
One o f the questions addressed by the study is.- Do pupils who are receiving specialist support
because o f dyslexia make progress during the special placement, and i f so, is it possible to measure
this progress across the three types o f special settings? This quantitative data is intended to
com plem ent the qualitative study o f the processes o f teaching and learning for the pupils who are
receiving special support because o f dyslexia.
The table below shows the num ber o f pupils for whom this data was collected, in each o f the
special settings.
Table 3.3: Pupil Participants for whom reading data was collected
Category

Number

Pupils in Reading Schools

71

Pupils in Reading Units

31

Pupils receiving individual resource support

5

Pupils receiving learning support

52

Total

158

In September 2003, three groups o f pupils receiving special support for dyslexia were invited to
participate in the study. Students in special reading schools, special reading units and those
receiving individual resource teaching were invited to take part. A total o f 71 pupils from four
reading schools took part; 31 pupils from five reading units and 56 pupils receiving extra support in
five primary schools were also included. As noted above, due to changes in DES policy in special
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education it was not possible to obtain a sample group o f those receiving individual resource
teaching. In spring 2005 a third group o f pupils receiving extra support from the Learning support
or resource teacher (because o f dyslexia) was included in the study.
Parents were informed by letter o f the research study and a parent consent letter was returned from
all participating pupils. Contact was made with the school Principal in all participating schools. The
school Board o f management in each case was also informed o f the study. There was regular
contact between the researcher and each o f the teachers o f all the participating pupils. All pupils
who participated in the study had received parent consent.

Information recorded, tests and instruments used
Teachers recorded information from the child’s psychological report during Autumn 2003. Each
pupils age and intellectual ability as assessed on WISC 3; U.K, (1997) was recorded.
Reading attainment: Pupils reading ability as measured on the W eschler Objective Reading
Dimension (W ORD) was also recorded. The WORD test is a standardised assessment o f reading
which is widely used by educational psychologists. This is an individually administered test which
measures reading, spelling and reading comprehension as assessed by an educational psychologist.
Reading accuracy and comprehension: Reading attainment scores for all pupils on entry to
special placement September 2003 was recorded using the NARA (1997). Percentile scores were
recorded where possible. Alternatively a reading age score was recorded.
Word recognition: Attainment in individual word recognition was measured by a score obtained
on the M arino Graded Word Reading Scale (O Suilleabhain 1979). Other tests o f word recognition
could be used such as the Schonell Word Recognition test (1982) or the Macmillan Graded Word
Reading Test (1985).
Spelling ability: A measure o f spelling ability was recorded for each child using the Schonell
Graded Spelling test (Aston Index, 1982).
Scoring and recording of results: Teachers were requested to record Percentile Rank for reading
accuracy and reading comprehension using the NARA (1997). The word identification tests
(M acmillan, Marino, Schonell) give measures o f attainment using a reading age, as do the Schonell
spelling test. A measure o f each students reading attainment on entry to the special support was
recorded by the teacher. Scores on entry to special placement 2003, after one year o f special
support, and after two years o f special support were recorded by teachers.

Limitations o f data recorded by teachers
Reading schools and Reading units: There were limitations to the data returned from the Reading
schools and the Reading units. One reading school has discontinued using the NARA and now uses
the MICRA T reading test. The reason given was the NARA is considered too time consuming.
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The MICRA T test is a group administered screening test with national nonns for measuring
reading among Irish pupils. The researcher had sought to record reading progress from individual
administered reading tests. The individual word reading tests used are not consistent across
schools, or even across the two years. Some schools used one word reading test in 2003, and a
different one in 2005. The Dolch 100 word list is used in some schools to measure individual word
recognition.
Learning support teaching: The greatest variation in measures of reading attainment may be seen
from the data returned for the pupils receiving learning support teaching. All schools did not use
the same reading test. The chart below shows the range of reading tests used by schools.
Fig 3.1: Reading tests used by Learning Support Teachers

Neale Analysis of Reading Ability
Schonell Spelling Test
Young Word Recognition Test
RAIN Sentence Test
Schonell Word Recognition Test C
MICRA T Reading Test C
Dmmcondra Primary Reading Test i

No. teachers (n=114) 0

5

10

15

20

25

30

Six different reading tests and one spelling test were used among the four schools with this
cohort o f 52 pupils receiving learning support.
Some teachers used more than one test.
Some schools record reading ages of pupils while others regularly use percentile rank.
Some schools record reading age one year, percentile rank the next.
Tests that are used are administered at different times during the year.
There is variety in tests used across schools and within the same school from year to year
Results and reading scores recorded vary from reading ages, standard scores, percentile ranks
and raw scores.
A second group reading test (the Dmmcondra Primary Reading test) and two additional individual
reading tests (the RAIN sentence reading test and the Young reading test) were added to the pupil
data base. A category of ‘Other reading tests’ included tests such as Middle Infant Screening Test,
the Burt word recognition test (administered by psychologists) and others. The Dolch list of 100
high frequency words is also regularly used among support teachers.
There is a wide variety of tests used in the learning support / resource setting. Data returned
showed no single standardised test used across all schools or for all pupils receiving
resource/learning support. The study could not rely on the pupil data returned from the learning
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support/resource teachers to measure progress over two years (see full account in findings section).
However, the returned data illustrated that the study was taking place among the same population
as a previous study (Nugent 2003) and that progress in reading was consistent with previous
outcomes.

Parent participants
The child needs an adult who believes in him/her, who understands the nature o f the difficulties
s/he has with literacy and who can actively work to receive the help and support his/her needs. It is
the persevering activist parent who can make all the difference to a vulnerable child, according to
Shaywitz (2003), who says that the child with dyslexia is ‘in need o f a champion, someone who
will be his support and his unflinching advocate (p. 173). Parent support is a significant factor in
determining the progress o f children with dyslexia. This support is vital to the continuing progress
o f these pupils particularly when the special placement has ended. This group o f parents have
experienced the special setting and now their children have returned to mainstream. Some o f the
past pupils are now in second level education, some still in primary level. It was considered
important to hear the voice o f parents whose children are past pupils o f the special reading school.
Table 3.4: Parent participation
M ethod o f data collection

No. parents

Child's setting

Parent Questionnaires

12

Reading unit

49

Reading school

2

Individual resource teaching

Questionnaire total

63

Parent Focus groups (2)

7

Currently enrolled in special placements

9
Focus group total

16

Parent Telephone interviews

61

Past pupils o f a reading school

Table 3.5: details of focus groups with parents
Parent sample and response

C hild’s setting

Location

Invited

Attendance

Reading school

Reading unit

Second level

Regional

13

1

0

4

3

Urban

17

9

9

0

0

Q ualitative data Collection
The following table presents the instruments used and the timescale involved in the collection of
data from the main groups o f participants, teachers, parents and pupils. The methodology used a
mixed method approach.
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Table 3.6: Instruments used in data collection, and dates of operation
Data collection

2003

2004

Teacher Questionnaire

December

October

2005

9"' February

Teacher Focus Groups

24* February
Teacher Interviews

October

Tutor Questionnaire

December

Parent Questionnaire

February

May

Parent Telephone Interviews

January-March

Parent Focus Groups

15"' April
30* May

Pupil data

September

May

June

Pupil discussions

February- May

Case Studies

February-May

Questionnaires
Questionnaires were designed to obtain infonnation on the teaching approaches, interventions, and
literacy programmes used by teachers and specialist tutors. This section describes the main survey
procedures, and the methods used in selecting groups for participation. Information is also given on
the administration and response rate o f each instrument administered as part o f the survey.
Three different questionnaires (see Appendices 3c and 4a) were developed to generate background
and contextual data for use in evaluating the extra support provided for pupils in the three different
settings. A teacher questionnaire was designed for teachers o f pupils with dyslexia, a parent
questionnaire for their parents and a tutor questionnaire for tutors who assist students with dyslexia.
The questions were developed by reference to the research questions on teaching and learning, the
main focus o f the study. The literature o f the teaching and assessment o f reading, remedial
interventions for low achievement in literacy, learning support guidelines, and other documents
were consulted in devising the teacher questionnaire. The teachers’ questionnaire was developed in
November 2003. As noted above, it was distributed to teachers in special settings in December
2003. Further questionnaires were distributed to teachers in mainstream schools in October 2004.
Parent questionnaires were distributed to parents whose children were participating in the study in
February 2004. Tutor questionnaires were distributed in December 2004.
Developm ent o f Teacher questionnaires: The selected sample o f teachers for inclusion in the
study was based on all the teachers who work in special reading units and special reading schools.
A third group o f teachers who provide support to pupils in mainstream was also included. There
were a total o f 24 teachers in the reading schools and all o f these teachers received a questionnaire
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(all four reading

schools participated).

T eachers from

14 reading units also received a

questionnaire. T here w ere five reading units participating in the study, this explains the low er
response rate for this group o f teachers. Eighty questionnaires w ere distributed am ong the learning
support and resource teachers. Table 3.1 show s the response rate for each group o f teachers.
A teacher questionnaire w as developed. The questions focused on the special support provided for
pupils w ith dyslexic type reading difficulties in prim ary school. The m ain focus o f the questions
w as on the teaching interventions, the m ethods and approaches used in the special placem ent as
well as the literacy instruction and teaching strategies used. The teacher questionnaire contained
four sections. The first section asked questions about the school, age group taught and teachers’
experience (dem ographic background). It w as considered im portant to see if teachers’ experience
and num ber o f years teaching in the current position w ould have an effect on the teaching m ethods
used. Section tw o asked for inform ation about the teach er’s description o f dyslexia and
identification o f stu d en ts’ difficulties. The teach ers’ understanding o f dyslexia and the underlying
reasons for the stu d en ts’ difficulties m ay vary betw een each teaching setting. Section three asked
about the teaching m aterials and literacy program m es used. This could vary betw een special
placem ent and m ainstream settings. Section four asked about consultation with specialists and
assessm ent. M ultidisciplinary consultation and support for pupils with dyslexia m ay vary betw een
special placem ent and m ainstream settings.
Pilot Study: A pilot questionnaire w as distributed am ong six resource and special class teachers
for evaluation. In general, feedback w as satisfactory. It w as suggested to have a separate question
on tim e spent on literacy and num eracy skills instead o f com bining this in one question. It w as also
suggested to include a question on parental support. Subsequent to the pilot study, m inor
m odifications to questions and changes in the instructions w ere m ade to the T eacher questionnaire.
M inor alterations to the lay-out o f questionnaire and font size w ere m ade, including m ore space for
teachers’ ow n com m ents.
A n alysis o f data: D ata w as recorded from the teachers’ questionnaires and w as entered into an
A ccess database. Each item o f inform ation w as coded and checked. Each individual response
received a code on the design sheet. The categories created w ere linked w ith each o f the questions
asked in the questionnaire. The instrum ents w ere m odified to reflect insights from the trial.
A P arent Q u estion naire w as designed for parents o f each pupil receiving special support for
dyslexia. A num ber o f item s covered pupil characteristics, including tim e spent w ith learning
support teacher prior to enrolm ent in special setting. These parents are currently involved in the
special setting w ith their children and it w as considered im portant to have background inform ation
and to include their voice in the study. The duration o f learning support prior to special intervention
and the type o f learning support activities m ight affect the ch ild ’s present level o f reading and
w riting ability. It could also provide an insight into effective teaching strategies. Q uestions asked
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included parents’ description o f the child’s main difficulties, their views on the special placement
and suggestions to improve the service for children with dyslexia. It was considered that parents
have good knowledge o f their child’s continuing literacy difficulties and would be aware o f the
teaching strategies which make a difference to their child.
This questionnaire was p iloted with a small group o f parents (four) who have children in special
schools but are not involved in this particular study. Each pilot questionnaire was accompanied by
a blank sheet for comment and feedback. A suggestion was made to include ‘parent’ as possible
response for question 2 'prior to enrolment who decided your child should receive a psychological
assessment?

Another suggestion was made to change time spent on homework to time spent p er

night instead o f hours p er week (question 6). Parents were satisfied with the short time taken to
complete the questionnaire and welcomed the structured format o f each question which
necessitated limited written responses.
Analysis o f data: All the parents’ questionnaires were numbered and coded as the data was entered
onto an Access database, in the order o f questions 1-17. Each individual response was entered on
the database. Factual information from section one was filtered and sorted. Tables were created to
present the findings (see findings section). Textual infomiation on opinions and views from section
2 and 3 was pre structured and responses were graded along a Likert scale. This facilitated the
coding o f responses and the creation o f tables o f information.
The Tutors’ questionnaire was developed in December 2004. Permission was sought from the
DAI to make contact with the tutors who provide specialist tuition to students with dyslexia in
regular workshops around the country. There are 35 workshops and the number o f tutors working
in each varies between six and twelve. Consultation took place with the director o f the association,
the education consultant and the educational psychologist. The tutors’ questionnaire was a slightly
different version o f the teachers’ questionnaire to allow for the different teaching setting and for the
recommended model o f practice.
Similar information regarding teaching approaches and literacy skills taught was elicited from the
tutors and teachers. Section one and two focussed on the tutors’ experience, the students’
difficulties and the tutors’ understanding o f dyslexia. It was considered there might be a difference
between the tutors’ understanding o f dyslexia and the teachers in primary schools. Similarly, the
students may have greater difficulty in specific literacy skills than those receiving support in
mainstream. Section three asked about the teaching materials and literacy programmes in use in the
DAI workshop. It was felt more specialist programmes for dyslexia may be used in the weekly
workshops compared to the special placements. Section four addressed consultation and assessm ent
during the tuition period, and the tutors main issues o f concern. The concerns and suggestions o f
the tutors concerning their students may substantiate the views o f the other teachers.
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A pilot questionnaire was distributed for evaluation among seven tutors in one o f the workshops.
These questionnaires included comment and feedback sheets to be completed by respondents.
These tutors were not subsequently involved in the study. Tutors were generally satisfied with the
content and time taken to complete the questionnaires. However it was discovered that some tutors
expected to complete the questionnaires during the workshop session and considered it too long.
The questionnaire took approximately forty minutes to complete. Some slight changes to
instructions and clarification o f some questions took place subsequently. Questions to be amended
included more clarification on questions 15, 21, and 22 which related specifically to the workshop
students. Questions about the teaching approaches used (Q. 21) and the tutors’ views o f the
effectiveness o f these approaches (Q.22) was amended to include the wording during the weekly
workshop tuition sessions. The Questionnaires were distributed to 35 workshops. Easter holidays
interrupted the return o f questionnaires as workshops were closed for break. A follow up letter to
19 workshops who had not returned any questionnaires prior to Easter resulted in a final count o f
25 workshops returning questionnaires with a total o f 79 completed questionnaires. Ten workshops
did not return any questionnaires.
Analysis o f data: Data from the tutors’ questionnaires was entered onto a database in Access. Each
questionnaire was coded according to the location o f the tutor’s dyslexia workshop. Each item o f
information was coded. Each response received one code. By reading and re reading the responses,
the data was grouped and categories were selected to organise the responses.
Focus Groups
A focus group is an opportunity to explore attitudes and perceptions, feelings and ideas about a
topic. (Denscombe, 2001, p. 115). Focus group discussions took place to follow up and explore in
depth the issues and concerns raised in the teachers’ and the parents’ questionnaires. Focus group
discussions were organised separately for teachers and parents. The pupils in each o f the case study
schools took part in a group discussion.
Teacher Focus Group Discussions: Teachers who had completed and returned a questionnaire
were invited to participate in a Focus group discussion in their area. The teachers were informed
that the purpose o f the discussion was for further consultation regarding the issues o f common
concern to Resource and Learning support and Special reading class teachers. Two separate venues
were chosen as convenient to the majority o f participants interested in attending. Two focus group
discussions took place. Teachers were seated in a semi circle to allow for good visibility o f all
speakers. The fiill proceedings o f the discussion was recorded by audio tape and later transcribed.
A student teacher acted as assistant to the researcher by taking notes and adjusting the tape
recorder. A report o f the findings from each group o f teachers will be presented in the results
section o f this report.
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The 17 invited teachers comprised six from a special reading school, three from a reading unit,
three learning support teachers, three resource teachers, and two mainstream class teachers. The
invited learning support teachers, resource teachers and mainstream teachers were from eight
different schools, all within the catchment area o f the education centre. The teachers were familiar
with the education centre and regularly attend in-service and curriculum support there.. A total of
eight teachers attended the first focus group, representing six schools.
Contact was made with the Director o f the Centre to arrange a meeting room and to book the
technology required (such as overhead projector, data projector, photocopying and flipchart). The
secretary o f the Centre arranged for refreshments for participants. A letter outlining the purpose o f
the focus group, the venue, date and time was sent to all interested teachers. Follow up telephone
calls and contact with the school principal was made in each case. In consultation with school
principals, it was decided that teachers could leave school early to travel to the Centre. It was
aimed to complete the focus group discussion within one hour. Principals agreed to organise
teaching cover for the classes o f the absent teachers. Two teachers from the reading unit who had
intended to be present had to cancel as their parent teacher meetings had been re scheduled and
they could not attend the focus group discussion. Eight teachers attended the focus group on 9*’’
February.
Nineteen teachers were invited to attend the second focus group in an urban Education Centre on
24"' February. The invited group included four each from two reading schools, five learning
support, four resource teachers and two mainstream teachers. The schools were all in the catchment
area o f the education centre. The same contact and organisational arrangements were made as for
the first focus group. The researcher was sensitive to the difficulties o f arranging supervision cover
for teachers during a busy month and considered that a minimum o f one representative from the
invited schools would suffice for the focus group discussion. Eight teachers in total attended the
group discussion on 24'*’ February, four from two reading schools, two learning support and two
resource teachers. A total o f six schools were represented.
The format o f the Focus groups was planned around a set o f prepared questions or themes designed
to initiate the discussion and to allow participants to discuss their own feelings and ideas on a topic
(see Appendix 4b). The purpose o f this was to be a prom pt or stimulus introduced by the
moderator, in order to focus the discussion (Denscombe 2001, p. 115).
Parent Focus Groups: Focus group discussions took place with two groups o f parents during the
course o f the study. These discussions were a follow up to the issues and concems raised in the
parents’ questionnaires. A guide to the discussion was prepared which focused on specific themes.
Parents Group 1: A group o f parents whose children are attending a special reading unit in a
regional area were invited to attend. These parents had indicated on completed questionnaires that
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they would be interested in attending a focus group. Parents o f ten pupils who were attending the
reading unit were invited. In addition, some parents whose children had attended the special
reading unit and who had moved onto second level school, were also invited to attend. During the
course o f the study, the researcher had met these parents on two separate occasions and had spent
time discussing and listening to their concerns about their children. The researcher had attended an
Open night for parents in the local education centre and answered questions following the viewing
o f video ‘Understanding Dyslexia’ (DES, 2004). Follow up telephone contact was made and an
attempt was made to establish rapport. The researcher’s attendance at local support meetings was
positively received. Thirteen parents were invited to attend. Seven attended the meeting, four from
primary school, three in second level. All parents had experience o f their child attending a special
reading unit. This focus group discussion took place in the reading unit after school.
Parents in the regional area knew each other through contact with the reading unit and a local
parents support group. The discussion took place in the reading unit. Parents were seated around
pupils’ tables. The entire discussion was recorded by tape recorder and transcribed later by the
researcher. The discussion was planned around a series o f themes prepared by the researcher in
advance. The themes were developed from information already received from the completed
questionnaires, such as the transition from mainstream to special placement and returning to
mainstream. This was a major concern to parents. Other issues relating to extra support in both
primary and second level were discussed. A full report o f the findings o f the focus groups is
reported in the findings section o f this study.
Parents Group 2: Seventeen parents who had indicated on returned questionnaires that they would
be interested in attending a focus group discussion were invited to attend a discussion in an urban
area. This focus group discussion took place in the education centre in the evening. Eight parents
and one grandparent attended, nine in total. There was representation from each o f the three
reading schools, two parents from each o f two reading schools, five from the third school. All
parents had a child who is attending a reading school. Parents in the urban area met in the
education centre; they introduced themselves to each other at the beginning o f the discussion. They
were seated in a semi circle for good visibility. The proceedings were recorded by tape recorder
and transcribed by the researcher later.
Recording and Analysis o f Data: Focus group data in this study was recorded by using several
methods; flip charts, overhead projection, word processing, hand written notes by researcher, and a
record o f proceedings taken by assistant. A written transcript was subsequently taken from the tape
recording o f proceedings. Following transcription o f the entire focus group discussion, the
researcher prepared the report for analysis. Open coding o f the discussion was undertaken initially.
Detailed reading, coding and categorising o f the transcripts led to categorising the information into
‘them es’ and ‘topics’ for further analysis.
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Parent telephone inten’iews
A database was assembled o f pupils who had left the Reading school from 1999 to 2004. Parents of
pupils who had been enrolled in the special reading school during these years were contacted by
letter in January 2005. A total o f 134 parents were contacted by letter. This letter with self
addressed envelope introduced the research study and its purpose, and invited them to participate in
a telephone interview; it was accompanied by the schema o f questions to be used in that interview.
Seventy two acceptances were received; however, 11 o f these proved not to be contactable. Sixty
one interviews took place. The interviews were planned to take place between the 17”’ January and
11* February. Average time per interview was 30 minutes. All o f the families and the pupils were
known to the researcher so the interviews took longer than anticipated and the total num ber of
weeks interviewing was longer than planned. Interviews continued until 9"' March. Interviews were
recorded and transcribed in full.
R esearcher’s relationship with parent participants: The position o f the researcher as principal o f
the special reading school for the years covered by the study, was a distinct advantage. Each o f the
pupils and families were known to the researcher and an attempt was made to establish rapport at
the beginning o f each interview. Parents welcomed the opportunity to discuss their child’s
experience and their own views about the special placement with the researcher. Many o f the
parents wished to convey their thanks and appreciation to all the teaching staff. At least four o f the
past pupils had undertaken a work placement for transition year in the school over the past four
years. The researcher was conscious that there could be a bias in favour o f a totally positive
response to the experience in the reading school, given the fact that the school principal was the
researcher. This did not appear to be the case, as a small number o f respondents (three) made
specific criticisms concerning their child’s placement. All o f the respondents were encouraged to
be frank in their responses.
Timing o f interviews: The timing o f these interviews was most suitable for the purposes o f this
research. Mid February is traditionally the time o f parent teacher meetings in Ireland and many o f
the parents had just attended Parent Teacher meetings in the school, so support issues and other
concerns for the student with dyslexia were fresh in the minds o f parents. As each interview
proceeded it was apparent that some o f the issues raised and the responses to certain questions
could have been more comprehensively discussed in a focus group setting. The telephone interview
did not give the researcher an opportunity to corroborate the views o f the parents with their son or
daughters’ views on the placement. This was a limitation o f the interview.
Analysis o f interview data: Following transcription o f the data from the tape recorded report, the
response to each question was entered into an Access database. Factual information was recorded
in this way. The structured questions provided a guide to the themes and topics covered in the
telephone interview. Information on parents’ views and opinions was coded into categories.
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Categories were selected to cover the main themes. The responses were graded and coded to
include all responses.
Case Studies
Stenhouse (1985) classifies case studies as ethnographic, educational, evaluative and action
research case studies. He states;
In evaluative case studies a single case or collection o f cases is studied in depth with the
purpose o f providing educators or decision makers with information that will help them to
ju d g e the merit and worth o f policies, programs or institutions (Stenhouse, 1985, pp 49-50).
Bassey (2003) distinguishes between ‘summative evaluations’ and ‘fonnative evaluations’. A
summative evaluation offers a perspective on the outcome or at the final stage o f a process whereas
a formative evaluation looks at the process from an interpretive perspective while the process is
still ongoing. Case studies focus on the details o f the relationships and processes involved in a
social situation rather than the actual outcomes o f the situation. The evaluative case study 'sets out
to explore some educational program, system, project or event in order to fo cu s on its
worthwhilenes.' (Bassey, 2003, p. 63) This study may be described as a formative and evaluative
study o f the processes which influence the provision o f special support for pupils with dyslexia.
Reasons fo r selecting case studies: This approach/strategy allowed the researcher to obtain the
descriptions and interpretations o f key persons involved in the special settings being studied. There
are great differences to be observed between the three models o f special support for pupils with
dyslexia. Individual resource teaching takes place within the child’s own school, usually on a
withdrawal basis. Enrolment in a reading unit provides extra support in literacy for three hours per
school day; the child is integrated in mainstream for the remainder o f the day. Enrolment in a
reading school provides whole time support in literacy and all other subjects for a period o f two
years. There are also differences to be found between instances o f the same type o f support,
depending on a variety o f factors. For example, the experience o f the teacher has an influence on
the effectiveness o f special provision. The teaching methods used and the child’s level o f ability
prior to the extra support also has an effect.
There are differences not just between the different settings o f special class, special school and
specialised individual support for pupils with dyslexia. There are also differences between similar
types o f setting. Each setting may be qualitatively different depending on certain factors. For
example, whole school issues such as how the pupils in reading units are integrated with their base
class and how this is managed, may differ from school to school. The age o f the pupil and his
reading ability prior to special support may differ greatly between schools. The teachers’
experience and understanding o f dyslexia may vary from school to school. In this study two
samples o f each particular setting was chosen as an example o f each model o f special provision for
pupils with dyslexia. It is hoped this strategy will enable the researcher to interpret and explain
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from the sample o f schools studied the broad trends, general concerns and issues which have an
effect on other similar types o f special setting. As Denscombe says the "aim is to illuminate the
general by looking at the particular.'{'Demcomhe,, 2001, p. 30)
The case study is one o f a type, or a single example o f a broader class o f things. While
generalisation is an important aim in quantitative research methods (Stake 1995), qualitative
researchers treat the uniqueness o f individual cases and contexts as important to understanding. A
case study approach was adopted in conjunction with other data collection methods. Stake (1995)
describes the case study approach as a means to ‘focus on issues, on the value and utility' o f stories
verifiable and otherw ise' and ‘the need fo r validation through multiple accounts o f a phenomenon. ’
Case Study schools: The schools chosen exemplified the three different types o f special support to
pupils

with

dyslexia:

reading

schools,

reading

units,

and

mainstream

schools

where

resource/learning support provision is offered to pupils with dyslexia. Two samples o f each type
will be presented^. The case studies provide insight into the localised experience for pupils, parents
and teachers. The case studies also offered an opportunity to learn more about the systemic issues
affecting pupils with dyslexia.
It was decided to include urban and rural locations. Firstly it seemed possible that the experiences
o f those in rural and urban locations might differ, in terms o f the nature and extent o f support
provided for dyslexia, and in terms o f access to multi disciplinary or non school based resources.
Also it was felt that including a rural location might help to counterbalance the largely urban nature
o f special reading units and schools. There are differences between special setting types, and
between settings within any given type. Each has its own unique characteristics. This is an
advantage which allows the researcher to deal with the subtleties and intricacies o f complex social
situations (Denscombe, 1998, p. 39).
Access and Consent: The researcher sought consent from the Board o f Management to visit,
interview and examine each ‘special setting’ in each o f the participating schools. A copy o f the
objectives o f the study was forwarded together with a copy o f the questions to be asked of teachers.
Principal, and pupils. Parent consent was sought for the researcher to conduct a ‘focus group’
discussion with the pupils in one class in each school. It must be acknowledged that the case study
approach o f this study could not have advanced without the support and cooperation o f the
principal in each school. Parents and teachers were assured o f the confidential nature o f the
information received and this was important to the participants. Even with complete assurance that
all information received would be treated as confidential, some parents declined to give consent. In
this instance two pupils were removed from class for the researcher’s visit. In another school, a
study to examine the link between dyslexia and ADD was being conducted at the same time as this
^ As the researcher is in the position of principal of one of the reading schools in Dublin, it was decided not
to include this particular school as one of the case study schools.
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study. For some parents this caused confusion about returning parent consent forms for pupils’
participation. The principal o f this school noted that due to the growth o f research involving her
school, fijture research studies may be confined to one study per year.
Two visits were arranged to each o f the case study schools. The purpose o f the first visit was to
meet the principal, conduct an interview with the principal and meet the class teacher and pupils.
During the second visit, the researcher observed a class lesson, facilitated a ‘focus discussion
among pupils in a class and conducted an interview with the class teacher. Some follow up
telephone calls were made to the special needs coordinator and to the resource teacher in two
schools in order to clarify information given. The Principal was given a copy o f the interview for
an opportunity to clarify or amend details or comments.
Data collection

A case study approach does not limit the information obtained to one fixed account. The strategy
used in this study accommodated different people’s perceptions o f the same phenomena and events.
There is more than one story to be told. Various quantitative and qualitative methods o f data
collection were used in the study o f these schools. Below, the methods and test instruments used
will be examined for validity and reliability.
Documents and Data: A variety o f school documents relating to assessment, enrolment policy,
special educational needs and other policy documents were examined, with the consent o f the
Principal in each o f the schools. This was not a comprehensive study o f school documents and it
was apparent that practice varied between schools. One o f the schools was preparing for a ‘whole
school evaluation’ and had a wide range o f written school policies available. The information
supplied on enrolment policy, the organisation o f special needs, whole school assessment was more
comprehensively dealt with in the semi structured interview with the school principal.
Interviews: In all the case study schools the researcher interviewed the principals and key teachers
- resource/learning support, class teachers, reading unit teachers and others with specific roles in
their individual school in relation to supporting children with dyslexia.
Interviews with the school principals were conducted during the initial visit. These were structured
interviews; the questions to be asked were forwarded in advance o f the meeting. It was considered
that the role o f the principal is very important in facilitating extra support for pupils with dyslexia
and therefore the views o f the principal are crucial to getting a true profile o f the school. The
interview notes were subsequently sent to the principal to amend or to clarify points. Each principal
returned the interview notes with some minor amendments. All six principals were interviewed.
Interviews were conducted with class and specialist teachers in each o f the schools. The purpose
o f the interviews was explained verbally to the teachers; those who expressed interest in
participating received a letter and copy o f the questions to be covered during the interview. They
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took place in the classroom, when pupils were not present or in the staff room if this was not
possible. Interviews were also conducted with the base class teachers in each school. These were
one-to-one interviews which lasted approximately 25 minutes each. All interviews were taperecorded and later transcribed; the researcher also took notes, and could later cross-check notes and
transcripts. Interviews were also undertaken with other key teachers such as the special needs
coordinator (one school had established a post o f responsibility for SEN). Interviews were semi
structured, focussing on four main topics/issues. The time allocated to these interviews was 20-30
minutes max. Permission to use the tape recorder was requested at the outset. One resource teacher
declined to be tape-recorded; the researcher took written notes. This teacher subsequently posted a
written account o f her responses to the researcher. In total, 10 teachers were interviewed.
Observation: The researcher observed a lesson in each class visited. The teacher was invited to
select the lesson. The researcher was introduced to the class as a teacher from a reading school,
who was doing a study about dyslexia and was interested to see how the pupils in this class are
learning. In each case, the teacher provided a seat for the researcher at the back o f the room from
which to observe. This was effective insofar as there was minimal interaction with the class being
observed. The researcher observed and took notes. It was felt that the pupils might become
embarrassed or self conscious with an observer present. In the classes in the reading schools and
reading units, the researcher observed how the pupils appeared to be accustomed to visitors, and
after initial introduction by the teacher, the lesson commenced. The pupils did not appear to alter
their behaviour. This was corroborated by the teacher in each case. In some other settings the pupils
were not accustomed to frequent visitors, according to their teachers. However, in these teachers’
views, this did not unduly limit the pupils’ participation in the discussion.
Pupil discussion groups: A group discussion was conducted with pupils in each o f the case study
schools. The purpose o f the discussion was to include the pupils’ voices in the study. The group
discussion was planned to take place after the lesson observation session, as pupils would be
familiar with the presence o f this visitor in the room. In each case it was the second time the
researcher had visited the class to meet the teacher and talk to the pupils, and this assisted the
process o f re-establishing rapport with the children. A copy o f the questions to be asked had been
sent to the parents o f each child and parental consent received before the visit; copies had also been
sent to the class teachers. This question schedule had been developed to prompt discussion around
topics on which the children would have an opinion. Discussion centred around topics such as their
favourite subjects, the good points and bad points about attending the reading unit/class/group and
what they would like to do when they finished school. In two cases, the teacher intervened to draw
more comments from the pupils. In one instance, the teacher rephrased the question ‘what are the
good points about com ing to the reading ro o m ? ’, to ask the pupils: ‘i f I said, you could bring 3
things home with you, what 3 things would you bring home fro m the reading room?

In another
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class, when asked the question, 'what kind o f things make it easier for you to learn?’, the teacher
intervened to explain how the children help each other: 'M is excellent at helping 5,.... s h e ’s like a
teaching assistant ...they help each other on the com puter’.
Each group discussion was recorded and transcribed. In one school, the pupils had not been given
parent consent forms in time to participate in the discussion. Their teacher, however, felt that the
questions were o f a kind that could be included in a normal class session so she asked the questions
and notes were taken by the researcher; tape-recording was not done.

Reliability and validity of research methods used
This section will address the reliability and validity o f the research methods used: questionnaires;
focus groups; interviews; case studies; and pupil data. This was not a purely or even mainly
statistical study; in the data presentation, charts are used for readability: they provide a visual
illustration o f the findings from the main participants.
Questionnaires were considered appropriate to collect the necessary type o f data from teachers,
tutors and parents in terms o f the resources and time available to the researcher. The teachers’
questionnaire offered anonymity to all respondents to avoid identification o f the specific school.
Thus teachers would feel more comfortable presenting a true picture o f the most frequently used
teaching methods. A pilot study was undertaken for each group before distributing the final
questionnaire. Amendments and modifications made to the final questionnaire for each group,
helped to ensure greater reliability and validity o f the final questionnaires.
Follow up contact'. The initial response from all o f the workshops organised by the DAI was less
than anticipated. This could be explained by the fact that this study was the first o f its kind to
address the teaching methods and approaches used by the DAI tutors. However, follow up letters
and contact with some o f the tutors increased the response to a very satisfactory level. The parents’
questionnaire was pre coded and therefore the data was ready for analysis once all questionnaires
were returned. This had a positive effect on the reliability o f the data. The parents who completed
questionnaires had a child in a special placement because o f dyslexia and their child was already
involved in the study. This ensured triangulation o f the data returned from parent questionnaires
and progress in reading attainment. The returned data from the questionnaires was analysed and
entered onto an Access database. Each item o f infonnation was given a single code to ensure
validity. To reveal profiles o f data, the findings were classified in charts.
Focus group techniques were used with groups o f teachers and parents to allow topics to be
discussed in depth by selected respondents who have a common concern. In this particular study,
the focus group discussions were suitable for addressing the issues underpinning the research. In
this study rich data was generated in the respondents’ own words. Although there was a small
number o f participants in each focus group, attempts were made to make each focus group as

representative as possible o f the teaching situations being researched. The proceedings o f each
focus group was recorded and transcribed later. The role o f the researcher in each focus group was
to facilitate discussion around pre-selected topics. The issues and themes discussed were selected in
order to develop the information returned from the questionnaires. The results were qualitative and
indicative rather than valid for the whole population o f teachers or parents.
The information and views discussed in the focus groups were recorded and analysed according to
pre selected categories. When reporting the information from the focus groups, the verbatim
accounts from the focus groups had to be ‘tidied up’ and put into finite sentences. The use of
themes to report the findings from the focus groups was an effective means o f ensuring validity o f
the issues raised. This also allowed for further triangulation o f data from questionnaires, interviews
and observation. An assistant to the researcher attended each focus group to operate the recording
instruments and also to take notes. This helped ensure the researcher could concentrate on the
facilitating role and keep the discussion on the pre selected topics.
In interviews, the impact o f the interviewer and o f the context o f the study means that consistency
and objectivity can be hard to achieve. The researcher’s self, according to Denscombe (1985) is an
integral part o f the research instrument. In this study, the researcher is the principal o f one o f the
four reading schools in the country therefore interviewee statements may be affected by the identity
o f the researcher. Constant attempts were made to ensure an unbiased recording o f all interviews.
Efforts were made to establish rapport with each interviewee and to protect the anonymity o f each
respondent. The researcher was already familiar with the reading schools and had a good working
relationship with these schools. The data collected from interviews were unique owing to the
specific context and the specific individuals involved.
The use o f a set o f prepared questions for each interview ensured consistency in the data collected.
The interviewees selected were parents and teachers who have a key stake in supporting the child
with dyslexia. Each interviewee had a positive contribution to make in this regard. The use o f a
tape recorder also ensured a good level o f reliability in the data gathered. Data from the telephone
interviews was specific to one o f the reading schools but this data was carefully recorded and later
transcribed and coded into categories for analysis. The use o f this research method can be
considered reliable due to its consistency o f use with each person interviewed. Constant efforts
were made to triangulate the information recorded from interviews with information recorded from
questionnaires, focus groups and observation. When reporting the information recorded in the
interviews, the use o f themes was more effective in maintaining the reliability o f the data gathered.
In this way, information was corroborated from other instruments used and triangulated with
similar topics raised.
Recording o f interviews and later transcription ensured an accurate record o f the interview. The use
o f the tape recorder could have inhibited the person interviewed, although this seemed to wear o ff
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quite quickly in all instances. Direct contact with the person interviewed meant that the validity o f
the information received could be checked for accuracy as the interview proceeded. Documents
such as school policies on assessment which was made available to the researcher served to back
up the data recorded from interviews.
Pupil data on reading attainment was recorded from five different teaching situations: reading unit,
reading school, learning support, resource teaching and mainstream support. This data on pupils’
reading attainment was gathered on enrolment in the special placement September 2003, and after
two years o f special support June 2005. This data was recorded by the teachers, with parental
consent, and returned to the researcher on a structured record form. There were limitations to the
reliability and validity o f the recorded data. Data returned from the reading schools and reading
units was not consistent across the tests used. In some cases the scores were reported in percentile
rank, in others by reading age. However the pupil data was accurate as reported by the teachers, the
variation was in the different types o f scores reported. This had implications for comparing and
contrasting pupils’ performance in the different teaching settings. An even greater variation in
measures o f reading attainment could be seen from the data returned for the pupils receiving
learning support. All schools did not use the same reading test. This data could not be relied upon
to measure progress over two years. The limited number o f pupils receiving individual resource
teaching could not be relied upon as an adequate sample to compare with pupils in the other
settings. The researcher attempted to increase the possibility o f a reliable sample by including a
group o f pupils receiving learning support in the second year o f the study. However this was not a
homogenous group. These pupils all had literacy difficulties or dyslexic type difficulties but had
not received a psychological assessment to identify dyslexia. Data on reading attainment was
recorded for these pupils for the year 2004-2005. These results are reported in the findings section.
Six case study schools were selected. Two schools providing each type o f extra support to pupils
with dyslexia was chosen. Schools chosen were rural and urban. As the researcher is currently in
the position o f Principal o f one o f the reading schools, it was decided not to include this school in
the selected case study schools, in order to reduce researcher bias. The researcher made efforts to
increase the validation o f observations made in each o f the case study schools in the following
ways.
A typical lesson was observed in each o f the case study schools. In order to retain the naturalness
o f the classroom lesson, attempts were made to minimise any disturbance caused by the presence o f
the researcher. The following measures were adopted to increase the reliability and validity o f the
information recorded: the researcher positioned herself at the back o f the classroom to be as
unobtrusive as possible, and during the lesson, there was no interaction with the pupils or teacher.
The observation took place during the second visit to the classroom when pupils had already met
the researcher. Further visits to the class would have enhanced the reliability o f the findings.
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Field notes were taken during the observation o f lessons. The researcher used field notes as data in
these lesson observations. This makes is difficult to repeat the exercise to check for reliability.
However it was considered that observing a lesson in its natural context would give insights into
the teaching - learning interactions which were addressed in the study. The teaching approaches
used and the pupils’ behaviour during the lesson would give a factual account o f what happens in
class. An observation record used as a guide to observe the class lesson. In this instance the
schedule used was a basic framework to record the observed behaviours o f the pupils and their
responses to the lesson in hand.
The need for triangulation was considered important in the observations o f these case study schools
and the interviews with key personnel. The use o f case study methodology may be seen as a search
for additional interpretations more than the confirmation o f a single meaning (Stake 1995, p. 115).
Each case study will not be seen as the same by everyone. The case study portrays multiple views
o f the case. A set o f questions was worked out in advance and shown to each o f the participants
before the interview. Each interviewee has a unique experience, or a story to tell. Individual
accounts were recorded and later transcribed. Similar procedures to improve reliability were
followed as are outlined above. Further comment on triangulation follows below.
Triangulation
The research questions under consideration in this study were investigated using a multi-method
approach. Because o f the small numbers involved in the various groups (particularly small for
instance in the case o f the reading unit teachers), it was important for the researcher to incorporate
these multiple perspectives. The small numbers in the different settings and methods used
necessitated the researcher to establish coherence across the many clusters o f data. Triangulation
formed an important aspect o f the methodology used in this study.
The views and concerns o f one group o f participants were found to resonate with the views of
another group. The researcher looked for statements or views that might be challenging to the data:
for instance when mainstream class teachers were present unexpectedly, they were included. Data
from the tutors who work outside the school system was additional to the data received from
schools; this also gave opportunity to challenge the views and findings from the different teaching
situations.
The researcher was interested in non responses to certain questions. At the beginning o f the study,
schools who had pupils who had been sanctioned resource teaching hours, yet failed to participate
in the study through the large number o f non responses gave the researcher an indication o f the
importance o f certain issues for schools. Follow up interviews, focus group discussions and
observation in the case study schools allowed the researcher to develop an interpretation o f the
main issues o f concern.
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D ifferent icinds o f data can shed m ore light on the sam e topic. Data collected from questionnaires
could have been challenged or corroborated by inputs from focus group discussions and interview s.
O bservation o f behaviour and reference to school docum ents also provided different perspectives.
T hus, triangulation was an ongoing elem ent o f the research design. D ata collected from teacher
questionnaires w as follow ed up by focus group discussions to give further depth to the inform ation
received. Parent questionnaires w ere follow ed by focus group discussions w hich allow ed the
researcher to see the different perspectives o f partners and to understand the issues in a m ore
rounded m anner. Interview s w ith parents o f past pupils drew in yet another perspective. It em erged
that the view s and concerns o f this group o f past pu p ils’ parents corroborated and supported the
view s o f parents w hose children are currently receiving special support for dyslexia Case studies o f
the three different m odels o f special support allow ed the findings from one m ethod to be checked
against the findings o f another.
Lim itations to the research methods used
An unexpected factor at the initial stage o f this study w as the change in the DES policy o f support
to pupils identified as dyslexic. This had im plications for the selection o f a cohort o f pupils to take
part in the study as has already been outlined in the previous sections. A lim ited sam ple o f five
pupils receiving individual resource teaching was not an adequate sam ple. Pre intervention data on
pu p ils’ reading attainm ent was recorded from the ch ild ’s psychological report. It w as a lim itation
o f this study that a post intervention assessm ent could not be carried out by an educational
psychologist. There w ere inconsistencies in the data returned from the schools on pu p ils’ reading
attainm ent. This was a lim itation to the m ethods used. T his could have been im proved if the
researcher had tested the pupils at pre intervention and post intervention. H ow ever there is no
reason to believe the data returned is not accurate and authentic regarding the pupils and tests
adm inistered. R ather the m easures used in different schools and the scores returned w ere not
consistent. This led to lim itations in the interpretation o f the data.

Research Ethics
The researcher endeavoured to follow the principles o f ethics in research as directed by the
College. Perm ission w as sought for access to all participants at each stage o f the study. The
relevant authority was consulted by letter e.g. B oard o f M anagem ent, Principal, Education Centre,
DA I, ILSA. Participants (principals, teachers, tutors, pupils, parents) w ere fully inform ed o f the
purpose o f the study and w ere free to w ithdraw their participation at any time. W ritten parental
consent was received for all pupil participants. C hildren had an out o f sight w ay to m ake a free
decision to hand a letter to parents regarding participation in this study. All parties w ere assured o f
confidentiality. N o teacher, child or school w ould be nam ed in the study or any reports that
follow ed. The data was stored in a secure locked press in a secure place. T he researcher w as careful
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not to com prom ise the integrity o f the w ork o f any o f the schools involved in the study. Therefore
tim es o f visits and observation w ere arranged to be convenient to the Principal and staff. W herever
a stressful incident or a sensitive situation em erged, the researcher was careful not to be invasive,
and at all tim es to respect the integrity o f the participants and not to com prom ise the integrity o f the
school w ork.

Overview of the Methodology
A survey approach w as the m ain research strategy used in this study. M ethods used w ithin this
strategy w ere questionnaires, interview s, focus group discussions, and classroom observation. Both
qualitative and quantitative approaches w ere used. There w ere lim itations to the quantitative data
on p u p ils’ reading attainm ent returned from schools. This could have been overcom e if the
researcher had recorded the data directly from the p u p ils’ records and not rely on a secondary
source. A lternatively, if the researcher had adm inistered the reading attainm ent tests herself, this
w ould have facilitated com parative data. Q ualitative data w as generated by surveys using
questionnaires com pleted by teachers, tutors and parents. Factual inform ation and opinions and
attitudes w ere investigated using these questionnaires. T his data w as supplem ented by using focus
group discussions and interview s as a follow up to the questionnaires. This data com plem ented the
questionnaire data. A second research strategy used w as a case study approach. Six schools w ere
selected to give m ore insight into the processes o f special support and the organisation o f that
support. Each case study is an exam ple o f a particular type o f special provision.
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C h a p t e r 4: D a t a

f in d in g s

Introduction
In this chapter the findings o f the study from the main groups o f participants are presented. The
participants consisted o f teachers, tutors, pupils and parents. The teachers were providing support
to pupils with dyslexia in school mainstream settings (resource or learning support; and mainstream
class teachers) and in special settings (reading school, reading unit). The tutors worked with the
DAI and provided private workshop tuition on a weekly basis outside school. All pupils with
dyslexia start out in the mainstream setting, and those receiving learning support and resource
teaching spend most o f their school day in the mainstream setting, as do pupils who go for after
school tuition to DAI tutors. The pupil participants in this study were enrolled from 2003-2005 in a
mainstream setting and receiving learning support /resource teaching, or in a reading school or
reading unit. The parents who participated had a child enrolled in a special placement, or a child
who was a past pupil o f a special placement.

Outline o f Chapter
The data gathered in consultation with the three groups o f participants is presented in three separate
sections in this chaptcr. The sections are organised under the following headings and the findings
are presented as follows:

Section 4.1

Section 4.2

Section 4.3

Teacher questionnaires;

Case studies

Parents questionnaires

Teacher focus groups

Pupils views: voices from the

Parents focus groups

Tutor questionnaires

case studies

Parent interviews

Progress in reading:
quantitative data
The first section o f this chapter. Teachers and tutors, presents the findings from the teachers’
questionnaires, followed by the findings from the tutors’ questionnaires. The section also presents a
report from the teachers’ focus groups. The main focus in the first section is on the teaching
approaches and main literacy skills taught to pupils with dyslexia. The views o f the teachers were
gathered through questionnaires, focus group discussion and interviews. The results o f the tutors’
questionnaires are presented independently o f the teachers’ findings. Tutors from the DAI operate
outside the school system and separate to the support provided in primary schools.
The second section introduces the findings from six case study schools. These schools were
selected as instances o f a particular type o f special support. . There are differences between schools
in the organisation o f support for pupils with dyslexia. The views o f the pupils and the voices o f
the children who participated in the case studies are also presented. Pupils’ progress in reading was
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recorded over the two year special placement. A report on this quantitative data which was returned
from the schools is presented in the second section.
The third group o f participants were the parents o f children who are receiving special support
because their child has been assessed as having dyslexia. The parents’ views and concerns were
gathered through questionnaires, focus group discussion and telephone interviews. The third
section o f this chapter will report on the findings from the parents’ questionnaires, focus groups
and telephone interviews. Parents who have a child identified as dyslexic can give insights into the
provision o f both mainstream and special support.
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S e c t i o n 4.1 T e a c h e r s

T utors

and

Findings fro m Teachers Questionnaires
’

T his subsection sets out the findings reported by teachers w ho com pleted and returned a
questionnaire (see A ppendix 4a). R espondents w ere from five different teaching settings The
findings from their questionnaires w ill be presented under the follow ing headings:
•

Professional profiles o f teacher respondents

•

P up ils’ prim ary difficulty

•

M ain reasons for pupils difficulty

•

Literacy skills taught

•

M ain teaching approaches

•

A reas o f concern

Professional profiles o f teacher respondents
Q uestionnaires w ere returned by teachers in m ainstream and special settings. The m ainstream
settings com prised learning support, resource teaching and m ainstream classes; special settings
w ere reading units and reading schools. N um bers o f participating teachers w ere as follows:

Mainstream settings

No.

Specialist settings

No.

L earning support

17

R eading school

16

R esource

18

R eading unit

7

M ainstream class

14

In order to see i f there w as any variation in teaching experience betw een the different settings, the
findings w ill be reported for each setting. A breakdow n o f data from each o f the five teaching
settings show s som e variation in the teaching experience and length o f tim e in the teachers’ present
position. The follow ing chart show s how teach ers’ experience in their present position varies
betw een settings.

Fig 4.1: Teachers’ experience in present position: group profiles
a u . 1 yr

No. teach ers
12

m 1-2 yrs

□ 3-5 yrs

□ 5+ yrs

10

!c

Leaming support
(n=17)

j
Resource
(n=18)

UJd

Mainstream
(n=14)

Reading school
(n -1 6 )

I

I

Reading unit
(n -7 )

The length o f tim e in a support teaching position m ay overlook the fact that a teacher also has
previous teaching experience in m ainstream or in another setting. R espondents also reported their
overall teaching experience:
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Fig 4.2: Teachers’ overall teaching experience, group profiles

No. teachers
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Learning support
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R e so u r ce
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M ainstream

R eading sc h o o l

R eading unit

(n =14)
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Below are more detailed commentaries on each o f these teacher respondent groupings, beginning
with those in mainstream schools.
Teacher respondents in mainstream settings
Three groups o f teachers support dyslexic pupils in primary school mainstream settings: learning
support, resource teachers, and mainstream class teachers.
Learning support teachers give additional support to pupils with literacy difficulties throughout
the whole school. In this study a significant number o f learning support teachers have been in the
position for less than two years and almost two thirds are in their current position for less than five
years.
Although the learning support position is relatively new for more than one third o f the respondents,
one might expect their overall teaching experience to compensate for this. It is significant that all o f
the learning support teachers in the study have been teaching longer than five years. This is
significantly more than the resource teachers. In fact more than half o f this particular group o f
learning support teachers have been teaching more than twenty years. This feature may benefit the
pupils receiving learning support.
Resource teachers: A significant number o f resource teachers are in this position for less than two
years. However, this is not a reflection o f their general teaching experience: Although the vast
majority are in their present position less than five years, a significant number have been teaching
for more than five years.
Special needs resource teachers were first appointed in the early 1990s to support children with
Down Syndrome (INTO, 2003a). The number o f special needs resource teachers has been greatly
increased since the Minister for Education announced in 1998 that all pupils with special needs
would be entitled to additional support on enrolment in mainstream schools. This could explain the
small num ber o f teachers in this position for more than five years, as this period was prior to the
expansion o f the service. The caseload o f the resource teacher includes pupils with a wide range o f
special educational needs. It is a positive feature that such a large majority o f these resource
teachers have more than six years experience.
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Mainstream teachers: Respondents in the study also included a group o f mainstream class teachers
with dyslexic pupils in their class. For this group, the length o f time in their present setting matched
their overall teaching experience. Almost two thirds o f these teachers have more than five years
teaching experience. While this is a positive characteristic o f this group o f class teachers, it could
be noted that the support teachers and resource teachers have more teaching experience than this
group o f mainstream teachers. As regards the length o f time in their current position, the
mainstream teachers have the greatest number teaching in their present position for less than two
years. This is a larger number than either the learning support or resource teachers.
Teacher respondents in special settings: Is there any difference in the teachers’ experience
between the mainstream settings outlined above and the specialist settings for pupils with dyslexia?
Reading Schools: Almost most two thirds o f teachers in the reading schools were teaching for less
than five years in their present position. This is almost the same length o f time as the learning
support teachers. This does not mean the reading school teachers were at the beginning stage o f
their career. In fact, two thirds o f the reading school teachers had more than five years overall
teaching experience. However, all o f the learning support teachers had a similar length o f
experience (more than five years). It is noteworthy that a large proportion o f the teachers in the
reading units are in their present position for less than five years. Similarly the majority o f the
resource teachers are in their position for the same length o f time. Teaching experience in other
positions during their career may help to compensate for lack o f teaching experience in the special
setting. All o f the teachers in the reading units had more than five years teaching experience. The
learning support teachers also had a similar level o f experience.
Summary
The data from mainstream settings have shown that the learning support teachers, as a group, have
the greater overall teaching experience when compared with the resource and mainstream teachers.
All o f the learning support teachers have been teaching longer than five years. This is greater than
the number o f resource teachers with similar experience. The number o f mainstream teachers with
this level o f teaching experience is considerably less.
It is worth mentioning that the special settings also had a proportion o f teachers newly appointed to
the position (in the past two years). In fact teachers in the reading units and the resource teachers
have the greatest numbers in their present position for less than five years.
The length o f the teachers’ experience in the special setting compares favourably with the teachers
in mainstream school. Three quarters o f the teachers in reading schools and all o f the teachers in
reading units have been teaching for more than five years. This is in contrast to the mainstream
teachers who have fewer teachers with this length o f teaching experience.
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Teachers ’ understanding o f dyslexia
Individual teachers’ understanding o f a pupil’s difficulties, particularly literacy difficulties, will
influence the teaching approaches and methods used. There was a broad range o f definitions and
descriptions o f dyslexia offered by the teachers who responded to the questionnaire. The definition
and description o f dyslexia can be problematic. A causal modelling framework was proposed by
Frith (1999) to describe dyslexia at three levels: the biological level, the cognitive level and
behavioural level. This framework was used to categorise the teachers’ definitions o f dyslexia.
Each definition was categorised according to the main emphasis in the definition/ description. The
table below outlines the frequency o f types o f definition o f dyslexia as reported by each group of
teachers.
Table 4.1: Frequency of types of definitions of dyslexia reported by teachers, by group
Definitions
Group

yv

Behavioural

Cognitive

Neurological

Not stated

Learning support

17

10

5

1

1

Resource

18

7

9

1

1

Mainstream

14

10

2

1

1

Reading School

16

9

5

2

Reading Unit

7

3

2

2

Total

72

39

23

7

3

Mainstream settings: The majority o f Learning support teachers described dyslexia according to
the difficulties the child may have in learning to read, write and spell. This definition was classified
as a ‘behavioural’ type o f definition. For example:
Someone who is not succeeding despite getting learning support regularly, has support in
class and at home, good attendance at school, is not too young fo r class. Has dijficulty with
reading, decoding, spelling and writing. Making very little progress at reading and spelling.
A behavioural definition o f dyslexia was the most frequent type reported by these teachers. Even
though a behavioural definition prevailed, one third o f the learning support teachers described
dyslexia as a cognitive difficulty, for example: ‘Children who fin d w ord recognition difficult, poor
memory work, poor sequencing skills, poor retrieval o f verbal vocabulary, p oor phonics
awareness ’.
Resource teachers tended to concentrate on the cognitive aspects o f dyslexia in their definitions:
A condition which interferes with ability’ to acquire and process linguistic information and
sometimes arithmetic information. Problems with sequencing, short term memory, auditory
and visual perception.
Children who have been identified as dyslexic and are receiving special support from the resource
teacher have already received a psycho educational assessment. This report is available to the
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resource teacher, and gives cognitive information on the child’s difficulties. Access to the
psychological report may inform the resource teacher on the cognitive aspects o f dyslexia, for
example
A difficult}’ which affects child's ahilit}' to read with fluency, write and spell. Problems with
sequencing, short term memoryr, auditory and visual perception. Problems with left to right
orientation, and reversals o f letters and words.
This is in contrast to the mainstream teachers who described dyslexia in behavioural terms.
Almost all the mainstream class teachers described dyslexia in behavioural terms such as 'poor
writing skills, letter reversals, recognising stand alone words, reading flu en cy’ . The class teacher
noticed the discrepancy in (the) child’s ability between areas o f the curriculum most often a clear
difficulty with reading, writing and spelling. The class teacher described dyslexia in terms o f
outcomes in class and a discrepancy in attainment in certain areas o f the curriculum.
Teachers in special settings: Teachers in reading units and reading schools mentioned
neurological causes more frequently than the Learning support and Resource teachers. For
example, dyslexia was described as follows:
A disability’ with a neurological base affecting the cross laterality’ functions in the learner. It
can range in severity’ and can he accompanied by one or two other disabilities, dyspraxia,
dyscalculia, ADD, organisation etc. It affects child's ability’ to read, make sense o f symbols,
letters, etc. rendering comprehension and success to all other curricular areas extremely
difficult. Not curable as such but children can he equipped with strategies that enable them
to cope and get over some to their difficulties.
The teachers in the reading units have access to each pupil’s psychological report, and may use this
information to develop an individual educational plan for each child. These teachers also have
more overall teaching experience than teachers in mainstream and may be more familiar with the
profile o f the dyslexic student, for example, ‘A specific difficulty with information processing,
which affects reading, spelling and maths abilities. Includes problems with working m em oty ’. The
teachers in the special settings reported more definitions o f a cognitive type than the teachers in
mainstream settings.
A language processing difference with resultant difficulties in handling symbols such as
letters/words/numbers which leads to problems in mastering skills such as reading, writing,
spelling and often maths.
However more than half o f all teachers described dyslexia at the ‘w ord’ level or from a behavioural
perspective, one third described dyslexia from a cognitive level. Teacher observation and pupil
knowledge account for the teachers’ dominant description o f dyslexia.

T eachers’ identifications o f pupils’ main reading difficulties
The teachers in the study were asked to indicate their students’ primary difficulty. Students with
dyslexia may have difficulty with reading accuracy, fluency, or reading comprehension. They may
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also have a difficulty with spelling or handwriting, or a difficulty with mathematics, Some students
encounter difficulty with speaking and listening skills and attention and concentration.
Teachers were asked to rank their students primary difficulty on a scale o f zero to five (O=not a
difficulty, 5=constant difficulty). This section will present the teachers’ views o f their pupils’
primary difficulty. Eight possible difficulties were considered by teachers and each difficulty was
ranked by each teacher according to their pupils’ level o f difficulty. The following chart presents
the views o f each group o f teachers according to their teaching situation.
Fig 4.3: Reading Accuracy: level of difficulty
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The vast majority o f all teachers considered reading accuracy to be a primary difficulty for their
pupils. Further comment follows regarding the variations between the teachers in the special
settings and those in mainstream.
Mainstream settings Ten o f the 14 Learning support teachers considered reading accuracy a
constant difficulty or a difficulty for their pupils, almost half considered it to be a constant
difficulty. Almost all resource teachers considered reading accuracy a constant difficulty or a
difficulty for their pupils, almost half considered it to be a constant difficulty. Almost all
mainstream class teachers considered reading accuracy a constant difficulty or difficulty for their
pupils, almost half considered it to be a constant difficulty. The mainstream profiles are in contrast
to the teachers in special provision who considered reading accuracy to be a constant difficulty.
Special settings The teachers in the reading units and reading schools almost unanimously
reported constant difficulties with reading accuracy. A greater proportion o f these teachers reported
their pupils’ primary difficulty to be reading accuracy than those teachers in the mainstream
settings. However a large num ber o f resource teachers also reported reading accuracy to be a
constant difficulty.
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Fig 4.4: Reading comprehension: level of difficulty
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The purpose o f reading is comprehension. Pupils need to be able to read for meaning and to get
information from the printed page. All the teachers in the study considered reading comprehension
difficulties to be less o f a problem than reading accuracy among their pupils.
There is some difference in the views o f teachers in the different settings regarding reading
comprehension as a primary difficulty.
Mainstream settings: Learnins support teachers reported reading comprehension to be less o f a
primary difficulty for their pupils compared to reading accuracy. Resource teachers reported a
similar pattern, reading comprehension was considered to be a difficulty by almost two thirds o f
teachers compared to the larger majority who regarded reading accuracy as a primary difficulty.
Mainstream

class teachers:

Significantly

less teachers

in

mainstream

reported

reading

comprehension to be a difficulty for pupils compared to reported reading accuracy difficulties.
Special settings: The teachers in the reading schools also reported pupils’ difficulty with reading
comprehension, although this was less o f a constant problem than reported by the reading unit
teachers. More than twice as many reading school teachers reported reading accuracy a constant
problem compared to reading comprehension. The teachers in the reading units almost
unanimously considered reading comprehension to be a main difficulty for pupils but less o f a
difficulty than reading accuracy.
Fig 4.5: Reading fluency: level of difficulty
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Many readers have difficuhy reading fluently. Pupils must develop fluency in reading in order to
recognise words quickly and easily. Reading fluency could be considered a bridge between
recognising the words and com prehending the meaning o f the material. Teachers in the study
considered reading fluency to be generally as much a problem for their pupils as reading accuracy.
Mainstream settings: Teachers in each o f the mainstream settings considered reading fluency to
be as much a problem for their pupils as reading accuracy. More than half o f the learning support
teachers reported fluency in reading to be a problem for their pupils.
Special settings: The teachers in reading units considered almost unanimously that reading
fluency is a primary difficulty for pupils. They also reported a great difficulty with reading
accuracy among their pupils. Although the teachers in reading schools considered reading
accuracy a constant difficulty for pupils, these teachers reported that constant difficulty with
reading fluency was less significant.
Fig 4.6: Spelling: level o f difficulty
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Spelling a word is much more difficult than reading it. A child who has difficulty decoding a word
when reading will often have a difficulty when spelling. Teachers regularly report constant spelling
difficulties for the child with dyslexia. In the following tables, teachers considered whether spelling
was a prim ary difficulty for their pupils with dyslexia.
M ainstream settings: H alf o f all teachers (n=72) reported constant spelling difficulties to be a
primary difficulty among the pupils. When ‘constant difficulty’ and ‘difficulty’ ratings are
combined, the proportion o f pupils accounted for is highest for resource teachers (16/18), next
highest for mainstream class teachers (11/14), and lowest (though still high) for learning support
teachers (12/17).
Special setting: The teachers in the reading units and schools present a similar profile in their
reported levels o f constant difficulty, or difficulty with spelling among their pupils.
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Fig 4.7: Mathematics: level of difficulty
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There is a significant contrast in the perception o f pupils’ difficulty with maths compared to
difficulty with reading or spelling. Just over half o f all teachers reported that mathematics was not
very difficult for children with dyslexia.
Mainstream settings: A greater number o f mainstream class teachers considered maths not to be a
difficulty for their pupils compared to the resource teacher and the learning support teachers.
Children attending the learning support or resource teacher could also have difficulties with
numeracy.
Special settings: Teachers in the reading schools reported more pupils for whom mathematics is
not very difficult than in any o f the other teaching situations. Some o f the teachers in the reading
units reported maths to be a difficulty for the pupils. As the number o f reading unit respondents
was limited, a valid comparison with respondents in the reading schools cannot be made.
Fig 4.8: Reading attention and concentration: level of difficulty
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Problems with attention may be evident among children with dyslexic type difficulties. These
children may have difficulty concentrating on a task or are easily distracted. They may shift from
one activity to another or not finish what they start. However the leaming environment or
classroom setting will influence the severity o f these behaviours. The above chart shows that
almost three quarters o f all teachers considered attention and concentration difficulties to be a
difficulty to some degree for these children.
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Mainstream settings: It is significant that the learning support, resource teachers and the
mainstream class teachers were the only groups o f teachers who reported attention difficulties to
be a constant difficulty for the pupils. The question arises as to the relatively large num ber of
teachers who reported attention and concentration difficulties to be a constant difficulty for pupils
who are receiving support in small groups. The resource teacher generally works with small
groups or on one to one basis. Nevertheless, over one third o f resource teachers considered that
concentration and attention may be somewhat difficult for the pupils. This is significantly less than
in mainstream. More than half o f the m ainstream class teachers reported the child’s attention and
concentration to be a constant difficulty. This is significant compared to the other teachers, for
whom attention and concentration difficulties was not such a problem. Small group teaching and
methods used with smaller groups may prevent attention difficulties arising.
Special settings: The teachers in the reading units and schools considered attention and
concentration to be somewhat difficult for their pupils. This is in contrast to the degree o f difficulty
reported by the learning support teachers. The pupils in reading units receive support for three
hours per day in a small group o f nine pupils. Learning support sessions provide support on
withdrawal basis for a shorter duration.
Fig 4.9: Oral language skills: level o f difficulty
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For some pupils with dyslexia, oral language may also be a difficulty. Pupils may have problems
with receptive or expressive language, or with the comprehension o f language. Teachers in the
study were asked to report on the extent o f their pupils’ primary difficulty with oral language. The
chart above shows the different views from each teaching setting.
Mainstream class teachers: Almost one third o f all teachers reported speaking and listening skills
to be somewhat difficult for their pupils. A further 25% reported a greater degree o f difficulty. This
means that over half o f all pupils with dyslexia who were receiving support were considered by
their teacher to have a difficulty with oral language skills. Further analysis showed that the
Leaming support and Resource teachers considered language skills to be a greater problem for the
pupils than the teachers in the special settings. A significant number o f learning support teachers
reported oral language to be a difficulty among their pupils. This is more than the num ber reported
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by the resource teachers. Learning support and resource teachers considered oral language skills to
be a greater problem for pupils than the teachers in the reading schools and reading units. The
favourable pupil teacher ratio in the special settings may be a contributory factor here. There is
more time for practicing oral language skills, more time for teacher pupil discussion and more
opportunities for pupil teacher interaction
Special settings: A significant number o f teachers in the reading units and schools considered oral
language skills to be somewhat difficult for the pupils.
Fig 4.10: Handwriting: level of difficulty
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For some pupils with dyslexia, handwriting may present a particular difficulty. Difficulties with
fine motor skills may hinder correct formation o f letters and numbers. This can be observed in class
as a difficulty copying from the blackboard or even difficulty forming a legible script.
Mainstream settings: There is some small variation between the learning support and resource
teachers in relation to the attribution o f difficulty in handwriting among the pupils. The
mainstream class teachers were more likely to view handwriting as a difficulty for their pupils.
Special settings: Generally, teachers in the reading units and schools did not consider handwriting
difficulties to be a major cause for concern. Teachers in the special settings and in resource
teaching in general did not regard handwriting as a significant difficulty for their pupils. A greater
number o f teachers in mainstream classes and those in learning support however considered
handwriting to be a cause o f difficulty.
Main underlying reasons fo r the pupils ’ difficulty
There may be different underlying reasons for a pupil’s reading difficulty. Teachers’ perception o f
the underlying reasons for the pupil’s difficulty will influence their teaching approaches and
methods. Teachers were asked to rank in order what they considered to be the main underlying
reason for the difficulty o f their pupils. They identified the main underlying reasons as follows:
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Fig 4.11: Teachers’ identifications of main underlying reason for pupils' difficulty
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In the total response profile, memory difficulties were considered to be the primary fundamental
difficulty for almost half the respondents. Concentration and attention problems, social or
emotional difficulties and the presence o f a co existing disability was considered secondary. In the
‘another reason’ category the following responses were given: lack o f phonological awareness;
dyslexia; language processing difficulties or an unspecified reason. The main reason specified by
these teachers was lack o f phonological awareness among pupils.
Mainstream settings: The learning support teachers regarded memory difficulties to be the main
underlying reason for their pupils’ difficulty. However they also considered social and emotional
problems to be a significant underlying reason. This is more than the mainstream teachers and more
than all the other teacher groups. The resource teach er’s caseload will include pupils with a range
o f special educational needs, including pupils with dyslexia. A number o f resource teachers
considered a co existing disability as a possible reason for the child’s difficulty. These teachers also
attributed ‘another reason’ as fundamental to the pupils’ difficulty. Lack o f phonological awareness
among pupils was considered to be the most likely ‘other reason’ for their reading difficulty. The
mainstream class teachers regard memory difficulties as the main underlying reason for pupils’
difficulty. However it is evident that they also consider concentration and attention problems to be
a significant factor for these pupils. This is in line with their previous view that attention and
concentration difficulties is a primary difficulty among these pupils. The mainstream teachers are
the only group who considered concentration /attention problems to be such an underlying reason
for the pupils’ difficulty.
Special settings: There is no significant difference between the teachers in the mainstream settings
and the special settings regarding memory difficulties as the primary underlying reason for pupils’
difficulty. However, the teachers in the reading schools identified a lack o f phonological
awareness as a contributory reason for the child’s reading difficulty. The teachers in the reading
units reported the largest num ber o f pupils with a co existing disability as a secondary reason for
pupils’ difficulties. A coexisting disability could be Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder
(ADD/ADHD), a Speech and language disorder, Dyspraxia, or A sperger’s Syndrome.
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Literacy skills taught
This section identifies the skills taught to students with dyslexia according to the time spent
teaching these literacy skills. Teachers were asked to rank the skills in terms o f the frequency o f
skills taught. Skills taught, ranked in order o f total usage, are phonics, word identification, reading
comprehension, spelling and silent reading. All the teachers spend more time on teaching phonic
skills than any other literacy skill. Expressive writing skills such as story writing and handwriting
were not prioritised by teachers. The specific profiles o f the main literacy skills taught are as
follows:
Fig 4.12: Literacy skills taught
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Further analysis o f skills taught in each setting shows some difference between the settings.
Mainstream settings: The priority skills taught by learning support teachers focus predominantly
on reading accuracy. This consists mainly o f phonics and word identification skills. Some time is
spent on reading comprehension and silent reading. Spelling skills and writing skills are not taught
as priority. The dominant instruction methods used by the learning support teachers will be
outlined in the next section. These literacy instruction methods (onset and rime, phonics teaching,
word families and teaching high frequency words) will show that the methods used by this group of
teachers are in accordance with the priority skills taught. Learning support teachers spend a greater
proportion o f their time on phonics teaching than the teachers in the reading schools. The learning
support teacher provides extra teaching, additional to that received in the mainstream class. A great
proportion o f this time is concentrated on teaching phonic skills. The resource teacher spends
equal time on phonics and reading comprehension. Word identification skills are also a priority.
There is less emphasis on phonics teaching than in the learning support situation. However, it can
be seen that very little time is reserved for silent reading and spelling skills. Writing skill is not a
teaching priority. Although the resource teacher spends one third o f time on reading
comprehension, the teaching approaches used focus mainly on reading accuracy and word
identification (see next section).
The mainstream class teacher spends an almost equal balance o f time on the four skills o f phonics,
spelling, reading comprehension and silent reading. Phonics teaching receives marginally more
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time than the others. This is considerably less than the learning support teacher and less than the
resource teacher. The teaching approaches used by the mainstream teacher which are outlined in
the next section focus mainly on reading accuracy. However the classroom teacher regularly reads
to the children and silent reading is practiced on a daily basis. These methods concur with the
priority given to reading comprehension, outlined above. Writing ability is not prioritised and is
absent from the chart above. However, the next section will show that mainstream teachers do
teach writing skills as evidenced in the instruction methods used every day.
Special settings: Teachers in the reading schools spend up to two hours each day on reading
instruction and associated literacy skills. The main emphasis is on teaching phonics as a priority
skill followed by spelling and word identification skills. Reading comprehension skill is less o f a
priority. The amount o f time spent on phonics teaching is similar to the learning support situation.
The priority literacy skills taught in the reading units are phonics and some spelling skills.
Although skill in spelling is necessary for effective writing, instruction in writing is not ranked as a
priority for teachers in the reading units. The literacy skills taught in this setting correspond with
the teaching approaches used. Hearing individual reading, daily spelling practice and phonics
teaching are the main methods used by the teachers in the reading units (see next section).
Teaching approaches and methods used
This section will examine the main teaching approaches and methods used by teachers in each o f
the teaching situations. Fourteen different teaching approaches were reported by teachers. The
survey examined the frequency o f each method used; responses were analysed according to the
teaching position. The teaching methods focus on three broad areas o f literacy: reading accuracy;
reading fluency and comprehension; and writing skills:
Reading accuracy

Reading Fluency/

Writing skill

Hearing individual reading

Comprehension

Written comprehension

Daily spelling practice

Silent reading

Story writing

Phonics teaching

Paired reading

Cloze procedure

High frequency words

Teacher reading to child or

Joined handwriting

Onset and rime

class

Dictation

Word families
Teachers reported how often they used each method — every day; once a week; or seldom/never.
Charts in the next two subsections show how many teachers in each setting use each of the 14
methods and approaches in teaching literacy skills every day to their pupils. In a later section the
teachers’ views o f the effectiveness o f each o f these methods will be presented.
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M ainstream settings

Fig 4.13 (a-c): Group proflles of main teaching methods and approaches used daily in
mainstream settings, ranked by number of teachers using them
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The main methods used by learning support teachers emphasise teaching approaches which
improve pupils’ reading accuracy. This is in line with their view that reading accuracy is a constant
difficulty for the majority o f their pupils. Teaching onset and rime and phonics teaching are
examples o f specific approaches to improve reading accuracy. The methods used by the learning
support teachers are compatible with the literacy skills taught. H alf o f all the learning support
teachers teach spelling on a daily basis, but methods to improve writing skills are used less
frequently. This pattern o f teaching is repeated in some o f the other settings. Almost all resource
teachers use daily spelling practice and hearing individual reading as the dominant teaching
methods used. Specific reading instruction approaches such as teaching onset and rime and
teaching word families receives less time than the learning support teachers. The resource teachers’
emphasis on daily spelling is in line with their view that spelling is a constant difficulty for their
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pupils. However approaches which focus on reading comprehension (paired reading, cloze
procedure, silent reading) are less frequently used among resource teachers even though a majority
considered reading comprehension to be a major difficulty for their pupils.
The main methods used by mainstream class teachers focus on daily spelling and hearing
individual reading. This is similar to the resource teachers. Specific reading instruction methods
such as teaching onset and rime, and cloze procedure receive less attention. Daily instruction in
writing skills (story writing, joined handwriting), although less frequently used, is in fact used more
regularly among the mainstream teachers than the other teachers.
Special settings

Fig 4.14 a and b: Group profiles of main teaching methods and approaches used daily in
special schools and units, ranked by number o f teachers using them
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The predominant teaching approaches used by the reading school teachers on a daily basis do not
differ significantly from the approaches used in mainstream. Daily spelling practice and hearing
individual reading is regularly used. The least amount o f time is spent on story writing, compared
to other methods used. M ore o f these teachers use each o f the teaching approaches on a daily basis
than in the mainstream situation. Approaches focussing on writing skill are used less frequently.
This is sim ilar to the mainstream situation.
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The pattern o f teaching approaches among the teachers in reading units is similar to the tcachers in
the reading schools. All o f these teachers hear the pupils’ reading individually, practice spelling
and teach phonics every day. These are the same dominant methods used in the reading schools.
There is no significant difference between the main methods used in the special settings and the
mainstream settings.
Summary^
There is a similar pattern o f teaching approaches and methods used among the teachers in each o f
the settings. The dominant focus is on methods which address reading accuracy among the pupils.
The main methods used are hearing individual reading, teaching phonics and daily spelling. The
specific approach o f using onset and rime is used every day by the learning support teachers. This
is in direct contrast to the approach being used in the mainstream class. Daily instruction in writing
skills is less frequently used by all teachers in each o f the teaching situations. The mainstream
teacher and the learning support teacher give more instruction in writing skill (every day) than any
o f the other teachers. Teaching methods which focus on reading fluency and reading
comprehension receive more time overall in the mainstream class.

Teachers’ views on the effectiveness of teaching approaches
The charts outlined above focussed on the teaching methods teachers use every day with their
pupils. However, some o f the teaching methods were seldom or never used by some teachers, other
methods were used just once a week The next set o f tables looks at the amount o f time spent using
each approach / method and the perceived effectiveness o f each teaching method. The methods
presented cover three main literacy areas, reading accuracy, reading comprehension and writing
skills, as follows:
Reading accuracy

Reading Fluency/

Writing skill

Hearing individual reading

Comprehension

W ritten comprehension

Daily spelling practice

Silent reading

Story writing

Phonics teaching

Paired reading

Cloze procedure

High frequency words

Teacher reading to child or

Joined handwriting

Onset and rime

class

Dictation

Word families
The following charts with commentary give an overview o f the teachers’ reported frequency o f use
o f each method, and their evaluations o f the m ethod’s effectiveness.
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Reading accuracy
Fig 4.15: H earing individual reading
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The m ajority o f teachers reported hearing pupils read individually every day. T eachers believed
that hearing individual reading is the m ost effective teaching m ethod for pupils w ith dyslexia.
T eachers view ed this m ethod as being very effective. O ther teaching m ethods used are focussed on
direct teaching o f phonics and w ord identification. T his is in line with the teachers’ prioritisation o f
phonic skills as the main literacy skill taught.
Fig 4.16: Spelling practice
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Spelling is practiced every day although teachers did not rank spelling skills as one o f their priority
literacy skills taught. Spelling skill is ranked fourth after phonics, w ord identification and reading
com prehension. Less than h a lf o f all teachers view ed daily spelling practice as a very effective
teaching m ethod. The m ajority o f teachers reported daily spelling practice w ith pupils, although
less than h a lf considered this practice to be very effective. Just over h a lf o f the 72 teachers
considered daily spelling practice to be effective or very effective.
Fig 4.17: O nset and R im e
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T eachers m ay teach w ord identification skill by using ‘onset and rim e’. This is a technique
w hereby children are taught to read by analogy. This technique is favoured by the learning support
teacher and the teachers in the special settings. M ainstream teachers do not use this m ethod. A
significant num ber o f teachers did not respond to this question w hich m ay indicate lack o f
know ledge about onset and rime.
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Fig 4.18: Phonics
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U sing letter sound relationships or phonics helps pupils to solve w ords in reading and w riting.
Phonics teaching is considered an essential elem ent o f a teaching program m e for pupils with
dyslexia. The m ajority o f teachers in all sectors teach phonics every day. Pupils need an
understanding o f sim ple and com plex letter-sound relationships in order to develop skill in reading.
A significant m ajority consider phonics teaching to be highly effective. H ow ever teaching phonic
skills is not sufficient in itself as a large num ber o f w ords in the English language are not
phonetically regular. Pupils also need other skills and strategies to solve w ords.
Fig 4.19: High F requency w ords
frequency

effectiveness
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T eachers are aw are that children need to develop a grow ing core o f w ords that becom e part o f a
reading and w riting vocabulary. Fluency in reading is supported by a large num ber o f easily
recognised w ords. High frequency w ords are taught daily by alm ost three quarters o f all teachers.
Teaching high frequency w ords w as obviously a valued activity as alm ost three quarters chose this
option. A m ajority o f teachers consider teaching high frequency w ords to be very effective.
Fig 4.20: T eaching W ord Fam ilies
frequency
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W ord fam ilies or phonogram s can be a w ord part, a cluster o f letters, or a spelling pattern. It is
usually a vow el sound plus a consonant sound, also called a ‘rim e’. T eaching children to recognise
‘w ord fam ilies’ or phonogram s in w ords fosters an aw areness o f the structure o f w ords and o f the
pattern in w ords. The m ajority o f teachers teach w ord fam ilies every day to students. Teachers are
aw are o f the im portance o f teaching w ord fam ilies and a significant num ber considered this m ethod
to be very effective.
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R eading Comprehension

The next set of tables show the frequency of each method used to teach reading comprehension
and the teachers’ view of the effectiveness o f the method used.
Fig 4.21: Silent Reading
frequency

effectiveness
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Mainstream class teachers and teachers in the reading schools use this method more often than the
teachers in other settings. While over half of all teachers use this method daily or weekly, almost
one third do not consider it to be effective.
Fig 4.22: Teacher reading to the child or the class
frequency

effectiveness
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Teacher reading to the child or class is a popular method used more often by the mainstream
teachers and reading school teachers. Learning support and resource teachers use this less often.
Fig 4.23: Paired Reading
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Paired reading is practiced more often by the reading school and reading unit teachers. The
mainstream teachers favour reading to the whole class more often than organising paired reading.
A significant number of teachers did not report on the effectiveness of this teaching method
W riting skills

Teaching methods which focus on instruction in writing skills such as dictation, cloze procedure,
handwriting and story writing skills receive the least practice. This can be seen in detail from the
range of methods used in each o f the separate settings (previous section). This is in line with the
teachers’ low ranking of expressive writing skills as a priority across all the settings. Teachers did
not rate these particular methods as particularly effective. In contrast with the above dominant
teaching methods used, written comprehension and cloze procedure are not used as frequently by
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all teachers. T he follow ing tables show how often these m ethods are used and the teachers’ view s
o f the effectiveness o f each m ethod.
Fig 4.24: W ritten com prehension
frequency

effectiveness
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The teachers in the special settings (reading units and reading schools) and also the resource
teachers, use this m ethod m ore frequently than other teachers. M ore than h a lf o f the teachers used
w ritten com prehension once a w eek; a sm aller num ber use it every day. H ow ever, only five
consider it to be very effective; alm ost h a lf o f the teachers considered it to be som ew hat effective
or not very effective.
Fig 4.25: C loze procedure
frequency

effectiveness
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The m ajority o f teachers use cloze procedure once a w eek. H ow ever, this technique is seldom or
never used by the m ainstream teachers. T eaching reading and w riting skill by using cloze
procedure w as valued as an activity by less than one third o f all teachers w ho consider it to be an
effective teaching m ethod. A sim ilar num ber believe it to be som ew hat effective.
Fig 4.26: D ictation
frequency

effectiveness
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□ somewhat: 7
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Teachers can gain valuable inform ation from children’s attem pts at w riting. A nalysing the errors
children m ake in dictation tasks, is one w ay to observe the strategies children use w hen w riting.
A lm ost h a lf o f the respondents use dictation once a w eek. O ne third o f the teachers did not evaluate
the effectiveness o f this m ethod o f instruction.
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Fig 4.27: Joined Handwriting
frequency

effectiveness
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Teaching a cursive script to pupils with dyslexia may be considered an efficient m ethod to improve
the child’s handwriting. Legibility and speed o f writing may improve. Teaching joined handwriting
was a reasonably popular daily activity with one third o f the teachers. An alm ost equal number
accorded this activity less priority as it was only used once a week.
Fig 4.28: Story W riting skills
frequency

effectiveness
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Story writing is taught once a week by the majority o f teachers. Story writing skills are ranked
lowest by all teachers as was shown in the skills taught in each o f the m ainstream and special
settings. Significantly fewer teachers responded to the question on the effectiveness o f this
approach. Teachers do not appear to be convinced o f the effectiveness o f teaching story writing
skills.
Summary: The charts above show that the dominant teaching approaches which were favoured by
all teachers concentrate on teaching reading accuracy. While instruction in reading accuracy is
important for pupils with dyslexia, reading comprehension and fluency are also essential elements
in any reading instruction programme. The most significant finding from the above analysis o f the
methods used among teachers is the limited time spent teaching writing skills. This is not confined
to one setting but appears across all five teaching situations.
Literacy program m es
The two literacy programmes used most frequently by all teachers in the study were the
Phonological Awareness Training Programme (PAT) (W ilson, 1993) and Oxford Reading Tree
graded reading scheme (Oxford University Press, 2003). The PAT programme is the single most
frequently used literacy programme used by teachers in this study. Few specialised programmes for
dyslexia were used. The tables below show the top five most frequently used literacy programmes
and also the specialised programmes used. A complete list o f literacy programmes and reading
instruction programmes which teachers use is presented in Appendix 2.
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Table 4.2: Most frequently used general and specialist literacy programmes
General Literacy programmes

Specialist Dyslexia program mes

PAT programme

32

Beat Dyslexia

3

Oxford Reading Tree

12

Dyslexia at Bay

1

Alpha to Omega

11

Toe by Toe

1

Fuzzbuzz

8

No specialist programmes listed

62

Prim-Ed Literacy materials

6

No programme listed

6

Total teachers

72

72

Areas o f concern
In the final part o f the questionnaire, teachers were asked to state their main area o f concern in their
role as a teacher o f students with specific learning disability. An overall picture o f the major
concerns o f all teachers is presented in the chart below. Subsequently the particular concerns o f
each group o f teachers is outlined in the following section and illustrated by separate tables. Some
issues were o f concern to more than one group o f teachers. These issues were followed up in the
teachers focus group discussion and will be presented in the next section.
Fig 4.29: Teachers’ concerns, by numbers of teachers (n=72) registering each
No. teachers
24
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□
□
■
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Transition to m ainstream

■
□
■
□

R e so u rc es/m a te r ia ls
C la ss s i z e
P upils' h om e background
S lo w p rogress of s o m e pupils

□ W ithdrawal of pupils
□ no reply

The most frequently mentioned areas o f concern to teachers are
Time: All teachers reported they need more time to collaborate with other teachers and to consult
and plan with the teachers who are directly involved with their dyslexic pupil(s). Learning support
and resource teachers reported they need more time for individual pupil contact.
Lack o f Support: Teachers were concerned about the lack o f specialist support for pupils with
learning difficulty. Back up support from an educational psychologist, speech and language
therapist, occupational therapist was considered necessary but lacking. This was a universal
concern to teachers in reading units, reading schools, learning support, resource support and
mainstream settings.
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Professional development: The need for ongoing professional development, in service training in
areas o f learning difficulties was a concern to all teachers. The following two charts and
commentaries focus on the specific concern profiles o f the different teacher groups in more detail.
Fig 4.30: Teachers in mainstream settings: concerns
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It can be seen that the concerns o f the learning support teacher are similar to the resource teachers.
Limited time for collaboration with colleagues and limited time spent with individual pupils was a
major concern for almost half o f these teachers. A similar number are also concerned about the lack
o f specialist support for the pupils in their care. The need for professional development was also a
concern to a significant number.
An even larger number o f resource teachers also reported limited time for consulting with
colleagues. O f particular concern to this group is the inadequate support from professionals such as
NEPS, speech and language or occupational therapists. Students attending the resource teacher
were identified with a specific learning disability and need regular access to professional services.
The mainstream class teachers expressed an equal need for more time to consult with support
teachers concerning a child’s individual needs, and a need for professional development. This
concern is repeated in each o f the teaching situations and is a major concern to teachers. The need
for teachers’ ongoing professional development is mentioned by each group, both in the
mainstream settings and in the special settings.
Fig 4.31: Teachers in special settings: concerns

No. teachers

□ Tim e to con su lt/p lan

4

□ Pupils' c o n fid e n c e
■ S creen in g /ea rly identification
□ Transition to m ainstream
■ R e so u rc es/m a te r ia ls
R eading s c h (n= 16)

R eading unit (n= 7)

□ S lo w p rogress of s o m e pupils
□ no reply

Even though teachers in the reading schools have longer instruction time for literacy skills, almost
one quarter reported limited time for planning to be a concern. Individual education planning is an
important process in the reading schools. An equal number o f these teachers are also concerned
about the transition back to mainstream, when the two year placement is complete. This is also a
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concern to the parents o f students in special placements and will be reported more fully in the next
section. The availability o f suitable materials and resources is a particular concern to o f the teachers
in the reading schools. The teachers in the reading units have a similar concern regarding transition
to mainstream as the teachers in the reading schools. The small number o f teachers in this sample
makes comparison with teachers in the other settings difficult.
Summary
The teachers supporting the child in mainstream, the class teacher, learning support or resource
teacher, all share the major concern that they have limited time to discuss the child’s needs, to
consult with each other regarding teaching and learning plans and to liaise in a regular way for the
benefit o f the child. They are also aware o f their own need for professional development and
concerned about the lack o f specialist support.
The resource teachers and the learning support teachers are worried about the limited support
available from professionals such as NEPS and speech and language therapists. They need this
specialist support. An issue specific to the teachers in the reading schools and reading units is the
child’s transition back to mainstream. This concern is shared with the parents o f these children as
the next section will show.
This section o f the research examined the teachers understanding o f dyslexia. The majority o f
teachers attributed memory difficulties as the main underlying reason for the child’s difficulty.
Reading accuracy, reading fluency and spelling / writing skills are a constant difficulty for the
dyslexic learner regardless o f the setting or type o f support received. Difficulties with speaking and
listening skills are also evident, but not considered to be the primary difficulty. Difficulties with
attention

and

concentration

are particularly

noted

by the mainstream

teacher.

Reading

comprehension is less o f a problem for all pupils than other skills in reading. This is in line with the
profile o f pupils who receive special education support because o f dyslexia. All the teachers
prioritise teaching phonic skills. This is perceived to be a core deficit among pupils and is the main
literacy skill taught. In terms o f frequency o f skills taught, the main literacy skills taught are
phonics, word identification and reading comprehension. There is no integrated model o f literacy
evident from the teachers own ranking o f skills taught. Writing skills, handwriting and spelling
skills are not incorporated into the teachers literacy model.
The main teaching methods used are based on direct teaching o f phonics and word identification.
Teaching phonics, high frequency words and w ord fam ilies are the main methods used. Teachers
considered these methods to be effective. Daily spelling practice was frequently reported although
teachers did not rate spelling skills as one o f their priority literacy skills taught. Methods which
focus on writing skills, such as dictation, cloze procedure, story writing skills and handwriting
receive the least practice. This is in line with the teachers’ low ranking o f expressive writing skills
as a priority across all the settings. Teachers did not rate these methods as particularly effective.
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H earing individual reading ranks overall as the prim e m ethod o f specialist teaching for these
pupils. T eachers in the study used a variety o f literacy program m es w hich are also used in
m ainstream settings. The predom inant program m e used is the PA T program m e. A ll teachers
reported they need m ore tim e to collaborate w ith other teachers and to consult and plan w ith the
teachers w ho are directly involved w ith their dyslexic pupils. T hey w ere also concerned about the
lack o f specialist support for the pupils w ith learning difficulty. B ack-up support from an
educational psychologist, speech and language therapist or occupational therapist w as considered
necessary but lacking. This w as a universal concern to teachers in reading units, reading schools,
learning and resource support and m ainstream settings.

Findings from tutors’ questionnaires
This section o f the study reports the findings o f the questionnaires returned by a group o f teachers
w ho are also tutors w ith the DAI. T he questionnaire w as distributed to 35 w orkshops around the
country. A total o f 25 w orkshops returned a total o f 79 com pleted questionnaires. T hese tutors
provide tuition in w eekly w orkshops for students w ho have been assessed as having dyslexia. The
first section presents background inform ation on the tutors. The next section describes the tu to rs’
view s on the stu d en ts’ m ain difficulties and the underlying reasons for the difficulties. The main
literacy skills taught in the w orkshops and the m ain teaching m ethods used are described
subsequently. The final part reports the m ain issues o f concern to the tutors.
T here are 35 w orkshops organised by the DAI located around the country. A lm ost h a lf o f the DAI
tutors w ere teaching in w orkshops located in large towns.
Fig 4.32: G eograp hical location o f DAI T utor respondents (n=79)
No. tutors

L ocatio n :

40

large town

city / suburbs

small town

rural area

The tutors are also qualified teachers; their present teaching position is outlined in the chart below .
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Fig 4.33: Teaching positions of tutors (n=79)
m ainstream c la ss te a c h e r (primary)
leaming support
qualified teach er not in full tim e em ploym ent
resource teach er
teach er in special school or special c la ss
seco n d le\«l teacher
other support post c d
not stated i----No. teachers

10

0

15

20

25

30

35

A bout 79% o f tutors are teaching in prim ary schools. T his includes a teaching position in
m ainstream , leam ing support and resource teaching, or teaching in a special school or special class.
The m ajority o f these tutors are in a m ainstream teaching position.
A lm ost h alf o f the tutors had additional qualifications, distributed as follows:.

Fig 4.34: Tutors’ furtlier qualifications (n=34)
No. tutors
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Q u alification

Dip. S p Ed

□

DAI; Profexcel

M.A, / M.Ed.

Montessori

SNA Diploma

DAI provide training for teachers in the identification o f dyslexia and support teaching. Profexcel
is a private com pany that has becom e involved in professional training for teachers in Ireland. The
m ost com m on additional qualification for tutors is the postgraduate diplom a in special educational
needs provided by the C olleges o f Education.
Form al school teaching experience am ong teachers providing extra tuition to students is desirable;
the respondents had a w ide range o f previous teaching experience:

Fig 4.35: Teaching experience of tutors (n=79)
No. tutors 40

30

20
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0
Yrs in teaching: 15-30 years

6-14 years

1-5 years

not stated
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Fig 4.36: Length o f time tutoring with DAI. (n=79)
No. tutors 30
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10
5

nn

0
1-2 yrs

Tutoring for:

3-5 yrs

7-9 yrs
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>15yrs

I—I

rn

10-12 yrs not stated

Almost half o f the tutors have been teaching for over fifteen years. However, a substantial minority
are relatively inexperienced. Although more than half o f the tutors have been teaching for over
fifteen years, tutoring experience for many o f them is relatively short; the majority o f tutors have
been tutoring with the DAI for less than five years. The tutoring sessions are additional to the
teachers’ full time teaching position.
Tutors’ views on students main difficulties
Difficulties encountered by students with dyslexia may include: reading accuracy, reading fluency,
reading comprehension, spelling, difficulties with handwriting,, difficulties with mathematics,
difficulties with speaking and listening skills, attention and concentration difficulties. Tutors
ranked the students’ difficulty on a five-point scale. The students’ primary difficulties, according to
the tutors, are in the areas o f reading accuracy, reading fluency and spelling difficulties. Spelling
was considered a constant difficulty by almost two thirds o f tutors. This was considered to be an
even greater problem than reading accuracy and reading fiuency. Reading comprehension is less o f
a constant difficulty.
Reading accuracy is considered by the tutors to be a primary difficulty among their students:
A large num ber o f tutors reported accuracy in reading to be a difficulty or a constant difficulty for
the students. However an even greater number reported spelling to be a primary difficulty:
Fig 4.37: Tutors’ views on students’ difficulties with reading skills
No. replies
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Difficulty with spelling and writing skills may be a persistent difficulty for students with dyslexia.
The chart above shows the tutors’ views on the students’ difficulty with spelling. The majority of
tutors reported students to have a major difficulty with spelling. The number o f tutors reporting
spelling difficulties among students is significantly greater than reported difficulties with reading
accuracy, fluency or reading comprehension.
Fig 4.38: T utors’ view s on stu d en ts’ difficulties w ith other skills (n=79)
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Difficulties with mathematics: A difficulty with reading accuracy or spelling does not necessarily
mean associated difficulties with mathematics. In fact mathematics may not be a problem to the
dyslexic learner. Actually, mathematics was not considered to be a difficulty for students by one
third o f tutors. Mathematical skill for some students may be a strength. However, the chart above
shows that in the tutors’ view, mathematics presents a constant difficulty for a small number o f
students.
Difficulties with speaking and listening skills: Pupils with dyslexia may also have difficulties with
speaking and listening skills. Almost fifty percent o f tutors rated the students speaking and
listening skills as a cause o f some difficulty. The workshop tuition sessions take place with small
groups o f students and tutors work with the same group o f students on a regular basis. Tutors
develop a good knowledge o f the difficulties faced by the students over time.
Attention and concentration difficulties: A total o f 52 tutors considered students to have attention
and concentration difficulties. One third o f the tutors considered it to be a constant difficulty. This
is a significant number o f students who find it difficult to maintain concentration in the small
workshop setting. It is likely that these students would have even greater difficulties with
concentration in a larger classroom setting.
Tuition in the DAI workshops takes place outside school hours, one evening per week. The tuition
session lasts for two hours. This extra tuition is additional to the students school work and may
place extra demands on attention and concentration for the student.
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Reasons fo r the students ’ difficulty
Tutors were asked to rank in order what they considered to be the main underlying reason for their
students’ difficulty:

Fig 4.39: Tutors’ reasons for the students’ difficulty (n=79)
No. replies (n=72)
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A large proportion o f tutors considered memory difficulties to be the main underlying reason for
the students’ difficulties. Short term memory difficulties are frequently associated with dyslexia.
Although a significant num ber o f tutors considered concentration difficulties to be an issue for
students in the workshop it was not perceived to be the main underlying reason for the students’
difficulty.

Main literacy skills taught
A wide range o f literacy skills are taught in the workshops. Tutors were asked to rank in order of
frequency the skills taught. The chart below shows the main emphasis to be on instruction in
literacy skills which foster reading accuracy.

Fig 4.40: Teaching methods/approaches used by tutors, by numbers using them (n=79)
phonic skills
high fi-equency words
clo ze procedure
written com prehension
word families
hearing individual reading
o n set and rime
daily spelling
dictation
IT program s
story writing
tutor reading to child/class
silent reading
paired reading
joined handwriting
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Phonics skill is considered the m ost im portant skill and is the dom inant skill taught. H andw riting
and spelling skills are considered to be less im portant.
R eading m ay be view ed as having tw o m ain com ponents, decoding and com prehension. The tutors
used a range o f teaching m ethods to foster skill in decoding and also reading com prehension.
Fifteen teaching m ethods w ere considered by the tutors. The tu to rs’ perception o f the effectiveness
o f each o f these m ethods w as also reported. T heir identifications o f key literacy skills in each area
and o f their effectiveness are outlined below.

Methods which foster reading accuracy:
Fig 4.41: Phonic skills
frequency
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Phonic skills are considered the m ost im portant skill am ong tutors and is ranked num ber one in the
list above. Phonic skill is essential to develop decoding skills in reading. Phonic skills are taught
every day by the m ajority o f tutors. This m ethod is used by a greater num ber o f tutors than those
w ho hear individual reading each day. Phonic skill is a m ajor com ponent in each lesson taught by
the tutors. T eaching phonic skills is believed to be effective by alm ost all the respondents.
D ecoding skill is essential to developing reading accuracy.
Fig 4.42: H igh frequency w ords
frequency
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As a reader and as a w riter, skill in phonics is not sufficient. Pupils need know ledge o f a large core
o f high frequency w ords. R eading accuracy is also fostered by instruction in high frequency w ords.
This helps to develop the stu d en ts’ sight vocabulary. M ore than three quarters o f tutors teach high
frequency w ords every day to their students. This is alm ost the sam e as the num ber w ho also teach
phonic skills every day.
Teaching high frequency w ords is considered to be a very effective teaching m ethod for pupils with
dyslexia. The m ajority o f tutors perceived this m ethod o f instruction to be very effective for
students in the w orkshops. This w as a greater m ajority than the num ber w ho considered teaching
phonic skills or w ord fam ilies to be very effective.
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Fig 4.43: W ord families
frequency

effectiveness
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While training students in the structural analysis o f words and the letter patterns within words,
teachers may coach students to use ‘word families’ to develop reading accuracy. A significant
number o f tutors use this method every day to instruct students in the structural analysis o f words.
Tutors reported their views on the effectiveness o f this method to improve reading accuracy.
Almost two thirds o f tutors considered it to be a very effective approach. This corresponds with the
number o f tutors using this method every day. Teaching phonic skills, high frequency words and
word families are the main methods used regularly by tutors to foster reading accuracy. The tutors
reported these three methods to be very effective. However, a greater num ber perceived instruction
in high frequency words to be very effective, compared to the other two methods.
Fig 4.44: O nset and rim e
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The tutors reported teaching word identification by using the technique o f onset and rime. This
method teaches reading unknown words by analogy. A significant number o f tutors use this
technique every day and almost the same number consider it to be a very effective method.
Fig 4.45: H earing individual reading
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Hearing students’ individual reading is a particularly useful method for providing information to
the teacher on the strategies the student uses while reading. Hearing individual reading regularly
also provides feedback to the student on his progress in reading. A significant num ber o f tutors
regularly hear students read individually. Less than half o f the tutors considered hearing individual
reading to be effective However, a smaller proportion o f tutors perceived this m ethod o f instruction
to be very effective.. In the tutors’ view, this method appears to be less effective than any o f the
other methods used which support reading accuracy.
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Methods which foster comprehension
Fig 4.46: Cloze procedure
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Students who have been assessed as having dyslexia may have poor skill in writing. Tutors
frequently used methods to encourage writing and to aid comprehension skills, such as cloze
procedure and written comprehension. The cloze procedure is a useflal technique for building
comprehension and language skills. It is used in the tuition sessions every day by over three
quarters o f the tutors. The cloze method is considered to be very effective almost two thirds o f
tutors to teach written expression.
Fig 4.47: Written comprehension
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Ability in reading and writing can be fostered by developing written comprehension. Written
comprehension is regularly taught by tutors, A large majority o f tutors use written comprehension
exercises as a teaching method in every workshop tuition session. More than half o f the tutors
considered written comprehension to be very effective for students. However, the use o f cloze
procedure is considered to be effective by more o f the tutors than exercises in written
comprehension.
Literacy Programmes used
There are six predominant literacy programmes used by the tutors in the weekly workshops. The
programmes reported as used most frequently are shown in the chart below.
Fig 4.48: Most frequently used literacy programmes (each tutor listed two)
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The two literacy programmes most frequently used by tutors are Alpha to Omega (Hornsby &
Shear 1994) and Phonological Awareness Training Programme (PAT) (Wilson, 1993). (A
description of these literacy programmes can be found in Appendix 2)
Assessment tests used
Each student is assessed by a tutor in the workshop at the beginning of the term. This information
is used to group the students appropriately. Assessment of the students is organised by the
coordinator of each workshop.
Fig 4.49: Each tutor’s most used assessment test (n=79)
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There is a dominant reliance on one single test, Schonell reading and spelling tests. A description
of all the assessment tests used by the tutors can be found in Appendix 1
Parental involvement
Parents give wide support to the child’s attendance at the weekly workshops. Tutors reported that
parents are an integral part of the workshop, both in terms of organisation and child support. Some
parents are involved in the day to day running of the workshop. Tutors liaise with parents on an
individual level and also at formal parent teacher meetings each year. Occasionally parents are
involved in homework exercises or additional work with the student at home.
Main issues o f concern to tutors
The following issues were repeatedly mentioned by tutors.
Students’ self esteem: Tutors’ responses frequently mentioned students’ lack of self esteem and
confidence as a major area of concern. Many tutors reported that "students need to be encouraged
as they often fee l they are failures’. Tutors provide support to students and "increase confidence
and se lf esteem in the student’s approach to learning’. Tutors expressed their concern about
student anxiety because of dyslexia. They identified a need for support, guidance and advice from
specialists on emotional issues and ongoing learning. Tutors reported that they do not have any
additional outside support services available to them.
Workshop—school links: Tutors reported "lack o f contact with teachers in child’s school’ as an
issue o f concern. A total of 18% of the tutors, however, did have some contact with the child’s
school. Some expressed concern at the level of support the student receives in mainstream. Tutors
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suggested that the workshops organised by the DAI should have greater lintcs to the students’
school. They recommended that information should be given to secondary schools and more
information to teachers. They reported that teachers need information on the social and emotional
aspects o f dyslexia and the effect it can have on a students self confidence. They explained that
second level teachers need knowledge about the signs and identification o f dyslexia and
appropriate teaching strategies for the dyslexic learner. The tutors were o f the view that this is a
role for the head office o f the DAI.
P arents’ understanding o f dyslexia: Tutors
understanding o f dyslexia

com m ented

on parents’

'lack o f adequate

Tutors reported that som etimes ‘p arents o f dyslexic children have very

little knowledge o f how to help the children
Consultation and Support: Tutors reported they needed back up support and advice on students’
ongoing learning. A significant number o f tutors stated they do not receive advice or support on
students’ individual needs. Information and teaching recom m endations are available from the
students’ psychological report. This appears to be the main source o f advice. However, they
expressed a need for more information on individual students’ learning needs. This could be
provided from school reports, consultation with class teachers or the coordinator o f the workshop.
Team work: Tutors reported on the need for more com m unication and coordination between tutors
working with the same students. There appears to be limited time for consultation among tutors in
each workshop. Ways o f working together, collaborating in planning and sharing information about
the students was suggested "generally a more collaborative approach to w orking’. Tutors would
favour contact with other workshops.
Conclusion
The large majority o f tutors are teaching in primary schools. A significant num ber have additional
qualifications. Tutors reported the students’ primary difficulties in reading accuracy, and writing
skills. They attribute memory difficulties to be the source o f the child’s learning difficulty. They
reported anxiety among students as a result o f dyslexia and are concerned about the students’ lack
of self esteem. The main skills taught are phonic skills and word identification skills. The main
instruction methods used are those methods which develop the students reading accuracy and
comprehension. The tutors’ perception o f the effectiveness o f certain teaching strategies is in line
with the time spent using these teaching methods.
Tutors working in the weekly workshops reported that they need more back - up support and advice
on students’ ongoing learning. There is little or no contact between the students’ school and the
workshop tuition sessions. W orkshops vaiy in the extent o f collaboration and com munication
among tutors. Tutors asked for more opportunities to m eet other tutors.
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Findings from Teacher Focus Groups
Following the return of completed questionnaires, teachers were invited to participate in a focus
group discussion. The purpose o f the discussion group was to follow up and explore in depth the
issues and concerns raised in the questionnaires. The teachers were informed that the discussion
would focus on issues of common concern to resource and learning support teachers. Focus group
discussions were organised separately for two groups of teachers. Eight teachers attended each
focus group. Teachers from special reading schools, reading units and ordinary primary schools
attended. In this section, the views of the teachers from both focus groups have been collated and
the main themes and subsidiary themes selected. (For more background information see
methodology chapter)
The teachers who attended are involved in supporting pupils with dyslexia in three different ways:
•

Mainstream support: some curriculum modification and adaptation of teaching materials;

•

Learning support; Resource teaching: intervention in the child’s own school, support is
provided in a small group or one to one; most common model is withdrawal from class ;

•

Special placement: pupils are enrolled in a reading school for two years or attend a reading
unit in a designated school for two years.

The discussion focused on a number of issues of concern to teachers. Interaction in the groups
focused on the themes of providing support to pupils in mainstream, withdrawing pupils for
support or integrating them within the class. Other topics covered included the extent of
disadvantage for these pupils and the problems surrounding the identification of dyslexia in the
classroom. The perceived effectiveness of schools and the organisation o f special support were also
discussed. Key themes were:
Collaboration
1.

2.

Inclusion

Issues for learning support

4.

Withdrawal of pupils

8.

Comprehension skills

and resource teachers

5.

Models of support

9.

Identifying dyslexia

Issues for reading units /

6.

Special support V

10. Teachers’ views on

reading schools
3.

Pedagogic concerns

Collaboration with second

Mainstream
7.

disadvantage

Integration V Inclusion

level school
Collaboration
Learning support and Resource teachers: The need for collaboration with other teachers was a
recurring theme among the teachers providing support to pupils with dyslexia. Currently there is
very little or no collaboration among teachers involved in supporting pupils. Collaboration is
haphazard and not an integral part o f the support teachers’ timetable. Teachers believed this is due
to lack o f time. They described efforts at collaboration as ‘a snatched moment here and there, or at
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coffee time, o r

in the corridor’. Most teachers do not have consultation and non teaching contact

time scheduled into their weekly timetable. ‘With the best will in the world, you 're standing on the
corridor, th e re ’s no time allocated fo r i t ’. The most significant perceived factor in successful
outcomes o f support teaching is the collaborative relationship between the learning support teacher
and the classroom teacher. There was agreement that teachers need to ‘discuss the general plan,
w h a t’s being done, w h a t’s being done at a specific time, and the need to link it to the class
subjects ’. Resource teachers and learning support teachers are conscious that collaboration with the
class teacher is vital in terms o f planning and accom m odating the child with his peers in
mainstream. Collaboration was also reported to be necessary between the learning support/resource
teacher and the teacher in the child’s special placement. This was perceived to be constrained by
time and limited resources. Resource and learning support colleagues were interested in greater
contact with the reading schools. They expressed a wish to find out more about the teaching
methods and the literacy programmes used in the reading schools. A two-way communication
system should be established as a priority. This has already been recommended. (SERC, 1993;
TFD, 2002).
Reading units and Reading schools: Teachers in the reading units were concerned about
withdrawing children for support and the integration o f these pupils for other subjects during the
school day. Collaboration with mainstream colleagues is on an ad hoc basis and varies between
teachers and between schools. The reading unit is self contained in that the pupils receive intensive
tuition for most o f school day yet regular communication and planning with the child’s main class
teacher is not structured. This has implications for the successful outcome o f placement in a special
reading unit. The relationship that presently exists between teachers in special reading schools and
units and their mainstream colleagues is o f two separate parallel systems. Teachers in the reading
schools have little or no contact with the child’s previous school, during or after the special
placement. As was m entioned above, teachers in mainstream wished to have more contact with
teachers in the reading units and reading schools: f‘eedback on the approaches used [in the reading
school] would be useful ’ (learning support teacher).
Collaboration with second level school: All teachers noted that when pupils transfer to second
level there is a greater need to exchange information and to be in contact with the second level
school. Parents often request specific information from the primary class teacher but according to
the teachers "there is nothing uniform across the b o a rd ’ and the transfer o f information between
schools varies between schools. This was an issue also identified by parents during their focus
group discussions. One o f the teachers described the differences between primary and second level
teachers:
We 're like two different breeds, on a different planet, we make an appointment. We meet
them when a child is leaving Sixth Class, and yo u Ve been w orking with them, you ’re like a
parent w orried about them how they are going to survive, we ’re like two different species.
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Teachers agreed that 'some schools are more in time than others. One of the teachers explained
how this issue has been addressed in her area:
In the last two years, all the secondary schools fo r the girls with learning support all came
down (to meet the Sixth Class teachers) and have a meeting, they want to know how the child
is getting on and the approaches used.
This is a positive development as the exchange of information between teachers eases the pupils’
transition to second level.
Inclusion

The current direction of educational policy to include all pupils with a diversity o f needs in
mainstream classes has begun to impact on all teachers in different teaching settings. Although the
inclusion of pupils with special educational needs was not a specific topic discussed among
teachers, all the teachers are aware of the extra demands being placed on the mainstream class
teacher. Teachers had experience of different models o f classroom support and expressed their
views on the issue of withdrawing pupils from class for extra support.
Withdrawal o f pupils: The main model o f learning support/ resource provision in Irish schools
involves the withdrawal o f pupils from their classes. The learning support/resource teacher takes
individuals or groups of pupils for short periods of time in order to provide intensive instruction in
English or maths. The Review of Remedial Education (1999) stated that the practice of
withdrawing children with learning difficulties for learning support is problematic. The
disadvantages of taking children out of class for additional support were acknowledged by the
mainstream teachers in the discussion group ‘/ hear teachers say they hate when child is taken out
o f class, he misses so much ’. They described the difficulties with the timetable, when children are
withdrawn for support at the same time each day. This is a disadvantage for the child. One of the
mainstream teachers described her own situation last year, when small groups of pupils were
withdrawn from 11.00 till 11.50 each morning; 7 M>asju st like a train station, I had to keep the top
group going. You ju st went with it you knew they were getting what they needed, it played hell with
the timetable ’. However one of the teachers in a reading school was of the view that:
its not realistic to expect a mainstream teacher to be able to give these children the intensive
support and attention these kids need, its not practical, thirty odd children in the room,
where have they got the time to do that?
The learning support teachers were o f the opinion that withdrawing pupils from class is ‘g etting to
be a huge issue because o f the number o f different teachers pulling out o f different classes ....all
get taken out at the same time ’. There was consensus among these teachers however, that some
form of withdrawal is frequently necessary: ‘I f he was back in the classroom, he would be switched
o ff completely’ Qeam'mg support teacher). A resource teacher explained about one o f her pupils: 7
d o n ’t think h e ’d want me to be in there doing the level o f work he needs, th a t’s my feeling. He
would be embarrassed, he ju st wants to be able to read, and he wants to learn to read. ’ Other
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teachers agreed that it is m ore stigmatising when support teachers come into the room, than when
pupils are withdrawn from class.
The need to spend time collaborating with the class teacher and the fact that there may be other
adults working in the classroom were m entioned as factors which have an influence on withdrawal
support. One teacher who is attending a training course for resource teachers agreed with the
recommendations to teach children within their own classroom, yet she could see difficulties with
this method o f support. One o f the resource teachers noticed that the children withdrawn for
support, 'feel like guests in the classroom

other children treat them differently’. A good

relationship between the class teachers and support teachers was considered helpful for effective
support for pupils.
M odels o f support: Some schools have begun the practice o f the support teacher working in the
classroom. The teachers’ willingness to search for solutions to structural or organisational problems
in the school was evident in the discussion. An alternative model o f support is being piloted in one
o f the participants’ schools. Special support has been re-organised to in class support for pupils
needing extra help regardless o f the category o f need. Team- teaching takes place with two teachers
working cooperatively in the class with a mixed group o f pupils. The teacher described the benefits
o f this type o f support ‘kids liked it, I liked it, it was extra support fo r both o f us

Advantages

mentioned were less traffic (and disruption) in the corridors and cooperative planning o f the work
by the two teachers. The other teachers could see difficulties with this model in the present
organisation o f their schools. One o f the resource teachers observed that ‘teachers d o n ’t want you
in the classroom ’ as this was her experience. There was agreement that every school situation is
different. It was quite significant that the discussion focused on teachers looking for structural
solutions to supporting and integrating pupils rather than focusing narrowly on the needs o f an
individual child.
Special support V M ainstream : The advantages and disadvantages o f placement in a special
school or unit was discussed. The teachers in the reading units stressed the small class size to be a
significant factor in the effectiveness o f the special support. The resource teachers noted that
individual

attention and less pressure on the child were considered advantages o f a special

placement. The learning support teachers considered the intensity o f support and experience o f
success to

be the essential advantage o f a special placement. Disadvantages mentioned by the

resource teachers were that children sometimes have continuing difficulties on returning to
mainstream following a special placement. They may be in a different class, their friends may have
left and they may continue to have learning difficulties. There was agreement that the parents’
encouragement and support for the student is all-important in m aintaining a smooth transition back
to mainstream.
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Integration / inclusion: Teachers expressed an awareness of the demands being placed on the
mainstream teacher as more and more children are identified as being in need o f ‘special support’.
All of the teachers strongly believed that the average size of classes has to be reduced for effective
inclusion o f pupils with special educational needs. The suggestion o f ‘weighting’ of pupils with
SEN (one pupil with special educational needs would be equivalent to three without special
educational needs) was put forward as a possible solution.
Pedagogic concerns
Neglect o f comprehension skills: Teachers in the reading schools observed that in their opinion,
some areas o f literacy are suffering because o f the present organisation o f special support. Thinking
skills and comprehension skills were mentioned as being particularly neglected in mainstream
class. There was agreement that teaching reading is ‘vastly more than ju st reading....its also a
function o f language.... thinking beyond the lines’ The learning support teachers reported on the
low level o f comprehension among some o f their pupils. Reasons put forward were the need for
regular class discussions to develop thinking skills. They stated that comprehension needs to be
specifically taught. These teachers stated it is not practical to meet the needs of thirty children and,
in addition, to give intensive support to those pupils who need it most. Large class size was
acknowledged as a factor, and the issue o f time influences this support. The inclusion o f more and
more pupils with additional learning needs was considered a reason for limited teaching time for
comprehension skills. The reading school teachers believed that the mainstream teacher has a
much more difficult job. They felt that the mainstream teacher "cannot look at the individual needs
o f the child’ and that a pupil teacher ratio o f nine to one is more favourable for pupils with dyslexia
and an advantage of the special placement.
Identifying dyslexia: Concern was expressed about the recognition of dyslexia and how to identify
it for teachers and parents. Teachers called for an assessment and definitive diagnosis from the
psychologist. When questioned further, it appears that teachers in learning support and resource do
not have the tools to identify and assess a child with dyslexia.
Learning support teachers said that they may "suspect' or "guess' that a child has dyslexia but
without a full psychological assessment and diagnosis they do not have the authority or conviction
to ‘label’ a child. Teachers described the diagnostic assessment procedures they use to identify
dyslexia. At the time of these focus group discussions, a new policy directive from the DES (SPED
01/05 and 02/05) had recently been issued.
Schools had received a general allocation of special resources to meet the needs of pupils with
‘high incidence’ learning difficulties. Pupils with dyslexia will now be included in the learning
support teachers’ caseload. There was concern about including pupils with dyslexia in the school’s
general allocation o f resource support. The recent policy directive from the DES describes dyslexia
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as a ‘high incidence’ learning difficulty (DES SPED 02/05). The learning support teachers
expressed concern that teachers in mainstream are not aware of the individual needs of a child with
dyslexia. They stated they have difficulty identifying a child as dyslexic, particularly if a
psychological assessment is no longer necessary for the provision of resources. The learning
support teachers believed that although they have good diagnostic procedures for assessment, such
as checklists and pupil profiles, this is still not a diagnosis o f dyslexia and the class teachers will
take it more seriously if the child has a psychological assessment.
Resource teachers stated that they would find any feedback on the teaching approaches for the
dyslexic learner as used in the reading school to be useful. Pupils who have been allocated resource
teaching have already been identified as dyslexic. Resource teachers expressed a need for ongoing
professional development and for more specialised training, more training fo r ourselves, and
development. We need it to be more specialised, more specific
Mainstream class teachers described having to 'wait until the child fa ile d ’ before receiving any
support for the child with dyslexia. They were o f the view that the recognition of learning
difficulties in junior classes and early identification o f dyslexia would be in the best interests o f
pupils, parents and teachers.
Teacher views on disadvantage: Some of the participants in the focus group had experience of
teaching in schools in disadvantaged areas. These pupils were considered to be ‘doubly
disadvantaged’ htcavise of the impoverishment in their daily lives and also because of their literacy
difficulties. Teachers expressed concern that nowadays there is less communication in the family,
fewer whole- family mealtimes and a television in each pupil’s bedroom. This has an effect on the
pupils’ language development; they do not read for pleasure, and in some schools, children are
impoverished as a result. Teachers expressed the belief that large class size also disadvantages
these pupils further as smaller groups are necessary for oral discussion. A broader intervention was
suggested which would be aimed at the whole family, and not just for the pre school years. One
teacher who had experience of Early Start in a specific school suggested that while parents may be
involved in the school programme and supporting the child in the early years (age 3-5 years), as
soon as the child moves up to second or Third Class (age 8-9 years) the parent support is reduced.
There was speculation that this could be because of the parents’ own standard of education or a
sense of insecurity. The Early Start programme is targeted specifically at communities which are
socially and economically disadvantaged. One o f the aims o f the programme is to support family
literacy.
Conclusion
The need for collaboration and communication between support teachers and class teachers was a
constant theme in the focus group discussions. Currently there is very little or no collaboration
among teachers supporting pupils with dyslexia. This has implications for in service and
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professional development for ail teachers. Teachers are not confident in identifying a child with
dyslexia. The current practice o f withdrawing children for special support was acknowledged as
problematic. There appears to be a resistance among learning support and resource teachers to
developing in-class models o f support for pupils in the present organisational structure. This is not
surprising given the huge need for extra professional supports for these teachers. Teachers need
increased time for planning, for consulting, for collaborating with class teachers in order to assist
them in their role. They also need support from services such as educational psychologists, and
other specialists. The leadership role o f the principal in developing models o f support for pupils
was also recognised by teachers.
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S e c t i o n 4 .2 : C a s e s t u d i e s , v o ic e s o f p u p i l s , p r o g r e s s in r e a d in g
This section presents the findings from six case study schools. The schools were selected as
samples o f three different types o f special provision for pupils with dyslexia. The case study
approach allowed the researcher to examine the differences and similarities in the teaching and
learning context for the student, the special class teacher or resource teacher, for his parents and his
m ainstream ‘base class’ teacher. The schools selected included two reading schools, two primary
schools with an integrated reading unit and two primary schools with a learning support and
resource teacher. A selection o f rural and urban schools were selected.
Extra support to pupils with reading difficulties can be provided by the primary school in different
ways. The case studies give an opportunity to observe in detail how the provision o f additional
support to pupils is organised and delivered.
The methods o f data collection used in the case studies included interviews, discussions and
observation. An interview was held with the principal in each school, the class teacher, and key
persons providing special educational support in the school. A discussion took place with a group
o f pupils in each school about dyslexia and the pupils’ experience o f the special support provided
for them. These interviews and discussions were recorded. The researcher observed a lesson in
each o f the classes, conducted by the teacher. These observations were recorded and supported by
the author’s field notes. Policy documents, where available from the school principals, were also
consulted.
The teachers in the case study schools had already completed a questionnaire exploring the
teaching methods and approaches used (see Teachers questionnaire in Appendix 4a). Three o f the
teachers (one from each o f three separate case study schools) had participated in a teachers’ focus
group discussion three months previously (see report o f findings from focus groups). Data on the
pupils’ progress in reading was recorded on entry to the special placem ent or extra support (June
2003), and again at the end o f the two year placem ent (June 2005).
Structure o f the case study reports
The first two case study schools reported in this section (Case Study 1, Case Study 2) are
m ainstream schools. Extra support is provided to the pupils by the Learning support teacher in one
school and by the Resource teacher in the second. Case Study 3 and 4 are mainstream schools that
have a reading unit integrated into the school. Case Studies 5 and 6 are two reading schools. Each
pair o f case studies is followed by a summary o f the main issues. The case study presentation is
followed by a summary o f the key issues. The schools will be introduced and described to the
reader under the following headings: Location and context; Staff; Pupils; Special provision; Issues
o f concern.
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Where additional issues are discussed in an individual case study, these will be listed in the
introduction to that study. In the final section, the issues which are shared by all o f the different
settings will be presented, and also the differences and divergence between each type o f setting.
The tables below present a summary o f background information on each school.
Table 4.3: Case study school locations
M ainstream Schools
Urban

Main Street

Reading Units in
m ainstream schools
Avenue

Regional

Riverside

Greenfields

R eading Schools

Parklands

Cityside

Table 4.4: Case study school enrolments and staffing
S E N teachers

SNAs

283

M ainstream teachers
(incl. Principal)
23

1

12

219

11

2 part time

4

School

Enrolm ent

M ainstreet
Riverside

1 fulltime
A venue

439 (10 in RU)

32

16

11

Greenfields

7 1 4(10 in RU)

35

9

6

Cityside

54

7

0

1

Parklands

57

7

4

10

Table 4.5: Case study pupils and supports they receive
No. pu pils in discussion group

Support provision

M ainstreet M S

5

Learning support: 3 hrs 20 mins. per week

Riverside M S

2

Resource support: 4 hrs per week

A venue R U

8

2 year placement

Greenfields R U

8

2 year placement

Cityside R S

8

2 year placement

Parklands R S

7

2/3 years placement

Case study 1: M A IN STREET SCHOOL
This school was selected as an example o f an urban mainstream school offering resource/learning
support to pupils with dyslexia.
Location and context
The school is located in an urban area, in what is considered to be a settled local authority area.
Local am enities include a large shopping centre, which includes regional south city council offices,
cinemas, and restaurants. A longstanding traditional employment site is now being developed for
apartments. The school building dates from the 1950s with a flat roof, long corridors, and classes
on two levels. Refurbishment and painting has recently taken place. Some o f the grandparents o f
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the current pupils had attended M ainstreet boys’ and girls’ schools. Anecdotal evidence from
teachers reported that during the 1980s, many o f these local authority tenants were offered a grant
to buy private houses in the west o f the city. This was described as a blow to the school as many
families left the area. One o f the teachers described the area as follows:
an old area, a lot o f the parents are not living here but they are w orking in (large local
employer) they wanted their children to go to school here, so the grannies are m inding the
kids.
In Septem ber 1989 the old boys’ and girls’ schools am algamated to form a co-educational school.
There have been m ajor developments in the provision o f support to pupils with special educational
needs since the school was established: in 1991 the school’s first special class for children with
mild intellectual disability was set up, and a class for pupils with a speech and language difficulty.
The school has built up a strong reputation in the area for meeting the needs o f children with
learning difficulties. This school was chosen as a case study because the researcher wished to
evaluate current practice in the context o f recent DES policy changes.
Staffing There are 23 teachers. Besides the principal, there are ten mainstream class teachers, and
12 teachers in specialist posts: there are three special classes for children with mild intellectual
disability, and two (one junior, one senior) for children with speech and language difficulty. There
are three resource teachers and one each o f the following: Resource teacher for Travellers, Homeschool liaison, English language support, resource/learning support. The staff also includes 11
special needs assistants, one classroom assistant, a secretary and caretaker.
Pupils At present, there are 283 pupils enrolled in the school. Pupils range in age from four to
twelve and are in classes from Junior Infants to Sixth Class.
Special provision
According to the principal, there was a strategic reason for the establishment o f special classes in
the school. In the late eighties and early nineties when the school was amalgamated, there were
'lots o f good middle class schools but none catering fo r special educational needs
school ‘set out to attract students who needed extra support

M ainstreet

although it recognised that a high

proportion o f its own enrolment also needed extra support. The DES set up two speech and
language classes with an enrolment ratio o f 7:1, and three special classes for children with mild
general learning disabilities (pupil-teacher ration, 10:1) which were filled from the schools’ own
enrolment. The principal reported that nearly 50% o f the pupils enrolled in the school are
‘statem ented’ or have had their special educational needs recorded in some way. Current changes
in DES education policy have implications for the continuation o f special classes and the
m anagem ent o f change.
Referral: The learning support teacher regularly communicates with one o f the resource teachers
regarding the analysis o f the whole school assessment test results. This is part o f the school process
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of identifying whicii pupils need additional support. Early screening using the Middle Infant
Screening test (MIST) for Senior Infants and QUEST for First Class; Literacy Probe is also used.
Referral to the two speech and language classes is in collaboration with the speech and language
therapist who is employed by the local Health Board. Referrals are also made by individual
psychologists. A recently appointed ‘admissions advisoiy committee’ for enrolment is an attempt
to make the enrolment more objective. The enrolment committee includes the speech and language
therapist, principal and language class teacher. The other three special classes enrol pupils who are
assessed as having a mild intellectual disability. Referral to one of the special classes may be made
by an individual psychologist who assesses the child; a teacher from another school who makes
contact with the principal; a NEPS psychologist who contacts the school, or parents who apply to
enrol their child.
The learning support teacher has responsibilit>' for the pupils who are under achieving in literacy
throughout the school. The role o f the learning support teacher involves whole school screening
and identification of pupils needing support in literacy. She provides daily support to small groups
of pupils, on a withdrawal basis. She withdraws groups of three or four pupils from class three or
four times a week. The researcher visited one o f these groups on two occasions to observe a lesson
and engage pupils in a discussion about dyslexia. Three pupils in this group have been assessed as
dyslexic, they receive regular small group support.
In the past year the learning support teacher has been involved in in-class teaching with the Fifth
Class and Senior Infants teachers for a specific purpose. Fifth Class pupils were trained in
practicing comprehension skills by the independent use of SRA reading laboratory. In the Senior
Infants class, where the teacher was untrained, the learning support teacher taught the pupils letter
names and sounds. This was reported to be a positive experience for both teachers. However, the
predominant strategy used by the learning support teacher is withdrawal teaching. Diagnostic
testing and identification of pupils needing support teaching is carried out each year by the learning
support teacher. This teacher has wide experience in using NARA, QUEST, MIST, and other
diagnostic tests. The learning support teacher and one of the resource teachers who has a post of
responsibility to coordinate test results, regularly engage in identifying pupils needing further
testing or withdrawal teaching.
The principal described how the approach to special needs in this school has always been an
integrated approach. He described how some pupils move between special and mainstream class
according to the activity and their ability level. For example, in the Junior special class, the
children are involved in intensive work in the special class for literacy and numeracy and they are
integrated with mainstream classes for activities such as PE, Art and swimming. In another special
class, the speech and language teacher takes a cookery lesson, and pupils from the mainstream
classes may attend. The principal described this as ^reverse integration ’ for the pupils who attend.
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According to the principal ‘integration works both ways some pupils in Sixth Class recently asked
if they could ‘go down to an extra maths class ’ in the special class. In the senior classes, a team
approach has been put in place. This includes the mainstream teacher, special class teacher,
resource teacher, and a special needs assistant. This team of teachers organises the teaching for all
the pupils, regardless of individual need.
Management o f change: The principal outlined the future direction o f special provision in the
school as moving away from separate provision according to category of need. At present all the
specialist teachers listed above offer support across the school, from Junior Infants to Sixth Class.
He envisaged reorganising this support provision into junior, middle and senior sections. In his
view, this would be a more pragmatic response to the existing situation of one teacher dealing with
four or five support teachers. At the time of the study, there was uncertainty as to how the general
allocation model o f resource support to schools, would determine staffing in the coming year.
The Principal expressed concern that the teachers are ‘still thinking in terms o f special and
mainstream

that there is too much ‘categorisation’ of pupils. He envisages the planned

development as the beginning of efforts to change from this categorical model of ‘within child
deficit’ to a more inclusive model o f support. This has huge implications for the professional
development of staff. Current roles and practices take time to change. Teachers need support and
evidence that the changes will benefit the teaching and learning for the pupils. The learning support
teacher explained that ‘we have a lot o f new sta ff who would be more innovative than me

The

learning support teacher was aware of the need to coordinate the literacy support in the school,
'somebody to see the whole picture

This could be the role o f a literacy advisor, or a special needs

coordinator. No such role exists in the Irish current situation.
The role o f the principal is crucial in implementing such change. The challenge for this principal is
to shift the concentration away from the various categories of learning difficulty and to focus on the
teaching and learning process. He expressed this as a question ‘have teachers worked through the
idea o f how to present this material in a way that they can all access it, and then chart progress? ’
Differentiation in learning and setting realistic targets for pupils was an issue of concern.
Lack of specialist teaching resources was not the barrier in this school. More than half o f the school
staff are designated for special educational needs. The special classes in the school enrol pupils
from other schools in the area. Organisational barriers may be overcome gradually but the systemic
barriers are more difficult. Teachers’ comments to the researcher suggest that even in this school
boundaries between teacher roles are fixed; the question is does the school have the flexibility to
address this.
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Support fo r the student with dyslexia: A group of 5 pupils identified as dyslexic were withdrawn
from class in small groups, for 40 minutes per day. Three of the pupils are from Third Class, two
are from Fourth Class. Recent scores on MICRA T and NARA showed the following results:
Table 4.6: Micra T and NARA test results
Pupil A

Pupil B

Pupil C

Pupil D

Pupil E

Micra T level ( S ' W class)

SS 74

SS 103

SS 79

SS 102

SS 88

Neale Accuracy

PR 1

PR 22

PR 14

PR 9

PR 14

Neale Comprehension

PR 3

PR 34

PR 9

PR 24

PR 20

Three o f the pupils (A,B,D) have been identified as dyslexic by an educational psychologist; the
other two (C, E) are underachieving in literacy. The pupils were identified from whole school
screening on the MICRA T test and further testing on NARA. The teacher described three of the
pupils (C,D,E) as ‘disadvantaged', explaining that they use a "restricted language code’. Teacher
reported limited support from home for these three pupils. There are no other co-existing
difficulties among the pupils. The learning support teacher’s priority for these pupils is to improve
their reading fluency and comprehension. The researcher observed the pupils reading aloud from
Barrington Stoke readers: they read as a group supported by the teacher co-reading the text with
them. She remarked that there has been a noticeable improvement since she started this "round
robin reading’. When asked about comprehension, she explained they have to work hard to read it,
and admitted ‘/ d o n ’t give enough time to the comprehension....from short stories to group novels,
they've moved up very fa st in their reading ’.
Observation o f lesson: The researcher observed a lesson in a small group o f 5 children (one girl,
four boys aged between ten and eleven years). The lesson was a dictation exercise from the PAT
programme, level 3.This was a tightly structured lesson. The teacher explained that each of the
words contained in the sentences had been practiced during the previous four days: Friday was
"dictation day'. The teacher called out each sentence, then repeated it; children then wrote each
sentence in a copy book. The sentences to be dictated were as follows: ‘The girls popped out to do
some shopping’; ‘The boy on the ship was calling fo r help

‘You will fe e l better soon said Jackie’s

mom ’.
There was evidence of the teacher’s approach of coaching and supporting the pupils’ learning by
prompting a correct response. The researcher observed the children counting the words in each
sentence before writing. Teacher drew attention to capital letters, full stops and punctuation marks
and reminded the pupils to use the marks as needed. The written work was accurately completed,
including correct punctuation marks. The teacher described how "when you look at their writing
skills, you really need to go hack to basic sounds fo r this (writing, they need to hear the sounds,
and break the sounds’. The teacher is still concerned about the writing ability of the pupils in the
group and is aware of the gap between the mainstream class level and their ability level.
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Issues of concern
The following issues o f concern were observed and discussed during the visits to the school:
writing instruction, identifying dyslexia; supporting milder cases o f dyslexia; lack o f time and the
changing nature o f the job.
One o f the concerns expressed by the support teacher is how to include writing instruction in work
with the small groups. All o f these activities focus on reading related skills. This leaves little time
for teaching writing skills (this was a particular concern): ‘I ’m trying to do fo u r or fiv e different
things maybe I'm spreading m y se lf too thin. I f you do one thing, you ’re neglecting another thing ’.
This teacher uses software (Story Book Weaver, Clicker software) for creative writing. 7 fe e l I
should be doing more, y o u can't touch all the aspects o f reading and writing, I still worry about
their w ritin g ’. All o f the pupils were working on individual stories on the com puter ‘I give them a
picture and they have to p u t the sentences with i t ’. Teaching writing as part o f the 40 minute daily
sessions seems to be a difficulty, ‘i t ’s very hard, it's very time consuming'. Writing skills are a real
difficulty for these pupils, according to the learning support teacher: *^1get depressed when doing
writing, looking at the pupils ’ copies. You give the likes o f them a blank page and discussion about
it, they can't sequence it. Teaching writing as an integrated part o f the reading lesson as
recommended in Reading Recovery would benefit these pupils.
The role o f the support teacher in the identification o f dyslexia was viewed as unduly restricted.
The diagnosis o f dyslexia in the Irish school system is dependent on psychological assessment. It
was the view o f the support teacher that she should have a role in identifying dyslexia for parents
and for teachers. In her view ‘i t ’s not being diagnosed, I c a n ’t diagnose [dyslexia] ’. Assessment is
a gateway to extra resources. The teacher has made efforts to inform teachers o f the signs and
symptoms o f dyslexia 7 give them my checklists from the task force, I can give the advice, I still
c a n ’t give the diagnosis ’. Some pupils and families just need recognition o f dyslexia 'even i f they
d o n 't get the resources, the re lie f o f knowing, and much more so with the milder cases ’. A
particular concern o f this teacher is the pupils with dyslexia, who are not eligible for support
because they are ‘scoring above the limit fo r learning support ’. Part o f the problem was perceived
to be that 'more needy children are getting N EPS assessments ’ and the ‘milder types o f dyslexia
are not getting a ssessed’. Two o f the pupils in the present group will not be receiving support next
year as their scores are above the 12"’ percentile. The teacher was o f the view that these pupils
require continuing support but there was uncertainty whether there would be any in class support
provided. This difficulty recurs at transition points: ‘Going into secondary school, they still need a
diagnosis, they still need a psychological assessment ’.
The learning support teacher emphasised that lack o f time to meet the class teachers was a real
barrier to the effectiveness o f her position. Time is not scheduled to m eet with each o f the class
teachers. Some Friday afternoons she meets with teachers, otherwise ‘i t ’s mostly at the classroom
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d o o r’. She considered 40 minutes per session with the children to be too limiting. Her present size
o f groups has decreased from five or six pupils in the past to three or four pupils in each group this
year, and this is more manageable.
In the past two years the organisation and managem ent o f support to pupils with special needs in
the school has begun to change. From the learning support teacher’s perspective, this means that
every year her job has been different. There is now more m ovem ent among the resource teachers.
This year, one o f the resource teachers has been assigned to Junior Infants. There was a feeling o f
uncertainty as to where and how the role o f the learning support teacher would be re organised in
this new arrangement. Reading Recovery training has been offered to teachers in schools in the
immediate area. This learning support teacher expressed uncertainty as to its im plementation in all
schools or ju st in some o f the schools.
General comments
The school has begun to review and re organise the support it provides to pupils with learning
difficulties as a movement away from separate provision according to category o f need. This has
implications for all the teachers and particularly the teachers who have been directly involved in
providing separate support up to now. The issues o f concern to the learning support teacher are o f
concern to all teachers and could be addressed by proper collaboration between the mainstream and
support teachers. Successful collaboration among teachers underpins the effective provision o f
support. An experienced learning support teacher is in the position to contribute to a whole school
approach on the early identification o f dyslexia.
Case study school 2: RIVERSIDE SCHOOL
Riverside is a rural mainstream primary school. It was chosen as a case study school as an example
o f a mainstream school that provided extra support for pupils with reading difficulties. The main
focus o f the case study is on the extra support provided for pupils who have dyslexic type
difficulties. In addition to the topics listed in the introduction, the following topics will be
addressed in this case study: teaching approaches; voices o f the pupils', and whole school issues.
Location and context
Riverside school is located close to the centre o f the village on an attractive elevated site
surrounded by grassy fields. The village is on the outskirts o f a large suburban area which was until
recently a rural area; the school is located in the midst o f private housing developments. The
population in the immediate area around the school and village is rapidly expanding as sites for
further housing are developed. There are four other primary schools within the same wide area.
Children attend Riverside school from outlying small ‘villages’ which are now also being absorbed
into the city suburbs. The present school building is large, modern and attractively decorated. A
recent extension in 2000 doubled its size and since then new and younger staff have joined the
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school. There are attractive landscaped grounds with separate outdoor areas for sports and
playgrounds. The appearance o f the interior is o f a busy, purposeful, child centred school. Separate
notice boards for the parents’ association and for community activities reflect a school where the
partners in the child’s education are very much active participants. Science week photos, healthy
eating week, green school news and plans for nature trails, upcom ing events in the wider catchment
area were on display. C hildren’s art work, projects in science and nature, and a reading wall are
proudly displayed. The school has a green flag in recognition o f the promotion o f environmental
awareness among the pupils and is very active in promoting eco- friendly practices among the
pupils and families. On one o f the research visits, the pupils were involved in ‘schools heritage
lessons’ with the president o f An Taisce.

Staff
The principal was new to the position. She had not introduced any m ajor changes which might
affect the existing organisation and practice although some changes were being planned. The
principal, staff and Board o f Management were concentrating on drafting school policies and
updating existing policies. A warm ambience was evident from the first visit to the school and
m eeting with the school secretary. This welcoming and friendly atmosphere from all staff members
continued throughout subsequent visits. The Principal has made a great effort to know each pupil
by name in the short time she has been in the school, and makes discrete inquiries about pupils on
m eeting teachers throughout the day. There were 11 full time teachers including the Principal.
Additional support personnel included a full time resource teacher, a part time resource teacher and
shared learning support. There were four special needs assistants assigned to individual pupils.
Next year (2006), a resource post will become ‘transitional’ in the new model o f general resource
allocation to schools. The school will gain resources in the short term.
P upils

A total o f 219 pupils were enrolled in the school. There were eight classes, at o f each level from
Junior Infants to Sixth Class. Pupils’ ages ranged from four years in Junior Infants to eleven years
in Sixth Class. Pupils are identified for extra support on the basis o f their class teachers’
assessments, or from the results o f the DPRT and the DPMT, administered annually. Pupils in First
Class are screened using MIST. Some pupils have been recom m ended extra support following
assessment by NEPS. Four pupils receive additional support from a special needs assistant and the
resource teacher: two o f these have been identified with ADHD and two with A sperger’s
syndrome.
Special Provision: Special needs provision had been managed up to the previous year by an
experienced resource teacher (replaced while on career break by a temporary teacher). The school
was in the process o f selecting an additional permanent resource teacher. The temporary resource
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teacher supported 14 pupils, seven of whom are dyslexic. An additional part time resource teacher
concentrated on support in mathematics for the children who were receiving resource teaching.
The learning support teacher is shared with another local school; Riverside is her base school. She
works three days per week in base school, two in the other school. She was the longest serving
member o f the teaching staff. She had over 20 years’ experience as a mainstream class teacher in
the school and was in her current position for two years. She had a case load o f 41 pupils: 26 from
the base school, 15 from other school. O f the 26 in her base school, eight have been assessed as
dyslexic. Teachers regularly refer pupils about whom they are concerned to her for extra support.
This could include undiagnosed dyslexic pupils. In practice the pupils receiving learning support
were achieving literacy scores up to the 30* percentile. One pupil is scoring at eighth percentile
(DPRT, 2005); the majority between the 20* and 30* percentile on standardised tests in reading
Issues of concern
On the first visit to the school the researcher realised that the school was facing issues in the
organisation and management of additional support to specific pupils. It was hoped that this setting
would enhance an understanding of the issues which are being faced in many schools. As the study
evolved, the issues and topics addressed by the school became apparent. There appeared to be an
understanding that meeting the special needs of pupils required an expert or ‘specialised’ approach.
It was the practice in the school that pupils were withdrawn from their class for resource support
teaching. It was felt that pupils with dyslexia needed one to one teaching and this instruction needs
to be veiy specialised. The principal was concerned that the person who would be giving this
support should be qualified in special education needs and would provide this service to all the
staff. There was an implication that withdrawal of pupils for support would be the most effective
use of resources although additional training o f staff would also be welcome.
Change had begun to happen: though the experienced resource teacher (now on career break) had
operated mainly withdrawal support to pupils with specific learning difficulties, she had initiated
early intervention in-class support to one group o f Senior Infants. However, the temporary resource
teacher decided to continue the old withdrawal system: she was ‘comfortable’ with this and
believed this to be effective. The shared learning support teacher’s viewpoint coincided with that o f
the experienced resource teacher. She believed in a holistic approach to literacy learning and was
willing and interested in ‘team teaching’ or ‘shared teaching’ with class teachers. She had already
begun going into the Senior Infants class to work with the class teacher on early literacy skills for a
small group. In Fourth Class she works one day per week in the class. In Sixth Class for the last
term, she is working in the mainstream class, covering mind mapping, note taking, study skills and
preparation for transition to second level. She favoured this type of in class support. She was of the
view that ‘there’s very little you can do now at this stage at withdrawal (from class). She explained
this term I d o n ’t do any withdrawal I do all classroom teaching. I go in and do things like mind
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mapping, study skills, lots o f preparation for secondary

She felt that in class support was more

effective for these children because ‘it s nicer fo r them, yo u can work them harder. They kind o f
look on withdrawal as a little treat, com ing out and having a little rest

As an experienced tutor

with the DAI workshop in the nearest town, she has first hand experience o f supporting students
with dyslexia.
Teaching approaches used by support teachers: The temporary resource teacher demonstrated to
the researcher the teaching approaches she uses with the pupils who attend for extra support. The
pupils with dyslexia attend in groups o f 2 or 3 for one hour per day, four times a week. The teacher
explained that two and half hours per week as an individual allocation was more effective if pupils
attended in small groups for one hour per day. She prepares mostly individual activities for the
pupils, based on the needs and abilities o f the child. Multi sensory materials are used for
comprehension. The resource teacher uses Stile trays as an aid to comprehension. The Stile trays
contain 12 answer tiles and are used with all the Stile materials. Using the tiles to complete the
exercises pupils are rewarded with a symmetrical pattern if their answers are correct. Because they
check their own work, any wrong answers can be quickly identified and easily re-attempted. She
also uses the Phonological Awareness Training program (W ilson 1993). This programme teaches
children to read and spell words by making analogies. There are three levels; the teacher chooses
the level to suit the needs o f the child. She also uses the PAT programme for regular spelling tests,
and the dictation sentences for extra practice in spelling. Writing skills are developed through a
process approach: pupils use a word processor to present their own stories. Individual projects are
encouraged and pupils select their own topic. The approach is based on developing the skills
individual pupils need. Two o f the pupils discussed their own stories with the researcher. The level
o f writing and spelling was lower than that expected for a Fourth Class pupil. The teacher
explained her approach is based on developing the skills individual pupils need.
Learning support teacher: The learning support teacher uses a wide variety o f approaches, methods
and materials. She uses a process approach to writing and links reading and writing activities
throughout the lesson. She described her approach as ‘holistic’ and is conscious o f linking the
different literacy skills. She thought that the DES Learning Support Guidelines (2000) put too great
an emphasis on reading and word identification skills and learning to read and not enough on
reading to learn. She is particularly conscious o f the weak writing skills o f some o f her pupils. In
her opinion 'the (class) teachers are setting spelling tests, not teaching sp ellin g ’ She showed an
awareness o f the importance o f writing:
It always starts with a drawing, little vocabulary development, little cloze exercise, the most
basic. Then a little mind map, who, what, when, where and why. When they get used to it,
they develop it with their own ideas, 1 bring them into the library and we do research, and
look at photos, and see what kind o f book would yo u get to fin d out more e.g. a caterpillar in
a jungle, in a very natural way. They all write their own individual stories. They p u t the
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pages together, we put a cover on, they read it to their own teacher. I t ’s all about process
and they d o n ’t realise it.
She shows her pupils how to find out more, research their writing and develop their topic believing
that motivation to write is essential for acquiring skills in writing.
Observation o f class: Two o f the pupils attending the resource teacher discussed their most recent
individual project.
An 11-year old boy in Fourth Class proudly explained how he completed his project on Sharks.
The scrapbook contained detailed drawings of about twelve different types of shark, where each
one is found, his distinguishing features and interesting facts about each one. Detailed notes had
been transcribed from a nature book from the library and pasted into a carefully illustrated scrap
book. Further information had been typed from the internet: he explained his mother had helped
with this part. There were also short descriptive sentences in his own words. All the writing was in
a cursive style, he had used a pencil. He was very proud of his work, and could remember and
relate the details of each species. His fascination with sharks was evident. He spoke with an air of
self confidence, in a clear speaking voice, taking time to find the correct word. There was evidence
of self correction (rubbing out) in the writing and the handwriting appeared immature for his age.
Accurate spelling appeared to be a difficulty. Later on, he explained how the resource teacher gives
help with spelling
Child:

When Ms. C. writes the last letter, the .... last word, Ending? On the board we
use the alphabet to spell it, make words out o f it;
Researcher: Is it better on theboard or better in your copy?
Child:
Better On board
Researcher: Why?
Child:
D o n ’t have to write it, I d o n ’t have to rule the page;
Researcher: When you ’re finished?
Child:
I rub it out
The teacher explained that she allowed him write on the blackboard, because o f his difficulty with
writing, and this was quite effective in giving lots of practice, he loved rubbing it out. The child
himself mentioned this in responding to the question ‘how does the teacher help you? He said that
the teacher ‘gives us little hints and we write stu ff on the board ’
A ten year old girl in Third Class (she had repeated a year) showed the story she had written in a
large book called ‘Spooky story’. She pointed out the drawings, the art work, and said the story was
not yet finished. This little girl was quite shy and hesitant during the conversation. She spoke
quietly, somewhat indistinctly; her replies were single words or very short sentences. She showed
the draft she had made o f the story, the plan and the characters, setting, and action in the stoiy.
During the conversation later, M. could not express how the teacher helps her learn, but did say 7
usually go up to her ... Up to teacher’s desk’. When she first started receiving resource support,
this child was attaining at a very low level in reading accuracy and comprehension (below the first
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percentile on NARA test) and spelling age o f 6.7 years. One year later (2004), reading accuracy is
still below the first percentile, but reading comprehension has improved to the third percentile and
spelling age is eight years. She loves drama class and is very good helping classmates with the
games in the reading room, and ‘sh e ’s like a teaching assistant ’ according to the resource teacher.
She says it is hard to learn ‘when her little brother distracts her and wants to play ’ and she does not
like to miss art when she is in the reading room.
Issues of concern
The following issues appeared central to the extra support provided for pupils: Teacher
competence; Sense ofpressure; Lack o f differentiation.
Teacher competence: The capability and skill o f the teachers in the support role is crucial to the
organisation of special provision in Riverside national school. The previous resource teacher had a
competence and experience which as she herself described as p‘ art o f the problem ’ insofar as the
other teachers viewed her as the ‘expert’ and so were less likely to introduce some differentiation
of teaching in their classroom, not even a ‘three ring circus’ i.e. managing three groups in class.
The pupils with the most severe level of need (at or below the second percentile) are presently
receiving resource teaching from a less qualified and experienced support teacher. The learning
support teacher, however, supports pupils in or around the SO**" percentile in literacy (May 2005
DPRT). She views dyslexic difficulties in the context of literacy teaching and takes a whole school
approach to supporting teachers and pupils. The resource model provides one to one withdrawal
support to the pupils with weakest literacy skills.
The overall view of the categorical model of special need was very evident in the school. Pupils
were easily identified by their disability or need. Pupils attending the resource teacher were clearly
identified. There seemed to be a division between ‘special’ and ‘ordinary’ learners. The learning
support teacher reported that she rarely ‘discontinued’ a child’s extra support. This was due in part
to an experience of parents coming back to the school five or six years later alleging that their child
had been neglected because his difficulty had been overlooked.
As the research progressed, the role of the learning support teacher appeared to be broader than that
portrayed initially. Through her experience of supporting dyslexic students and her broad interest in
the area o f literacy learning, she was taking on the role of supporting teachers and pupils and
facilitating learning, not just teaching content.
Sense o f pressure: A big concern to both resource and learning support teacher is that o f lack of
time. Time to meet the class teacher, time to collaborate and plan, time to really understand the
child’s strengths and needs, even more time per week for teaching, were expressed again and again.
Collaboration among class teachers and support teachers in Riverside school takes place
‘informally’, sometimes after school.
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The learning support teacher was concerned that ‘spelling is set, not taught’ in majority of
mainstream classes and the spelling lists given to pupils do not seem to follow a pattern, or are not
based on personal words needed by individual pupils. She has proposed improvements to the
current practice. She was also aware of the class teachers need to assess ongoing spelling progress
in the mainstream class and individual spelling lists would make more work for the teacher.
Lack o f differentiation: In the future, learning support and resource teacher roles may be combined
to provide ‘support teaching’ to the most ‘needy’ pupils (DES SPED 24/03). Class teachers will
have to differentiate in their teaching for pupils who would previously have attended learning
support. The learning support teacher is willing and competent to take up this role. Parents would
also need to be educated and made aware that individual teaching is not always the best option for
pupils, and withdrawal from class is not always effective.
Mainstream schools: Summary o f key issues

A key issue in these two case study schools is the separate and distinct roles of the learning support
and resource teacher. The learning support teacher provided support for pupils with the weakest
literacy skills, while the resource teacher supported pupils with more severe literacy difficulties.
Pupils with dyslexia overlap in the caseload o f both learning support and resource teachers.
Difficulties surrounding the identification of dyslexia are evident in both schools, and also the level
o f support considered necessary. There is a lack o f structured time for collaboration between the
learning support and resource teachers in each school and also limited time for meeting class
teachers. This is a common concern to teachers in both schools. Withdrawing pupils for support is
the main method of providing extra support, although there was evidence of some limited in-class
support in both schools. There was agreement about the type of support required by pupils with
dyslexia. There is the perception in one school that specialised teaching methods and approaches
are necessary for dyslexic pupils, in the other school a belief that individualised and structured
approaches are most effective. The schools diverged in their methods o f organising extra support.
One of the schools was moving away from separate provision according to category of need. In the
other school, a more categorical model of special need was evident, and there seemed to be a
division between ‘special’ and ‘ordinary’ learners. This could be explained by the recent
appointment of a new principal to this school and her wish not to introduce any major changes at
the present time. The Learning support teachers in both case study schools have already begun to
take on the wider role o f supporting teachers and pupils by providing in class support. The
competence and wide experience o f the learning support teacher in each of the schools, is a positive
factor in the schools’ approach to addressing literacy difficulties at a whole school level. It was
evident to the researcher that the differentiated teaching approaches used in the resource and
learning support setting could be transferred to mainstream class. The support teacher’s emphasis
on coaching and prompting strategies to encourage accuracy in writing was evident. Making
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explicit links between reading and writing as described by the learning support teacher would also
be appropriate in mainstream. S elf managem ent skills among pupils are fostered by the one to one
intensive support provided by the resource teacher. The teacher resources and skills which focus on
m eta cognitive learning are evident in these two schools and could be more widely adopted.
Case study school 3: A VENUE SCHOOL (Reading Unit)
Avenue school was selected as an example o f a mainstream urban school with integrated reading
units. In addition to the headings outlined in the introduction, this case study school will also
include teaching approaches.
Location and context
Avenue senior primary school is located amongst a large num ber o f local authority housing estates.
The majority o f houses in the immediate environment were built twenty years ago. Many o f the
residents were rehoused from the inner city to this suburb at the foothills o f the mountains. The
nearest shopping centre is a 20 minute drive away. There is a bus service to the city centre, and
regular buses to the shopping centre. The school was designated disadvantaged in 1984, and gained
additional provision to schools under the Scheme o f Assistance to Schools in Designated Areas o f
Disadvantage. This support included increased capitation grants, and grants for home school
activities. In 1990 the scheme was extended to other cities and towns and schools were entitled to
concessionary teaching posts. Criteria for inclusion were the num ber o f pupils (a) whose families
reside in local authority housing or non permanent accommodation; (b) whose families hold
medical cards; and (c) whose families are in receipt o f unemployment benefit or assistance under
schemes administered by the Department o f social Welfare. In 2001 the Designated Areas scheme
was subsumed into the Giving Children an Even Break initiative. This scheme provides additional
funding and support for disadvantaged pupils in 2,350 schools, including most o f the schools in the
previous Designated Areas Scheme.
The identification o f and interventions to address educational disadvantage in Ireland has been
focussed on the school. Avenue school, one o f the 242 urban schools with the highest concentration
o f disadvantaged pupils, has access to a range o f DES initiatives to tackle disadvantage in
education, such as the Early Start Programme and the School Completion Programme. Staff
allocations allow a maximum class size o f 20:1 in Junior classes and 27:1 in senior classes. The
Junior school on the same campus has a more favourable teaching allocation o f fifteen to one as
part o f Breaking the Cycle Scheme.
Staff
The principal has been in the school for over 20 years and has initiated many o f the additional
supports and programmes presently in place. The Principal is a strong advocate for the families and
the individual pupils in the school. He reported that the pupils are as good as anybody else;
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we encourage them to go fo r anything that is available. We have pupils in the University
centre fo r talented youth
we take them to places other schools go to ...e.g. the Point
Depot
W herever possible he says ‘we give employment to locals from the com m unity’. Pupils receiving
extra support include pupils from ethnic minorities, some pupils with a Traveller background, and
pupils with literacy difficulties. The Principal explained that there is an ‘open enrolment policy’
and he emphasised that ‘we try to be fair’ in accom m odating all pupils.
There are 32 teachers in the school: 16 teach in mainstream classes and 16 are in specialist posts. In
addition there were two classroom assistants and nine special needs assistants. Two additional
special needs assistants will be employed for the new school year following a DES audit o f special
resources in school. The special needs assistants are employed on a contract basis and officially
assigned to an individual child. In practice they are used flexibly in the classrooms as needed.
Up to 2004 a different model o f special support was in place in the school. There were six special
classes for pupils with mild intellectual disability and borderline intellectual disability. Pupils were
segregated according to ‘category’ o f need. A large num ber o f additional pupils were withdrawn
from m ainstream classes for extra support and/or supplementary teaching. This was the model o f
practice for all pupils with special educational needs which had been in place in Ireland since 1993.
Difficulties with this ‘withdrawal m odel’ became apparent with the allocation o f individual
resource support to children with special educational needs. As more and more children were
withdrawn for individual support this raised issues for the reorganisation o f classes.
The principal adopted the DES guidelines for special support in response to a growing concern
about the num ber o f pupils being withdrawn for support:
each class was like a railway station. Teachers could have up to twelve pupils leaving the
room fo r different reasons, fo r example, learning support, special class, language support,
resource teacher fo r travellers etc.
Avenue school decided to tackle the issue in two phases. In phase one, beginning in 2003, the
teachers and Principal began to integrate the pupils from the special classes with mainstream
pupils, while at the same time providing special support where needed. This was a system o f
integrated withdrawal for special support. Phase two began in 2004: since then there has been total
inclusion o f all pupils in three classes in mainstream but with the advantage o f extra support for the
class teacher and all pupils in the class. Support teachers are now working in class with the class
teachers. There was one teacher between every two m ainstream classes. The support teacher also
withdraws children who require intense intervention. Third, Fourth and Sixth Class pupils were
involved in the ‘total inclusion’ organisation o f support. Fifth Classes remained outside the
‘inclusion model o f support’ as a ‘control g ro u p ’ or com parison group for review o f the initiative
after one year, according to the Principal. These Fifth Class pupils continued to be withdrawn as
necessary. The Principal and special support staff and all the teachers involved will review this
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approach at the end o f the school year. The table below summarises the re-organisation o f teaching
support to all classes:
Table 4.7: Class teacher deploym ent and teaching supports
No. C lasses/
Class level

Full-tim e teaching support
No. class teachers

Third Class

4

2, each shared between 2 classes

Fourth Class

4

2, each shared between 2 classes

Fifth Class

4

Withdrawal for learning support as per guidelines

Sixth Class

4

2, each shared between 2 classes

Junior R eading unit

1

None

M iddle R eading unit

1

None

Senior Reading unit

1

None

The school had other specialist teachers whose support was available to mainstream and reading
units: Resource teachers for Travellers (two); Language Support Teachers (two), one Home School
Community Liaison, and one Teacher counsellor. A special educational needs coordinator oversaw
the operation o f the range o f specialist support.
Pupils: Avenue school is a senior primary school for pupils aged eight to twelve years. Less than
20 years ago, enrolment was over 700 pupils. Today there are 439 pupils enrolled. Pupils attending
the school all live locally. The children transfer from the Junior school after completing Second
Class (age eight years) and continue in the Senior school until Sixth Class (age 11 years). The two
schools are on the same campus. In common with school buildings constructed at the time, Avenue
school is a flat roofed building with a large general purpose hall in the centre. The presence o f
various community groups involved in the school and the regular use o f all the rooms in the
building gives the sense o f a community based amenity. The children qualify for assistance with
purchase o f text books and a ‘Back to school’ allowance. A Breakfast club has recently been set up
for pupils. Local parents involved in Community Employment and Jobs Initiative scheme run the
breakfast club. The entrance lobby is brightly decorated with certificates o f achievement presented
to the school for various community awards.
Special Provision
Reading Units: H istory and Background: It appears there was a greater need than anticipated for
the establishm ent o f reading units in the area; three units were opened in 1993. Pupils from other
schools in the area were eligible to apply for placement. In practice, mainly Avenue school pupils
attend the units: this year (2005) one child from a total enrolm ent o f 33 pupils came from outside
the area. Retention o f the reading units, according to the Principal, will ‘be on the basis o f getting
assessments d o n e...a lot depends on N E P S ’. The change in recent years for children assessed as
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dyslexic to be provided with resource teaching hours in their own school, has also m eant that there
is less demand for places in the reading unit from other schools.
The recent change to a general weighted model o f special needs will, according to the Principal,
result in at least two additional teaching posts for the coming year. He has no plans to change the
organisation o f the three reading units.- ‘the only grouping we now have is .... SLD (specific
learning difficulty) ... because it was going so w ell The criteria for access to a reading unit are;
Assessm ent by a psychologist on a standardised test o f intelligence should place general
intellectual ability with the average range or above
perform ance in basic literacy skills
as m easured by a standardised test should be at a very low level com pared to vast majority
o f students in a similar age cohort. It w ould be expected that not more than 2 percent o f the
overall student population w ould be fo u n d to be in this category. ( DES, 1998)
These criteria are similar for entiy to a reading school. Due to large num ber o f children in the
school with a lower level o f ability (as m easured by W lSC), the Principal has to take this into
account when selecting pupils for the Reading unit. Out o f a sample o f ten new entrants this year,
according to the special needs coordinator, three were in the low average WISC band. Similarly,
from the sample o f pupils in this study, four out o f ten were in the low average range, "average in
our school is low average ’ (SEN coordinator). A higher than average number o f pupils in Avenue
school have had psychological assessment: the school had been allocated six special class teachers
for pupils with borderline and mild intellectual disability. All o f the eligible pupils have been
assessed. The Principal remarked that ‘the norm al curve o f ability is slightly m oved to the left ’. This
researcher noted that in the group o f ten pupils with dyslexia who were the focus o f this study, six
are in the average range, one is low average and three are upper low average (see also section on
pupil data on reading attainment, above).
There are three Reading Units in the school, Junior, M iddle and Senior. At the time o f the study,
there were 11 pupils in each but the following year the revised pupil teacher ratio o f 9:1 would
prevail. The Junior reading unit had ten pupils from Third Class and one from Fourth. In the
Middle reading unit there was one pupil from Third Class, six from Fourth Class, three from Fifth
Class and one from Sixth Class. The Senior reading unit had nine pupils from Fifth Class and two
from Sixth Class. There were specific reasons for the overlapping allocations o f pupils to the units.
One child who had serious emotional difficulties could not cope with his peers in the Senior unit,
and as he was perceived to have a strong relationship with the teacher in the M iddle reading unit,
so had been placed there. Another child, who was in Third Class, was more able than his peers in
the Junior unit, and so had been placed in the Middle unit. Pupils were organised into the most
appropriate class according to their ability on the basis o f the initial psychological assessment, and
also teacher observation. The principal described the pupils as ‘home g ro w n ’: they are already
enrolled in a ‘base class^’ and return to that class each afternoon. The main emphasis o f the reading

®Base class is the child’s mainstream class where he retums each day for non core subjects
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unit is to focus on the literacy skills of the pupils. One reading unit teacher described the support: ’
I t ’s an extra help fo r them in the reading class ... they’d be lost in mainstream, they know it
themselves.
Curriculum: The main subjects taught were English, Mathematics and religion. Two hours each
morning were spent on developing literacy skills. In the afternoon, pupils returned to their base
class for History, Geography, Science, Art, and P.E. Placement is for a maximum period of two
years and pupils return to base class full time. Occasionally, a pupil who needs extra support will
spend a third year in the reading unit.
At the end o f two years you see a big improvement in them, whereas in base class, regular
class you m ightn’t see that much improvement
th a t’s an advantage fo r them, but they
need it., (reading class teacher)
Teaching approaches in the reading units: Observation o f language lesson

This section will present the researcher’s observations on the teaching approaches used in the
reading units. The researcher visited the reading unit on two occasions. On one o f these visits a
language lesson was observed. This class had eight pupils present, six boys and two girls. The
classroom was spacious and bright with a word wall for creative writing, and separate areas for
choosing and reading books, lots of illustrated written work and displays of art. Some of the pupils
were involved in Write a Book project in conjunction with the local Education centre. The language
comprehension lesson was a sample of daily language lesson. The children were seated at desks,
two per desk. A poem, ‘The Shark’, was read by the teacher. Pupils repeated one line at a time after
the teacher. The teacher asked questions on the new words introduced (examples: treacherous,
remark, astounding, se lf control, rage, demeanour). There was an emphasis on the repetition of
word meanings and vocabulary development. The teacher insisted the pupils raise a hand to
answer. The pupils were familiar with the lesson sequence. Sometimes there were group answers
and teacher tried to get all pupils participating and answering individually. The pupils were
attentive to the teacher’s questions and were observed to be concentrating. They did not object to
the repeated questions to suggest the meaning of a new word and appeared to enjoy the lesson.
Each o f the pupils had an opportunity to respond and participate. They had many opportunities to
repeat the meanings of the new words which they had learnt. Following the oral part of the lesson,
students were instructed to open a copybook and write sentences using the new words introduced in
the poem. Pupils readily started to write. Most could write at least two sentences using the new
words. The teacher uses mostly group teaching as the main teaching approach. This lesson was a
good example of the teacher’s style, as the teacher described it "my style is teacher to group, I teach
the whole group and I know who needs more

she considers this to be more effective as the

following comment illustrates:
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Some o f the characters in the group co u ld n ’t w ork in a group [with other pupils]. I teach
them all, then touch in with those that need more; I would encourage them to ask their
frien d s too.
In terms o f priorities in literacy she m entioned that 'phonics teaching is a big thing; Alpha to
Omega every day, h a lf an hour every day; P A T every m orning fo r them, they like it; they see an
improvement themselves
The teacher was also conscious o f weak comprehension skills among the pupils: ‘Comprehension
is a big thing

...

some o f them are good readers but they h a v e n ’t a clue what they are reading. ’ The

teacher considered the size o f the class to be an advantage
I t ’s easier to monitor their progress in a smaller class because none o f them really get lost.
You can see i f his strength is comprehension or does he need w ork th ere’.. I ’m very lucky
th e r e ’s only eleven in that you can focus, you can give them one to one and th a t’s an
advantage fo r them. They know it themselves.
Pupil Progress: The teachers’ expectations for the students is that they ‘improve their reading and
their maths, spelling and w riting...literacy and numeracy skills is the big fo cu s h e r e ’. Progress in
the reading unit is measured at the end o f the year using standardised reading tests. The teacher was
confident about the value o f continuous informal assessment o f the pupils work:
yo u have a sense yo u rse lf o f what level th e y ’re at because o f ... I I in the class ... i t ’s easier
to monitor their progress because none o f them really get lost .... the stage [level o f reader]
th e y ’re on ... spelling tests, writing w ise...you have a sense y o u rse lf
Transfer o f learning could be observed according to the teacher by listening to the pupils. She
mentioned the PAT programme (W ilson 1993), one o f the phonological awareness programs in use
which children are familiar with: ‘P A T is something yo u definitely see, they recognise the endings,
they might say 'there’s one o f our P A T w ords

th a t’s a w ord we had two weeks

programme has been described earlier in this report. It teaches pupils to read and

a g o .'

Th

spell

wo

analogy. Spelling and dictation sentences are also used. At end o f the two year placem ent the
teacher believed that progress is evident: ‘You see a big improvement at the end o f the year,
especially after two years, whereas in base class or regular class you m ig h tn ’t see that much
improvement
Integration o f pupils: The base class teacher considered that 'it is very important to let them back
in their c la s s’ as they were taken out o f base classes originally. This is not always an easy
transition for the pupils although they are matched as far as possible with the pupils in the
m ainstream Fifth Classes. She described the two pupils who come from the reading unit: 'They are
on a p a r with the weakest in m y class, I have two weaker ...th e y ’re relatively able fo r what we
do... the level th e y ’re at here fo r w hat I ’m d o in g ’.
The main difficulty, according to the base class teacher seems to be 'because they have done so
much English, th a t’s their routine, as a class group we have been doing something above them,
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they have less interest’. For example, the class was working on the topic o f 1916 rising and this
was perceived to be too difficult for the pupils re-integrated from the reading unit.
Two pupils from the m iddle reading unit join a larger class o f 18 in the afternoon. This Fifth Class
was described by the teacher as the ‘'weakest Fifth on the corridor, ...they are particularly weak and
particularly disruptive

There is a special needs assistant working in the class with a child with

emotional and behavioural disorder, described as a 'full time j o b ’. When that child is absent the
assistant can support the two pupils from reading unit. The teacher expressed the view that
‘sometimes i t ’s hard to know w hat to have organised fo r them. I never had L or A in m y class
before, i t ’s hard to know what ability they are, yo u ju s t fin d your fe e t as you go along ’.
The pupils in Fifth Class in the school do not have a support teacher designated to work with the
class teacher unlike Third, Fourth and Sixth Classes. A support teacher could alleviate the
workload for the class teacher in Fifth and support the integration o f pupils from the reading unit
each afternoon. When the pupils from the reading unit join the base class, the teacher differentiates
the written work. She usually does history or geography in the afternoon and would have ‘a
separate set o f questions fo r those children (h a lf the amount) ...less questions and more drawing fo r
the fo u r or fiv e children that are weaker ’.
Collaboration: Time for collaboration among the teachers from the reading units and the base
classes was in short supply. The priority is direct teaching and instruction. The teacher in the
reading unit admitted 'there is nothing form al, but we do check in, the teacher would say it to you,
there is collaboration

The base class teacher did not have regular meetings with the teacher in the

reading u n it. She has a difficult class this year ‘a troublesome class, I c a n ’t leave it fo r a minute ’
She had some ideas about materials that would help the children:
a fo ld er com ing fro m the reading unit class
to come back and they can do that
som etim es...m aybe extra help fo r the tM’o o f them and a fo ld er with their w ork in it,....m aybe
more o f a routine so they know w hat's going on
In fact, the movement o f the children back and forth from base class to reading unit seemed to
make it more difficult for the second teacher to maintain a relationship with the pupils; ‘Its funny, I
fe e l I d o n ’t have a relationship with the tM>o o f them, fa c t is, they ju s t come in and go, i t ’s only fo r
that last hour ’ [1.30-2.30p.m .]
When asked if they felt like visitors in the class, teacher replied ‘'Yes....they are really, I ju s t do
what I can fo r them when th e y ’re there ’. This is an aspect o f integration that could benefit from the
regular support o f one o f the special education teachers in the school.
Issues and concerns
The following issues were o f particular concern to the principal and teachers in Avenue school:
class size, teacher turnover, transition to second level school, parental support, and pastoral care.
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Class size: Although the Early Start programme in the Junior school give pupils a supportive start
in the early years of primary school, the Principal was aware of problems which arise when the
pupils transfer to Third Class and cannot cope with larger number o f students in the class. Early
Start classes have a maximum of fifteen pupils, whereas classes in the senior school have on
average twenty four. At time o f writing, the Minister for Education has announced a range of
measures to tackle class size in disadvantaged schools.
Teacher turnover: The Principal expressed concern about the difficulty in encouraging teachers to
teach in the reading unit. He described a constant turnover of teachers, due to the age profile of the
teaching staff. After three or four years, teachers move to other schools in non-disadvantaged
areas. There is a high turnover of teachers. The principal observed that it could be due to
behavioural difficulties that ‘every year ...four, five or six new teachers are appointed’. Research
undertaken by the principal on this subject found that support from a colleague among the staff in
the early years teaching or ‘mentoring’ had a beneficial effect on developing experience and
‘'learning the professional craft o f teaching’. Support for newly qualified teachers is now provided
in the school through the re-organisation of special support for pupils this year. The principal
reported that in service training and ongoing support for teachers was needed. The perception of
some of the teachers was that the teaching position in the reading unit was a ‘hard act to follow ’.
This was due no doubt to the expertise and experience of the teacher who had initiated the project.
Three other teachers who had been involved in the reading units over the years have all left to take
up positions in non disadvantaged schools.
Transition to second level school: The majority of pupils transfer to the local second level
community college; 30% of the pupils transferring to second level in 2005 had special educational
needs (Taylor & O ’Shea, 2005). O f this group, 16 were of exceptionally low ability, one had a
moderate learning difficulty, six had borderline mild general learning difficulties and ten had
specific learning difficulties. All o f these students have been previously assessed on the WISC.
This has implications for the second level school in devising access to the curriculum for these
students. The students who have major problems in acquiring basic literacy skills, will probably
need some periods of withdrawal teaching or at least regular small group support. It will be
necessary for the second level teachers to adapt the curriculum and teaching methods. If these
students are to be successfully included in the second level school, close and ongoing liaison with
parents will also be essential. The School Completion Programme which has been established in
the local second level school, is making positive effort in this regard. This programme has been
designed specifically for students who have difficulty covering the complete prescribed Junior
Certificate curriculum yet can achieve core components on a module basis. Not all second level
schools offer this programme. It is specifically targeted at students who are at risk of leaving school
early or who have mild intellectual disabilities.
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There is a comprehensive transfer programme in place between Avenue school and the community
college. The School Completion programme workers are in a position to give information on
students at risk o f early school leaving. A student profile on learning strengths and needs including
history o f learning support and other issues is prepared. A ‘fun day’ for pupils and open night for
parents is part o f this transition process. The desired outcome o f the transfer programme is to help
the students settle in the second level college and achieve their potential in a supportive
environment. It is a system which would benefit many other schools with similar difficulties.
Parental support In general, there is very little evidence o f parental support for the pupils. As the
special educational needs coordinator stated "parents are not advocates fo r them ’ and there are
many social and economic factors contributing to this. The school makes great efforts at creating a
safe, caring, secure environment for the pupils. There is a veiy friendly sense o f community evident
within the school. Ancillary staff such as special needs assistants, breakfast club workers and adults
in a reading club, all work in the school on a daily basis. Teachers reported that parents’ level o f
education, their previous experiences in education and m ore immediate economic or social
concerns make it difficult to maintain a supportive relationship with the class teacher. If a child has
two teachers in the course o f the day, this adds to the difficulty.
Pastoral care: The issue o f behavioural difficulties is a concern to the Principal and teachers in the
school. Challenging behaviour co exists alongside low literacy levels throughout the school. A
support teacher, previously known as teacher counsellor has a role in the school to support the
emotional and behavioural needs o f the pupils. Weekly m eetings take place with the ‘Care team ’
which consists o f the class teacher, support teacher, and Principal. Behavioural issues are addressed
at these meetings. One o f the class teachers expressed her concern about the level o f disadvantage.
In particular, she reported that in her experience, the pupils get
very little support from home, no structures in place at home, nothing at home literacy
wise, ...reading wise, many have never seen a book until they came to school, they have never
seen a newspaper at home.
As children learn and grow academically and socially, they are also developing emotionally. As all
pupils do, they experience emotional aspects to their learning. According to the teacher with
responsibility for special needs in the school, there is a 'very large em otional component in the
lives o f all the pupils in the reading units ’, and there is very little support from home "the parents
are not advocates fo r them ’ she said. The Avenue school gives them a huge sense o f security and a
sense o f belonging. She described some o f the issues affecting the pupils as violence in the home, a
parent in prison, parental separations with difficulties around parental visits and access.
Concluding comments
Over two years, the school has undertaken a huge re organisation o f special support for pupils in
order to better respond to the needs o f pupils in an inclusive setting. The pivotal role o f the
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principal and the special needs coordinator has m anaged to facilitate this enormous change. The
school has adapted to the difficulties caused by high teacher turnover by assigning support teachers
to Third, Fourth and Sixth Classes. Fifth Classes could also benefit form this extra support. This
process was still in a transition stage and the resources are already stretched to cope with existing
needs in mainstream classes. There were no plans at present to integrate the three reading units into
the wider school, although partial integration does take place each afternoon for the pupils in the
reading units. The difficulties surrounding integration into base classes o f these pupils could be
addressed by extra support from one o f the special needs teachers. There was a very strong sense o f
community evident in the school. The school aims to have a positive presence am ong the families
o f all the pupils. Avenue school was taking positive steps towards greater inclusion o f all pupils
and responding to pupil diversity. This is an evolving process and the changes which were taking
place were due to be reviewed at the end o f the year.
Case study school 4: GREENFIELDS SCHOOL (Reading Unit)
Greenfields School is a mainstream primaiy school located in the centre o f a large regional town. It
was selected as a case study school because it is a regional school with a special reading unit.
Location and context
Greenfields national school was built in 1973. The school is within walking distance from the main
shopping streets. It is a large flat roofed building typical o f schools built in the 1970s. There are
eleven semi permanent prefabricated classrooms on the same site. There is parking for teachers and
staff in the school grounds. During school drop o ff and collection times, traffic congestion is a
problem. The majority o f pupils live in the town or a short distance away. Parents who attended the
school as pupils now continue to send their children to the school.
The Principal has been in the school for over 30 years. The principal has a strong commitment to
supporting the marginalised, the disadvantaged and those with learning difficulties who attend the
school. Other teachers concurred with this. The town has expanded considerably in the past ten
years and there is a visible presence o f new Irish workers living and working in the town. Children
o f different cultures attend the school. There is a language support teacher for these new pupils.
The school population has grown in the past ten years and the present accom m odation is presently
a major cause for concern. According to the Principal, some pupils will spend their complete
primary education in one o f the ‘pre fabs’ outside and separate to the main school building. A new
school building has been sanctioned by the DES to replace the 32-year old present building. A
suitable site for the proposed new school has not been decided.
Teachers and ancillary Staff
There were 34 teachers in the school; 17 had posts o f responsibility with duties relating to in-school
management. Teachers who did not have a post o f responsibility were encouraged to ‘shadow ’ a
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post holder. There were three classes at every grade level from Junior Infants to Sixth Class. Nine
teachers worked in the Special Educational Needs department; these included two learning support
teachers, four resource teachers, one teacher in the Reading unit, one for language support and one
resource teacher for Travellers. There were six special needs assistants assigned to individual
students but also working with other pupils under the direction o f the class teacher. The average
class size was 29 but some pupils were withdrawn for extra support during the course o f the day.
Pupils: There were 714 pupils enrolled in the school. Pupils range in age from four years to twelve
years. They were grouped in classes according to their age.
Special Provision: Reading Unit
A special reading unit for pupils was established in the school in 1999. The unit caters for pupils in
Fifth and Sixth Class (ages 11-12). A Junior reading unit (Third and Fourth Class, ages 8-10) was
established in the local convent school at the same time. However, each unit is a separate entity.
There is strong support from parents and the local school community for the special reading unit. A
parent support group for parents o f pupils with dyslexia meets regularly in the school. The
establishm ent o f the reading unit was directly attributable to the efforts o f the principal to cater for
the num ber o f pupils in the school who had a specific reading difficulty.
Criteria f o r Enrolm ent in Reading Unit: A comm ittee for enrolment o f new pupils meets in March
to decide on enrolm ents for the following school year. This ‘screening com m ittee’ includes the
Principal, the reading class teacher, a psychologist from NEPS. An inspector from the DES is also
invited to attend. Places are offered according to the Principal, "based on the differential between
the child's potential and his current attainments in literacy’. The criteria for access to the reading
unit is sim ilar to reading schools as set down by DES (1998).
Pupils in the R eading Unit: There were ten children currently enrolled, nine boys and one girl.
Seven o f the pupils are in Sixth Class, three are in Fifth. The intake each year includes pupils from
outside the area as well as the schools own pupils. There were two pupils enrolled who travel from
outside the immediate area. Pupils are based in the reading unit each day till 12.30 p.m. They move
to their base classes for the afternoon. Lessons in Religion, History, Geography, Science and P.E.
take place in the base class. One afternoon a week, the teacher in the reading unit recalls groups o f
three for extra literacy work according to individual need. One o f the groups was working on
phonological skills; another on word identification skills and a third on reading comprehension.
One afternoon a week, pupils in the reading unit have a designated com puter class in the school
com puter laboratory. Some o f the pupils have associated difficulties in addition to literacy
difficulties. According to the teacher, many o f the pupils have a short attention span and
concentration difficulties. She noted that there is some evidence o f ADD among the pupils. The
most marked feature o f teaching in the reading unit, according to the teacher is the pace o f the
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class. She explained that some of the pupils may have been ‘fighting with dyslexia’ in their
previous class or maybe avoiding being shown up as having a difficulty. Now they are accepted
and can learn at their own pace.
Teaching approaches: The teacher uses a group approach to teaching literacy skills with the class:
‘I generate the group....get it going, do the group thing, because some o f them c a n ’t come up with
their own ideas, they have to be led by the others ’.
During a writing lesson observed by the researcher, there was close interaction between the teacher
and children in getting ideas for writing. The teacher used a ‘mind map’ to help pupils structure
their ideas before writing: ‘Mind maps

gives them ideas to get started, something to look at,

gives them support, and then they get down to doing their own thing ’.
Even with this level o f support, the pupils had difficulty getting started. They needed help
sequencing their ideas, ‘which part goes first? ’ (pupil). The teacher gave constant spelling prompts,
encouraging each word, and every sentence. She used the whiteboard for spelling prompts, lists of
words on the classroom walls for visual prompts, and the other pupils to help ‘break up words’ for
easier spelling. The children seemed accustomed to listening to all of the prompts and explanations.
This was constant throughout the lesson.
Progress: Progress is measured using standardised assessment tests twice during the year.
(September and February). NARA, Schonell spelling test and Macmillan word reading tests are
most regularly used. The teacher also uses a selection o f diagnostic tests for further information on
pupils needs. A test of alphabetical knowledge is given at beginning of year, a test of phonological
awareness using the Sound Linkage screening test, the Aston Index for visual discrimination test,
and British Ability Scales spelling test. An individual education plan is then prepared on each
pupil. Each pupil has a display folder of work in progress which contains items such as worksheets
and written work. As each piece of work is complete it is stored in a large file for each pupil.
However the teacher commented about other areas where progress is made but not tested:
You have your form al testing, and your informal, your observation. A lot o f the time the
form al does not show advances that you know the child has made. You could see a big
change in a child, maybe in personality, maybe in reading, their fluency has come on, yet
when you do their reading test, their scores have only gone up one month in a year, and
parents know they have come on in their reading but it doesn’t show up in the test. So a lot
depends on their personalities, how comfortable they are in themselves, in talking to other
people, relating to sta ff and confidence all round, that would be my number one objective.
The teacher described how parents first express the difference in the emotional state o f the child
when he settles down to learning in the reading unit ‘he stops bed wetting, he no longer cries
before coming to school....he begins to come out o f him self to be more confident’.
One of the parents described how her child looked into the camera for the first time when his photo
was taken to illustrate ‘self portrait stories’ that were published in school. This photo and story
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hangs on the classroom wall. During the second year o f the placement, according to the teacher,
many pupils progress further, and transfer o f learning takes place;
Some o f them go slowly the fir s t year, then they ju s t take off. Some progress slowly the whole
time, i t ’s maturation as well, confidence as w ell.... i f they came in fro m another school maybe
a smaller school getting used to this school they struggle in the fir s t year, then second year,
i t ’s all fa m iliar the learning can happen...they ju s t take o ff
Integration with Base class: The pupils return to their base class in the afternoons and join their
class group level. This can be difficult for some pupils and the reading unit teacher reported that:
Some cope, some d o n ’t, i t ’s an individual basis, its related to ability again, the ones who are
bright will cope, the others, not so bright, w o n ’t. I f they have a negative feeling, and negative
behaviour and th ere’s a negative feelin g about them, i f others have a negative fe e lin g toward
them .....
Some o f the pupils from the reading unit seem to get into trouble more often:
Some students are used as fa ll guys, they stand out, they 're on the corridors, com ing and
going, they are more likely to be set up, to get into trouble and fa ll fo u l and situations are
created where they are shown up by some o f the other 'gougers ’(reading unit teacher).
However, the base class teacher felt that the pupils adapted quite well socially to the transition to
mainstream each day:
They flo a t in and they flo a t out, I try to encourage it, this particular year they are good ...
sometimes they leave and they say teacher is doing something and I want to go back down
and finish it and I ’ll be back late ... or J is still doing som ething with F, there's nothing rigid
at all about it ... sometimes they can 't come at twelve because they are continuing on a
project with so there is a lot o f that ... but when
yo u get them to understand they are
responsible to come and go in an ordered manner, and we depend on them.
This may sound laissez faire but the researcher’s observation was that class management was
relaxed, orderly and purposeful. This flexible form o f integration seemed to suit the pupils and the
teacher. The other pupils in the class, according to the teacher, ‘don ’t take any notice, they ’re not
the only three (from reading unit) that door is opening and closing all the time ’. This teacher takes
three pupils from the reading unit each afternoon; that brings his total class to 32 pupils. When
asked if he does anything differently for these pupils when they are in the class he replied:
It depends on w hat we are doing
three ways they work in m y class. One is they w ork as
part o f the class with no special help from me, that can be areas like drawing in simple form ,
geography, maps, history, relating a piece o f p o etry or art, it could be wide and varied, not
ju s t the art class.... [The second way is]in certain areas they are w orking on work based on
what we have done. I need to go round to them, see can they even read the questions, and i f
they can, can they understand it, them i f they understand it how can they do it simply.
Another way we help them, and I think its very important is where I use other pupils in the
class to help them, th a t’s w orking very w e l l
I sim ply d o n ’t have the time, so I get someone
to help them
He

explained that ‘th e y ’re not the weakest children in m y class, or anything like the three

weakest....although they have a special difficulty. They can

surmount that to a certain extent, in so

many areas ’. This teacher expressed concern about some o f his other weak pupils as follows:
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I hcn’e some children with very, very low JQ they have a major difficulty....they’re
floundering, were very worried about next year w hat will happen to these children (when
they transfer to second level)
Special provision in the school
Throughout the school, nine support teachers provided extra support for pupils with learning
difficulties. These teachers included; two learning support, four resource teachers, one language
support, one resource teacher for travellers and one reading unit teacher. It is noticeable that while
the support and commitment to pupils with learning difficulties is evident from the principal and
the individual teachers, the organisation o f extra support to those children takes the form o f a
segregated, withdrawal model. Children leave their mainstream class for additional support in
language, learning support or individual resource teaching. One o f the teachers commented 'w e ju s t
d o n ’t have enough resource teachers

The principal stated that support is available for all teachers

if an individual pupil is having difficulties in class. The practice in the school is generally a
withdrawal model o f special support. The teacher in the reading unit gives advice where necessary.
The principal has plans to streamline the support for children with learning difficulties. A
combined role o f learning support and resource teacher would minimise disruption in classes. More
integration o f learning support with special needs staff is planned.
In the base class referred to above, 13 pupils are withdrawn for extra support. The teacher
described this as follows:
These three (from reading unit) are only 3 o f 13 who leave the class fo r other resourcing o f
one kind or another, learning support, or resource (support) or English lesson. Two are
being helped by special needs assistants we ju s t d o n ’t have enough resource teachers. (Sixth
Class teacher)
There appeared to be dependence on this ‘withdrawal m odel’ o f providing extra support.
Collaboration: There are organisational difficulties about m eeting with mainstream teachers and
difficulties around collaboration:
I f the class teachers could be fr e e d up occasionally to talk to me. Its easy fo r me to fr e e
m y se lf up by sending the children to the class teachers but they c a n ’t do the same
really ....not timetabled as such, only on s ta ff days. We have a phone system. We do
collaborate all the time, we send notes up and down, in s ta ff room a fe w words in passing at
the break or whatever. On s ta ff days we have a timetable (teacher in reading unit)
This teacher would be the teacher with the most experience and expertise in the area o f literacy
development. Collaboration among the Teaming support teachers’ is an ad hoc approach and has
not been developed as yet. The reading unit teacher was o f the opinion that not all teachers in the
school see dyslexia as a learning difficulty. Although she did not elaborate on this point, it could be
observed that lack o f collaboration among teachers could lead to this b elief
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Issues of concern
The following issues were o f concern to the principal and teachers; accommodation, resources,
pastoral care.
Accom m odation: It is evident that the issue o f school accom m odation and the current state o f the
present building are foremost in the minds o f Principal and teachers. There has been ongoing
pressure from the m anagement and parents regarding the replacement o f this thirty two year old
school building. Health hazards have been identified in the building. The reading unit needs larger
accom m odation for senior pupils. Even the mainstream class teachers are under pressure for space:
T here’s absolutely no room in m y classroom, its fu ll o f tables... I ’d say classroom facilities
M'ithin the classroom th a t’s the first thing
more room, a space, a little corner where a
computer on all the time, with maybe some reference books, where I could sit at ease with
(Sixth Class teacher)
A second issue o f concern to Principal and reading class teacher is lack o f tim e. Time for m eeting
parents, discussing individual education plans, planning with other teachers and time to contact
other agencies where necessary, were all mentioned as a concern. The principal noted that the
allocated time in primary school for the administration o f special educational needs is less than in
post primary schools. For example the post o f deputy principal in a school the size o f Greenfields
would be a fully administrative post in a second level school o f sim ilar size.
Resources: As in all local communities, politics plays a part in the development o f services to
schools and the local community. The principal expressed frustration at the bureaucracy and delays
o f administration in the DES in securing resources for the school. The principal was aware o f the
im portance o f computer skills for children to access future learning. There was one teacher
designated in the school to teach word processing skills and to introduce pupils to educational
software in a group setting. There was no full time maintenance person on site. The reading unit
needs ongoing funding for extra resources and specialised equipment for pupils and teacher. The
m ain burden on the school is for psychological assessments o f pupils. As is currently the situation,
a full psychological assessment is the ‘gateway to special provision’ for pupils in the primary
sector. The principal stated that:
the reading unit eats up resources, fo r example we get ten N ational educational
psychological assessments (NEPS) a year. The reading unit could take up to three o f these.
The school pays fo r any (further) assessments necessary.
From September 2005 this situation will change. Individual psychological assessments will not be
necessary to access priority to special support in school. Each school will have the flexibility to
prioritise extra resources for pupils according to their need. For entry to special schools and special
reading units, a psychological assessment will continue to be necessary.
Pastoral Care: The principal reported that concern and care for each child in the school is the main
priority o f his day to day work in the school. He quoted from the parent o f a dyslexic child ‘i f we
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give them respect and care we are doing som ething right. ’ This concern extends to the pupils who
are m arginalised or disadvantaged in any way and is particularly evident in his daily concern for
the pupils who attend the Reading \xmX...’the difficulties he has in reading can be solved'
(principal). He quoted from a poem written by one o f the pupils:
I ’m not s tu p id / I ’m not th ic k / I ’m ju s t dyslexic
Concluding com ments
The reading unit in Greenfields school provides specialised and individualised support for a small
group o f pupils in Fifth and Sixth Class. This large school had other supports available to all the
pupils, this extra support is provided on a withdrawal basis. Lack o f time for collaboration among
teachers providing extra support was a major constraint to the provision o f special support in the
school. The m ajor current concerns o f the principal and staff were the accommodation crisis facing
the school and the shortage o f resources such as psychological support and back up. The pupils in
the reading unit reported a very favourable and positive learning experience, despite some social
disadvantages associated with integrating with their base class for part o f the day.
Reading Units: Summary o f key issues
Pupils in the reading units are integrated with their base class group for non-core subjects every
afternoon. The transition to mainstream class is a common difficulty for the pupils in both case
study schools. The lack o f sufficient differentiation in the larger class group was an issue o f
concern to the teachers in the reading units. Collaboration and comm unication among the teachers
in the reading unit and the pupils’ base class is limited or non existent. Teachers believed that lack
o f time to meet and plan together was the m ajor cause o f this problem. There was a perception that
the reading unit in both schools is a separate entity and remains separate to any re organisation o f
special support for pupils in the school. There was partial integration o f pupils in mainstream
classes, and the social aspects o f integration are considered important to all teachers. However the
base class teachers expressed a need for relevant curricular support (and advice on differentiation)
in order to include these pupils in the mainstream. The role o f the teacher in the reading unit is
considered to be a ‘specialised’ role and separate to the mainstream classes.
The teachers in the reading units seemed to differ in their expectations o f the pupils. In one school,
the teacher held very high expectations for the pupils. This appeared to be due to her professional
competence and experience. This was at variance with the school in the disadvantaged area, where
the teacher in the reading unit expressed an awareness o f the number o f children with a lower than
average level o f ability. The principal in this school expressed a difficulty encouraging teachers to
take up a teaching position in the reading unit. He reported a unit had a problem with the retention
o f teachers and the high turnover o f newly qualified teachers.
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It was evident that the teaching approaches and methods used in the reading units in both schools
emphasise building pupils’ self esteem along with explicit and focussed teaching o f basic literacy
skills. Teachers in both schools used extensive m odelling strategies, prom pting pupils to give the
correct answer in shared writing, or prompting pupils to develop their oral vocabulary.
Differentiated approaches and interventions regularly used in the reading unit would benefit all
pupils not ju st the dyslexic pupils. The intensity o f instruction provided in a supportive and safe
environment provided a positive learning experience for all the pupils.
Case study school 5: PARKLAND S SCHOOL
Parklands reading school caters for children o f average IQ who experience specific learning
difficulties but it also caters for pupils with specific learning difficulties such as Dyslexia,
Dyspraxia, ADHD, A sperger’s syndrome. Sensory Integration difficulties. All pupils have average
intellectual ability. Placement is for two or three years. Parklands is a co-educational school. It was
chosen as a case study because it is the only reading school outside the capital.
Location and context
Parklands reading school was set up in 1978 by a large charitable foundation which offers services
for children and adults with intellectual disabilities through its system o f schooling, vocational
training, sheltered employment, housing, information and advice. The charitable foundation no
longer provides funds for the school but health and other education support services continue to be
channelled to the school. The school is now funded by DES as a special primary school.
In September 2004 Parklands school relocated from Park Street to the Community School campus
as the old building was no longer adequate to meet the needs o f pupils and staff. The school is
located on the outskirts o f a large town.
Teachers and staff
There are six class teachers and the school principal. Additional staff includes a resource teacher, a
speech and language therapist, an occupational therapist and nurse. There are also ten special needs
assistants.
M ultidisciplinary staff: An occupational therapist attends two days a week. A special needs
assistant is assigned to work with the occupational therapist. A speech and language therapist has
been appointed this term. This is a new appointment and is funded by the Health Board. In previous
years the school could avail o f speech and language therapy provided by the charitable foundation.
A nurse attends for three hours per day. This service is in a transition stage as the charitable
foundation reduces funding to the school. The resource teacher holds a temporary position,
sanctioned

from

year to year.

A NEPS

psychologist attends the

school

regularly

for

multidisciplinary meetings. NEPS allocates 20 days per year plus five days (for report writing) to
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the pupils attending the special school. The principal was o f the opinion that this arrangement is the
result of pressure from parents for the need for a psychological service to the school.
Pupils: There are 57 pupils in the school. Pupils’ ages range from eight to twelve years. Pupils are
grouped into mixed class levels according to their age and reading ability, for example, eight and
nine year olds, ten and eleven year olds and eleven and twelve year olds. All pupils are streamed
for mathematics, according to ability. Some pupils attend specialist clinics in the town such as
Child Guidance, Asperger’s syndrome clinic. Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD) clinic
or other private clinics. The religious order and the Health Board are the main service providers.
The following table gives more detail on the numbers of pupils attending specialist services:
Table 4.8: Pupils attending specialist services

Service

Children attending

Child Guidance Clinic

19

Relevant details

To be assessed

Asperger’s Syndrome
clinic

3

4
13 severe
8 moderate

Speech and Language
therapy*

29

8 mild

Occupational Therapy**

24

DCD severe

24

Sensory impairment
20
Total no. o f pupils

57

needs

4
32

*4 o f the total enrolment are identified as not needing speech and language therapy
* *eight o f the total enrolment are identified as not needing occupational therapy
Special provision

The resource teacher coordinates the schools discipline policy on a day to day basis. She also
liaises with teachers and implements a behaviour management programme for specific pupils. The
resource teacher keeps a ‘red folder’ for individual pupils where targets are set and achieved. She
organises individual meetings with teachers regarding any individual pupils who need extra
support. Contact with outside agencies and support services is also part of the role. The resource
teacher is a link between the Principal and all staff members. Social skills programmes which are in
place in the school such as Circle Time (Moseley, 1997), Circle o f Friends programme, Stay Safe
and a bereavement program are coordinated by the resource teacher. This is a temporary position
yet it became quite evident during visits to the school that the Resource teacher has a key position
in the school and plays an important role.
Multidisciplinary meetings, as stated in the school policy document, take place frequently and for
many different purposes such as: to identify/solve problems, to define school policy, to agree
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procedures, to give/seek/agree information, to settle issues/differences, to assess people’s
reactions/understanding and to develop a team approach. The Principal em phasised the importance
o f "good system s’ in the school. She explained that a large portion o f her time is taken up with
preparing for meetings and attending meetings. The existence o f multi disciplinaiy personnel in the
school leads to the necessity for frequent com m unication between specialists and teaching staff. It
appears that a quasi- medical model o f team meetings is the consistent pattern. Specialists and
teachers meet and plan and discuss, then parents are informed o f the outcome.
Meetings take place every fortnight with the m ultidisciplinary team concerning two or three pupils
at a time. This is a case conference style m eeting and during one visit the researcher was introduced
to the members o f the team. The meetings are attended by the principal, speech and language
therapist, NEPS psychologist, occupational therapist, nurse and resource teacher. A contact person
is designated to liaise with the parents, to gather information and report to the team. For a class
based issue, the teacher would be the contact person, for a home based issue, the nurse or resource
teacher would be the contact person. Following the m eeting parents and outside agencies receive
feedback. A similar pattern o f meetings takes place with the ‘class team

Meetings with the class

team involve the teacher, special needs assistant(s) and therapist where necessary. The principal
felt that regular class team meetings were important for clear communication and planning among
all staff dealing with a child. Regular Monday m orning meetings take place with the school
m anagem ent team consisting o f the Principal, deputy principal, and holders o f posts o f
responsibility. The purpose o f the m eeting is to outline the priorities and other issues for the week.
Teaching approaches: The main priority for the Fifth Class teacher was literacy. This is echoed by
other teachers and the principal who reported that in Parklands the ‘curriculum emphasises reading
literacy and numeracy The teacher o f a group o f eleven year old pupils explained further:
They need to be able to read. M y priority is to get them to a reading level and expecting they
can read no matter how difficult they fin d it. There is a way around learning to read and
once they've learnt to read they have education at their fiingertips because they can use the
literacy to research any subject they wish
The teacher explained how this approach works with her class:
Because o f m y expectation they are all reading at some level even m y weakest reader has a
reading level, even the text in history or geography they see it as a reading lesson as well.
They may not have to read it out but they have to track it....th e y ’re all reading at their own
pace
This teacher has high expectations for the pupils and expressed it as follows:
The children here in the school all have norm al IQs so I have high expectations fo r them. I
fe e l what they have is a learning disability th e y ’re not....stupid...they can achieve and that
ju s t because something is stopping them right now ....I actually set quite high standards fo r
them. They get a bit o f a gonk sometimes when they see what I expect from them. I fe e l
sometimes th e y ’ve come from schools where the expectations were set a bit low fo r them
because the expectation w asn't there fo r them. They might have ju s t got side lined a bit...
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The pupils’ views reinforced this point: ‘Work is easier because you get more h elp ’; ‘You can do
things better ....differently....in this school’; You show us what our mistakes are and how to fix i t ’.
A teacher of a class of eleven year olds emphasised the importance o f language development for
the pupils:
1 . . . want to motivate them a lot, through listening to me reading to them.... some thing that

came up in my learning support course here, stories and pictures fo r language development.
I use Tough’s strategies, projecting, imagining, predicting. I read five or six novels a year
and I use that fo r language development, 1 do a chapter every day, even i f a book is a high
reading level when I get to the end o f novel, I have children asking me ‘can I take that book
home fo r a w eek’. Maybe they ‘p air-read’ at home.
A range o f literacy skills are taught during the morning period 9-11 each day. The teacher
described the literacy programmes she uses, ‘all pupils use the Wordsworth programme, i t ’s a
phonological training programme, the bulk o f it is a phonological processing skills programme ’.
Wordshark was described as invaluable:
because you can get the Dolch words into them, you can do the spelling aspect o f it, you can
do the phonics aspect, or CVC words. It's an ideal programme fo r an lEP because you can
enter each child’s name into the computer and they have their own personal list. No two
children are working at the same level or at the same pace
Language lesson: classroom observation

A language lesson was observed. There were nine pupils in the class (one absent), seven boys, two
girls. The pupils were seated up close to the teachers desk. Teacher read a story aloud to the class
summer camp. It was evident that the pupils were accustomed to this type o f lesson. They seemed
familiar with the close up seating arrangement around the teacher’s desk, and did not turn around at
the frequent interruptions from callers to the classroom door. The teacher noticed the interruptions
and had to respond each time, e.g. special needs assistant called with message; nurse called with
child, transition year student called, pupils from another class doing a survey called. The teacher
read a story and then asked the pupils various types o f questions about the story. Pupils were asked
to repeat a line from the story. They were asked to complete the sentence e.g. ‘we wear life jackets
when

V ‘an outdoor grill is called a

‘another name fo r shore is

They were asked

‘true or false’ questions. They were asked some questions seeking one word answers. Some
children continued to answer out o f turn despite teacher’s corrections and insistence of ‘one voice
at a time’. Some children shouted out the answers. Children answered in single word replies or a
short phrase. A couple of children at the beginning of lesson laughed at the responses of others.
This was corrected by the teacher. There were some word finding difficulties evident among the
children, some had hesitant replies to questions asked. Even towards the end o f the lesson pupils
had difficulty taking turns answering. The teacher varied the sequence around the group, beginning
at one side for one question and the other side for the next question. The lesson was thirty five
minutes long.
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Personalisation o f plans: The planning and development o f individual education programmes for
pupils in all aspects o f their learning, is central to the teaching and learning in the school.
Individual plans for pupils is a central focus o f the working day, this may be during informal
discussions or even over coffee with teachers. This individual planning had become a specific post
o f responsibility. Individual targets were set for pupils and highlighted. A school policy document
on planning states:
The cyclical process o f assessment, planning, teaching, assessment provides the structure fo r
the ch ild ren ’s learning process in Parklands. [The purpose is] identification o f the specific
learning targets fo r individual education plans; to provide feed b a ck to other professionals
parents and pupils; to evaluate the effectiveness o f the curriculum and program m es used in
the school.
Specific strategies are put in place to help each child meet his targets. Teachers use a variety o f
programmes. The program mes used in one class are also available to other classes. One teacher
mentioned two program mes she finds most valuable, W ordshark and Wordsworth. Individual
targets for all pupils are set in the following areas: reading level, word recognition, reading
comprehension, phonological awareness, language, visualising and verbalising, mathematics,
behaviour, speech and language, occupational therapy and other areas.
Each day in the school year is dated and targets are highlighted alongside. Teachers record and fill
in daily work com pleted in each o f the areas. This work plan is kept alongside the pupil profile and
the pupils individual education plan. Individual education plans are formalised in mid October.
There is a formal review o f targets in February and formal closure o f individual education plan
targets in June. There was general agreement among the staff that the com puter programmes in use
such as LASS and CoPS (see Appendix 1) are "great’ for identifying pupils strengths and needs
and for planning individual programmes. The principal reported she is now reviewing the
assessm ent tests used and the reasons for using a particular test. She was interested in finding out
about the standardised tests used in other reading schools. The most widely used test o f reading
ability used in other reading schools and reading units NARA (1997) is no longer used in
Parklands. LASS com puter assessment is now used to get each pupil’s learning profile. MICRA T
reading test for Irish pupils is also used. An issue raised by teachers and frequently expressed in the
schools visited is the m easurem ent o f progress using standardised reading tests. One teacher
expressed her frustration: 7 p u t so much work into N this yea r and it d o e sn ’t show in any
results...or in [standardised] tests sco re s’.
Pastoral care: The philosophy and ethos o f the charitable foundation was evident in the sensitive
and caring attitude o f Principal, the teachers and support staff. The researcher spent two school
days in the school and this was followed up by telephone conversations, letters and email in the
following weeks. On one occasion, before m eeting a particular class to discuss dyslexia with the
pupils, the Principal provided some background information. She described the group as ‘recently
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unsettled’ although they were previously quite a settled class. The class teacher later explained that
a child in the class was recently bullied and called names because o f his enrolment in the reading
school. This had caused an outburst in the classroom which had an effect on all the pupils. The
Principal was concerned that a class discussion on dyslexia and the children’s experiences in the
reading school would re open what up to now is ‘closure’ ‘When the pupils come here....they feel
safe. They know they are different and you are drawing attention to i t '.
The principal’s concerns were treated sensitively as she was hesitant about the proposed class
discussion. It was agreed that the class teacher would conduct the discussion and the researcher
would observe from the back o f the class. The teacher and pupils had already received a list o f the
questions to be asked. The discussion proceeded in a relaxed manner. The issue o f bullying did not
arise. Sensitivity o f the teachers to the concerns and needs o f pupils was evident. One of the
characteristics o f successful special schools lies in their capacity to value children for what they are
and to continue to value them regardless o f their sometimes destructive and self destructive
behaviour. (Dessent, 1987). When asked about the main strengths of the pupils in her class the
teacher replied: ‘They're good to talk... we do a lot o f SPHE, we do a lot o f Circle time in the
school because the children need to talk about their problems. They have a lot more problems ’.
Concluding comnients

The detailed information on the pupils showed that they have a range of difficulties o f a dyslexic
and dyspraxic type and these difficulties range from mild to severe. The Principal stressed that the
difficulties the pupils have "must be o f a specific nature’. In practical terms this means pupils must
have average intelligence combined with difficulty with acquiring literacy skills. As the school
moves to a more independent arrangement and the charitable foundation withdraws all funding and
support in the future, it will be necessary to continue the level o f specialist support the school
presently enjoys if the needs of its pupils are to be addressed. Clustering of special supports around
a special school is one way to address this issue. At present, services and support is available for
the pupils from the multidisciplinaiy staff in the school and also from outside agencies. The
principal noted that the pupil profile is becoming younger. Pupils aged seven and eight are now
applying to the school. She considered earlier intervention to be a positive move. This could mean
pupils would remain in the school for the remaining years o f their primary education. It has been
found that returning pupils to mainstream for Sixth Class is a huge concern to parents, teachers and
the pupils themselves (see further comment on this issue in findings from parents and teachers). At
present, placement is available for up to three years in the school with parental agreement. The
voices of the pupils must be heard when changes are considered: Tn this school, the teacher will
help, (you are) not ju st reading it o ff the blackboard ...In other school they were pushing you, you
had to be at the same speed as everyone else... We were doing work that was too hard fo r us and
they didn't give us much help ’.
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Special provision for these pupils means individualising the teaching and learning in the safe
environment o f Parklands. When considering some o f the attitudes and practices associated with
successful special schools, ‘child cantered’ as opposed to ‘subject cantered’ teaching seems to be
one o f the hallmarks. In this respect, Parklands school is on the right track.
Case study school 6: CITYSIDE SCHOOL (Reading School)
Cityside school was selected as an example o f a reading school. The case study was selected to
examine how it is coping with the current changes in policy in special educational needs.
Background; Location
The school is located in an urban area surrounded by housing developments; the majority o f the
houses are in private ownership. Local amenities include a small shopping centre church and
community centre. There are three schools on the same campus, a Junior and a Senior National
school and the Cityside reading school. The three schools share the car park, and large playground.
They also share the large general purposes /school Hall.
The Principal described the area as a settled established community and explained that some
families who grew up here could not afford to live locally, but would prefer their own children to
attend the local schools in the area. Consequently some parents enrol the children in local schools
close to their grandparents’ residential area. Children are driven to school by parents and some are
collected from school by grandparents living locally. There is a village-like atmosphere among the
well tended housing estates and local shopping centre. Playing fields and football pitches are close
by. There is a national basketball arena in the immediate area.
The school is accommodated in two separate flat roofed buildings which face each other across a
wide playground. Cityside shares the premises with the Senior primary school but has its own
separate entrance. Photos and press reports o f a presidential visit to the school are proudly on
display in the entrance area. The pupil o f the week award is displayed on a notice-board and also
this w eek’s award for good behaviour. A large mural in the hall way, completed by the pupils
‘success comes in cans not can 'ts ’ is a striking welcome to the visitor.
The Principal believed the school to be 'quite well resourced’ in terms o f teaching materials and
equipment. The room housing the school libraiy was not big enough so the library has been
devolved into six class libraries, one in each o f the six classrooms. The Principal explained this is
more satisfactory. Likewise it is planned that the computer room will close as two or three
computers are moved into each individual classroom. The school has had recent refurbishment,
painting and internal decoration. A large expenditure program on com munications technology will
com m ence in the summer. This project will network all the schools computers, install broadband
and internet access in each classroom and re wire and upgrade the electrical service in the school. A
similar program o f work was being carried out in the other two schools on the campus. All three
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schools on the campus were collaborating together on the logistics of undertaking this project. The
three school principals planned to coordinate the ongoing work over the summer months.
Teachers and staff

The staff includes the principal (administrative), six teachers, one special needs assistant. There are
six classes ranging from Third to Sixth Class. Teachers had from four to 25 years teaching
experience. Four of the teachers have postgraduate qualifications in special educational needs.
Pupils

There are 54 pupils enrolled, ranging in age from eight to twelve years. Pupils come from a wide
catchment area covering the regional town, outlying areas in surrounding counties. Pupils avail of
the DES special school transport system provision. The pupils are organised into six classes (two
classes each from Third to Sixth Class level) o f nine per class; placement is based on each pupil’s
level of reading and his/her class level in mainstream school. On entry information on reading
ability from the student’s school report and psychological assessment report is used to determine
the class level of each pupil for the coming year. Six pupils at present have a co existing speech and
language difficulty. This difficulty was diagnosed prior to enrolment in the school and the pupils
receive therapy outside the school. A further six are estimated by the Principal and class teachers to
have an undiagnosed speech and language difficulty. One pupil is supported by a special needs
assistant, due to additional care needs arising from ADD and Dyspraxia prior to enrolment. This
child receives support outside school hours from a voluntary agency.
The recent DES policy developments in special education provision did not adversely affect the
number o f pupils enrolled in the reading school each year. Some slight effect was noticed in that
the application and referral process was extended into the final months o f the school year. In effect
the reduced demand for places has been adjusted by the more favourable pupil teacher ratio.
Referral o f pupils: Pupils are referred to the school by a variety o f different personnel. The
Learning support teacher in school may refer a child, or referral may be made following an
educational assessment by NEPS. The DAI refers pupils and some are referred following private
assessment. Parents may contact the school themselves regarding enrolment. Full background
information on the child’s specific difficulties, his strengths and needs and his current level of
attainment is requested from the mainstream school as part o f the application process. Information
is also sought on the child’s current behaviour, language skills, and writing skills. The school does
not have any school based multi disciplinary supports for co-existing or other learning difficulties.
The purpose of the application process is to determine the suitability o f the placement for each
individual child. Occasionally a behaviour report will be requested from the child’s school to
determine the suitability of the transfer to special reading school.
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Criteria f o r enrolment: Definition o f dyslexia: When asked about the identification o f dyslexia
among the pupils, the Principal referred to the SERC Report (1993). The reading school identifies
pupils for enrolm ent according to the nature o f specific learning difficulties as set out by SERC in
its definition o f specific learning disability:
Severe difficulties in reading or writing skills, results o f standardised attainment tests
indicating the extent to which the reading attainment o f such pupils is behind the average
attainm ent o f children o f a similar age. Ability is confirm ed to be in average range or higher
and actual performance is at a substantially loM’er level (SERC, 1993, p. 87).
The reading school follows the criteria o f enrolment as set out by the DES (1998). Placement in the
reading school is for a maximum o f two years after which time pupils return to their own school. A
third year may be sanctioned if it is considered necessary. Each case is considered individually.
The principal is confident that the reading school ‘has a place on the continuum ’ for children who
have not m ade progress in reading because o f severe dyslexia.
Applications f o r enrolment are currently considered by the DES District Inspector. Each
application is carefully considered by the Principal in consultation with Inspector and Chairperson
o f the Board o f M anagement, before a placement in the school is offered to a pupil and his parents.
All pupils m ust meet the criteria and guidelines as set down by the DES on enrolment as outlined
above. It is envisaged that the new position o f Special Educational Needs Organisers may have a
role in the referral and placement o f pupils in the school in the future. Applications for enrolment in
Cityside are considered up to March o f the preceding school year. Each application is accompanied
by a current psychological assessment o f the child, indicating child’s intellectual ability in average
range; child’s current attainment in reading and comprehension; evidence o f a specific reading
disability/ dyslexia.
A school report with detailed information on the child’s current attainments and his learning
strengths and needs is also required. Further information may be requested by the reading school
during the application process. The Principal has regular and ongoing contact throughout the year
with the Inspector regarding placem ent o f individual children. Consultation takes place with the
Inspector for Primary schools regarding all applications. Pupils who are not eligible due to (a)
intellectual ability being below the average range or (b) reading attainment above the percentiles as
laid down by Departm ent o f Education, frequently do not receive a placem ent in the school. Pupils
with
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existing difficulties, such as for example a speech and language difficulty, dyspraxia,

attention deficit disorder or A sperger’s syndrome, may be accommodated in the school. Each
pupil’s application is considered individually. The pupil’s primary difficulty must be a reading
difficulty o f a dyslexic type. The school must address how it can best meet the needs o f each
individual pupil, without the support o f any back up multi disciplinary services.
An Induction day or ‘Open D ay’ takes place in the school in May every year. Attainment in
reading accuracy, reading comprehension, word identification skill and spelling skill o f all new
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students is assessed on Induction day. Students are subsequently organised into classes for the
following year. Each student’s reading accuracy and reading comprehension is assessed
individually using the NARA (1997). Spelling ability is assessed using the Schonell spelling test
(out o f print). Individual word recognition is assessed using Macmillan Graded word reading test
(1985) or Marino (1970) word recognition test. New pupils have an opportunity to visit the school
and meet the teachers on ‘Open Day’. Following the individual reading assessments, there is an
information meeting for new parents.
Organisation o f classes: Pupils are grouped into classes according to their reading ability as
outlined above, and their mainstream class level and other information gathered from the child’s
psychological assessment and teachers’ reports. This is their main class grouping. Early in the first
term, pupils are grouped by ability for mathematics on the basis o f assessment using the Norman
France Maths Profile (1979). A fijrther grouping for religious instruction takes as the teachers
change classes for religion and pupils are taught religion by a different teacher. In effect, pupils
have three teachers during the course o f each school day, a separate teacher for reading, maths and
religion. The principal described the benefits of this approach as a ‘a team approach ’, which is
regularly adopted to address individual difficulties or specific issues regarding a particular pupil.
The teaching team consists of the pupil’s main class teacher, his religion teacher and his maths
teacher. Teachers from the child’s previous year may also be included in ‘team’ discussions.
Teachers acquire a depth of knowledge about individual pupils during the course of the two year
placement. A formal parent teacher meeting takes place in February each year. An informal
meeting takes place towards the end o f the school year.
Teaching approaches: classroom observation
In order to observe the teaching methods a visit was arranged to one of the classes. Fifth Class was
selected by the principal and parent consent was received for pupils to participate. The researcher
spent an hour with the Fifth Class teacher and pupils in the class. There were eight children present
(one absent) in the class, two girls and six boys. The pupils were all in their second year in the
reading school. The teacher considered how to describe the teaching approaches she uses with this
particular group. A central focus her approach is the ongoing process of assessment through
teaching, that o f formative assessment.
Its very different for each child you can't say we do this as a whole group...Every one o f
them has different strengths and weaknesses, you have to work on their strengths and
weaknesses. For some children their auditory skills are appalling and you try and work on
those,
to he honest M’ith you ....when they reach Fifth and Sixth the older groups, I zone
in on what their strengths are rather than trying to bring up the auditory skills, fo r example,
i f they are good visually. Its very much whatever I fe e l the need fo r each child is, be it
auditory or visual or whatever.... and I work on the strengths. ... For some children
handwriting would be a huge problem fo r them, and their reading might be quite good, other
children spelling is a huge issue fo r them.... And th a t’s an area I would zone in on .... Very
much an individual basis on what they need.
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As regards pupils’ involvement in setting their own learning targets, the teacher reported using
Culligan's Core words spelling programme as a resource for setting individual spelling targets for
pupils. The teacher reported motivation as an im portant factor in the teaching approach used. She
described how the pupils had completed a writing activity some weeks previously and
it was great, they had loads to write about, more than they normally would, it was their own
experience they all contributed very well, it was fresh in their memory they had plenty to
write about, it was based on our presidential visit, very posh.
Oral work is central to teaching o f other subjects in the curriculum. The teacher described how she
teaches history and geography
We cover topics ...oral work e.g. Germany, we w o u ld n ’t do the text and all the questions and
test map and all, we w ouldn’t go into that level o f things
they love oral work, they have
really improved on that...they all participate
oral thing has really improved, their
confidence has really grown.
The morning sessions are reserved for literacy teaching and subjects such as history, geography and
science are taught in the afternoons. The curriculum content is adapted according to the ability o f
the pupils. The teacher explained that fewer topics are covered compared to mainstream classes but
subjects are covered in depth, using other approaches such as project work, visits to museums and
galleries and other ways o f accessing the curriculum.
Teaching approaches: The following topics were addressed by the class teacher in an interview
with the researcher to clarify the teaching approaches used: independent lea rn in g ,over learning,
sm all group size, s e lf esteem, assessment..
The principal and teachers in the school strongly believed that the special setting is very different to
mainstream. The Fifth Class teacher reported that ‘special reading schools are very different, its
com pletely individually program m ed fo r every child, very different to mainstream, they couldn't
operate like we do, not like mainstream ’.
Independent learning: The pupils receive a high level o f support for their literacy difficulties. The
Fifth Class teacher noted t h a t "coping skills ’ receive emphasis and she believed that the trend now
in the school is for more independent learning wherever possible. This was evident in the Fifth
Classroom where pupils worked on separate literacy activities / tasks during the morning ‘English
session’. This was a daily session o f one and three quarter hours fully concentrated on developing
literacy skills. The pupils described the morning routines and the independent learning approaches:
In this school they actually ju s t fo cu s on yo u r reading.....for fir st h a lf o f the day we, up to
little break, do most we can, do as much as we can get done. Then its Maths and then
religion
Independent learning is organised around the literacy programmes the teacher uses in class. The
teacher described the morning session
T h ey’re all w orking individually... quiet time... A ll at different levels on the kits, its
individual work, comprehension or whatever skills are involved. T h e y ’re all on different
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levels on that.... They need lot o f variety, short hursts o f written work, bit o f oral work, they
need lots o f different activities ...and [meanwhile] I ’m working with one child maybe doing
reading.
It was evident that some self management o f learning takes place in the reading school. The pupils
were actively involved in their own learning.
Over learning: Reinforcement o f learning is a priority for the teacher with this group of eleven
year old pupils. She stressed over- learning and
Repetition, we go back on it and back and back, the kids need it, constant
reinforcement....we get much better chance to do all the areas that need to be done....our
whole morning is devoted to English.
The teacher showed the researcher the different literacy programmes used. Pupils are timetabled to
use the Lexia and Wordshark software literacy programmes, daily. Each child works individually at
his own level. Pupils work in twos for spelling practice on the exercises in the Culligan's
Corewords programme. Pupils use the S.R.A. reading workshop for phonics and comprehension
exercises. While the pupils are working individually or in pairs on this work, the teacher hears
individual pupils reading aloud: 'It’s a different way to do the same thing reinforcing the same
thing; i t ’s a break from the written work and that kills a lot o f them you know ’.
Small group size: The small size of the group is an important factor in the classroom organisation
and monitoring of individual programmes of work:
Some children are fantastic, ju st let them o ff and they will do it they work very well together
some children definitely need the one on one ... I try and get around to see each o f them at
some stage during the week
The teacher was aware of the high level o f support these pupils receive in the school.
7 d o n ’t think its realistic to expect a mainstream teacher to be able to give these children the
intensive support and attention these kids need. Its not practical, thirty odd children in the
room, where have they got the time to do that? ’
The pupil teacher ratio of nine to one has been consistently mentioned by teachers, principals,
parents and pupils themselves as a significant factor in the success o f individualised approaches to
teaching and learning in the special reading school. Later during the pupils discussion, the
researcher observed that the pupils were aware of the extra support they receive from their teacher
in a smaller class: ‘.teachers helping you ’; ‘I t ’s easier because everyone else has dyslexia you d o n ’t
get slagged’. A fuller account of pupils’ discussion reported in earlier section of this chapter.
S e lf esteem: The pupils were learning in an environment where they feel safe and supported. Self
esteem received particular emphasis as pupils may have experienced repeated failures in their
previous learning situation. The principal described the school’s approach as an attempt to look at
the child in a 'holistic w ay’ and she sees reading difficulties "as part o f the child’s se lf belief and
s e lf perception’. The social skills programme 'Circle Time’ (Moseley, 1997) has been integrated
into the Social Personal Health Education (SPHE) programme in the school. All pupils take part in
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the programme. The pupils confidence and easy rapport in the discussion was readily observed.
The teacher noted that ‘when they come in first...a lot o f them are very afraid, reserved, (they are)
much more outgoing now, confident, their whole s e lf image has improved
Assessm ent: The class teacher’s main emphasis was on improving the literacy skills o f the pupils.
Pupils received a high level o f individual support in all literacy areas. Progress is monitored
through standardised reading tests twice each year (May and December). In addition, the teachers
maintained constant contact with the parents regarding any aspect o f concern;
We have a Parent Teacher meeting in October usually. 1 show them samples o f work, and
have their scores there. M ost parents are usually delighted and they see the progress as well.
Issues o f concern
The Principal underlined three essential resources which contribute to the effectiveness o f this
special support. These were low pupil teacher ratio, s ta ff development and training, and
maintaining parent involvement.
Low p u pil teacher ratio: Teachers address children’s literacy difficulties in a holistic way in this
reading school and the low pupil teacher ratio also gives an opportunity to build the child’s self
esteem. The reduction o f pupil teacher ratio to 9:1, as recommended in the TFD was welcomed.
S ta ff developm ent and training: was considered to an urgent need for all teachers:
We are a resource hut this resource will not be m aintained in top p ea k i f development o f sta ff
is not given p rio rity
yo u could become stagnant very quickly, yo u need to keep on top o f
w h a t’s happening (Principal)
M aintaining parent involvement. The teachers and school principal maintain constant contact with
parents during the child’s placement in the school. The Principal noted that the school ‘does not
have the same connections as a parish school. Parents are involved with the school fo r two years,
then pupils return to mainstream ’ (Principal). M aintaining continual parent involvement takes a
considerable amount o f time.
The Principal’s present concerns regarding the role o f the reading school relate to the following:
Support services; Psychological consultation and assessments; Liaison with mainstream schools
and Classroom assistants
Support services: Contact with outside agencies, clinics and services was reported to be
fragmented as a result o f the wide catchment area. There is no speech and language support
designated to the school. Pupils may be referred to clinics or services according to their home
address. This could cover more than three different health board areas. Direct support to the school
and its pupils is non existent. Occupational therapist support and guidance was not available.
Psychological consultation and assessments: NEPS provides a service to all primary schools,
although the full complement o f educational psychologists has not yet been appointed. An
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educational psychologist was assigned to this reading school in 2003, who is currently on maternity
leave. The reading school is shared with twenty nine other schools in her caseload. A replacement
psychologist had not visited the school this year. The Principal would wish for an updated
psychological report for all pupils on returning to mainstream. She was of the opinion that the
current level of service to a special school is inadequate.
The Principal expressed concern that some pupils who don’t make progress appear to 'slip through
the n e t’. In spite of intensive support and special teaching, some pupils do not progress as expected
and are a cause of concern to the teachers. There may be underlying emotional difficulties which
are not identified until the placement has commenced. Best practice would recommend a
multidisciplinary approach to addressing these individual cases. When teachers and families need
this advice, consultation, or back up support, it is either not available or the service is inadequate to
meet the need. In particular the back up support and consultation with specialist services is needed
for some pupils at the time of transition back to mainstream. However, frustration is acutely felt by
the principal and teachers due to the current lack of multi disciplinary support.
Liaison with mainstream schools: Liaison with pupils mainstream schools and with second level
schools was reported to be difficult to maintain without adequate staffing. The Principal suggested
a Home school resource teacher would have a role in liaising with pupils class and/or support
teacher on return from the special placement. A ‘mainstream liaison week’ is held in the school
every year and is well attended. This was an opportunity for teachers from the pupils’ mainstream
school to visit the reading school and meet with the child’s teachers before the transition. The
Principal considered a home school liaison person to be a necessary support to the special school.
Classroom assistants: The principal suggested a classroom assistant or special needs assistant was
needed in each class to support the work o f the teachers. The Fifth Class teacher explained how she
would use the classroom assistant:
For the one child that has particular difficulty, ....to help him to have that person to look
after him or her, to help with reading, its so time consuming, its so important, you do have to
do it, it has to be done, to make sure its done... I ’d love a second pair o f hands, even one
extra pair o f hands.
Concluding cominents

The individualised teaching approaches in use in the school are made possible by the small group
sises and the low pupil teacher ratio. Specialised literacy programmes and appropriate software
were used to reinforce basic literacy skills. However, the frustration of providing a specialised
teaching resource without adequate back up support was a daily challenge for the principal and
teachers o f Cityside reading school. Pupils with additional co existing needs did not receive regular
access to the multi disciplinary services as needed. Liaison with mainstream schools was difficult
to maintain without adequate staffing. While there has been recent investment by the DES in
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capital resources in the school (computers), the need was expressed for a classroom assistant to
support the teaching and learning in each class.

Reading Schools: Summary o f Key Issues
It is evident that there are similar teaching approaches and methods used in both reading schools.
The pupils were encouraged to monitor their own learning and work independently on various
appropriate literacy programmes. There was evidence that some self managem ent o f learning takes
place. Individualised education plans and the continuous assessment o f pupils progress was a
common feature o f the teaching approaches used in the reading schools. There was a strong focus
on the reinforcement and over learning o f basic skills and building the pupils’ self esteem. Teachers
in both reading schools were o f the opinion that the intensive teaching and the supportive
environment helps to break the ‘cycle o f failure’ for many o f the pupils. Teachers expressed very
high expectations for the pupils and the methods used promoted a love o f books and reading.
There was a significant difference in the level o f specialist support available to these two reading
schools. Due to funding and support from a local voluntary service since it was established, one o f
the schools had access to extensive multi disciplinary support. The other school does not receive
any extra supports because o f its special school status. It was apparent that there is a need for
regular access to specialist support for the pupils attending a reading school. It was a concern to the
Principal in each o f the reading schools that liaison with m ainstream schools is difficult to maintain
without adequate (staffing) resources. Returning to Sixth Class for one year was seen as a particular
difficulty for many pupils and is a concern to the teachers and parents.

SUMMARY OF K E Y ISSUES
This section will conclude with a summar>' o f the common issues and the divergent issues in the
three settings.

Re organisation o f special educational needs
M ainstream settings
The traditional roles o f Learning Support and Resource teacher were undergoing development and
change as schools began to organise more inclusive practices for pupils with special educational
needs. Since the introduction o f a recent policy direction (DES SPED 24/03; 02/05) the
reorganisation o f additional support for pupils with special educational needs must be addressed by
schools. It was evident in two o f the mainstream schools that the existence o f special classes
prompted the re organisation o f special support at a whole school level. Two out o f four o f the
mainstream schools visited are now in the process o f developing a whole school model o f support
for special educational needs.
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Special settings
Reading Units: The re organisation of provision for special educational needs did not appear to be
correlated to the existence of a reading unit in the school. In fact the schools which had a reading
unit established, continued to provide separate provision for pupils, although the pupils in the
reading unit were integrated in their base class for non core subjects. The reading units remained
separate to the inclusive practice in the whole school.
Reading Schools: The reading schools provided a separate parallel school system of small group
teaching with particular emphasis on literacy. Pupils in the reading schools were not withdrawn for
extra support, as the focus in the whole school was already on providing extra support to the pupils
during the two year placement. There were nine pupils per class. The recent re organisation of
special needs provision in mainstream schools due to Department of Education policy changes,
may have an impact on the demand for places in the reading schools in the future.
Collaboration

Mainstream settings: There was very limited collaboration between the learning support/resource
teacher and the class teachers in the mainstream schools. There were organisational difficulties
about meeting with mainstream teachers and constraints on time for collaboration between
teachers.
Special settings:
Reading units: There was little or no evidence o f collaboration between the teacher in the reading
unit and the base class teacher in each of the schools. Lack of time for collaboration was an issue of
concern to teachers in the reading units. There was concern about the lack of ongoing
communication of information about pupils’ learning, and the lack of time for planning and
differentiation of learning for these pupils.
Reading Schools: There was a high level of collaboration and regular communication among staff
in each of the reading schools. This consisted of team meetings with teaching staff, support staff
and also specialist staff. However, communication with the child’s class teacher in the mainstream
school (the child’s ‘home school’) was limited. There was no linkage or outreach provided from the
reading school to the mainstream school.
Integration

Pupils in the reading units and pupils receiving learning support or resource teaching expressed
difficulties with the movement from a small learning group to mainstream class every day. Their
main concerns were timetable issues and social issues. The lack o f collaboration between teachers
was a contributory factor to this difficulty. The pupils in the reading schools remained in the
special placement for two years before returning to mainstream. However the pupils expressed
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concern about the transfer back to mainstream and the longer travelling time to and from the
reading school.
Identification o f dyslexia
M ainstream settings: The early identification o f dyslexia among pupils was an issue for the
teachers in the mainstream schools. There was agreement that this requires proper training o f
teachers and qualified resource teachers. Although experienced and competent in the position o f
support teacher, these learning support and resource teachers reported that they did not feel
qualified to identify pupils with dyslexia. The need was expressed for greater access to NEPS The
support teachers were aware o f pupils who have a ‘dyslexic type’ difficulty and need additional
support.
Special settings: The pupils who attend the reading schools and reading units have already been
identified as having a learning difficulty arising from dyslexia following a psycho- educational
assessment.
Teaching approaches
M ainstream settings: Direct and focused teaching o f basic literacy skills predominantly took place
in a small group setting with the learning support or resource teacher. It was evident that the
support teachers showed an awareness o f the importance o f linking reading and writing and
encouraging the self regulation o f pupils’ learning. Building the pupils self esteem was considered
by teachers to be an important element o f the supportive teaching. It was evident that some self
m anagement o f learning takes place in the small group setting. The methods used by the support
teachers included modelling and prompting correct responses in reading and writing.
Special settings: The teachers in the reading units used similar teaching strategies. Oral discussion
is a central part o f every literacy lesson. Listening comprehension and reading comprehension was
encouraged by the teacher reading regularly to the pupils. The teachers encouraged the use o f meta
cognitive strategies by scaffolding the pupils’ writing activities. ‘Shared’ writing enabled the pupils
to plan and prepare their written activity. The teachers in the reading schools had a longer
instruction time for literacy activities but there is a similarity o f methods and strategies used.
Building the pupils’ self esteem is linked with explicit and direct teaching o f basic reading and
writing. Teachers have high expectations o f the pupils and pupils are involved in m onitoring their
own learning. The development o f oral language skills and reading comprehension is evident.

Voices of the pupils
This section reports the findings from the pupils’ discussion groups in each o f the case study
schools. Pupils were invited to take part in a group discussion with the researcher from each o f the
six case study schools. The three largest groups had eight pupils present, the smallest had two
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pupils. In this school (Riverside) the two pupils receiving individual resource teaching took part in
the discussion. Numbers of pupils in each group and the type of school setting were as follows:
Table 4.9: Description o f discussion groups

School

Number o f children in group

Type o f school/setting

Main Street

5

Mainstream / Learning support

Riverside

2

Mainstream /Resource support

The Avenue

8

Reading Unit

Grenfieids

8

Reading Unit

Cityside

8

Reading School

Parklands

7

Reading School

Topics covered in each of the discussion groups included
•

Favourite subjects

•

Progress in school

•

Effective teaching strategies

•

Literacy programmes

•

Learning strategies

•

Disadvantages o f extra support

•

Advantages o f extra support

Before each discussion, the pupils had met the researcher on at least one previous occasion and in
some situations at least twice before the discussion. The researcher had been observing in the
classroom, taking notes and had also explained all about the research study. In the two mainstream
schools, the pupils were familiar with the reading school as pupils regularly attend fi'om time to
time. There were individual differences between the groups with the older pupils more relaxed and
interested in the topics under discussion.
A group discussion among pupils took place with parental consent in the classroom. Each
discussion was recorded. The class teacher remained present in all cases. Parents had received a
copy of the questions to be asked in the discussion. The presence o f a tape recorder did not appear
to affect the behaviour of the larger groups. The class teacher observed in each case that the pupils
responded openly. In the smallest group of two pupils, the tape recorder may have contributed to
hesitancy o f replies from one of the pupils. Each discussion lasted approximately thirty five
minutes. Discussion with the smallest group lasted twenty minutes.
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Favourite subject
The chart below shows pupils’ favourite subjects. What they enjoyed most reflects what they
believed they were good at. A significant num ber preferred m athematics, but physical education
was the most frequently selected subject. None o f the pupils selected English as a favourite subject.
Fig 4.50: Pupils’ Favourite Subjects

No. replies

Maths

History

Science

Geography

Drama

Progress in school
When asked about progress in school work pupils in each o f the teaching situations responded
positively. They were able to point out areas where they felt they had made progress Spelling and
reading was mentioned as specific areas o f improvement. There was a sense o f confidence as pupils
reported evidence o f this progress. The level o f difficulty o f the reader now in use, was cited as
evidence o f progress in reading.
Reading school: There was a sense o f confidence among pupils as they described their progress: ‘/
was stage 10. now I ’m on stage 15 [Oxford Reading Tree] I never get s tu c k ’: ‘ 1 used to read little
books, real easy books. I’ve started reading Harry Potter and s tu ff. The level o f difficulty o f the
reader now in use, was cited to confirm progress in reading. Progress in spelling and written work
was also mentioned: 7 am not making the same mistakes as I used to, in spelling stories

Other

pupils displayed a self assurance as they said ‘I ’m better now at spelling than I was last year
Reading Unit: Pupils in the reading units similarly reported progress in their reading. They were
aware o f their developing progress in reading by extending their level o f reading: ‘M oving on to
harder books and I can read them now, now I ’m used to th em ’. These pupils reported all round
progress: ‘For the answers, I p u t up m y hand and I know the answers, I ’m able to do it. People tell
me that I ’ve im proved’.
Learning support: Pupils receiving learning support also reported an awareness o f their progress in
reading: 7 can say that I know words that I didn ’t know before ’. These pupils also recognised their
improvement in writing skills: ‘E vety time I practice m y writing slow I see it getting better and
b e tte r’. Another child mentioned an improvement in writing skills: ‘The other day I m oved on to
the next section with m y spellings, m y sp ellin g ’s im proving’
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Effective teaching strategies

Pupils were asked specifically how the teacher helps them. A range of approaches and methods of
instruction was evident in all the replies in each of the teaching situations. The main teaching
approaches considered helpful were prompting strategies, modelling techniques, and specific
approaches to developing phonic skills.
Reading School: Pupils reported the way teachers help them learn. Help with phonics was
specifically recognised by the pupils as very helpful: ‘She says the things out loud fo r you to write
them down, sometimes she splits up words and all that’; ‘She helps you with the words, she makes
you sound them out and i f you c a n ’t she kind o f helps you say it

'In this school, the teacher will

help you, not ju st reading it o ff the blackboard’.
Reading Unit: Help with spelling was mentioned in all of the groups. Spelling skills are fi-equently
weak for many students with dyslexia. One o f the students in a reading unit reported how the
teacher 'gives us little hints i f we are stuck

'if i t ’s a big word she says it slower ’

Learning support / resource teaching support: Pupils thought it helpful when teachers regularly
read with the student. Instruction in long vowel sounds was mentioned as a teaching strategy which
the pupils found particularly helpful. The magic e rule as an aid to remembering the long vowel
sounds was reported as useful in one group. Techniques such as ‘breaking up the w ords’, was also
mentioned as being useful by the students. One class mentioned mnemonics as a method of
remembering spellings e.g. Big elephants can always upset small elephants =because: and Can you
cut large eggs? = cycle.
A particular strategy pupils mentioned is identifying specific areas pupils need to work on For
example, the teacher ‘shows us what our mistakes are and how to fix i t ’. This was considered
particularly helpful by the group receiving resource teaching.
Literacy Programmes and learning strategies
Pupils mentioned specific literacy programmes which are in every day use in the class. They were
familiar with these programs and could describe how the programme helped them to learn. The
programmes mentioned were PAT Program (Wilson, 1993 Phonological awareness training).
Corewords (Culligan, 1997. Improving Children’s Spelling), SRA reading Laboratory and Wrifing
centre. Computer programmes mentioned were Wordshark and Lexia.. Pupils reported many
different approaches to learning which they find helpful.
Reading units: Pupils reported some o f the strategies and conditions which help them learn. A
quieter classroom and fewer pupils in the class was mentioned, for example; ‘p eace and quiet, no
one nagging at you; I hate the noise I c a n ’t concentrate, the teeniest thing can distract me ’.
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Pupils who return to their base class in the afternoon reported a different learning experience in a
larger class. They expressed a preference for the small reading unit or reading class. The larger
class size was considered a disadvantage to accessing extra help. This was not the teacher’s fault,
according to one student, 'teachers d o n ’t have time, they have to keep m oving on, they have other
students in the class and they are on dijferent stories

The pace o f learning in the reading unit is

more suited to the needs o f the individual pupils. Keeping up with the workload in mainstream is
difficult but ‘i t ’s not really the base teacher’s fa u lt he c a n ’t stop, h e ’s a good teacher, he has a big
class o f thirty
Some pupils could describe the learning strategies they use. This pupil m entioned how he keeps
focused while writing: W riting s tu ff along the side, in the margin, and 1 keep on looking at it; i f I
was writing a story and I got stuck, I 'd read back over i t ’. When asked about the kind o f things that
help him learn, this student explained:
When I ’m writing stories, I d o n ’t write adventures and s tu ff I write fa c ts about animals and
stuff. So i f I'm stuck and d o n ’t know what to do I look at a book or the television. I d o n ’t
need to read to get the information. I like facts.
Praise and encouragement were reported frequently s positive features o f the teaching approaches
used. Stickers, and rewards for work done or fo r getting your w ork done early were appreciated.
Some pupils preferred to work with a friend or in a group. There was some evidence that there
were opportunities for group work in each o f the classes. One child however, preferred the big class
because 'in the big class your friends will help you, I like the noise, the chat ’.
In one o f the reading units, pupils were asked the type o f lesson they would prefer and hands were
raised as follows: When writing is on the board and pupil can see it (six hands raised); teacher
talking (explaining) but no blackboard (three hands raised); and teacher asks pupils to write what
they know (no hands raised
Difficulties with writing and a dislike o f writing was reported frequently by the pupils. The
teachers’ awareness o f the pupils’ difficulties was appreciated that ‘th e re ’s not so much writing,
that's the good thing ’.
Reading schools: Pupils in the reading schools were also aware o f the different teaching and
learning strategies they had experienced in both mainstream and in the reading school. One student
reported that ‘we were doing w ork that was too hard fo r us and they d id n ’t give us much help,
....you had to be at the same speed as everyone else ’ The teaching strategies used to teach writing
were particularly recognised and preferred by the students as these com m ents tell: 7 like it best
M’hen yo u can ju s t say it, you d o n ’t get tired ’; ‘Writing ...hurts your hands
wall) helps us

‘The posters (points to

‘Tlte computer helps us...to write stories

In one class the pupils explained they could write on the board and this helped with spelling and
corrections; ‘I t ’s better on the board, I d o n ’t have to write it, I d o n 't have to rule the page (when
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you ’re finished?) I ruh it out

In the learning support group the pupils reported proudly that ‘Our

teacher gives us dictation, she gives us 23 words in a sentence. She gives us sheets, and dictation,
we write down a word
Pupils who had moved to a reading school referred to the differences in teaching approaches they
had experienced in the smaller group.
In this school they mostly focus on your reading, ....in other classes (mainstream) there was
thirty one people, and the teachers d o n ’t really notice you, there’s so many children in the
class.
Pupils described the teaching approaches in mainstream setting as follows: ‘She ju st gives you hard
work, she doesn’t help you, she ju st says “do it"

‘In the other class.... in the big class, ..shouts at

us and we get lines ’. One of the pupils described a significant difference between the reading unit
and mainstream: ‘ 7 think i t ’s quieter up there, but up there I don 't get that much help ’.
Learning support: The pupils receiving learning support/resource teaching could also describe the
teaching and learning strategies with which they are familiar: ‘She helps us work, she helps us
spell, spellings that help us

‘We can play the games she gives us, Swap and Fix ’

Disadvantages o f special support
Pupils expressed some of the disadvantages associated with extra support in each of the different
settings.
Reading unit: The class timetable in the base class may cause difficulties or disappointments for
pupils who are integrated for part of the day in mainstream. Missing enjoyable activities such as
Art or P.E. or even computer time was seen as a disadvantage of the special support. The students
are aware of the subject timetable in the base class but even so it is a disappointment for them if the
timetable is changed and they miss out on certain subjects: ‘They ju st d o n ’t bother reminding you
and that’s the same with most subjects; i f they ’re doing art, they never tell me and they never call
fo r me or anything ’.
Pupils in the reading unit explained how it can be difficult moving from a small group setting to
mainstream as follows: ‘When you go to the big class, I c a n ’t say it out, I say it in my head, I don ’t
like reading out loud (its) too hard up there

‘In base class, he ca n ’t kinda stop, he has to keep

going’. There are also social disadvantages to a placement in the reading unit, as the pupils
mentioned missing their friends in the base class: ‘Some o f my best friends are up in the base class,
I have a good few friends up there ’.
Reading School: Distance from home is an issue for a lot o f children who have to travel some
distance to attend a reading school or reading unit: ‘I ’ve got to travel so far, you lose connection
with your old school and old friends .... tired, travel all hours o f the day. I c a n ’t go outside and play
[after school]’. Moving from mainstream school and leaving friends was considered to be
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disadvantage: ‘You miss your friends in your old school, yo u w o n ’t see them

‘The problem is, they

might be gone next year, i f you get there [back to mainstream]
There are more boys than girls enrolled in the reading units and reading schools. These gender
issues were seen as a disadvantage by the girls. In one o f the reading schools, one girl mentioned
this as a disadvantage o f the placement: 'T here’s more boys in the school than girls, only 16 girls
in the whole school, only a quarter girls. N ext year th e re ’s going to be more girls

There were

seven boys and one girl in one o f the reading units visited. This gender imbalance was pointed out
to the researcher by the teacher, but was not mentioned by any o f the pupils in that unit as a
disadvantage o f the special placement.
Learning/resource support: M oving from a small group back to base class and trying to catch up,
was mentioned as s disadvantage by the pupils in the learning support and resource groups: ‘When
we come to the classroom [mainstream] we have to fin ish it [class work] and everyone is h a lf way
through it, we have to hurry up
This pressure o f time is a disadvantage for the pupils as they explained 'when we only have a fe w
minutes to do som ething' Differentiated class work for the pupils returning from extra support did
not feature strongly in the responses, and the same amount o f work was expected from all pupils in
the class: ‘H e ’d make you do it fo r homework or som ething’. Other pupils who integrated with
mainstream for some subjects had a similar experience, although this may vary from year to year:
‘Last year our base class used to help us more, this year the base class teacher, he doesn’t help at all
he just tells us to sit down and do it’. This child has learned to ask a friend for help: 7 ask a fe lla
beside me i f I ’m stuck on spelling or th a t'.
A dvantages o f extra support
The main advantages for the pupils in the discussion groups focussed on the learning environment
and the sense o f improvement in their school work.
Reading school: The smaller group and more frequent interaction between the teacher and pupils
was m entioned as an advantage. One o f the pupils said: ‘I t ’s so much easier to learn; th e re ’s so
much more people to help you, th e re ’s not as much people so yo u get really close friends with
every one else ’. The feeling o f not being ‘the only one’ with a reading difficulty was also evident in
the students replies ‘Its easier because everyone else has dyslexia and y o u d o n ’t get sla g g ed ’. This
perception o f being in a class with pupils who have a similar difficulty was important to the pupils.
Some pupils reported they had experienced name calling because o f dyslexia, as one child said
People slag yo u because yo u can't read (where?) In old school. Sometimes in my old class i f
you ask w h a t’s that word, th e y ’d sa y ....it’s easy
you 're stupid.
Overall, the pupils were appreciative o f the special support and a sense o f confidence in the belief
that they were m aking progress in reading and writing. As one pupil commented:
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In my old school I wouldn’t get this much help. We 're lucky to be here, there’s a waiting list
trying to get in here. We ’re kind o f lucky to get in.
Reading Unit: There was recognition among pupils in the reading units of the importance o f the
level of the work. They perceived the level of difficulty of the school work in the reading unit to be
at an appropriate level for them, and this leads to more positive behaviour: 7 d o n ’t really get in
trouble down here as much as I do in the base class. Down here you ’re able to do the work, the
work is a bit easier’. They considered the pupils in the base class to be capable o f harder work: ‘In
the base class, they be able fo r their work mostly, we d o n ’t do the same work as them, so he
(teacher) mostly gets us to do geography. We do different stuff.
Learning support/resource teaching support: The pupils attending the resource teacher
appreciated the individual attention: 'I f we 're doing work and we d o n ’t understand it, she tells us
how to do it ’.
Concluding comments
The pupils’ voices from the case studies showed considerable insights into the teaching - learning
situation provided for them during the extra support. Working in a smaller group and the
individualised support from the teacher were repeatedly mentioned as benefits of the extra support.
The main difficulties reported were concerns about moving from a small group setting to
mainstream and issues such as travelling time and timetable issues. This was a common issue for
the pupils in the reading schools and units and those receiving learning/resource support. However,
the benefits of the extra support outweighed the disadvantages mentioned. Pupils were aware of the
different learning experience in the mainstream and made a favourable comparison with the special
setting. The teaching approaches used in each o f the settings was considered by the pupils to be a
positive factor in their progress in reading. There were no significant differences between the views
of pupils in each of the different settings. The significant benefits and advantages o f extra support
reported by the pupils focused on the small group individualised teaching and learning approaches.

Pupils’ progress in reading
One of the objectives o f special support provided for pupils with dyslexia is to improve the child’s
attainment in reading. This section will present the findings from the quantitative data returned by
teachers who are supporting dyslexic pupils in four settings. These settings, and the range of
support they offer are as follows:
Support setting

Instruction time

Duration o f support

learning support in mainstream schools

3hrs. 20 mins per week.

No limit

individual resource teaching

2.hrs. 30 mins per week

No limit

reading units

3 hours per day

2 years

reading schools

Full day

2 years
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Information on the child’s progress in reading over the two year special placem ent was recorded.
The child’s reading ability on entry to the special placement and at the end o f the two year
placem ent was recorded. Background information on these pupils was also collated. This section
will present a description o f the pupil participants who are enrolled in special placements and will
also show the progress o f the pupils in reading over a two year period.
The section will also include data from a group o f pupils who were receiving learning support in
mainstream. An explanation for the inclusion o f these pupils is provided below. Due to changes in
the DES policy on providing in-school support to such pupils (DES, SPED 24/03), pupils who
would previously have received individual resource teaching were now receiving learning support.
It seemed likely that the difficulties experienced by these pupils would be sim ilar to those receiving
special support. Although this group had not received a psychological assessment to identify
dyslexia, it was felt that their progress in reading might differ over the same two year period. These
pupils all have ‘dyslexic type’ difficulties although they do not form a homogeneous group.
The study took place over a two-year period 2003-2005. At the time o f this study, special support
was provided in three different settings: individual resource teaching, reading units and special
school placement. Pupils’ reading attainment was recorded on entry to special provision
(Septem ber 2003), and at the end o f the two year placement (June 2005). Data will also be
presented in this section on a group o f pupils who were receiving learning support in mainstream.
Progress in reading for this group o f pupils will be reported over a single year 2004-2005.
This section opens with a profile o f provision for pupils with dyslexia who are receiving learning
support; the main part o f the section is a profile o f specialised provision.
P upils receivin g Learning Support

A group o f 50 pupils receiving learning support teaching because o f dyslexia were included in the
study. The data returned for this sample group o f pupils receiving in-school support had limitations.
A large num ber o f pupils receiving learning support are presently attaining higher levels o f reading
attainm ent than that recommended by the Guidelines on Learning Support (DES, 2002). There is
no single standardised test used by all learning support teachers to measure pupils progress in
reading skills. Record keeping and consistency o f scores used varies between teachers and between
schools. Consistent data on pupils reading progress was not available for the two year period o f the
study 2003-2005. Changes in teacher, changes in the tests used, the record keeping and
standardised use o f scores, was reported to be an issue. For these reasons care must be taken with
any interpretation or comparison o f outcomes in reading gains among pupils.
The 50 pupils receiving learning support were drawn from four different schools; their average age
was nine years two months. In three o f the schools the data was recorded by the learning support
teacher, in the fourth school, the learning support and the resource teacher coordinated the
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measures. All of the pupils had been receiving learning support for the past two years. The
following reading tests were administered by Learning support teachers: NARA, Young Reading
Test, Schonell Spelling test, Schonell Word recognition test, RAIN sentence test, MICRA T,
DPRT. This section will present data on pupils who are receiving extra support from the learning
support teacher under the following headings:
•

Class level of pupils receiving learning support

•

Time spent per week receiving extra support

•

Pupils’ reading ability: Eligibility for learning support and reading tests used

•

Pupils’ progress in reading 2004-2005

The reader must bear in mind that this is not a homogeneous group of pupils. There are individual
differences between pupils and differences between the level of support provided by each school.
Nevertheless, all o f the pupils have been receiving learning support for the past two years because
o f dyslexic-type difficulties. The recent change in DES policy to a general allocation model of
support (DES, SPED 24/03) means that pupils with dyslexia are now supported by the learning
support teacher, and will no longer receive individual resource teaching. It was expected that
progress in reading over a two year period for these pupils might differ from pupils who were
receiving support in a special setting.
Class level o f pupils receiving learning support: The following table presents background
information on this group of pupils. Data on the intellectual ability o f pupils receiving learning
support was not available as these pupils would not have had a psychological assessment. The
pupils receiving learning support were represented across all class levels, from First to Sixth, with
more pupils in Third and Fifth Class receiving learning support.
Table 4.10: Pupils receiving learning support: numbers in each class level

Class

Pupils receiving learning support

First Class

8

Second Class

7

Third Class

10

Fourth Class

8

Fifth Class

10

Sixth Class

7

Total

50

When the classes were grouped as presented in the table below, it could be seen that third and
Fourth Classes had a slightly higher representation o f pupils receiving learning support than the
younger pupils. This corresponds with the average age per pupil as shown in the first table.
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Time spent p er week receiving learning support: The following table shows that the majority of
pupils (33) were receiving three hours twenty minutes (two hundred minutes) per week. This
usually takes the form o f five sessions o f forty minutes per day, in a small group o f pupils of
similar age. Pupils were withdrawn from class for this extra support. All o f the pupils in this
sample group had been receiving learning support for the past two years.
T able 4.11: A llocation o f learning support hours

Learning support, Time p er week

No. Pupils

90 minutes

1

120 minutes

2

150 minutes

6

160 minutes

5

180 minutes

1

200 minutes

33

210 minutes

1

300 minutes

1

Total

50

P u pils’ reading ability: Eligibility fo r learning support: It was clear from the reading scores
returned that a large number o f pupils receiving learning support are presently attaining higher
levels o f reading attainment than that recommended by the DES;
strongly discourage the practice o f including pupils with average attainment in the
caseloads o f learning support teachers. Rather the needs o f pupils with low achievement
should at all times be the particular focus o f the learning support provision. . . . I n selecting
pupils fo r diagnostic assessment and supplementary teaching, priority should be given to
those pupils who achieve scores at or below the tenth percentile (DES, 2000, pp 57, 58).
However different tests were used by the learning support teachers to determine the pupils’ reading
level, therefore it would be inadvisable to make a comparison across the different tests used. Also,
individual schools may interpret the guidelines according to the general level o f attainment in the
school. This would explain the higher levels o f attainment o f some pupils in certain schools
receiving additional support.
Reading tests used: A great variation in measures o f reading attainment was reported by the
learning support teachers. A wide variety o f tests are used in this setting. Some teachers used just
one test to measure pupils’ progress in reading. Others used more than one. There were limitations
and variations in the data received. The following chart shows the range o f reading tests used by
support teachers to record pupils’ progress in reading. Although the NARA (1997) is used more
frequently by the support teachers, this test was not used consistently from year to year.
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Fig 4.51: Reading tests used by the learning support teachers
Neale Analysis of Reading Ability
Young Word Recognition Test
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The data returned for this group showed no single standardised test used across all schools or for all
pupils receiving learning support teaching. There is diversity in the tests used across schools and
within the same school from year to year. Tests that are used are administered at different times
during the year. Progress in reading is recorded in a variety o f ways. Results and reading scores
vary from reading ages, standard scores, percentile ranks and raw scores. The returned data could
not be used to extrapolate reliable measures o f reading progress among the pupils receiving
learning support. The limitations o f the data recorded by the Learning support and resource
teachers are reported in the methodology chapter.
Progress in reading 2004-2005: Due to gaps in the data returned to the researcher for the purposes
o f this study, it was not possible to outline pupils’ progress in reading over the two year period
2003-04 and 2004-05. However data showing pupils’ gain over a single school year 2004-05 was
available for 32 o f the 50 pupils receiving learning support. These pupils were in two groups: one
group had 13 pupils, the second had 19. The following charts show their rates o f progress:
Fig 4.52: Average scores in Word recognition, Reading Comprehension and Spelling 20042005
A: Schonell word recognition an d spelling
te sts (n=13): reading age/spelling a g e

B: N eale analysis o f reading skills (n=19):
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Pupils who have been identified as having low achievement in literacy may receive support from
the learning support teacher. Some o f the pupils receiving learning support may have low general
ability; others may have dyslexic type difficulties. The findings presented above are an illustration
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o f the wide variation in assessment and the lacic o f consistency in the data reported from this group
o f learning support teachers.
The scores show the gain for two groups o f pupils in spelling, word recognition and comprehension
over one year. The first group (n=13) made limited progress in word recognition in one year. In
another school, a gain o f 19 months in spelling was reported among the pupils (n=19). This is
similar to the gain made by pupils in the special settings. The pupils in this group made an
impressive gain in reading accuracy and reading comprehension in one year. This is far greater than
the gains made by pupils in the special settings. Caution must be exercised in over interpreting
these results as these pupils had stronger literacy skills prior to the period o f the study (2004-2005).
Pupils receiving sp ecia l p rovision

The following table profiles pupils receiving support in special education settings, by location,
enrolment distribution, gender and age.
T able 4.12: P lacem ent, num bers, gender and average ages o f pupils in special provision

Total

Male

Female

Mean age on entry

Reading School

71

57

14

9y 11m

Reading Unit

31

22

9

1Oy 4m

Individual Resource

5

2

3

8y 6m

150

81

26

Teaching
Total

The ratio o f boys to girls is 4:1 in the reading schools. Boys also outnumber girls in the reading
units. The gender balance among the pupils receiving individual resource teaching, while different
to the reading units and schools, cannot be generalised due to sample size. The average age o f
pupils enrolled in the reading units was slightly older than those enrolled in the reading schools.
Similarly, pupils receiving resource teaching constitute the youngest group in special provision.
Data was recorded from the child’s psychological assessment report by the child’s teacher (in a
reading unit, reading school, or by his/her resource teacher). The following chart shows the overall
range o f intellectual ability based on the WISC scores o f all pupils (n=107). The subsequent table
will show if there is any variation between the types o f special support.
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Fig 4.53: Pupils’ intellectual ability
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Note: the WISC (third edition) is the most commonly used intelligence test for children. It is a
standardised test used for children who may have specific learning difficulties/ dyslexia. WISC 3
consists o f six verbal sub tests: information, similarities, arithmetic, vocabulary, comprehension
and digit span and seven performance (non-verbal) tests: picture completion, coding, picture
arrangement, block design, object assembly, symbol search and mazes.
O f pupils in special provision, 67% are in the average range o f ability; an additional 11% are o f
high average or superior) ability. These pupils are within the criteria for enrolment in special
provision. However 22% o f the pupils (who are o f low average + borderline ability) do not meet
the strict criteria for eligibility for special support. The following table shows the differences in
pupils’ intellectual ability by type o f provision.
Table 4.13: Pupil participants: intelligence levels and placement
Placement

No. pupils

M ean l.Q .(P.R.)

Reading school

71

45.72

Reading unit

31

36.76

Individual resource teaching

5

58.00

Total

152

The mean IQ score in the reading schools was higher than in reading units. The sample receiving
individual resource teaching is small and cannot be generalised to a wider group.
P upils’ reading ability on entry to special provision: Data on pupils’ reading ability was recorded
from The WORD test. This test is the most commonly administered reading test administered by
the educational psychologist during a psycho-educational assessment. This test is part o f the WISC
(outlined above), it is a related assessment that focuses on reading. WORD assesses reading and
spelling abilities from six years o f age to 16 years 11 months. It consists o f three sub tests, basic
reading, spelling and reading comprehension. Data was recorded by the child’s teacher from the
psychological assessment report and the scores were returned to the researcher. Pre intervention
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scores were obtained for the pupils’ basic reading, spelling and comprehension. The range o f
ability in reading, spelling and comprehension o f all the pupils in special provision is as follows:
Fig 4.54: P up ils’ W O R D rankings for basic reading, spelling and com prehension at point o f
entry to special provision
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Basic Reading One third o f the participants (31%) had ‘severe literacy difficulties’ in basic word
identification as defined by the DES. Almost half o f the pupils (47%) scored between the third and
fifth percentile. It has already been noted in this chapter that the entry criteria for reading schools
and reading units is interpreted flexibly up to the fifth percentile. On this basis, just 22% of the
pupils are outside the criteria for special placement.
Spelling ability: One third o f the pupils (32%) had severe difficulties with spelling, as measured by
WORD. However a larger proportion had a less severe difficulty, with a spelling score above the
sixth percentile (37%). This includes 11 pupils beyond the tenth percentile.
Reading Comprehension: More than half o f the pupils had severe difficulties with reading
comprehension. A total o f 55% scored below the second percentile on the WORD test, on entry to
special provision.
Fig 4.55: M ean percentile rank in pu p ils’ point-of-entry reading, spelling and com prehension
scores according to type o f provision
□ Basic Reading

□ Spelling

□ Comprehension
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In each o f the special settings, reading comprehension on entry was assessed as lower than basic
reading. This is in line with the psychological assessment information which also reported reading
comprehension skills to be at a lower level than basic reading. A note o f caution is needed when
reading the scores for individual resource teaching due to the small num ber o f pupils. Pupils in a
reading school had a slightly higher level o f reading and spelling compared to the reading units.
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This is in line with the higher individual mean score in intellectual ability o f pupils in a reading
school. It was a limitation o f this study that post intervention assessment o f reading could not be
carried out by an educational psychologist.
Pupils progress in reading 2003-2005
On entry to a reading unit, reading school or individual resource teaching, a base line reading
assessment is usually undertaken on all pupils. In the present study four aspects o f reading
attainment were recorded by the teachers in the reading schools and reading units. These were w ord
recognition; reading accuracy; reading comprehension; and spelling ability
Teachers used the following range o f reading and spelling tests to form a baseline assessm ent o f
pupils at the beginning o f the special placement:
•

The Neale Analysis o f Reading Ability' (NARA), Second Revised British Edition (1997) consists
o f a set o f graded passages for testing reading accuracy, comprehension and reading rate. This
is a test o f oral reading and is individually administered. It is used with children age 6 years to
12 years 11 months. It provides a standard age score and reading age and can be used as an
attainment test and a diagnostic test.

•

The Schonell Graded Word Spelling Test (out o f print) is a written test o f spelling ability. A
spelling age is recorded. It is also part o f the Aston Index (1982). The Aston Index consists o f a
series o f tests which can be used to diagnose reading and language disorders. The tests are
divided into general ability and attainment and performance items. The spelling test is included
in the general ability section.

•

The Marino Graded Word Reading Scale (O Suilleabhain, 1970. Out o f print) is a word
recognition test administered individually. A reading age is recorded.

•

The Macmillan Graded Word Reading Test for pupils age 6-14 years (1990) is a standardised
spoken response single word recognition test which uses word cards. Provides reading age and
standard age scores, helps to monitor a pupils reading accuracy.

Limitations o f data collected: Scores were recorded at point o f entry to special support (September
2003) and after two year placement (June 2005). The tests selected are regularly administered to all
pupils in the reading schools and reading units. However, in some instances the reading tests used
are not recorded consistently across schools or even across the two years. Some schools record
reading age o f pupils, others record percentile rank. Some schools record reading age one year,
percentile rank the next. However, the data returned did indicate that progress was made in reading
and spelling over the two year period.
Variation between reading tests: It will be observed that there is wide variability in the scores
obtained from the reading test administered by the psychologist (WORD) and the reading test
administered by the teachers (NARA). The confidence level o f the W ORD test is 95% and the
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confidence level o f the Neale test is 67%. The following results reported for the NARA test will
show pupils’ scores to be significantly higher for the NARA analysis results compared to the scores
reported for the WORD test.
Table 4.14: Pupils’ progress in reading over two year placement in special provision: Pre
intervention (2003) and Post-intervention (2005) mean scores
I\ARA

NARA

Macmillan

Marino

Schonell

Reading
Accuracy
PR
2003
2005

Reading
Comprehension
PR
2003
2005

Word
Recognition
RA
2003
2005

Word
Recognition
RA
2003
2005

Spelling Test
SA
2003

2005

RS

5.61

14.10

6.81

21.15

6.6

8.3

7y8m

10y6m

7ylm

8ySm

N=71

n=44

n=39

n=44

n=39

n=42

n=38

n=25

n=19

n=63

n=63

RU

2.16

11.52

4.8

17.05

7.2

8.6

Not

7y3m

8y6m

N=31

n=l 5

n=20

n=20

n=20

n=l 1

n=l l

given

n=16

n=19

RT

8.0

26.6

23.5

37.0

6.6

9.6

Not

7y3m

7y5m

N=5

n=3

n=3

n=2

n=2

n=3

n=3

given

n=3

n=l

Note: Data was not available o?i all pupils for each test, hence the varying number o f pupils in
each cohort reported.
Reading Accuracy: The highest gains in reading accuracy were among the pupils receiving
resource teaching. These pupils were the most able in terms o f literacy at the outset. The scores for
these pupils at point o f entry are actually higher than the recommended criteria for special
provision. A note o f caution has already been advised about the pupils receiving resource teaching
due to the small numbers involved. The NARA scores reported a higher entry point for all pupils
than the WORD scores
Reading Comprehension: There was remarkable progress in reading comprehension in all three
settings. Pupils in the reading schools showed more consistent gains in reading comprehension.
Even allowing for the adjustment o f 3 exceptionally high scores in one reading unit, progress in
reading comprehension is significant. At this level o f comprehension (beyond 25"’ percentile)
pupils are now in the average range for their age, as assessed on the NARA. The pupils receiving
resource teaching were already at this level at the outset, although they continued to make progress
in reading comprehension over the two years. It is worth noting that the NARA (1997) reported
pupils’ reading comprehension to be twice the level o f the scores reported for the Weschler
Objective Reading Dimension.
Word Recognition: Pupils’ progress in word recognition skill was slightly greater among the pupils
in reading schools (20 month gain) compared to the reading units (17 month gain). The individual
resource teaching produced the largest gain (36 months), however this should not be generalised
beyond this limited sample.
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Spelling skill: The average gain in spelling skill is similar in both reading unit (15months) and
reading school settings (19 months). The teachers in the resource setting did not report progress in
spelling for the pupils.
Summary o f section
The greatest improvement in pupils’ reading skill is reported in reading comprehension scores.
Pupils moved into the average range o f reading comprehension as measured on the NARA test.
Progress in reading accuracy, although significant for pupils, was less than reading comprehension
in all three settings. Pupils in reading schools showed the most consistent gains in reading accuracy
and reading comprehension although there is no significant difference in the average gain between
the reading school and reading unit. The improvement in reading accuracy and comprehension
made by all pupils in reading units was skewed by the exceptional performance o f 3 pupils in one
unit. This alerts us to the possibility o f over interpreting mean results. There was a similar increase
in spelling ability among pupils in reading schools and reading units. The gains made by pupils
receiving individual resource teaching, although significant for the pupils, must be read with an
awareness o f the particularly small sample and the fact that these pupils’ literacy scores were
stronger on entry to special support.
This study took place at a time o f transition in the DES policy on provision o f support for pupils
with dyslexia. Pupils identified with dyslexia may now receive learning or resource teaching
support in mainstream. The data returned for this sample group o f pupils receiving in- school
support had many limitations. Therefore comparison with those pupils receiving special provision
in reading units and reading schools is necessarily limited. These pupils had a higher ability in
reading accuracy and comprehension before intervention compared to the pupils in the special
placements. For these reasons care must be taken with any interpretation or comparison o f
outcomes in reading gains among pupils.
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S e c t i o n 4 .3 : P a r e n t s ’

p e r s p e c t iv e s

Questionnaires
This section o f the study reports on the findings o f the questionnaires returned by parents whose
children are presently enrolled in reading schools or reading units. The findings will be reported
under the following headings:
•

Background information on pupils

•

Support received in mainstream

•

Parents’ view o f child’s main difficulty

•

Parents’ view o f special education placement:

•

Advantages o f placement

•

Disadvantages o f placement

•

Suggestions to improve the service to children with dyslexia

The majority o f the parents who completed questionnaires

had a child in aspecialreading

school.

The provision o f individual resource teaching to children with dyslexia was under review during
the time the study (see methodology section). The following tables present background information
about the pupils whose parents completed a questionnaire. The first table shows the child’s present
placement, the second table shows the age o f the children in each type o f special setting.
Table 4.15: C h ild ’s present placem ent

Parents who completed
C hild’s present placem ent
questionnaires
Reading Unit

12

Reading school

49

Mainstream class with Resource teaching support

2

Total returned questionnaires

63

T ab le 4.16: Special setting in w hich child is enrolled

Setting

A ge o f child
9 yrs

lO yrs

11 yrs

12 yrs

13 yrs

A ge not given

Reading Unit

1

2

3

6

0

0

Reading School

0

19

15

12

1

2

Resource Teaching

0

1

0

0

0

1

Total children

1

22

18

18

1

3

The majority o f the children were aged between ten and twelve years old. Parents reported the
consultation involved in the decision to enrol the child in reading unit or reading school. The
majority indicated engaging in a joint decision making process with the psychologist and teacher.
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There were limited choices available to parents. Individual resource teaching for pupils with
dyslexia had been discontinued (DES, SPED 24/03) pending review o f all special supports to
schools. Learning support continued to be available in small groups in most schools but these
pupils had already received this form o f support. Private tuition is not an option for all pupils.
Support received in mainstream: A majority o f pupils had been receiving extra support from a
learning support or resource teacher. A significant number had been receiving extra support for
three years before enrolment in the special placement. Extra support was provided as follows:
Table 4.17: Parent survey data: school-going children receiving extra support
Source o f support received

No. children

Learning support

24

Resource teacher

24

Class teacher

4

Private tutor

5

No response

6

Total

63

Details o f extra support received: The majority o f pupils received one hour support per week,
before enrolment. A wide range o f activities took place during tuition sessions. Tuition varied
between learning support in a small group, one to one support from a resource teacher or private
tutor support, or tuition in a workshop with other pupils.
Parents described the activities during learning support which helped the child with reading.
Recognising letters and letter sounds, using flashcards and practicing simple spellings were
reported. Some parents were less than satisfied with this extra support. Extra reading according to
the parents was not very effective. The pupils were 'reading easy books, playing w ord games,
using computers, not 100% sure what went on in the remedial room ’ They observed there did not
appear to be a clear plan, activities and games were varied. They reported they did not know what
really went on during the learning support tuition. Support from a resource teacher was typically
focussed on improving literacy. Activities such as ‘learning sounds, reading, worksheets, ty’ping,
com puter' were reported. Resource teaching support included helping with reading and sounding
words out. Activities mentioned were games such as word Bingo, W ordshark (on PC), working
with lists o f words and some typing on computer. Parents were able to provide more specific
information on the activities undertaken with an individual tutor. Parents reported that the tutor
worked on Dolch list and dictation, reading and comprehension, homework, spelling lists. The
tutor gave assistance with work which the child could not complete in class,. The tutor also gave
help with homework and paired reading.
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Parents ’ view o f children’s main difficulties
The parents o f children in special placements are keenly aware o f their child’s current difficulty
with reading and writing. Parents could recognise their child’s most common difficulties in
reading, writing and mathematics. Comprehension o f reading was considered by parents to be less
o f a difficulty. Parents perceived that word identification skills and reading fluency is weak. The
high proportion o f pupils with weak spelling raises questions about the practice o f writing skills
and the approaches used.
Fig 4.56: P arents’ identiflcations o f children’s reading difficulties
co n fu ses e a s y w ords P" “
finds new w ords difficult 1

1

difficulty reading aloud or silently |

1

difficulty understanding w hat is read |
No. m en tion s

1
7

0

14

21

28

35

42

49

56

63

Parents described their child’s reading difficulties. Difficulties were reported in reading accuracy
and reading comprehension (children may have difficulties in more than one specific area, so the
number o f responses exceeds the actual number o f parents). A significant majority considered the
main difficulties to affect reading accuracy. Confusing small or ‘easy’ words for example at/to\
said/and, does/goes was considered to be a difficulty by a significant amount o f parents. Word
identification skills are weak and the child finds new words especially difficult. The parents were
aware o f the child’s difficulty reading aloud or silently. A smaller number o f responses indicated
that the child had a difficulty with reading comprehension.
Fig 4.57: P aren ts’ identifications o f ch ild ren ’s w riting difficulties
w eak spelling ability P “
written wort< ta k e s longer than ex p e cted 1

1

slow /poor quality handwriting |
awkward pencil grip |
No. m en tion s

0

1
.

7

.

1

.

14

21

28

35

42

49

56

63

Parents reported their child’s difficulties with writing skills. Taking longer than expected to
complete written work and difficulties with spelling was frequently reported. A large number of
responses described the child’s spelling ability as being weak for his age. Parents’ responses
indicated that written work takes longer than expected for a large num ber o f these pupils. In
contrast, difficulty with handwriting and fine motor skills was less frequently reported.
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Fig 4.58: P aren ts’ identifications o f children’s m athem atics difficulties
calculations easier than written problems

G

remembering multiplication tables [
addition/subtraction facts [
telling the time [
No. mentions

0

7

14

21

28

35

42

49

56

63

Not all pupils with a difficulty in reading and writing will have difficulty with mathematics. In fact
mathematical ability may be a strength for some pupils. However, in this study population the
parents indicated their child had a difficulty with mathematics. The chart above shows that over
half o f the parents noted that their child finds calculations easier than written problems. A large
number have difficulty remembering addition, subtraction and multiplication tables. A similar
number o f parents’ responses showed they are aware o f their child’s difficulty in telling the time.
Parents ’ strategies fo r engagement with their children’s learning
The majority o f parents are expected to help with their child’s homework. Parents support their
child with homework for up to an hour on a daily basis. This support includes help with reading,
spelling and mathematics. Parents described how they supervise the child’s homework by having
‘'one parent always present, encouraging him, help with reading the text or questions in the
workbook; getting him to spot his own mistakes ’ The support given indicates a sensitivity to the
individual needs o f the child and an understanding o f his particular difficulties.
Listening to the child read, and explaining the meaning o f words, organising his work and
encouraging him to write are all undertaken at home with parents. A significant num ber o f parents
reported they had increased their knowledge o f dyslexia and how it affects their child this year. The
majority o f parents were o f the opinion that they had found out more about how their child learns.
A large num ber o f parents reported increased knowledge o f their child’s learning difficulties More
time spent on homework supervision and more contact with the class teacher since the initial
identification o f dyslexia had led to this increased knowledge and understanding.
Fig 4.59: P arents’ learning about their children
I ha\e increased my knowledge about dyslexia
and how it affects my child
I am more in\«l\ed in adjusting to the needs of
my childs learning this year

□ strongly agree
■ agree

I found out more about how my child leams

□ not sure
□ disagree

I have increased my knowledge about learning
difficulties this year

No. rep lies

□ no reply
0

7

14

21

28

35

42

49

56

63
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Encouragement and supervision is a necessary part o f this support. Parents reported that
supervision o f homework keeps the child motivated and 'on t a s k This reassures the child he can
do it and "is capable o f this w o rk’. A large majority o f parents reported that they are more involved
in adjusting to the needs o f their child since enrolling in the special placement. The nature o f
support given with homework activities corresponds with this view. Parents were specifically asked
how they felt after the child’s assessment and the initial diagnosis o f a reading disability.
Fig 4.60: Parents’ expectations on hearing the diagnosis
I felt that he/she needed extra help in learning to
read and write
□ strongly agree

I was worried my child would not make
satisfactory progress through school

■ agree
□ not sure

I was anxious about the prospect of changing
school

□ disagree
■ strongly disagree

I was concerned that my child would be labelled
a failure

D no reply
■

No. replies

0

14

21

28

35

42

—

49

^-----------------

56

63

After the child’s psychological assessment which identified a learning difficulty arising from
dyslexia, almost all parents felt that their child needed extra help in learning to read and write. It
was a very real concern to parents that the child would not make satisfactory progress through
school. They were not unduly concerned that the child would be labelled a failure because o f poor
literacy skills. They had a practical approach to the child’s enrolment in a special placement.
However, the prospect o f changing school was a cause for concern for the majority o f parents.

Parents views on the special education placement
There was strong agreement among parents that teachers in the special education placement have
more training and experience than other teachers. Parents recounted their views on their experience
o f the special education placement.
Fig 4.61: Parents’ views on the outcomes o f special placement for their child
My child's -

confidence has Improved

r~

□ strongly agree

reading has improved significantly
□

■ agree
'

attitude to reading and writing has improved f e " " " " " " ' "
□

Li not sure
□ disagree

■

writing has improved significantly

■ strongly disagree
□ no reply

D

No. replies

0

7

14

21

28

35

42

49

56

63
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There was strong agreement that, in their opinion, their child’s reading skills had improved
significantly and his/her writing skills had improved. An improved attitude to reading and writing
was the experience o f the majority o f parents. The largest number o f parents agreed that the child’s
confidence had improved during the special placement.
Evaluations o f placement
Parents were asked to give their opinion on each o f five possible advantages o f the special
placement. The five areas and the parents’ evaluations o f these are shown in the following
Fig 4.62: Specific advantages of the special placement
Pupil Teacher Ratio
Individualised teaching
Suitable teaching materials

D
□ strongly agree
1_ _ _ 1

■ agree

Child's relationship with teacher

□ not sure
—

□ disagree

I l l II I I I I 1 I I

Classroom a ssista n t available

No. replies

□ no reply
0

7

14

21

28

35

42

49

56

63

The pupil teacher ratio is 9:1 in special reading units and reading schools. This facilitates more
teacher pupil interaction and hence a good relationship between child and teacher. Individualised
teaching is more likely in such a favourable setting. Suitable teaching materials and resources
appropriate to the literacy needs o f pupils are considered to be more readily available in the reading
units and reading schools than in mainstream. Additional support from a classroom assistant or
special needs assistant is frequently available in these special settings.
The majority o f parents considered that the pupil teacher ratio o f nine to one was an advantage.
Parents also considered individualised teaching o f pupils in the special setting to be a benefit o f the
placement. The availability o f suitable teaching materials appropriate to the needs o f the children
was also thought to be an advantage o f the special placement by most parents. The child’s
relationship with the teacher was also a factor regarded as important by a large number o f parents.
This is possibly a reference to the role the teacher plays in building the child’s self confidence and
self belief. Parents discussed this further in the focus groups.
The availability o f additional supports such as a classroom assistant or special needs assistant was
mentioned less frequently by parents as an advantage o f the special placement.
Disadvantages o f the special placem ent: Parents were asked to give their opinion on five possible
disadvantages o f the special placement; the profile o f their evaluations o f these is as follows:
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Fig 4.63: Disadvantages of special placement
Concerned about transition back to nnainstream

Two years maximum placement is too short
□ strongly agree
Distance from home to special provision

■ agree
□ not sure

Loss of contact with friends in 'old' mainstream
school

□ disagree
■ strongly disagree

Other subjects do not receive same attention as
reading
No. replies

□ no reply
o
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35

42

49

56
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The m ajority o f parents w ere concerned about the transition back to m ainstream school. This could
be regarded as a disadvantage o f the placem ent. In fact they are m ore concerned about the
transition back to m ainstream , than the initial transition to the special placem ent. T heir child had
already been receiving support teaching for a num ber o f years before transferring to the special
placem ent and obviously this extra support w as not effective. T heir child continued to fail. N ow
that their experience o f the special placem ent is positive, a significant num ber feel that tw o years in
the special reading school or unit is too short. D istance from hom e w as not considered to be such a
strong disadvantage according to a significant num ber o f parents. H ow ever, alm ost the sam e
num ber o f parents agreed it w as a disadvantage. There w as divided opinion on the view that other
subjects do not receive the sam e attention as reading in the special placem ent.
Suggestions to im prove the service f o r children with dyslexia
Parents w ere asked to give their opinion on a range o f suggestions to im prove the service for
children w ith dyslexia. The profile o f their responses is as follows:

Fig 4.64: Parents’ suggestions for improved services for children with dyslexia (n=63)
Information and training on LD for teachers
Early identification of LD
Regular assessment of pupils
Sp reading classes/schs in child's own area

□ strongly agree
■ agree
□ not sure
□ disagree
□ no reply
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Access to other services through school
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N inety percent (90% ) o f parents strongly agreed that early identification o f learning difficulties
w ould benefit children. A lm ost all parents (99% ) considered that regular assessm ent o f pupils
w ould im prove the service for children w ith dyslexia. Further training for all teachers and
inform ation on learning difficulties w as strongly advocated by 98% o f parents. A ccess to specialist
services such as speech and language therapy, occupational therapy and educational psychologist
support w ould im prove the service to children according to 92% o f parents. A lm ost all parents
(94% ) considered that special reading classes/schools in the ch ild ’s ow n area w ould be an
advantage. A sim ilar m ajority (95% ) considered the service to pupils w ith dyslexia w ould be
im proved by m ore frequent parent teacher m eetings. A total o f 79% o f parents considered that
im proved links w ith the ch ild ’s m ainstream school w ould be an advantage.

Conclusion
The prospect o f changing school is a m ajor issue for parents. T ransition from m ainstream to special
education w as not undertaken lightly. Parents w ere involved in consultation w ith the psychologist
and teacher before taking a decision to m ove a child. T he child needed to im prove his reading /
w riting skills and in the p aren ts’ view this w as the m ain objective o f the special placem ent.
The m ajority o f children in this study had already been receiving betw een 1 and 3 years learning
support p rior to enrolm ent. Parents expressed dissatisfaction and uncertainty about the activities
w hich took place during this extra support. N inety per cent o f parents w ere in favour o f regular
assessm ent o f pupils and early identification o f learning difficulties. Parents considered that
inform ation on learning difficulties and m ore training for all teachers to be necessary. Since
enrolling their child in a special setting parents reported they w ere m ore involved in adjusting to
the ends o f their ch ild ’s learning and had increased their know ledge about dyslexia and how it
affects their child. This is clear from the various w ays parents support their child w ith hom ew ork.
Parents w ere aw are o f their c h ild ’s current difficulty w ith reading, w riting and m aths. W ord
identification skills and reading fluency is w eak. D ifficulty with w riting and spelling is m ore
com m on. C om prehension o f reading is less o f a difficulty. The high proportion o f pupils w ith weak
spelling raises questions about the practice o f w riting skills and the approaches used. In spite o f
these difficulties m ost parents w ere o f the opinion that their ch ild ’s reading had im proved
significantly although there w as less agreem ent about the ch ild ’s w riting skills. A ttitudes to reading
and w riting had im proved reflecting the em phasis on positive acceptance o f the ch ild ’s difficulty
and teachers focus on building confidence am ong reluctant readers.
Parents strongly favoured the special placem ent for various reasons, and considered two years to be
too short. They w ould favour m ore reading units / reading schools in the c h ild ’s ow n area. The
m ain disadvantage o f m oving a child from his old school is overcom e by the distinctive features o f
the special placem ent and the p articular em phasis on reading and w riting.
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Parent Focus Groups
Focus group discussions tooic place with two groups o f parents during the course o f the study.
These parents had already completed a questionnaire (see previous section) and were invited to
participate in a discussion to follow up the issues and concerns raised in the questionnaire. A group
o f thirteen parents whose children are attending a reading unit in the southwest o f the country were
invited to attend. Seven attended the meeting, four from primary school, three in second level. The
second focus group took place in Dublin. Seventeen parents were invited to attend. Nine parents
attended, there was representation from each o f three reading schools at the second focus group.
The account o f the parent focus group discussion will be structured according to key themes that
emerged:
•

Transition to mainstream

•

Transition to second level

•

Training o f teachers

•

Inclusion V special placement : advantages and disadvantages

Transition to mainstream school
It was clear from the beginning o f each discussion that their child's return to mainstream was one
o f the main concerns o f parents. At the time o f the discussion (April 2005), arrangements had been
made for each child’s return to mainstream. Parents o f children whose child had been in the reading
school or reading unit for two years were equally concerned about the transition to mainstream.
There was no significant difference between the concerns o f either group o f parents. Returning to
Sixth Class was considered to be more difficult than returning to any other class. A child would
have to adjust to a different school for one year and then the following year in second level school,
adjust a second time. The social side was also a concern, leaving friends in the reading unit /
reading school and re establishing links with classmates in the old school. Concern was expressed
about applying for Resource support and Learning support for the coming year. Parents felt that
schools could not give a clear answer as to how extra support would be organised the following
year and this was disconcerting. Parents perceived that 'nobody is able to say what a child is
entitled to
They were concerned how this would impact on the child’s new-found confidence and progress
which he had made in the two year placement. Parents were fearful that their child would not get
the support he needs on returning to his old school. Parents were o f the opinion that the larger class
size in mainstream is a disadvantage for the child with learning difficulties. Many o f the parents
were extremely positive in supporting their child regardless o f the difficulties he may face when he
returns to mainstream this year, as illustrated in the following parent’s comment: One o f the parents
described how her child is
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My child is looking forw ard to going back. H e ’s dying to go back to his playmates, he's kept
up contact with his friends. I f he's dyslexic, h e ’s going to be dyslexic fo r life, he has to learn
to accept the disability, cope with it and move on H e ’s not going to be mollycoddled fo r the
rest o f his life, they have to toughen up a little bit. (mother )
But some children may have had a different experience and will continue to need support. One o f
the parents (a father) had a son who had been in remedial classes since First class reported: 'When
he was assessed, we knew ourselves the upheaval in his life; I think he lost a year; now he's
looking fo rw a rd to going back to mainstream ’.
Parents’ fears about their child returning to mainstream were predominantly about the effect on
their child o f leaving the supports o f the special placement and returning to mainstream with
reduced support. The child’s improved confidence gives parents some reassurance about the return
to mainstream.
Transition to second level
Transition to second level presents issues regarding selection o f school; anxiety o f student; support
needs; transfer o f information; and training o f teachers. .
Selection: Choosing a school, which would suit their individual child, is an issue o f great concern
for all parents. Parents’ experience o f applying to the local second level school for their child
varied. Although all second level schools have a responsibility to address the individual learning
needs o f all students, some parents recent experience questions this inclusion policy. One mother
expressed the view "You know very’ clearly this is not the place fo r yo u r ch ild ’. Entrance tests and
assessment tests to second level are a feature o f almost all second levels schools. This brings extra
pressure for the child who has a difficulty with timed and written assessment tests. Parents reported
similar experiences o f entrance assessment tests.
A nxiety o f student Some parents expressed how students have anxieties because o f dyslexia. In
secondary school this anxiety is focused around written assessment and in particular the Junior
Certificate examination. There has been a large increase in the number o f students applying for
‘reasonable accom m odations’ in Junior certificate and Leaving certificate exams throughout the
country. The most frequently granted accommodation is an exemption from the spelling and
grammar component to compensate for weak written expressive skills. Improved confidence is a
very significant advantage o f the special placement experience according to parents. Long term
benefits included the confidence to ask questions, ask for help and to take risks.
Extra support for second level students who have literacy needs is a problem. Parents were
frustrated that the school was unclear as to how support for children with specific learning
difficulties would be organised for the coming year. Parents were often faced with uncertainty, lack
o f information and difficulty securing additional / appropriate support for their child on transition
to second level. They expressed ways in which the second level school could support the dyslexic
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student such as consulting with a teacher who would coordinate the information, and reports for the
other teachers. Regular parent teacher meetings were considered essential as was advice on
choosing subjects. Parents felt strongly that the school could give more help to the dyslexic student.
They were o f the view that second level teachers’ knowledge and information about dyslexia was
limited or even non existent. There was restrained anger about a lack o f supports in second level
schools for the student with dyslexia. Parents recognised that including students with dyslexia
necessitates specific teaching accommodations. In their opinion it is not enough to be included
unless appropriate support is in place. As one parent stated 'Don 7 include them and not have a
program fo r them
Transfer o f information: Parents are concerned about the lack o f transfer o f information from one
teacher to another and from one year to the next. There is no standardised system on the transfer o f
pupil infonnation from primary to second level. It is up to each individual school to organise this.
In the absence o f any standardised system o f transfer o f educational reports and infonnation to
second level schools, the parents in this study had taken on the role o f advocate for their child with
teachers and schools. This involved keeping regular contact with all subject teachers (not just
formal parent teacher meetings) and ensuring that all teachers got (psychological) reports and
information on the student. They were dismayed about the ’climate and structure.... the mind.set o f
secondary’ schools ’. It appears there is an over dependence on written assessment as only form o f
assessment not just at entrance stage but later on throughout the second level system. According to
parents, dyslexic students are constantly assessed according to their weakest skill. Parents reported
that alternatives to the traditional leaving certificate exam are not widely available. Parents in the
southwest o f the country were o f the view that choice o f subjects, extra resource supports and
alternatives to the traditional Leaving Certificate exam (e.g. Leaving Certificate Applied) was more
limited outside Dublin.
Training o f teachers: Parents in the focus groups strongly expressed the need for ongoing training
and information on dyslexia for all subject teachers, not just English teachers, in second level
schools. This was in contrast to their view o f the teachers in the special placement. The majority o f
parents believed that teachers in the special placement have more experience and training than
other teachers. Criticism o f the lack o f teacher awareness o f dyslexia (in mainstream) and the late
identification o f learning difficulties was strongly felt. The special placement and the positive
support the child now receives seemed to highlight the need which parents felt should have been
met in mainstream.
Inclusion V Special placement
Parents had a very favourable view o f their child’s placement in a reading school or reading unit.
Some parents were o f the view that this support should continue for the duration o f primary level,
others would favour a continuity o f the special placement into second level. They consistently
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mentioned improved pupil confidence and improved independence with homework. Continuing the
individualisation o f support was favoured by the parents. It was the view that this could only
happen in a special setting. Nevertheless, they were still o f the opinion that mainstream is very
important. The special reading school is a separate parallel system o f special educational provision
for students with dyslexia. At present there is no follow up to the short term two year placement
and no follow up o f pupils when they return to mainstream. Parents are faced with the dilemma o f
removing their child from mainstream for special support or continue to receive a less effective (in
their view) form o f support teaching. Most parents make a pragmatic decision for their child. They
believed the disadvantages o f changing school are outweighed by the advantages and benefits o f
the special placement. The dilemmas for the student with dyslexia were expressed by one parent as
follows: ‘I t ’s very hard to balance out, on one hand they need the support and on the other hand
they ju s t want to be normal ’.
The parents’ view o f how the school supports the individual needs o f their child seemed to be the
crucial factor in the discussion. This was the criteria by which parents perceived the effectiveness
o f a particular school for their child.

Parents o f children attending Reading Units
These pupils spend three and half hours per day in the reading unit and are integrated with pupils in
the mainstream school for the remaining two hours per day. Parents considered there should be
improved links with the mainstream school when the child returns. Parents suggested that a teacher
who would liaise with the pupil, his teacher and parent on his/her return to mainstream would ease
this transition. Parents have had experience o f a Home School Liaison Teacher and this position is
viewed very positively. There is a clear need for improved liaison between special placement and
mainstream for these pupils.
Advantages o f the special placem ent
Parents expressed their understanding o f the benefits o f the two year placement for their child in a
positive way: ‘At least they know what it was like here to be appreciated, to be valued, maybe
worthwhile to know they are dyslexic and to succeed’. The teacher’s role was considered to be
central in building the child’s confidence. Improved confidence was a very significant advantage o f
the placement experience: ‘H e’s become very confident in past two years and I hope that w on’t be
knocked out o f him ’. Some parents noted the child’s improved independence with homework. A
parent o f three dyslexic boys described how she tells them: ‘The glass is always h a lf full, i t ’s never
h a lf empty! as I say to my three boys, being dyslexic is not the end o f the world There is something
fo r everybody

Parents’ support for their child and acting as advocate with teachers and schools

throughout his/her education was clearly evident in the group: ‘Confidence is more important to me
than having him stressed out. H e has other strengths that are not being catered fo r in this system
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a n yw a y’. Improvements in the child’s self-belief and confidence in his school work was the major
advantage o f the special placement according to parents. Parents own knowledge about their child’s
learning was clearly evident in both groups.
Disadvantages o f special placem ent
Increased dependency on the special support could be a disadvantage o f being in a special
placement, according to one o f the parents. However, this was not a majority belief Parents were
conscious o f the separate systems o f special and mainstream schools and this could be a
disadvantage for a child. Limited communication between teachers before, during and after the
transfer between schools was also mentioned as a disadvantage: 'He doesn't want to be different,
he doesn't want to be labelled'. In general, the stigma o f the dyslexia label was not considered a
disadvantage. When asked if placement in a special class or special school would exclude the
student and disadvantage him further, it was clear from the parents that some children had a
negative learning experience prior to enrolment in the reading unit or reading school.

Summary
Returning to mainstream and particularly to Sixth Class is an issue o f concern for parents. Parents
are concerned about the level o f support their child may or may not receive following special
placement. The transfer to second level presents specific issues such as choosing a school, ensuring
support for the dyslexic student, and checking the transfer o f infomiation from primary to second
level. This can be difficult. Parents believed that all teachers need ongoing training and information
about dyslexia and learning difficulties. When faced with the dilemma o f removing their child from
mainstream for special support, most parents make a pragmatic decision for their child. They
believed the disadvantages o f changing school are far outweighed by the benefits o f the special
placement. Mainstream is considered to be very important for students but the crucial factor is how
the individual needs o f the dyslexic learner will be met. They perceived the teachers in the special
settings to be more qualified and more experienced than other teachers.

Parent Interviews
In this section the opinions, views and concerns o f a group o f parents whose children are past
pupils o f a reading school in an urban area will be reported. The students had left the reading
school between the years 1999 and 2004. Parents o f all pupils who had left the school during those
years were contacted and invited to participate in the interviews. Sixty interviews are reported, fifty
two o f the students were in second level education and eight in primary level. This group o f parents
have experienced the special setting and now their child has returned to mainstream. Sixty per cent
o f students (n=36) are in Junior cycle o f second level. Twenty seven percent (n=16) are in the
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Senior cycle. Eight are in primary school. The findings o f the parent interviews will be presented
according to the following themes and topics:
•

Views on reading school placement: benefits, disadvantages, and suggestions to make the
placement more effective

•

Transition to mainstream

•

Information and support: Who to contact

•

Parents’ expectations for their children

•

Students’ enjoyment o f reading

This review closes with a summary o f themes addressed by parents
Special placem ent: advantages
In response to the general question about their views on the special placement, a significant
majority o f parents’ responses were very positive. Fifty two parents (87%) commented favourably
on the placement, nine (13%) had some reservations.
Some parents attributed their child’s improved confidence to the special placement: ‘I f he hadn't
changed schools, he wouldn V he who he is now
The teaching and learning conditions in the reading school enhanced the experience for many
pupils. Parents mentioned "Time and space to revisit the foundations ...sm all class sises and
teachers with understanding' as specific benefits. Some o f the negative issues concerning the
placement were identified by parents. The segregation from friends and classmates was mentioned.
For some pupils there was a sense o f dislocation or a feeling the student was missing out on
activities in his old school. For a small number o f pupils, lack o f progress was a negative issue for
parents. For pupils with additional difficulties besides dyslexia, according to some parents, the
placement in the reading school did not always address these co existing difficulties.
Benefits o f the reading school: Parents were asked to list the specific benefits o f the special
placement; the profile o f the benefits they cited is as follows:
Fig 4,65: Parents’ views on the benefits o f special placement
Pupil Teacher Ratio
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Parents’ comments were based on their child’s experience o f the reading school and how their own
child benefited from the placement. The main advantages mentioned were improved confidence
and self esteem, teaching methods and individual attention received and improved reading and
writing skills. Increased confidence and self esteem was most often mentioned as the main
advantage in attending the special school.
Parents acknowledged the teachers commitment to building self esteem among the students. The
teacher’s acceptance o f the pupils’ difficulties and the emphasis on building up self confidence was
recognised by the parents. For some pupils, acceptance o f his dyslexic difficulty improved his
overall concentration. S elf acceptance was a consequence o f teacher empathy. As their child moved
through the second level education system parents have noticed improved self confidence and long
terni benefits included the confidence to ask for help.
The pupils’ primary difficulty is in acquiring literacy skills. Consequently the main emphasis in the
school is on the pupils’ attainment in reading and writing skills. Parents considered this to be one o f
the benefits o f the special placement: 'He co u ld n ’t read at all until he went in ....I never looked
hack fro m the day he went into [the unit]'. One o f the mothers described a day she felt was a
milestone for her son.
/ always remember the day when I sat in the church on his Confirmation and he had to read.
I held my breath and thought he's going to stand up there and never read. But I thought at
least all the other parents know the same difficulties. A nd he read and I thought God that's
surprising....that's a milestone to stand up there and actually read.
The major focus on acquiring reading skills and literacy skills was clearly a major benefit to the
pupils, according to parents: 'She learnt to read, simple as th a t’. Continued improvement in
reading was reported by parents o f these past pupils.
Teachers in the reading school frequently individualise the reading instruction in order to meet the
different interests and needs o f students. One o f the parents explained how her son learnt to read:
The computer was invaluable, absolutely invaluable because I reckon that J. ended up
learning how to read on the computer because he had no interest in reading a book and he
still h a sn ’t to this day at all. He would never lift a book up, but the one thing he did was get
into computers and h e ’d research things on the computers and he had an interest in
skateboarding and he went to all the sites and he read about all the different guys all over
the world skateboarding and the mere fa c t he had to read about something he was interested
in
that was actually the making o f him I think
Focussing on the pupil’s own interests is a powerful m otivator in learning to read. The approach to
the use o f technology in the school is as a medium, a tool for learning to read. Appropriate literacy
software is also used.
Parents mentioned specifically the teaching approaches and individualised attention their child
received while a student in the special placement. For many pupils this was in contrast to their
previous learning experience. Matching the pace o f learning according to the needs o f the child was
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a feature o f the specialised teaching approach. A structured approach to reading contributed to an
effective outcome for pupils. Multimodal teaching approaches were evident in the reading school
environment. One o f the parents described the teaching methods which were used in the special
placement as follows:
J particularly liked his methods o f teaching....he was taught through
you know i f they
were teaching about the tsunami, they taught it through actions and pictures and words. I
thought the whole method o f teaching children through examples and all that is fa r better
than studying the whole lines o f a book and trying to remember lines. Whatever methods that
work, that project method, where they all sit together and they all learn together in the same
environment instead o f having to go home and read fiv e pages o f history>. Any sort o f project
work like that I think it sinks in much better, because he remembers the things.
This aspect o f multi faceted teaching o f all subjects in the curriculum benefited the pupils;
‘A cademically it was all a plus; made the subjects interesting, galleries, trips, it was exactly at her
level; music; projects; meetings were good'. The pupil’s relationship with the teacher, the empathy
and encouragement o f the teacher were essential to the success o f the placement. Parents repeatedly
mentioned the commitment o f the teachers to the individual needs o f the pupils.
Parents frequently mentioned the fact that when their child realised he was not the only one with a
reading difficulty and could learn in a small group o f pupils with similar difficulties, this made a
huge difference. One parent described the value o f the reading school ...is that 'there are other
people like me in this world ok I'll cope with it, I ’m not the only o n e '
The small class size in the special school makes it possible for child’s individual needs to be
addressed: A ll the pressure was taken o ff M and she could ju s t relax and I ’d say she learned more
in those two years than she w ould have i f s h e ’d stayed in prim ary sch o o l'. Individual attention
from the teacher and more frequent interactions during lessons may also have a beneficial effect on
behaviour:
When he was in St... I d on't think he was an angel, but his behaviour was fin e because he
was in an environment where he was understood and accepted, and wasn 't the laugh o f the
class.
The pupil teacher ratio o f nine to one allows teachers to adjust the pace o f the class to cater for the
needs o f individual children. Parents repeatedly mentioned this as an advantage o f enrolm ent in the
reading school:
I think it gave her space to go at her own pace, whereas when yo u ’re in a class o f thirty one
you ’re fo rc e d to develop at the pace o f everyone else and she w a sn ’t ready
whereas she
got almost ...individual tuition in M it was in a secure environment, and fo r a child who is
fin d in g it difficult, it gives them the space and also the one to one, and I suppose it prioritises
really what her problem was.
The school focuses on the pupil’s interests and strengths and this fact was m entioned by parents
who referred to the benefits o f the creative side o f the schools curriculum.
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Motivating pupils, and ensuring that learning is enjoyable, is expressed in regular events such as an
art display that was held in the school.

/ think they got an awful lot out o f that, that creative side, the pressure was o ff them fo r a
while. Because a lot o f it was learning, and fo r them its so hard to learn, so you can sense
the weight o ff their shoulders when something like that happens. I ju s t remember the girls
particularly being really enthusiastic.
Four parents out o f the total interviewed (60) stated that their child had gained no benefit from the
special placement. These were pupils who had additional difficulties such as anxiety, school
phobia, attention deficit disorder and hyperactivity disorder.
Special placem ent: disadvantages
Parents were asked to specify the disadvantages o f sending their child to the reading school. The
main disadvantage focused on moving the child from his old school and the difficulties with the
transition back to mainstream. Some parents mentioned more than one disadvantage. The chart
below presents the parents’ views o f the disadvantages o f the special placement.
Fig 4.66: Parents view s o f the disadvantages o f special placem ent
Concerned about transition back to mainstream
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Transitions: The main disadvantage o f a reading school placement, according to parents is
changing their child’s school. Their child felt a sense o f separation, or dislocation by ‘missing out’
on the mainstream school activities. One parent described this as "taking them out o f reality ’. Some
parents felt there was a stigma attached to the move to a special school. Some parents considered
the age o f the child to be an important factor in the transition to the reading school. It was
considered to be more difficult for a child if he was in Fifth or Sixth Class.
Parents were asked how their child had settled back to mainstream school following two years in
the special reading school. In summary thirty two parents (74%) stated that their child adapted well
to the change in school and eleven parents (26%) said their child found the transition a difficult
one. Eighteen parents did not specifically answer this question. Parents pointed out how the
transition to a different school outside the local area and leaving friends is a disadvantage o f the
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special placement. Maintaining friendships with other children can be more difficult as the majority
o f children travel a wide distance from the school. Leaving friends was also mentioned as a
difficulty in settling into a new environment as follows:
T h ey’re leaving all their friends, th e y ’re going to a new environment, th e y ’re apprehensive,
which would be normal any’W’ay but th e y ’re also feelin g the distress o f a difficulty’ in
learning.
As the reading schools are located in areas which are not easily accessible to all feeder schools, the
majority o f pupils attending the reading schools use special school transport. Parents noted the
disadvantage o f distance from home to school and the time spent travelling. This could be up to
four hours per day.
Fig 4.67: Parents views on pupils’ transition to mainstream
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For those parents who indicated that their child had difficulty settling back to mainstream, the
social aspect was mentioned more frequently. Socially a bit difficult, academically OK. One parent
expressed the ongoing social difficulties her son continues to face in his second level school. She
describes it as a 'work in p ro g ress’ he was 'socially isolated' Students need time to adjust to the
larger classes and a change from the personalised and individualised nature o f the special school.
Parents’ comments such as ^Initially he m issed the support o f the sch o o l’ and He had a tough first
’ describe the social difficulties some o f the pupils experienced.
While the question was not asked specifically o f all parents, it was apparent that a significant
number o f children had changed schools more than once since leaving the special reading school.
In some cases the student had changed second level school after one year. In other cases the student
had returned to a different primary school on leaving the special school. This information emerged
in the course o f the interview. A follow up investigation would be necessary to establish the
reasons for the changes.
Some pupils return to Sixth Class and there was agreement that this is the most difficult year for
transition as the child has to transfer again after one year. Parents reported limited attention paid to
the transition back to mainstream. It was parents’ experience that some pupils needed to be re
assessed in order to secure resources in the mainstream school. Transfer o f information and
communication o f that information to the support teacher and class teacher is a crucial factor in a
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successful transfer. Some parents reported that the information provided was not acted upon. Sixty
per cent o f this group o f parents have experienced the primary system and their child is now in
secondary school. It appears that transfer o f student information from year to year does not always
occur. The lack o f information between teachers in the same year, was also a concern. The
transition back to mainstream is also an issue o f concern to parents with children currently in
special reading schools. Their views would corroborate the views o f the parents o f past pupils. This
theme will be addressed in the discussion section o f the report.
Parents were o f the opinion that the age o f the child at transition, and the class level is a significant
factor in the effectiveness o f the special placement. Some parents felt that a transfer for Third and
Fourth Class, or for Fifth and Sixth Class is more appropriate. This would mean that child would
return to his ‘old school’ for two years before transferring to second level, or, alternatively he
would transfer to second level school with his peers. Moving back to mainstream for one year, and
then moving schools again one year later, to second level is more difficult. One o f the parents
expressed the dilemma:

On the one hand it would he advantageous fo r the child to do the last two years and go on to
secondary school hut on the other side the younger they are, the break mightn 't he as
difficult.
Students with complex difficulties: Although their primary difficulty is dyslexia, some pupils
enrolled in the school may have co existing difficulties. Parents noted that this was a disadvantage
o f the placement for their own child. Management o f pupils with attention difficulties or
behavioural difficulties can take a disproportionate amount o f the teacher’s time, and parents were
aware o f this. They viewed this as a disadvantage o f the placement. If the emotional and
behavioural difficulties o f pupils are not managed effectively by the teacher within the class, this
can have an unsatisfactory outcome for other pupils. Pupils with attention difficulties need specific
intervention for this difficulty. There was a suggestion o f the need to provide supports to the
reading school to deal effectively with other co existing problems associated with dyslexia. Parents
were aware that some children in their child’s class may have had attention or behavioural
difficulties such as ADD, ADHD or emotional and behavioural difficulties.
Some parents could find no disadvantages with the special placement. There were many very
positive statements about the school as follows:

When it came to [my son], I was delighted to think he could he educated in a small
classroom environment in a school that presents itself very professionally. I thought the
whole ambience o f the school bought me into letting him go there as well as knowing he
needed the help, without a shadow o f a doubt
Suggestions to make placem ent more effective: Parents o f past pupils o f the reading school were
asked if they had any suggestions or ideas which would make the placement in the reading school
more effective. It was hoped that some ideas for improving the service for the present group o f
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parents w ould em erge. Som e o f the responses w ere specific to the reading school. O thers w ere
directed to the prim ary school system and special educational support in general. The follow ing
charts present p aren ts’ suggestions at school level, and at system level. The subsequent section
clarifies the p a re n ts’ suggestions.

Fig 4.68: Parents’ suggestions for improvement (a) at school level, and (b) at system level
a):

b):

□ m ore parent involvement: 10

□ liaison b e tw een sp e c ia l & m ainstream : 6
■ inform ation/support for fam ilies: 6

■ link with other sc h o o ls: 5
□ op en day: 4

□ m ore reading sc h o o ls/u n its: 6
□ early identification of d y slex ia : 6

□ p a st pupils support: 4

■ c o n sid e r child's a g e at transition: 5

□ no reply: 4 0

□ no reply: 3 4

Som e o f the parents w ho w ere interview ed felt that they w ould have liked to be m ore involved in
their ch ild ’s education w hile he w as a pupil in the reading school. M ore structured support for
parents w as suggested. For exam ple, help and guidance in supporting with hom ew ork w as
suggested. Parents considered regular com m unication w ith the ch ild ’s teacher to be effective in
supporting his learning but they hoped for further inform ation and know ledge. Som e parents
m entioned they w ould be w illing to attend a training course. M ore structured support for parents
throughout the placem ent w as suggested.
Structured links w ith other schools in the area w ould provide opportunities for the pupils.
Basketball m atches regularly take place betw een the reading school and local prim ary schools.
Parents m entioned the opportunity for the reading school to m ake further links w ith the other
schools in the local area particularly for sport. Parents specifically m entioned O pen D ay as an
opportunity to prepare the new pupils for the transition to the special reading school. T his is an
induction day for new pupils w ho are introduced to the school, they m eet all the teachers and an
individual assessm ent o f reading takes place. M eeting the other students before the new term and
becom ing fam iliar w ith the school w as considered an advantage. A longer induction tim e before
jo in in g the school w as suggested. Past parents suggested m ore help be given to parents before
placem ent begins.
Parents o f pupils in the school already provide inform ation and support to each other during the
placem ent. O ne parent described a netw ork o f fam ilies o f past pupils w ho keep in touch and
suggested how this could be developed for other fam ilies. Past pupils could also play a m ore active
role in supporting the school.
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A t system level, ongoing communication between the ‘home school’ and special school would lead
to more efficient transfer o f information when the pupil returns. Many parents mentioned the need
for continuing communication between the child’s schools as he moves from ordinary to special
and back again as being very necessary. One father suggested;
Some s o n o f liaison between both schools.... it would probably be good i f they kept in
contact with the kids in the class or with the teachers....even i f it meant that they spend a bit
o f time in their old school, or the other class came over to — to see what they do..
Transfer o f infonnation from special to mainstream and follow up o f pupils was considered
important. Parents suggested more liaison with teachers, A few o f the parents recommended that a
teacher should monitor the child’s return to mainstream and follow up progress in the ordinary
school. This was described as:
Somebody who has dealt with the children to follow up. Even to get the ch ild ’s opinion on
what they ’re being taught in school or what way. They were taught a certain system that kept
them going and ...he might need a different type o f work to do at home.
Teachers in the reading schools and in the special reading units also considered this idea. This
theme will be further addressed in the discussion section o f the report.
Parents need support when their child is experiencing difficulties in school, particularly when the
difficulties are ongoing and persistent. Parents need infonnation to understand the signs o f
dyslexia, hiformation talks, leaflets for parents and parent information nights and videos were
suggested. Parents stated they needed information before the placement as well as during the
placement and suggested a network o f past parents to support the families o f pupils enrolled in the
school. Parent to parent contact is a feature o f parents whose child has attended the reading school.
A large num ber o f parents are members o f DAI. Parent networking and support is maintained by
attendance at conferences, or summer schools.
Support in mainstream
Some parents felt strongly that their child’s needs had not been met in the mainstream school and
so had no choice when transferring him/her to special reading school: ‘It was the thought o f him not
having anything, you fe lt y o u ’d give him a chance [send him to a special sch o o l]’. This mother
would have preferred to leave her son in his mainstream school if support had been provided:
1 think overall, possibly yes, (leave him in mainstream) because he would have been with his
brother, with neighbour’s children. I think he would have got along maybe, but he would
have struggled, he would always have been struggling
when he did go along (to St...) he
realised that there were other children who h a d n ’t got great reading skills either. I f I had to
do it all over again I would have fought tooth and nail to make them get somebody fo r him
[in his mainstream school].
Parents are generally positive about special provision and stated that there should be more special
reading schools and reading units, at primary and at second level. Parents suggested that regular
assessm ent o f children would identify learning difficulties as early as possible. Infonnation leaflets
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for parents outlining the signs o f dyslexia and early checklists for literacy skill development were
suggested. There was some criticism o f second level teachers’ understanding o f dyslexia. This
consisted o f parents’ experience o f information not passed on to teachers about their child’s
specific difficulties:

Even though I put it in red letters on the form that B had a reading difficulty’, this teacher
didn 't know. The information hadn 't been passed on. There just seems to be lack o f
communication down the line you know.
Guidance and Support: who to contact: Parents were asked who they would contact if their son or
daughter needed support now or in the future. The chart below illustrates who parents would
contact for guidance:
Fig 4.69: Guidance and support: whom to contact
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The majority o f parents replied they would contact a mem ber o f the staff in their child’s school. In
primary school the personnel mentioned were the class teacher, Learning support. Resource teacher
or Principal. Second level staff mentioned were: the home school liaison person, the Year Head,
Resource or Learning support teacher or Guidance teacher. Some parents said they have a good
relationship with a private psychologist or tutor and could contact this person for guidance. Others
would contact the DAI or a tutor in the workshops if their child attends one. Some parents said they
would prefer to contact the Reading school and have done so since their child left. A small number
said they did not know who to contact
Parents Expectations fo r their children: Parents were asked when they thought their child would
finish his full time education.
Fig 4.70: Parents educational expectations for their children
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Responses ranged from before Junior Certificate to after college. One parent who replied that she
thought her son would leave full time education before Junior Certificate was actively involved in
encouraging him to remain in school and had enlisted support o f Teen counselling services in her
local area. Parent support is a significant factor in determining the progress o f children with
dyslexia. This support is vital to the continuing progress o f these pupils particularly when the
special placement has ended.
Second level/Examinations: Queries were raised about the kinds o f support available in second
level school for Junior Cert and Leaving Cert examinations. Parents were concerned that students
who had been granted special consideration at Junior Certificate (for example, a reader, scribe, use
o f word processor) had to re-apply for consideration at Leaving Certificate and they were uncertain
whether the consideration would be repeated. This was a cause o f stress and anxiety. Some students
had an exemption from Irish but other students with dyslexia did not. Parents needed advice on
applying for an exemption. The problem o f extra time needed by students with dyslexia to
complete written exams was also a concern to parents.
Parents were asked to rate their ch ild’s enjoyment o f reading.
Fig 4.71: S tu d en ts’ enjoym ent o f reading
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Some parents expressed delight at their child’s love o f reading More than half o f the past pupils
enjoy reading somewhat or very much, according to their parents. Others realised that their son or
daughter would never enjoy reading as it has always been so difficult. Less than half the parents
reported their child did not enjoy reading.
Conditions o f Learning: Parents commented on the extra effort their children put into school work.
This often leads to tiredness. Availability o f books and texts on tape is a problem for students with
dyslexia.
Overview o f themes addressed by parents.
Many o f the same topics and concerns were repeatedly addressed by parents in the questionnaires,
focus groups and telephone interviews. This section will summarise the common issues addressed
under the following headings:
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•

Students’ self confidence

•

Transition to and from special placement

•

Level o f support in mainstream

•

Transition to second level

•

Need for information

S tudents’ s e lf confidence: Parents o f past pupils commented on the child’s increased confidence
and self esteem as a result o f enrolment in the special placement. The social and emotional issues
surrounding a child’s failure to develop adequate literacy skills is a major issue for families
Building up the child’s confidence was considered by parents to be the main advantage o f the
special placement.. The benefits o f improved self confidence among past pupils appear to be long
lasting. Parents acknowledged the teacher’s emphasis on building up the child’s self esteem.
Parents attribute this to the commitment o f the teachers, in the special placement. It was the
parents’ opinion that their child’s reading had improved significantly Parents also reported their
child’s improved attitude to reading. Support from parents is a significant factor in determining the
progress o f pupils with learning difficulties The majority o f parents were very supportive o f their
child, assisting with homework, acting as an advocate in secondary school and seeking out career
guidance and support at all stages. This support is vital to the continuing progress o f these pupils
particularly when the special placement has ended. The majority o f parents reported that they
expected their child to remain in full time education until after Leaving Certificate. A significant
number expected their child to complete a third level course in college.
Transition fro m mainstream to a special placem ent was a major concern to parents and an issue
that was addressed in focus groups, telephone interviews and questionnaires. The prospect o f
changing school is a major issue for parents. Parents were o f the view that moving a child from his
friends and his ‘old’ school can cause great concern. Some parents considered the move to a special
placement as stigmatising for the child. The child is separated from his friends in his mainstream
school and usually has to travel a long distance outside his local area to the special school. One
parent described it as a disadvantage ‘breaking the links with old school and re establishing the
links with a new sch o o l’ Changing school was one o f the main disadvantages o f the special
placement. However, parents reported that the inconvenience o f changing school was offset by the
academic and social benefits to the child. Improved self confidence and improved reading skills
were repeatedly reported by parents as benefits o f the special placement.
Moving school is never undertaken lightly and following the special placement parents were
concerned about the support the child would receive on return to mainstream. This was perceived
by parents to be one o f the disadvantages o f special placement. The parents in the focus groups and
parents o f past pupils expressed a particular concern for those children who must return to Sixth
Class. This can be the most difficult year to return to mainstream, after an absence o f two years.
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then at the end o f Sixth Class, to begin again in a new school with new friends and new teachers.
Pupils attending reading units have also changed school to attend a mainstream school with a
reading unit. Although they are integrated in mainstream classes for some subjects each day, they
have a strong identification with the reading unit. At the end o f the two year placement they return
to their original school. Parents o f these pupils also found changing school a disadvantage. There
are two main issues o f concern: the level o f support child will receive in mainstream, and the
restrictions on support teaching in mainstream
Parents were concerned about support resources in m ainstream for their child. They felt that some
pupils will not be eligible for learning support as a result o f the progress made in the special
placement. Other pupils will not be prioritised for support teaching because o f the schools recently
changed allocation o f special education resources. Parents are justifiably concerned about the level
o f support for their child on his return to mainstream. Parents o f pupils who had previously
received learning/resource support were less than satisfied with the level o f support their child
received
Parents believe the large class size in m ainstream is a disadvantage for the child with learning
difficulties. Parents questioned the effectiveness o f support teaching for the child with dyslexia.
They are dissatisfied with the lack o f special support for pupils who have a specific difficulty with
literacy skills. They do not expect the mainstream teacher to support their child; instead they look
to the learning support or resource teacher. They are unclear about the type o f support teaching and
literacy activities which take place during withdrawal teaching sessions. Previous experience o f
learning support/resource teaching is perceived as unsatisfactory.
Parents o f children in special placements are keenly aware o f their child’s p oor spelling ability and
poor written skills. Parents o f past pupils are aware o f continuing difficulties with writing. A
significant majority have requested special considerations in the writing and spelling component o f
the Junior Certificate examination. Parents reported that their child continued to have difficulty
with writing skills despite long period o f support teaching.
Transition to secondary school is a challenging step for all students but for the student with
dyslexia it presents more specific challenges. The separateness o f two systems creates difficulties
for parents during this transition. Transfer o f information between schools and between teachers
does not receive priority. Difficulties seem to be greater at second level when parents and student
have to deal with more teachers and subjects. Parents expressed dismay at subject teachers’ lack o f
awareness o f dyslexia at second level. This caused undue stress for the student and parent applying
for special consideration at certificate examinations. A liaison teacher or resource teacher to follow
up an inform parents and students would relieve the anxiety for students on returning to
mainstream. The student with dyslexia may have difficulty with the following tasks;
•

Timetable for different subjects; moving to different classrooms;
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® Organisation of subjects, textbooi<s, notes;
•

Submitting homework on time;

•

Talcing notes in class, copying from blackboard;

•

Reading aloud in class;

•

Extra time needed to process information, to finish work;

•

Written assessment tests, weak writing skills;

•

Planning projects and assignments.

Parents were of the opinion that all teachers’ awareness of dyslexia is necessary for a successful
transfer to secondary school. They believed that the teachers in primary level have a better
understanding o f the whole child and are more aware of learning difficulties than teachers at
second level. Transfer to second level was a major concern for all parents. The parents in this study
reported extensive homework support and have acted as advocate throughout their child’s
education. Parents called for more information about their child’s difficulty, and about reading
schools and reading units
At all stages, parents do not feel they have sufficient information about their child’s difficulties, the
extent of his difficulty, the signs and implications o f dyslexia and the options for additional
supports. They frequently make the decision about special provision in a state of anxious
uncertainty. They were o f the opinion that reading schools and reading units should provide
information to all schools in the region about the special service and increase their profile as a
support and resource for all mainstream schools. This was suggested by SERC in 1993.
Regular assessment of pupils would improve the service for children with dyslexia. Parents felt
strongly that each school could do more for the student who is dyslexic. They were critical o f the
lack of information and training for teachers and the lack o f information for parents.
Concluding comments
Building up the child’s confidence was considered by parents to be a major benefit of the special
placement for pupils with dyslexia. Parents face difficulties through changing school, moving back
to mainstream and transferring to second level. Transfer of information between schools and
between teachers is a particular difficulty. A major issue o f concern for parents is their perception
of an inadequate level o f support teaching provided for pupils with dyslexia in mainstream. They
are of the view that teachers need further information and training in the area of dyslexia and
reading difficulties. The lack of information about their child learning difficulties and information
about reading schools and reading units was a recurring theme.
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C h a p t e r 5: D i s c u s s i o n o f F in d in g s
This study set out to identify the main literacy skills taught and the teaching approaches and
methods used in different settings for pupils in prim aiy school, mainstream and special, who have
been assessed as having dyslexia. The question is whether children with dyslexia need distinctly
different teaching approaches.
The question asked is how does each setting differ in terms o f the teaching and learning context
and is there any difference in the learning outcomes. To date, there has been no systematic
evaluation o f the effectiveness o f the teaching and learning situation in each o f the special settings
for pupils with dyslexia. As the study progressed the question was asked is the model o f literacy
instruction in use the m ost appropriate model o f instruction? Could the most effective elements
found in the special setting be transferred to m ainstream? A further question considered by the
study was: is separate support in special settings for pupils with dyslexia the best use o f resources?
I'here is evidence that the key factor for children with dyslexia is how materials and programmes
are presented and how learning outcomes are assessed (Reason, 1998: Peer & Reid, 2001). These
pupils may be receiving extra support in mainstream school from the learning support or resource
teacher or in a special placement such as a reading unit or reading school. Questions were asked
about the effectiveness o f the teaching approaches and methods used, and how teachers prioritise
the literacy skills taught.
The study addressed the different teaching situations and examined how there are similarities and
differences between extra support in mainstream and special provision. The study highlighted the
central role o f the support teacher and how the identification and assessment procedures for
dyslexia in Ireland have an impact on the effectiveness o f this role, and also on the teachers’
understanding o f dyslexia.
In this chapter, the discussion o f these issues will be structured as follows:
•

Teaching approaches and literacy skills: hearing individual reading; teaching phonics; teaching
phonological awareness

•

Issues which make a difference to the effectiveness o f extra support

•

Dyslexia in Ireland; key issues

Teaching approaches and literacy skills
The findings from the questionnaires and focus groups showed that the main teaching approaches
focus on reading accuracy and reading fluency. Methods used most frequently are hearing
individual reading, teaching phonics skills and phonological awareness. The case studies, however,
showed that the teaching strategies also involve pupils m onitoring their own learning, and there is
some evidence o f m etacognitive approaches to learning.
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It was found that an imbalance exists in the literacy skills taught to pupils with dyslexia. The
findings showed that limited time is spent on teaching writing skills and that there is no integrated
model of reading and writing evident in the instructional approach. Evidence from the case studies
showed that there are variations between how teachers prioritise literacy skills taught and the actual
teaching situation in each o f the special settings. Individualisation of teaching and differentiation of
methods used is clearly evident in the case studies.
The research has established that a wide range of factors contribute to teacher effectiveness in
teaching reading (Wragg, 1998). Pupils’ progress is largely dependent on the teaching strategies
and approaches used rather than the provision of extra resources and personnel (Solity et al., 2000).
In this section, the predominant approaches which were found to be used by teachers of pupils with
dyslexia such as hearing individual reading, teaching word recognition, teaching phonics and
phonological awareness will be discussed. Do these predominant approaches contain all the
elements of balanced literacy teaching? The limitations o f a dependence on an outmoded model of
reading instruction will also be discussed.
Hearing individual reading
All children make errors in reading when learning to read. Research evidence suggests that teachers
can gain a better understanding of the child and his difficulties by regularly hearing oral reading
(Hall, 2003). The teachers in the present study were found to use this method of regularly hearing
individual reading as their main teaching approach. Regular one-to-one hearing of individual
reading by teachers has the potential to provide intensive support for readers (Slavin, 1987; Adams,
1990). In addition, the literature also highlights this method o f instruction as a means of
observation and direct assessment o f reading. A technique known as miscue analysis (Beard, 1990;
Hall, 2003) is a procedure for analyzing how children use skills and strategies as they read aloud.
Keeping a running record of the child’s errors is long established as a method of giving diagnostic
information about the child’s specific difficulties (Neale, 1958; Clay, 1985). The teachers in the
present study were regularly ‘hearing reading’, they were listening to the child read, and giving
feedback as necessary. Do the teachers maximise/take full advantage of this widely-used teaching
approach?
The literature on assessment has shown that ‘formative assessment’ which directs teacher attention
to what needs to be taught and the pupil’s attention to what needs to be learned, can be integrated
into the teaching and learning (Black & William, 1998). However, for the teachers in the study, this
aspect of individual assessment while reading appears to be lacking in the teachers’ instruction
approach. Teachers do not appear to make the best use of the opportunity for an oral reading
assessment while hearing individual reading. Children use different cueing systems in learning to
read (grapho-phonic, syntactic and semantic) and strategies (inifiating, predicting, confirming) as
they read a text aloud. The errors or miscues a reader makes give insights into the range of
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strategies he/she has, and how well he can apply these cues and strategies. The vast majority o f the
teachers hear pupils read individually every day. They listened to the child read and gave feedback
as necessary. This warrants further research into the teachers’ understanding o f the issues
associated with formative assessment. The findings show that the teachers have the skills to carry
out formative assessment in reading. They need support in making connections between assessment
and teaching approaches.
Formative assessment: The individual teacher-pupil interaction while hearing individual reading is
an important component of the effectiveness o f this method o f reading instruction. Hearing
individual reading is a means of responding to pupils’ individual differences. Teachers would find
the Drumcondra English Profiles (Shiel & Murphy, 2000) a helpful support for linking assessment
to the teaching of reading. The Drumcondra Profiles provide a useful framework for assessing
reading by providing indicators of achievement at each class stage. In terms o f ongoing or
formafive assessment of reading, the profiles can be used by teachers to clarify the teaching goals
and expectations o f pupils. The teacher-pupil interaction during reading instruction needs to be
closely matched to the child’s developing use of reading strategies as recommended by Marie Clay
in Reading Recovery in order to be effective.
How does this most widely used teaching method —hearing individual reading — differ in each of
the special settings?
Reading Schools: The teacher-pupil interaction in the classrooms of the reading schools was very
much a child-centred instruction method. The style of communication between teacher and pupils
showed a supportive and responsive attitude. Teachers in the reading schools wished for more time
to hear reading as they considered it to be a very important daily exercise. It has been established
that the input of the teacher is seen as the most important factor in determining the effectiveness of
instruction in literacy (Adams, 1990). These teachers in this study used hearing individual reading
as a means to give pupils regular practice in oral reading, to measure progress in fluency, to record
this progress, and to give regular feedback on their progress. In this way they were carrying out
formative assessment of reading progress. Teachers from reading schools (in the focus groups)
expressed some degree of frustration that the standardised tests used to record progress do not
adequately record the child’s progress in reading. These standardised tests record the extent to
which a child’s performance as a reader is in line with national norms. However the teachers’
ongoing assessment of reading progress was not recorded in a similar structured or systematic way.
Further support for teachers is indicated in this area of understanding formative assessment. The
case studies showed that the teaching strategy of prompting pupils, modelling correct responses and
supporting or ‘scaffolding’ the pupils while hearing individual reading appears to be an almost
automatic/unconscious teaching response among the teachers in the reading schools. This close
teacher-pupil interaction is a key element which is evident in the teaching approaches used.
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Additional small-scale classroom based research is needed to investigate how teachers could use
regular hearing o f individual reading as a means of formative assessment o f reading.
Teachers in Reading Units: Data from the teachers in the reading units indicated that they used the
method of hearing individual reading as their main teaching approach. While this approach
represents one element of effective literacy practice as highlighted in the literature (Solity et al.,
2000), there was an absence of any form o f ‘miscue analysis ’ or a structured approach to linking
assessment and teaching. However, data from the case study reading units showed that teachers
used strategies which helped pupils to monitor their own learning and that some self management
of learning took place.
Learning support teachers and resource teachers also used this method of hearing individual
reading as their main instruction method. As the majority o f these pupils are withdrawn from class
for this extra support, hearing individual reading is an opportunity for intensive one-to-one support
which would not be available in the large class. It is a useful method to determine the strategies the
child is using in developing reading skills. In this way a direct link between assessment and
teaching is available. However the learning support/resource teacher needs to become more aware
o f the potential of this method as a means of formative assessment. The case studies showed that
self management skills are fostered by the one-to-one intensive support. Parents expressed concern,
however, that there was limited transfer of skills from learning support to mainstream class.
Tutors from DAI reported they do not have the time to regularly hear individual reading. The main
teaching approaches used by the tutors involve teaching phonic skills, high frequency words and
cloze procedure.
To conclude, data from the teachers’ questionnaires and focus groups emphasised hearing
individual reading as the main instructional approach used by teachers. However evidence from the
case studies showed that the teaching strategies used included metacognitive and self management
strategies for pupils. The teacher-pupil interaction included the use of prompting, modelling, and
supporting each pupil while hearing individual reading. In each of the special settings in this study
teachers were implementing an effective instructional approach by emphasising the importance of
hearing individual reading on a daily basis. Their predominant teaching method provided intensive
support for the pupils; this contributes to effective reading instruction. Hearing individual reading
is widely recommended as an effective teaching approach particularly for pupils with reading
difficulties. For the teachers in this study it was the main teaching approach they used. However the
potential of this method could be vastly extended if it was developed as a method o f linking
assessment and teaching. This would provide a framework for a formative assessment o f reading
progress. This could be addressed by means of training in ‘miscue analysis’ and ‘running records’
and similar techniques. Such an approach would provide a more effective approach to the ongoing
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assessm ent o f reading. Research into the ways teachers record information on the strategies pupils
use would enhance the benefits o f this widely-used approach to teaching reading.
Teaching phonics
Teaching phonic skills was a priority for all teachers in the study. Phonics skills means the
knowledge o f the sounds represented by letters and common letter patterns and the ability to apply
that knowledge to read unfamiliar words. However, it needs to be stressed that phonics instruction
is a means to an end and children need to know why they are learning letter-sound information
(USA NRP, 2000). This will help them to apply their knowledge to reading. Phonics instruction is
just one com ponent in a reading instruction programme. Successful literacy approaches that include
all the elements o f an integrated approach have been called ‘balanced litera cy’ programmes. This
and other research (Pressley et al., 1996) conclude that phonics instruction is an essential
component o f effective literacy instruction. It has been found that letter sound cues are more
important in recognising words than either semantic or syntactic cues (Pressley, 1998). The UK
National Literacy Strategy (DfEE, 1998a) also has a strong emphasis on phonics as a component in
its framework for literacy. The strategy promotes literacy teaching based on phonic knowledge
taught with a multi sensory approach.
It could be said that a teacher’s instructional approach is determined by her dominant view o f
reading. There are at least two theories that explain how readers get m eaning from print. The
‘bottom u p ’ or ‘top dow n’ view each place a different emphasis on ‘decoding’ or ‘using context’ as
a strategy to read unfam iliar words (Reid, 1998). The ‘top dow n’ model claims that readers gets
meaning from context and prior knowledge (Goodman, 1976). The ‘bottom up’ model (Tunmer,
1991; Stanovich, 1988; Adams 1990) claims the reader must focus on each word to decode the
meaning o f the text. An alternative approach (Moss and Reason, 1998) suggests that literacy
learning is composed o f three main areas: M eaning (understanding the content). Phonics (sounds
and the analysis o f sounds) and Fluency (related to word recognition). Instruction in phonic skills is
just one aspect o f a balanced approach to teaching reading. It is the integration o f skills and
behaviours which leads to successful reading instruction (Clay, 1985). This is well established
throughout the various models o f literacy teaching (Hall & Harding, 2003; Stahl, 1997).
Meaning, phonics and fluency
There is an im plicit assum ption that phonics teaching is but one element o f literacy teaching but
explicit links between text, sentence and word levels are not made (Piotrowski & Reason, 2000).
This is a common occurrence am ong teachers o f reading. A large proportion o f the teachers in the
study were in their present position for less than five years. Teachers’ underdeveloped
understanding o f the stages o f reading has already been noted as an explanation for poor progress
in reading (Eivers et al., 2004).
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The other two components of the reading instmction model suggested by Moss and Reason (1998)
Meaning and Fluency received less attention by all the teachers in the present study. Reading
comprehension (meaning) was not considered a priority for teaching, but was addressed through
paired reading and some silent reading in class. The teachers considered reading comprehension to
be less o f a primary difficulty than reading accuracy. However, training in reading fluency, though
not considered to be a teaching priority, was nevertheless addressed by the amount of time spent on
hearing individual reading.
In summary, the data from the questionnaires and focus groups support the view that teachers in
this study had an over-emphasis on one aspect of literacy instruction, namely phonics. The
approach teachers used was a ‘skills based’ model whereby the main deficit skill areas are
addressed. A broader approach to literacy instruction is widely recommended in the literature.
However, there is evidence from the case study schools that there is more integration of literacy
skills than was reported by teacher participants. Further research is needed to examine the use of
generalised teaching of phonics skills to pupils with dyslexia. The teachers in the reading units and
reading schools in this study have been found to use elements of individualised programmes
(highly structured phonics) and also elements of assisted learning techniques (learning from others,
including adult support) The teaching of phonics skills was highly individualised for the students
and was also supported by coaching, modelling and adult support. Additional research needs to
question if this combination of individualised programmes o f phonics skills and peer or adult
support could be transferred to a mainstream setting for all pupils. The question also arises as to
what is the most effective balance between the individualised approach and the assisted learning.
Teaching phonological awareness

Phonological awareness means an awareness o f the sounds in words and an ability to manipulate
these sounds orally, to segment sounds, and to break words into syllables. Phonological awareness
has been recognised as a predictor o f a child’s development in learning to read and research has
emphasised its importance in predicting success in reading (Bradley & Bryant, 1983). There are
three levels of phonological awareness: syllabic awareness, onset rime awareness, and phonemic
awareness. Research also reflects theories on onset-rime awareness in influencing the child’s
reading development (Goswami, 1993). Phonemic awareness and knowledge o f phonics are key
reading related abilities (NICHD, 2000).
Teachers and tutors in this study used a mix o f literacy programmes and materials designed to
address the needs of pupils. The predominant literacy programme used reflects current research on
the importance of phonological awareness in predicting success in reading (Bradley & Brj ant,
1983) and recent theories on onset rime awareness in influencing the child’s reading development
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(Goswami, 1993). There is agreement among researchers that development of phonological skills

moves from an awareness of large units (syllables, onsets and rimes) to smaller units (phonemes). |
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Phonemic awareness is also considered to be essential for reading development, and a predictor of
reading success. However the research studies are criticised on the basis of lack o f stringent
evidence for the order in which phonological skills develop (Solity et al., 2000). It appears that
phonological awareness is most successful when the skills taught are directly linked to reading. The
two skills of phoneme synthesis (blending) and segmentation (naming the sounds in words) directly
parallel skills used in reading and spelling. Phonological awareness training must be taught within
a well-structured and balanced approach to reading (Wise, 1999).
Literacy programines used
In this study, teachers and tutors used a mix of literacy programmes and materials designed to
address the needs of pupils. The programme most frequently employed, PAT (Wilson, 1993)
emphasises the awareness o f larger units (rhyme and alliteration) and trains children in making
analogies. This programme covers a very precise aspect of literacy development and as the author
states ‘should not be regarded as a complete reading program m e' (PAT programme. Level 1, p. 1).
An unexpected result from analysis of the findings of this study has been that, although phonic
skills are the predominant skill taught, the main literacy programme used by the teacher
participants was a phonological awareness training programme (PAT Program). It could be
assumed that teachers believe that training in phonological awareness will necessarily improve the
child’s phonic skills. It has been found that there is no difference in outcomes for the child who is
taught by either o f three approaches: rime based, phoneme based or mixed rime and phoneme
based. A recent extensive intervention study (Savage et al., 2003) found that all three approaches
were equally successful in improving children’s reading.
However, findings from recent research into phonological awareness and the relationship with
reading remain inconclusive. As well as good phonological awareness, pupils need to decode
words and to understand the grapheme-phoneme relationship. As already mentioned in other
sections of this discussion, the integration of reading instruction with the development of writing
skills is also necessary for progress in literacy.
The idea that teaching onset and rime awareness has an influence on reading development has been
challenged in the literature (Deavers et al., 2000; McMillan, 2002). The importance o f onset and
rime awareness was significant in the design of the Key Stages in the UK National Literacy
Strategy (DfEE, 2000). The researchers continue to question the assumption that children make
rime based analogies on the basis o f their reading (Deavers & Solity, 1999). In Ireland there has
been some criticism of the lack o f emphasis on phonemic awareness training for beginning readers
(Gleeson, 2005) as outlined in the Revised Curriculum (NCCA, 1999c). It appears that phonemic
awareness training has been overlooked as an essential element of early reading instruction.
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Teachers in reading units; learning support teachers: All the teachers in this study tended to have
an over reliance on one particular literacy programme (Wilson, 1993). It was noticeable that the
learning support teachers and teachers in the special reading units spent significantly more time
using the PAT programme to teach reading than other teachers. This could be accounted for by
time constraints as a result o f withdrawing children regularly from their base class.
Teachers in reading schools: In contrast, the pupils in the reading schools do not have the same
time constraints on their reading instruction. Teachers in the reading schools taught a more
balanced range o f literacy skills, with more time spent on whole language activities involving
speaking and listening and developing oral language. This seems to be more a result o f extended
time than a preference for any other literacy programme. The PAT program was also the number
one literacy program used in the reading schools.
The DAI tutors used a phonics programme Alpha to Omega as their main literacy programme and
PAT programme as a secondary source.
The combination o f teaching a structured phonics programme, complemented by phonological
awareness training is more grounded in research on effective literacy teaching, than teaching
phonological awareness skills alone (NRP, 2000). The teaching programme for the tutors is
prescribed and directed by the educational consultant in the DAI and implemented by the
coordinators of each workshop.
Phonological awareness: phonemic awareness

The term ‘phonological awareness’ is often used interchangeably with the term ‘phonemic
awareness’. To be precise, phonemic awareness refers to an understanding about the smallest units
of sound that make up the speech stream: phonemes. Phonological awareness encompasses larger

units of sound as well, such as syllables, onsets and rimes. A position statement from the Board of ;

Directors of the International Reading Association (1998) pointed out that approaches to phonemic |

awareness which combine interaction with print and attention to the sound structure in spoken j
words is ‘the best vehicle towards growth ’ .The PAT program (Wilson, 1993) combines interaction
with print and practice with larger units of sound. Further research into the effectiveness of this
specific programme in developing phonemic skills would give further insights into the reading
process. Does the awareness of phonemes (the smallest unit of sound) help the child to become
aware of rhymes or does the ability to create rhymes help develop an awareness of phonemes?
Findings from the present study add to the body o f knowledge on the effects of this approach on

reading development. The predominant approach o f teaching onset and rimes (large units) as a ;

method of phonics teaching needs to be explored further. Is this approach more effective for |
readers who already have a difficulty with the sounds of spoken language? Or is it more effective
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with beginning readers? The m anipulation o f phonemes, such as deletion o f final phoneme, or the
substitution o f initial phoneme is a difficult task for beginning readers.
It could be asserted that the widespread use o f the PAT program in reading instruction supports
children’s acquisition o f reading, and that reading instruction and experiences with print facilitates
phonemic aw areness development. The question remains as to the amount and forms o f phonemic
awareness one m ust have in order to benefit from reading instruction that is focused on decoding
(International Reading Association, 1999). It has already been established that phonological
awareness training does not stand alone and the most important aspect o f developing this skill is to
incorporate it into a well-structured approach to reading (Wise, 1999). The PAT programme could
have an im portant role in a more balanced approach to reading in Irish schools.
This leads us to the question o f transferring research knowledge and information into teaching
approaches and ‘best practice’. A note o f caution is necessary here. There has been criticism, o f the
'technicist ’ approach to teaching in special education whereby teachers adopt a 'standard model ’ as
a way o f teaching and pupils learning needs are reduced to 'one size fits a l l ’ (W earmouth, 2004).
Research outcom es into the developm ent o f reading are often read as ‘tips fo r teachers ’ rather than
a coherent theoretical perspective on effective teaching and learning (Solity, 2000). Similarly a
particular reading instruction programme may be embraced by teachers as a complete programme
for teaching reading. Teachers o f reading need to understand the theories and concepts underlying
commercial literacy materials and programmes in order to make an informed choice o f materials.
Irish teachers’ reading o f professional journals and related educational research is low by
international standards according to the lEA survey (Morgan & Martin, 1995). Practising teachers
in Ireland have limited access to educational journals. Primary teachers, especially teachers o f
pupils with dyslexia, need to know about recent research in reading development and related issues.
The effectiveness o f the PAT programme as an intervention to teach onset and rime skills to
children needs to be m ore critically assessed. Does the awareness o f rhymes facilitate the
developm ent o f phonem ic awareness or is the PAT programme more effective for those children
who have already mastered phonemic skills?
The question as to what is the most effective combination o f teaching methods and approaches for
pupils with dyslexia may be viewed as one that includes elements o f two separate pedagogical
approaches (Reid, 2005). These are individualised programmes and assisted learning techniques.
Specialist literacy program mes for students with dyslexia are highly structured and include explicit
teaching o f phonics skills. Teachers in the special settings were found to use phonics skills as a
central part o f their teaching approach. This corresponds to the main focus o f the specialist
individualised program mes. However, the teachers also incorporated additional elements into their
teaching which involved assisted learning for the student. This included modelling, prompting, and
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peer or adult support. The case studies showed that the teaching approaches used in the special
settings could be described as an ‘apprenticeship’ approach.
To conclude, analysis o f findings has shown that teacher participants in this study had a certain
reliance on one specific literacy programme which emphasises the larger units based on syllables,
onsets and rimes. This must be questioned as to its long-term effectiveness as a predominant
reading approach. This reliance on a single literacy programme to teach phonics/phonological
awareness questions the teacher’s knowledge and understanding of phonics, phonological
awareness and phonemic awareness. Further research into the effectiveness of the PAT programme
is needed to establish the effectiveness of this literacy intervention. The findings from this study
suggest that teachers need more engagement with academic research to understand the reading
process.
W riting skills

In this study, spelling practice was conducted every day by all teachers, although spelling skill is
not ranked as a priority skill taught. This could be explained insofar as daily spelling practice is an
activity which pupils are regularly engaged in, rather than a skill which is specifically taught. The
majority o f teachers reported daily spelling practice with pupils although less than half considered
this to be very effective. Teaching spelling as an isolated skill separate from reading and writing is
less effective.
Assessment o f learning in Irish classrooms traditionally takes the form of written tasks. For the
pupils with poor writing or spelling skill, or the dyslexic student, written assessment tests present
additional difficulties. In this study, teachers in the reading units, reading schools and in learning
support/resource posts reported that they spend the greater part of instruction time teaching phonic
skills, word identification and reading comprehension. Significantly less time was spent on
spelling, story writing, written comprehension, handwriting and teaching joined handwriting. The
DAI tutors spent the major part o f their instruction time in the weekly workshops teaching the same
separate skills of phonics, word identification and reading comprehension.
In each o f the special settings, the separate skills o f word identification, decoding and structural
analysis o f words were taught in isolation. There was no integrated model o f literacy evident from
the teachers’ own ranking of skills taught. Writing skills, handwriting and spelling skills were not
incorporated into the teachers’ literacy model. However evidence from the case studies showed that
the assisted learning techniques used in each of the special settings gave practical support to pupils
in developing writing skills on an ongoing basis. There was evidence in each o f the special settings
and also in the learning/resource support settings of shared writing activities, the use of mind maps
and other differentiated approaches to teaching writing skills. It was clear that teachers could link
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reading to writing activities and there was evidence o f m odelling and prompting correct responses
to writing as well as reading.
Instruction in writing skill, although not considered an integral part o f literacy instruction, appears
to be taught and personalised as needed among pupils receiving extra support because o f dyslexia.
As was mentioned earlier, the teaching approaches to reading and writing observed in the case
study schools could be described as an apprenticeship approach to literacy instruction. Additional
research is needed to establish how these approaches can be m odelled by the child’s base class
teacher to transfer the learning to mainstream. It appears that teacher competence is evident in the
teaching situations but teachers are not aware o f the benefit o f these approaches
The use o f these effective ‘coaching strategies’ for supporting writing skills among pupils needs to
be more fully integrated into the overall model o f literacy instruction by teachers.
There is no doubt that teachers in the special settings were aware that pupils need a high level of
support in developing independent writing skills and this support was provided on an individual
basis. But the main em phasis and focus o f the instruction was on developing reading accuracy and
reading fluency. This underlines the need for teachers to have an integrated approach to teaching
reading and writing. The lack o f an integrated model o f literacy instruction has resulted in the
separation o f discrete literacy skills and consequently an imbalance in the literacy skills taught. It is
a serious concern to parents that writing and spelling skills present a constant difficulty for their
children. In this study, the parents o f past pupils in a reading school identified writing and spelling
skills as a persistent weakness and continuing difficulty for their children. The majority o f these
parents were seeking special considerations for their child in the writing and spelling component o f
the Junior and Leaving Certificate. The increase in the number o f students seeking special
consideration in the examinations every year includes a significant number o f students who have
attended a reading unit, a reading school or received special support from learning support/resource
teacher because o f dyslexia. Further research would identify those students who have received
extra support in primary school because o f dyslexia, and are now presenting for special
consideration in the Junior or Leaving Certificate examination.
Lack o f emphasis on writing
An unexpected finding in the present study was that teachers reported that writing skills, story
writing and handwriting receive little if any direct teaching. Teaching approaches which focus on
developing writing skills receive less emphasis than approaches which emphasise accuracy and
fluency in reading. It was also a major concern for parents at the weak spelling and writing skills o f
their children.
This is in contrast with significant elements o f Reading Recovery as developed by Marie Clay.
Clay stated that remedial programmes should have a 'bias toward te x t’ (Clay, 1985). There is a
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huge time component spent reading and writing continuous text during Reading Recovery
intervention tuition. There is no time for phonics worksheets or word drill. The very limited
amount of time reportedly spent on writing and spelling activities in the specialist settings in this
study was a significant disadvantage for the pupils with dyslexia. Shanahan (2001) pointed out that
it is a common mistake among teachers of pupils with poor literacy skills not to teach writing at all,
or to have no authentic purpose for writing or to not reading students’ writing. He suggests that the
four skills of word knowledge, fluency, comprehension and writing receive a half hour instruction
time per day. A total of two hours’ literacy instruction is recommended in this literacy teaching
framework. Instruction time in itself is not sufficient; it is the balance in the range of literacy skills
that makes the difference. Writing should be taught in the context o f reading, and reading
instruction should contain elements of teaching writing. This has implications for the pupils as they
transfer to mainstream classes.
Instruction time
Teachers in mainstream settings spend 48 minutes per day (five hours per week) on English
language teaching (Shiel, 2004). This includes reading instruction. Further time is spent throughout
the day on discrete language activities and on oral language learning. This study also found that
teaching methods which focus on reading fluency and reading comprehension received more time
overall in the mainstream class. Daily instruction in writing skills is less frequently used by all
teachers in each of the teaching situations.
Teachers in the reading schools and reading units have a longer instruction period in literacy than
teachers in each of the mainstream settings. This could account for more time spent using each of
the instruction approaches. However they used approaches which focus on writing skill -- dictation,
story writing, cloze procedure, and joined handwriting — less frequently. Learning support and
resource teachers have limited time to provide extra support to pupils, and this may account for the
low ranking of methods used to develop writing skills.
Teachers in reading units; learning support/resource teachers all had a narrower focus
specifically on phonics skills than the teachers in reading schools and mainstream class teachers.
Time constraints on instruction time may be one reason for the focus on repetitive phonics and the
study of common letter patterns. These pupils are more likely to be older and to have a lower level
of literacy on entering special support (Nugent, 2005). The teachers’ understanding o f the
importance of phonics in teaching pupils with dyslexia could account for the central role of phonics
teaching in the study. It is recognised that all of the specialist individualised programmes designed
for pupils with dyslexia place priority on phonics teaching. These programmes are highly
structured and phonics is a central element o f the programme. In this study, although there was
limited evidence among teachers of the use o f these specialist programmes, the core skill of
phonics was central to the teaching.
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To conclude, teachers in this study did not prioritise writing skill as a significant part o f their
approach to literacy teaching. There was an im balance in the reported range o f literacy skills taught
to pupils w ith dyslexia. The limited time spent on writing and spelling activities in the reading
units, reading schools and workshops, and by learning support/resource teachers is a significant
disadvantage for the pupils. Consequently the continuing difficulty with writing skill persists into
second level and has implications for assessment. However, the case study schools showed that
teachers do have the skills to link reading and writing activities. There was limited evidence o f
support in developing writing and spelling skills.

Commentary on current practice
In Ireland there has been a noticeable difference between teachers’ emphasis on teaching basic
skills as opposed to their neglect o f critical thinking, reasoning and the ‘higher order abilities’
(Lapointe et al., 1992). An international study found that Irish teachers give a higher rating to word
attack skills and developing vocabulaiy, and a lower rating to the developm ent o f critical thinking
and to expanding world views, than do their colleagues in other countries (Elley, 1992). Evidence
from the present study shows that teachers in each o f the teaching situations prioritised direct
phonics skills teaching. The case studies, however, showed that there is some limited evidence o f
integration o f these discrete skills.
Using the ‘top dow n’ or ‘bottom up’ model o f reading, the implication is that teachers in the
present study had a ‘bottom u p ’ viewpoint o f the reading process. Reading begins with individual
words, w ords begin with individual sounds and one must learn these individual components before
understanding the meaning o f the text. Teachers in this study emphasised the separate discrete
skills o f phonics and word identification skills. They prioritised the teaching o f decoding skills to
pupils. This is perceived to be the core deficit am ong pupils and is the main literacy skill taught.
Is there a difference between the settings in this strong emphasis on phonics teaching? The findings
showed that phonics teaching is prioritised by all teachers in the different settings. Direct teaching
o f phonics skills is ranked as the main skill taught to all pupils with dyslexia. Phonic skills are
taught by identifying word families and practicing onset and rime activities. The main teaching
approaches used by teachers in this study are hearing individual reading, teaching phonics and
phonological awareness. Each o f these methods contributes essential elements to effective literacy
instruction. These teaching approaches contain elements o f two separate pedagogical approaches.
Phonics teaching is incorporated into the specialised individualised program mes for students with
dyslexia and hearing individual reading may be seen as an ‘assisted learning technique’. The
teachers in th e study showed an over reliance on phonics teaching as the main literacy skill taught
and a reliance on the PAT programme as the main literacy programme used.
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Teachers' understandings o f dyslexia: It could be possible that the strong emphasis on phonic
skills teaching is related to the teachers’ understanding of dyslexia. The learning support/resource
teachers and the teachers in the reading units described dyslexia in ‘behavioural’ terms, describing
a difficulty with decoding print, or symbols. This corresponds with the strong emphasis on direct
phonics teaching. The approach appears to identify the deficit skill and remediate it. This would
possibly account for the emphasis on direct phonic skills. One of the features o f teaching
approaches recommended for pupils with dyslexia is mastery learning or "learning to the point o f
automaticity’. Teachers are aware of the child’s memory difficulties associated with dyslexia and
this could explain the heavy reliance on repetitive phonics teaching.
This issue o f understandings of dyslexia is a fundamental one which will be discussed fully below.
Towards a balanced literacy framework
It was found that an imbalance exists in the current practice o f literacy teaching. The skills of word
knowledge, fluency, comprehension and writing do not receive equal balance. Limited time spent
by teachers on the teaching of writing skills has serious implications for the dyslexic pupils. The
current practice is compared to a more balanced reading framework and the components which
must be present in effective literacy teaching.
Research has concluded that effective literacy instruction is a balance between high quality reading
and writing experiences and explicit instruction in basic literacy skills (Pressley et al., 1996). There
are many different models of effective literacy teaching. All contain the essential components of
communication through language, spoken and written. It is a common mistake to teach one
component exclusively or to have no emphasis on another component. The Literacy task force
established in New Zealand (1998) defined the features of successful reading and writing as text
comprehension (for reading) and text construction (for writing), accuracy, fluency and se lf
motivation to read and write (Literacy Experts Group, New Zealand, 1998). In the Irish context one
of the principles outlined in the revised curriculum in English is ‘the integration o f oral language,
reading and writing in a coherent language process’ (NCCA, 1999c, p. 12). This revised
curriculum has introduced an integrated model o f literacy learning based on the "integrated nature
o f language

There is evidence that teachers have difficulties with adapting to the four strands of

the English language curriculum (NCCA, 1999a,b):
•

Receptiveness to language

•

Developing cognitive abilities through language

•

Competence and confidence in using language

•

Emotional and imaginative development through language
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The curriculum emphasises the fact that language learning is an integrated process involving oral
language, reading and writing. In practice teachers plan their teaching according to these three
areas o f language, not according to the four strand units.
This revised curriculum in English has presented difficulties for mainstream teachers (DBS 2005a).
Teachers have already demonstrated a weakness in their understanding o f the curriculum
framework, and have in particular identified the teaching o f reading as one o f the areas in which
they felt inadequately trained (Eivers et al., 2005). Teachers need assistance to develop their
understanding o f the teaching o f reading, according to DBS inspectors’ reports (DES,2005a).
Current practice in literacy teaching for pupils in the present study suggests an imbalance in the
literacy skills taught.
At this stage o f the discussion we can see that a balance o f literacy skills is important for effective
literacy teaching for all pupils but especially for pupils with dyslexia. Further issues which were
found to make a difference to the effectiveness o f special support are addressed in the next section.

Issues which make a difference to the effectiveness of special support
It was found that there are certain elements which make a quantifiable difference to the
effectiveness o f special support. Teachers in this study placed a large emphasis on building the
child’s self esteem as part o f the literacy instruction. The high expectations o f the teachers in the
special settings were significant, and were matched by parents’ high expectations for their children.
Parental involvement at all the crucial stages in their child’s learning is also discussed in this
section and their need for a working relationship with teachers.

Building self esteem
Pupils with dyslexia struggle to achieve in our educational system and tend to have low self
concepts as a result (Humphrey, 2002; Humphrey and Mullins, 2002). A child’s self esteem is the
area o f greatest vulnerability for children who are dyslexic (Shaywitz, 2003). The role o f self
esteem in learning is well researched. A positive self concept influences academic success (Bums,
1982). Previous small-scale studies o f Irish pupils in a reading school have tested the hypothesis
that the type o f school can influence a child’s self esteem. These studies found that the self esteem
o f dyslexic pupils tested was indistinguishable from the non dyslexic pupils. The pupils m aintained
their healthy feelings o f self esteem despite their difficulties with literacy (Hall, 1994; O ’Connell,
1994; Me Ginley, 1998).
The type o f school, special or mainstream was not the influencing factor. This would lead one to
believe that the teacher rather than the special setting is the most important factor in developing
pupils’ self esteem. Other studies which investigated the relationship between reading difficulty
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and self esteem questioned why self esteem was high in pupils in the segregated setting
(McNamara, 1991; Quinn, 1997). Factors contributing to high self esteem in reading schools were:
•

attending with peers who have similar difficulties has positive effects

•

self esteem enhancement is part of the teaching approach to the child’s reading difficulties

•

impact of family in supporting the dyslexic child’s self image (McNamara, 1991).

More recently Humphrey (2002) observed that students in special units for dyslexia revealed that
they felt more valued and cared for than they had when they were in mainstream schooling. In
contrast the children (with dyslexia) in mainstream schools reported that they felt isolated and
excluded. Humphrey attributes this finding to the fact that children in units for specific learning
disability develop more positive self concepts and levels o f self esteem than those left in
mainstream education. He believes that the teachers in these special settings with their experience,
training and small class sizes are more able and likely to recognise low self esteem in their pupils
since they spend more time with their pupils and are more knowledgeable about self esteem.
The teaching approach of combining intensive literacy instruction with building pupils self esteem
is supported by recent studies in the literature (Brooks, 1999; Bowen & Yeomans, 2002). It was
found that intervention in reading failure, undertaken with strategies designed to improve self
esteem, was the most effective when compared with reading intervention alone, or self esteem
work alone.
While improved self esteem is associated with individual support and a learning environment
where the children feel valued and secure (Humphrey, 2001; McKay, 2001) the findings from this
study go further in identifying the strength of this belief among parents and teachers. Parents and
teachers strongly correlate the improvement in reading skills with improved self confidence, and
they attribute this improvement directly to the special placement. The vast majority of parents of
past pupils from a reading school strongly believed that their child’s enrolment in a special reading
school was the turning point for his improved confidence. No comparison is possible with past
pupils from reading units as this was beyond the resources of the present study. However, the
pupils in each of the case study schools expressed the view that the teachers in the special
placement helped them to learn. This had not been their experience in mainstream. In their view,
other teachers ‘don’t have the time’ to give extra support to a pupil who is not keeping up with the
class. Pupils were positive about the advantages of placement in a reading unit or reading school
and aware o f the teaching approaches which they described as ‘different’. Feelings o f frustration
and anxiety often accompany lack o f ability to cope with school work. A recent study o f dyslexic
pupils’ views o f their educational experiences in mainstream primary, reading and secondary
schools in Ireland reported that their subject teachers gave the impression that they did not care for
them, either on an educational or personal basis (Forbes, 2005). Research indicates that pupils are
motivated when they believe that teachers treat them like people and care about them personally
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and educationally. The present study would support such research, as both the parents and the
pupils themselves, reported that the teachers’ positive and caring relationship with them was a
significant factor in their progress in reading. The focus o f the placement was on the individuality
and uniqueness of each child.
This has implications for pre service teacher training, where the main emphasis is on the what to
teach rather than the how to teach (O’Brien, 2001; Humphreys, 1996). Some researchers are of the
opinion that the training programmes for primary and second level teachers do not address
knowledge of communication processes, particularly those processes that aid the development of
self esteem in students (Humphreys, 1996). Education and training in social and emotional issues
which affect pupils is not included in initial training or induction or as part o f in service training
(Humphreys, 1996). This study supports the belief that in service training needs to focus on a
greater psychological and sociological understanding of student and teacher behaviour. Staff
development in effective responses to emotional, behavioural and social problems in students and
professional colleagues is needed. With regard to in service teacher training, the ‘how to teach’
needs as much attention as the ‘what to teach’. Personal and professional effectiveness are strongly
related to one’s level of self esteem (Humphreys, 1996).
In the present study, parents and teachers strongly believed that the child’s self esteem improved
significantly during the special placement. The data reveals that self esteem enhancement is part of
the teaching strategy and approach in the reading units and reading schools. The DAI tutors were
acutely aware o f the anxiety surrounding dyslexia for the students. Building pupils’ confidence was
a significant feature o f the teaching strategies they used. This emphasis on building self esteem for
struggling readers could be more widely transferred to mainstream and incorporated into the
classroom programme. Research has already emphasised the link between self esteem and reading
attainment. Pre service and in service training for teachers needs to address how to build pupils self
esteem in reading as an integral part of the instruction.
To conclude, building students’ self esteem combined with the reading instruction is a most
effective teaching approach for pupils with dyslexia. It is important for the teacher to deal with
both the reading skills and building the child’s self esteem in any reading intervention programme.
The teachers in the present study underlined the fact that the teaching methods and strategies used
to support pupils who have dyslexic type difficulties are not sufficient in themselves and must be
closely linked with proactive strategies to build students self esteem as an integral part of the
reading instruction.
Teacher expectations
Teacher expectation is an important factor that has been identified as influencing the effectiveness
o f reading instruction (Taylor et al., 2002). Studies that look at teachers’ beliefs and expectations
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and consequent behaviour have demonstrated that students’ academic performance can be affected
by the ways in which they are treated by teachers and by the teachers’ attitudes (Good, 1981), more
than by teaching skills (Wray, Poulson & Fox, 2001). A more recent study (Silva, 2004) found that
in the opinion of teachers, believing in students ’ capacities makes a major contribution to their
academic success.
In this study it was found that when it came to instructional practices as a whole, teachers’
expectations were of particular relevance to effective teaching. Teachers expressed concern that
pupils may have experienced negative feedback in a previous class, and so provided active
encouragement to all the pupils. One regular method of ensuring success reported by teachers was
ensuring that all tasks were within the ability level o f the pupils. The motto ‘nothing succeeds like
success’ could be seen in the teaching approaches o f the teachers in the reading units and the
reading schools. Success for the learner was ensured by modifying the instruction, the written tasks
and/or the curriculum content. These methods take account of the learner’s need for individual
attention, to have their say and to be listened to (Edwards, 1994). Alternative ways of presenting
work was frequently reported, such as assigning a shorter amount of written work, or using a word
processor for writing. It was significant that teachers had high expectations for the pupils, even
though at the beginning of the year the pupils may have found this to be a challenge. All of the
teachers visited in the course of the study noted the strengths and talents they had become aware of
in their dyslexic pupils. Gardner’s (1993) concept of multiple intelligences could be considered in
the light o f this study. Teachers in the reading schools and reading units reported adapting their
teaching and motivating the pupils according to their preferred strength. The development of self
esteem can only occur with concrete feedback o f real success (Bandura, 1977). The implication is
that mainstream class placement confronts such a child with standards so out of reach that s/he has
no substantial basis for self evaluation. Teachers are ‘significant others’ for children and as such
have an influence on the child’s sense of self (Lawrence, 1985; Humphrey, 2003). It has been
argued that pupils may internalise the expectations that their teachers communicate to them and
that pupils may in turn adopt the beliefs that teachers hold about their ability and adjust their
learning behaviour accordingly (Lumsden, 1997).
Research on effectiveness (Ainscow, 1997) refers to teachers’ individualised teaching and
flexibility of approaches used. Rather than seeing the pupil’s difficulties as innate or within the
child, adaptive teaching strategies are recommended. Central to this is the teacher creating
opportunities for the child to experience success in learning. This involves modification of
instruction, of assignments, o f instructional materials and curriculum content. These strategies
adapt to the needs of the learner. This process was seen in each of the different teaching situations.
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Teacher expectations in the range o f settings
In the present study, the teachers in the reading schools and reading units had high academic
expectations for their pupils. They were expected to achieve the same academic goals as their peers
in mainstream. The teachers expected these students to progress to second level and to sit Junior
and Leaving Certificate examinations. It could be assumed that for the pupils presently in the
reading units/reading schools who are currently at a low level o f reading attainment, such positive
expectations from the teacher are highly motivating. Each child is given a chance for success
among comparable peers. As has been seen, teachers in this study considered building pupils’
independence and self confidence to be a priority; appropriate high expectations endorse this
positive self image.
Expectations and disadvantaged status
There was no significant difference in the expectations o f teachers in the reading units, reading
schools or the learning support /resource teachers. However in one o f the schools in a designated
disadvantaged area, the academic expectations o f the teachers were noticeably lower. These
teachers were aware o f the association between educational disadvantage and literacy achievement.
For some pupils, teachers believed the disadvantage to be twofold. The pupils were relatively
disadvantaged because o f socio-economic factors and they were also disadvantaged because of
dyslexia. Adverse social and economic factors impacted strongly on families in the area. The level
o f literacy attainm ent was lower than the national norms. This may be a realistic view o f the
situation but teacher’s lower expectations could have an effect on pupils. A recent study on reading
literacy in disadvantaged primary schools (Eivers et al., 2005) indicates that teachers’ educational
expectations for many o f their pupils were low. For the group o f dyslexic pupils in this particular
school, teachers’ lower expectations may be attributed to the school’s disadvantaged status rather
than the specific literacy difficulties o f one group o f pupils. It has been recommended by the study
(Eivers et al., 2005) that strategies to promote high teacher expectations o f pupils’ achievement
should be part o f an overall strategy to deal with disadvantage. The teachers in the focus groups
echoed the sentim ents o f recent research on disadvantage and literacy in Ireland which
recommends a stronger focus on family literacy and integrated family support programmes. Further
research needs to link all special support for pupils in designated disadvantaged schools with a
strong family support component. The teachers in one o f the case study schools in this study
identified the lack o f parental support for the pupils with dyslexia as a distinct disadvantage. The
issue o f social inclusion is central to government policy. Educational disadvantage is specifically
addressed by the National Anti Poverty Strategy (2003). DEIS, the most recent policy programme
to tackle disadvantage in schools in Ireland, which aims to ‘halve the proportion o f pupils -with
serious literacy difficulties by 2 0 0 6 ’ (DES, 2005b), has identified family literacy as a key measure
to be implemented over a five year time scale.
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The importance of socio-economic status has been consistently associated with reading
achievement (Cosgrove et al., 2000; Keliaghan, 2001). Teachers of pupils in the most
disadvantaged schools have been found to hold low long-term expectations for their pupils (Weir et
al., 2002). This was supported by the teachers in one of the schools in an area of socio economic
disadvantage in the study. Underlying this perception there is a wider view o f the dominant
ideology in education in Ireland (Drudy & Lynch, 1993). The school itself may be a significant
factor in contributing to the maintenance of social inequality in society. There is an admission that
many of the barriers to the educational progress of a child are caused by financial, family, and
health-related factors. The principal and the teachers in this school were fully aware o f the impact
of its ‘disadvantaged’ status on academic expectations for all of the pupils. The pupils with
dyslexia in this instance were described as ‘doubly disadvantaged’ because of their dyslexic
difficulties. The principal had restructured the organisation of additional support to pupils with
special educational needs throughout the school. This had a positive effect of easing tension
between the DES policy directives and the learning needs of the pupils. Assumptions in the Irish
educational system which underline the social issues o f equality and inclusion need to be
addressed. This author believes that aspects of the early literacy initiative of the DEIS programme
(DES, 2005b) could be more closely targeted at pupils with specific literacy difficulties who are in
the senior classes. The reading units in these schools cater for pupils aged eight to twelve years.
To conclude, the findings from this study are in accord with research which identifies high teacher
expectations with improved performance in reading. Creating opportunities for pupils to experience
success by adapting teaching strategies and individualising the teaching contributes to the
effectiveness o f the special placement.
Parental involvement
The third issue which was identified as making a difference to the effectiveness of special support
was the involvement of parents. Relationships between home and school are of fundamental
importance and this has been underlined by the principle of parent involvement in recent
legislation. Parents’ rights have been strengthened by legislation in USA (IDEA, 1997), the UK
(Education Act, 1996) and Ireland (Education Act, 1998; EPSEN Act, 2004).
For the parent o f a child who has a learning disability, involvement in their child’s education
process may present issues of concern. Where a child has been enrolled in a special school or unit,
it has been asserted that parents have felt ‘excluded ’ and ‘were not given complete information on
all the possible options available nor on the likely consequences o f particular decisions ’ (SERC,
1993, p. 33).
Teachers in designated disadvantaged schools in this study reported limited parental involvement
at this stage of the child’s schooling. The input of parents is an essential element which contributes
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to the effectiveness o f special support. Future research is needed to link the literacy initiative o f
DEIS (2005b) beyond the early years o f schooling (beyond Second Class) for these pupils. Pupils
who are in schools serving disadvantaged communities and who are attending reading units or
reading schools need to be identified for specific support.
Consultation with parents and their involvem ent in planning and decisions affecting their child are
now protected by legislation (EPSEN, 2004). Parents often question whether it is a better
educational experience for the child to be included in m ainstream school or to attend a school or
unit designed to address their specific needs. The success o f support for children with dyslexia is
critically dependent on a whole school understanding o f dyslexia (Fawcett, 2003).
In Ireland, provision for pupils with dyslexia is organised by way o f two parallel systems, special
and mainstream. Several reports have recommended more linkage between these two (SERC, 1993;
DES, 2002). School managem ent factors have been related to success in reading. Those schools
that have a strong link to parents are found to be most effective (Taylor, Pressley & Pearson, 2002).
The degree o f parental support as perceived by the principal was the strongest factor differentiating
effective schools. For the child with dyslexia, early identification and effective support are two o f
the main issues o f concern to parents. In Ireland, there are many pupils receiving learning support
who have undiagnosed disabilities and disorders (INTO, 1994; Shiel et al., 1998; TFD, 2002). One
o f the reasons put forward is that the link between the learning support teacher and parents o f
pupils receiving learning support is not sufficiently strong (Shiel et al., 1998, p. 41). The revised
guidelines for learning support (DES, 2000) address this issue by promoting the active involvement
o f parents in their child’s Individual Profile and Learning Programme. Effective communication
with parents is critically important to the success o f a learning support programme. The notion o f
‘equivalent expertise’, that is, the idea that parents and professionals both have their own highly
relevant experience o f children, rearing or teaching them, have been outlined by Wolfendale
(1985). Parents and teachers have in common a pedagogic role which incorporates a protective,
nurturing aspect into the training. Parents and teachers also have some shared aspirations for
children’s progress. This can be understood as a working relationship based on understanding and
trust (Mittler, 2000). Many teachers however, do not feel com fortable forming these partnerships. It
should become part o f all pre service programmes (Winter, 2005).
In this study there was a high level o f parent involvement in the education process and the
decisions affecting their child. Parents were significantly involved at crucial times during the
child’s placement. At the initial identification and assessment o f a reading difficulty, parents were
proactive in consulting school personnel regarding psychological assessment. Ongoing support and
supervision o f homework throughout the special placement, the parent’s support was ‘that o f an
effective teacher’. At transition to mainstream, primary or second level, parents were advocating
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continued support, and consultation with teachers regarding subject choice and special
considerations in exams.
The findings of this study indicated the active and major role parents play in their child’s learning.
Parents were empowered by their child’s placement in a special setting for dyslexia. While the
parents role was always acknowledged as important (Wolfendale, 1985), in this study it was
demonstrated to be highly significant in specific areas.
Firstly, the parents in this study are so closely involved in their child’s education that they are in a
pivotal position to experience the underlying dilemmas and issues confronting special education in
Ireland at present. Transition to and from mainstream to special system is a painful process. The
parents have experience o f both systems. The separateness o f the two systems is a serious
disadvantage to the successful re-integration of the child into mainstream. Research has suggested
that children making the transition from one setting to another have to adjust to new expectations
and a different context for teaching and learning. The school may help or hinder this process
(Pearson, 2003). The prospect o f changing school is a major issue for parents. Transfer of
information from one teacher to the next (at primary level) and from the reading school or reading
unit to the second level school is an issue of concern for parents. It was suggested that a ‘follow up
teacher’ or resource teacher provide the liaison between the two systems in order to ease the
transition for pupils.
Secondly, parents’ experience is of a segregated and non-inclusive school system. Their child’s
learning difficulty must be identified and measured as an individual ‘deficit’. Only then will the
child receive access to additional support because of the label / category.
Thirdly, parents’ dissatisfaction with the level and kinds o f learning support in mainstream school
has implications for the early identification o f learning difficulties and whole school provision for
dyslexia. Despite highlighting the principle of intensive prevention and early identification of
learning difficulties (DES, 2000;TFD, 2002) current practice falls short of recommended/
successful literacy intervention in the following manner:
•

Duration o f intervention: A significant majority of the pupils who are presently enrolled in a
reading school or reading unit have previously experienced extra support from a learning
support or resource teacher; a significant number had received up to three years o f extra
support. Regular monitoring and review of the child’s individual learning programme is
recommended in the Guidelines on Learning Support (2000). This was not the experience of
the parents in this study. This is at variance with the recommended guidelines.

•

Length o f instruction session: A recent report in Ireland (Eivers, 2004) recommends at least
90 minutes a day additional literacy intervention for pupils who are underachieving in literacy.
The actual time currently spent on reading instruction is estimated to be less than twenty
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minutes a day (Eivers, 2004). In the present study, parents were dissatisfied with the average
duration o f forty minutes per session o f learning support or one hour in a small group. They
believed that this time should be ‘additional to ’ and not ‘instead o f regular classroom
instruction in reading. The current time allocation falls short o f the recommended length o f
time for pupils who are underachieving in reading. W ithdrawing children from class for
additional literacy support is the current practice. There is evidence that this model o f support
is preferred among Irish support teachers even though alternative in-class support systems are
now more evident in other educational systems (INTO Report, 2003a).
•

Literacy activities: An array o f activities such as re reading continuous text, word study, and
teaching strategies for decoding are recommended by various early intervention programmes
(Reading Recovery, Success for All, Enable Plus). This was not the experience o f the parents
in the present study whose children had experienced learning support / resource teaching. The
majority o f children in this study had already been receiving between 1 and 3 years learning
support prior to enrolment. This raises the question o f the effectiveness o f this support. Parents
expressed dissatisfaction and uncertainty about the activities which took place during this extra
support. This has implications for the training and professional development o f learning
support and resource teachers in reading instruction. Parents considered that information on
learning difficulties and more training in identifying and children’s difficulties in reading for
all teachers to be necessary.

•

W riting an im portant featu re o f instruction: Parents’ concern about their child’s persistent
difficulty with writing skills and spelling ability is significant and this concern continues as the
pupils progress into second level. In the school settings in this study there was a limited amount
o f time spent directly teaching writing skills to pupils with dyslexia. Priority was given to
reading instruction. This has an impact on the development o f effective writing skills as the
child progresses to second level. Progress in most aspects o f the second level curriculum is
assessed through writing. Children are at a serious disadvantage if adequate attention is not
paid to teaching writing skills in primary school. Successful literacy instruction teaches reading
in the context o f writing. Writing is an important feature o f instruction. It is an important
element in the successful intervention o f Reading Recovery. Learning support in schools would
benefit from im plementing the key elements o f this programme.

•

Carefully plann ed assessments: Parents in this study were dissatisfied with the level o f
ongoing assessment o f their child’s reading and writing difficulties while receiving learning
/resource support. Teachers’ lack o f experience, knowledge and understanding o f dyslexia was
frequently commented on by parents who had experienced their children receiving lengthy
periods o f learning or resource support. More informed assessments o f pupils would help the
pupils and parents.
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An outcome of special placement for families of children with dyslexia is the improved knowledge
of their child’s learning needs. This has serious implications for adaptive teaching practices and
ways o f modifying the instruction, and materials, and assessments. The majority of parents reported
that they expected their child to remain in full time education until after the Leaving Certificate. A
significant number of parents expected their child to progress to third level. The parents' high
expectations may be reinforced by the teachers in special settings high expectations for the pupils.
Parents’ concern about their child’s continuing difficulties with writing and spelling has
implications for teachers who do not have a balanced model of literacy instruction implicit in the
special provision. These parents wish to become partners to a greater extent in their child’s ongoing
learning. They perceive their child to have a learning difference, whereas the education system has
categorised this as a learning deficit. The partnership of teachers and parents has a pedagogic role
(Wolfendale, 1985) where parents and teachers share high expectations for the pupils.
To conclude, the involvement o f parents in their child’s learning is a significant factor in the
success o f the special placement. Parents were positive about the benefits of the special placement
despite the difficulties surrounding transition between special support and mainstream. They were
aware of the need for improved liaison between special placement and mainstream for these pupils.
SERC (1993) recommended improved liaison. A ‘follow up teacher’ or liaison person would ease
transition to mainstream primary and second level, and would support and advise on subject choice
and individual education programmes where necessary.
Teacher qualifications and experience
The final issue which was found to make a difference to the effectiveness o f special support is that
of the teachers’ experience. There is a large body o f research which shows that teachers’
knowledge and expertise have significant influence on how pupils learn (Darling-Hammond &
Ball, 1998). Evidence has shown that the determinants of quality in education are linked with the
calibre of those who provide it (INTO, 1994). It was a worrying finding that in a survey o f literacy
in disadvantaged schools in Ireland (Shiel et al., 2005) a tendency was found for more
disadvantaged schools to have higher teacher turnover and more unqualified teachers. The recent
report Succeeding in Reading (DES, 2005c) notes that pupils taught by more experienced teachers
tended to have higher test scores than pupils taught by inexperienced teachers. In other words, at
each class level, the number o f years that teachers had spent teaching, is positively correlated with
achievement in reading. Keilaghan (1994) argues that resources that are allocated to the "teaching
learning situation’ are more beneficial to pupils’ learning than other resources. It has been
recommended that classes of beginning readers should be given priority by school principals when
assigning qualified and experienced teachers (DES, 2005). Previous studies have shown that a large
proportion o f support teachers do not have additional qualifications (INTO, 2003a; McCarthy,
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2003). This would have an impact on the teacher’s understanding o f the child’s difficulties arising
from dyslexia, and an ability to link informed assessment to support teaching.
Differences between settings
M ainstream teachers: The present study has shown that a difficulty in applying an integrated
model o f literacy is not necessarily related to teachers’ lack o f experience. A large proportion o f
mainstream teachers in the present study have more than five years’ teaching experience. An even
greater num ber have this length o f experience in the special settings. A comprehensive study o f
what beginning teachers o f reading need to know about reading concludes that it is essential that
teachers at all grade levels understand the course o f literacy development and the role o f
instruction in optim ising literacy development (Snow et al., 1998, p. 329). The views o f the
principal in two o f the case study schools would concur with the statement about the teaching o f
reading as an area in which they felt newly trained teachers need support. A co existing problem in
the disadvantaged schools was the retention o f teachers in the school beyond the beginning years.
This has been well docum ented in recent reports (Eivers et al., 2004, 2005).
The teachers in the reading schools, reading units and in the learning support and resource
positions were aware o f their need for further training and repeatedly/unanimously called for
improved opportunities for training and professional development. The length o f teachers’
experience in the special settings compares more favourably with the teachers in the mainstream
schools. Teachers in the reading units and reading schools had relatively more teaching experience
than the other groups o f teachers.
The D A I tutors had significantly more teaching experience. The majority o f the tutors are
employed full time as mainstream primary teachers, some in learning support and resource
positions. They provide additional weekly tuition to the students in workshops. These ‘tutors’ have
significantly greater teaching experience than the teachers in specialist settings. Over half o f the
tutors have more than fifteen years teaching experience. The teaching career o f the tutors is well
advanced and significantly almost fifty per cent have additional qualifications in special education.
The pupils and schools where the tutors teach, evidently have the benefit o f this expertise and
experience. These teachers know how to link assessment with teaching.
All o f the learning support teachers in this study had been teaching longer than five years. In the
present situation, the support teacher is expected to fulfil a dual role o f providing supplementary
teaching to pupils with dyslexia and also to collaborate with colleagues. Whereas learning support
teachers had a num ber o f years mainstream teaching experience, more than one third had less than
two years’ experience in their current support role. This has implications not just for the pupils who
are receiving support but for the larger school community. The pupil needs individual support but
the class teacher also needs support to differentiate the teaching in all other subjects. This is a huge
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difficulty for the inexperienced teacher. This paradox o f special need is outlined by Dyson (1991)
who conceptualises the support teacher’s role as tension between the notion of specialist support to
the child and/or support for the mainstream teacher. It appears that given how the service is
presently structured in many schools this dual role is not feasible.
There is a huge teaching resource o f experience already available in the special setting such as the
reading schools and reading units, and in the mainstream setting among the learning support and
resource teachers. There is also additional experience available among the tutors with the DAI.
These teachers have wide experience in differentiating the support for pupils with dyslexia.
However structural constraints have made it difficult for any of this experience to be conveyed
between teachers. The existence o f separate parallel systems of special and mainstream provision
has led to the perception of a qualitatively different approach for pupils with dyslexia. It has
already been recommended that the specialist setting such as a reading school could be used as a
resource centre for teachers in mainstream schools in the immediate area (SERC Report 1993;
TFD, 2002).
This research suggests that information on specific approaches to reading could be provided by
the special settings to the mainstream schools. The allocation of resources to the teaching-learning
situation has been shown to be more effective for pupils’ attainment (Kellaghan, 1994).
Information on the following techniques could be readily identified by teachers and would be
particularly useful: the use of cloze procedure as a means o f developing reading and writing
comprehension; the use o f onset and rime as an approach to teaching reading; and the use of
metacognitive strategies such as modelling, prompting, think-alouds and mind-maps.
To conclude, the experience of teachers is long recognised as most effective in making a difference
to the achievement of a child, particularly a child with a learning difficulty. For this reason, it is
sound practice that pupils with the greatest learning needs should be taught by teachers with the
most experience. This study showed that teachers in the special placements have the longest
teaching experience. In practice, the mainstream teachers in the present study have the least
experience in their current position and many of these teachers are at the beginning of their career.
In contrast the DAI private tutors have far greater teaching experience and additional qualifications.
In the mainstream schools, it is more difficult for these inexperienced teachers to provide
differentiated teaching and also to collaborate with more experienced colleagues. Teacher
education and in service is long recognised as essential to providing teachers with professional
support. Future small-scale, school-based research which identifies specific techniques and
approaches to reading instruction could be provided by the special setting.
This section has addressed four issues which were found to make a difference to the effectiveness
of special support for pupils. It is important for the teacher to focus on building pupils’ self esteem
as an integral part of the reading instruction. High teacher expectations for pupils with reading
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difficulties were indicated in all o f the special settings. Parent involvement is a significant factor in
the success o f the special placement. Teacher experience was also shown to make a difference to
the achievem ent o f a child.

Dyslexia in Ireland: key issues
The discussion so far has focused on the main teaching methods and approaches used by teachers
and other issues which make a difference to the effectiveness o f special support. This section will
discuss the teachers’ understanding o f dyslexia and the issues raised by the current organisation o f
support in primary school. The categorical approach to special needs provision in Ireland as
evidenced in this study will be addressed. The dom inant ‘school code’ in practice and how this can
be a structural constraint for pupils will also be discussed.

Teachers’ understanding o f dyslexia
The study examined the teachers’ understanding o f dyslexia and the findings showed that this is
affected by the current organisation o f support and the categorical notion o f a ‘within child’
difficulty. The role o f the support teacher is currently undergoing change in Ireland in the light o f
legislation and the world- wide trend towards inclusion. This trend has an effect on the provision o f
whole school support for pupils with dyslexia. M ost o f the current debate on identification o f
learning difficulties has centred around the post-W am ock concept o f non-categorisation o f special
educational needs and inclusion on the one hand, and the specialist lobby o f the qualitatively
different dyslexic learner. The need for ‘expert’ teachers and ‘special schools’ has been questioned
(Dessent, 1987). The notion o f ‘specialists’ in learning difficulties has also been questioned
(Dyson, 1990). The IQ/attainment discrepancy has been central to the identification o f those with
dyslexia as a distinct group different to poor readers. It is one o f the key issues in relation to the
concept o f dyslexia. This concept o f discrepancy is central to the many ‘exclusionary’ definitions
o f dyslexia i.e. tells us what dyslexia is not, rather than describing the condition (W orld Federation
o f Neurology; BDA, 1997.) The argument is that dyslexic children have an average or above
average potential and are experiencing ‘unexpected difficulties’ in the area o f literacy acquisition
(Reason & Frederickson, 1996). Critics o f this approach have shown that it is difficult to
demonstrate cognitive differences among poor readers o f differing IQs (Stanovich, 1988) and that
the scores o f children with a low verbal IQ may be ‘artificially depressed’, as these verbal scores lie
at the heart o f the difficulties (Siegel, 1996). In other words, children are tested on the specific skill
areas in which they already have a difficulty. Literacy learning is linked to language learning and
language development.

Struggling readers read less and this may affect their language

development. A discrepancy definition o f dyslexia presupposes a group o f dyslexic learners who
are qualitatively different to other poor readers in prim aiy school. Their dyslexia has been
identified and assessed according to ability - achievem ent criteria and they are eligible for special
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provision 'intelligence in the average range and reading ability... at or below the second percentile
in a standardised reading test ’ (DES, SPED, 1998).
Children with dyslexia may have difficulties in remembering or retaining and recalling
information. Difficulties with short term or working memory and long-term memory difficulties
have proved to be correlated with later progress in school (Reid, 1998; Westwood, 1997). The role
of memory in learning has been widely acknowledged (Reid, 1998; Lemer 2003) The information
processing model of learning emphasises the flow o f information within a person's a mind and
memoiy systems (Lemer, 2003). This is in line with the views of the teachers in this study who
believe that memoiy difficulties are the main underlying reason for their pupils’ difficulty.
The present system of identification of dyslexia and subsequent special provision of support has
heavy reliance on a discrepancy and exclusionary model of dyslexia.
Differences between settings
The present study examined the teachers’ understanding of dyslexia. The majority o f teachers
considered memory difficulties to be the main underlying reason for the child’s difficulties. They
were also aware of the idea o f dyslexia as a discrepancy between reading achievement and
intellectual ability. The teachers’ understanding of dyslexia was inevitably linked to the concept of
a discrepancy between reading achievement and intellectual ability. Although teacher observation
and pupil knowledge account for the teachers’ dominant description of dyslexia, the descriptions
were categorised according to a causal modelling framework put forward by Frith (1999).
Almost all the mainstream teachers described dyslexia in behavioural terms. The class teachers
described dyslexia in terms of outcomes in class and a discrepancy in certain areas o f the
curriculum. Difficulties with attention and concentration were areas particularly noted by the
mainstream teacher. Tithe learning support and resource teachers defined dyslexia by describing
the behavioural signs and symptoms such as difficulties with decoding symbols or print, difficulty
with reading comprehension or reading fluency. These pupils may not have received a psycho
educational assessment, although some pupils had been privately assessed. This could explain why
the dyslexic difficulties are described at the ‘word level’. However the teachers’ general
understanding of dyslexia at the ‘word level’ is a possible explanation for their main teaching
approach to teaching phonics skills as the main literacy ‘deficit skill’.
Oral language skills were considered by learning support and resource teachers to be an additional
primary difficulty among pupils with dyslexia. This was perceived to be a greater problem among
these teachers than the teachers in the special settings. The more favourable pupil teacher ratio in
the reading units or reading schools may be a contributory factor here. The learning support
teachers also regarded social and emotional problems as a significant underlying reason for their
pupils difficulties. For this group o f teachers more than any others, social and emotional problems
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were reported as a significant difficulty. The small group setting and individual attention provided
by the learning support teacher can offer a supportive environment for the pupils with social and
emotional difficulties. It may also be possible explanation for widespread support for withdrawal as
the predominant form or support for pupils.
In the special settings attention/concentration was not seen as such a significant problem. The
difficulty in this instance could be the classroom environment rather than a within-child difficulty.
The child may be easily distracted by the activities, and questions o f other pupils. This is
understandable in the larger class size o f mainstream classes. The teachers in the reading schools in
the present study described dyslexia in terms of neurological and cognitive functioning such as
memoiy difficulties, or sequencing difficulties. This could be explained by teachers' regular access
to pupils psychological assessment reports. The teachers in the reading units reported a similar
description of dyslexia. Opportunities to consult the pupils’ psychological report may influence
their understanding of the child’s difficulty. All of the pupils in the reading units and reading
schools have already undergone a full psycho educational assessment prior to enrolment.
To sum m arise, the teachers’ view o f dyslexia as evidenced in the present study, is informed by a
‘within-child’ medical model of dyslexia, which focuses on the deficits and difficulties the child
faces in learning. This view has been criticised as unsuitable for an education setting (Pumfrey,
1‘>90). The concept of dyslexia underlying current practice is a categorical quasi medical model as
outlined by SERC (1993). It is not surprising that the teachers in the mainstream schools, learning
support and resource, expressed difficulty with the identification of dyslexia. They are excluded
from the current identification and assessment process. In Ireland, the process of identifying
dyslexia is confined to an educational psychologist who ‘diagnoses’ dyslexia following an
individual assessment of cognitive ability and reading attainment. Psychologists are also using the
same framework as teachers. A more recent description of dyslexia was put forward by the TFD:
Dyslexia is manifested in a continuum o f specific learning difficulties related to the
acquisition o f basic skills in reading, spelling and/or writing, such difficulties being
unexpected in relation to an individual's other abilities and educational experiences.
Dyslexia can be described at the neurological, cognitive and behavioural levels. It is
typically characterised by inefficient information processing, working memory, rapid naming
and automaticity o f basic skills. Difficulties in organisation, sequencing and motor skills
may also be present (TFD, 2002, p. 31)
This definition includes the concept of a ‘continuum’ o f disability from mild to severe and the
notion that there is an ‘individual profile’ of difficulties. In this study the teachers in the reading
units and reading schools were sensitive to the difference between individual learners and the
relative strengths and weaknesses of the individual child, as evidenced by their definitions. As
regards a ‘continuum’ of difficulty, the teachers were aware that the children attending the reading
units and reading schools are in the ‘most severe’ category. Assessment and teaching strategies
used by these teachers were, as far as possible, individualised. They were also aware that for
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teachers in mainstream settings, it is more difficult to cater for the individual needs o f the dyslexic
learner. This has im plications for the support o f teachers working with mainstream class teachers
and with pupils in these classes who have been identified as dyslexic. Teachers need knowledge
and support in understanding how to differentiate the teaching for these pupils.
To conclude, in this study, the teachers understanding o f dyslexia is in line with the exclusionary
definition described by SERC (1993) which adopts a within child model o f disability. The notion o f
a discrepancy between ability and achievement is central to the teachers’ understanding o f dyslexia.
The main reason for the difficulty, according to teachers, is an underlying memory difficulty. A
more recent description o f dyslexia as proposed by the TFD (2002) has not yet impacted to any
significant degree on the teachers understanding o f dyslexia. This is not surprising given the
present identification and assessment process which relies on a ‘medical - categorical’ diagnosis.

Organisation o f support
Extra support for children with dyslexia in Ireland is provided for in three different ways: learning
support or resource teaching, enrolment in a reading unit or enrolm ent in a reading school. Each
type o f support may be described as existing on a continuum o f segregation, integration or
inclusiveness (M cGregor, 1998). At a system level, the model o f support for pupils with dyslexia is
provided mainly in a segregationist way. This involves referral by psychologist and direct teaching
in a unit or separate school. Policy direction at present suggests a movement away from the
discrepancy notion o f identification o f dyslexia (DES SPED 24/03; 02/05).
A weighted system has been introduced for allocating resources to pupils with higher incidence
special educational needs. These needs are defined as
borderline m ild and m ild general learning disability and specific learning disability and
those with learning support needs (that is functioning at or below the 10'^ percentile on a
standardised test o f reading and /or mathematics. (DES, SPED 24/03 ;02/05)
If identification o f dyslexia is to be changed to a broader fram ework o f assessment as the literature
suggests (Reid, 1996; Frith, 1998), resources for special instruction in reading would need to be
expanded throughout all schools. Children whose intelligence is not severely discrepant from their
word reading skills would no longer be excluded from the category o f reading disability and
dyslexia. These children do need support as they are outside the present system of qualitatively
different support for a specific group o f pupils. The concept o f a ‘continuum ’ o f reading difficulties
would be more appropriate in these circumstances. However there are implications o f an
organisational change. There is a large gap between ideology and practice which has been well
documented (Clark et al., 1997).
Addressing reading difficulties among all pupils in school, on a continuum from the mild to severe,
would involve a huge systemic change. The present capacity o f the system is already challenged by
existing demands. Adopting a continuum would involve all teachers, mainstream and special in the
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early identification and support for these pupils. This has implications for training and professional
development, pre service and in service. It also requires that the DES play a leadership/strong
decision m aking role. The learning support/resource teacher has a role in collaborating with class
teachers to im plement school policies on preventing learning difficulties (DES, 2000). However
current knowledge about dyslexia and strategies to address underachievem ent in literacy at all
levels is limited in schools. There are also systemic constraints in the capacity o f the system to
respond to the concept o f a ‘continuum ’ o f reading difficulty. The introduction o f the system o f
‘general allocation’ o f extra resources to schools (DES SPED 02/05) is an attem pt to give schools
m ore flexibility in allocating extra support to those pupils who need it most. This will have the
effect o f moving the provision for pupils with dyslexia away from an individual model o f support
to a whole school model o f support.
Continuum o f provision
The concept o f a ‘continuum ’ o f provision has been recognised in special education since
W am ock’s de-categorisation o f special need. Wamock (1978) argued against designated categories
o f ‘handicap’ and for appropriate education o f children in mainstream. In Ireland the SERC Report
(1993) proposed that overall provision for pupils with special educational needs should develop
along a continuum, according to need. This implies the necessity to have a continuum o f services to
match the continuum o f special needs. For pupils with dyslexia, the TFD Report (2002) defined
dyslexia as a ‘continuum o f specific learning difficulties' and also recommended a ‘continuum o f
identification and provision ’ (p. 76). This means that those pupils with the greatest learning needs
at a particular stage should receive the most intensive levels o f support. The reality is that in
practice, parents and teachers must ‘wait until the child fails’ and meets the ability-achievem ent
discrepancy criteria in order to be eligible for special support. The learning support model as it
presently operates falls short o f what is appropriate and required for the pupil with dyslexia. The
findings from this study has shown that the definition o f dyslexia held by all the participants has
been influenced by the resources and support provided for dyslexic pupils in the Irish educational
system. This system supports the notion o f a discrepancy based definition o f dyslexia (SERC,
1993; DES, SPED 08/99, 09/99).
This system also performs a secondary function. The process o f assessment and identification
performs a ‘gate keeping’ function to limited resources. Only those children who fit the
discrepancy notion o f dyslexia are entitled to a special support service. Other children who are just
marginally outside the ‘cut o ff point’ and who would also benefit from special support, are denied
the placement. The research has highlighted difficulties with such a ‘categorical’ model. A
‘dim ensional’ model is now more commonplace (Shaywitz, 1992; 2003). A dimensional model
describes how biological, cognitive and instructional factors are assumed to influence differences
in reading skills at all points along a continuum. Children at either side o f the cut o ff point have
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very sim ilar abilities and needs as those o f children who are at the other side of the cut o ff point.
The location o f cut o ff point determines the prevalence and incidence o f reading difficulties in the
pupil population. The practice o f relying on a statistical measure o f second percentile in reading
attainm ent is a systemic barrier to providing appropriate support to all pupils with dyslexia.
Following a review o f special support in primary school (DES, 2004a) there have been recent
changes in the allocation o f special support to schools (DES, SPED 02/05). Pupils with dyslexia
who were previously assessed as meeting the criteria for resource teaching (DES, SPED 8/99 and
08/02) and who continue to have a significant level o f need, will continue to receive a differential
allocation o f teaching support. These pupils are now considered to be at ‘stage three’ in the staged
process o f support; Stage one\ extra support from class teacher; Stage two: supplementary teaching
from support teacher; and Stage three: additional support from learning support/resource teacher;
or enrolm ent in reading unit or reading school.
These pupils who have been assessed as dyslexic, should receive more additional teaching support
than pupils at stage two. However, the actual level o f support will be based on ‘the varying levels o f
need o f pupils and within the teaching time available to the school under the general allocation
model ’ (DES, SPED 02/05, p. 5). In practice, additional support to these pupils will vary according
to the level o f existing resources in the school. Teachers in the present study expressed concern that
the change from an individual allocation model to a general allocation o f support for these pupils
would reduce the amount o f additional teaching time for each pupil. This points to the need for
extra professional development to support teachers who will implement this change. There has
been some positive increase in professional developm ent for teachers since the implementation o f
the Education Act (1998), the SESS and establishm ent o f the Primary Curriculum Support Service.

Identification o f dyslexia
This system o f identification compounds/reinforces the notion that these pupils require a
qualitatively different and specialist type o f support because o f their dyslexia. School principals,
mainstream teachers and support teachers are still developing a comprehensive understanding o f
dyslexia. Schools lack basic knowledge about many disabilities not just dyslexia. The notion o f
disability and special educational need is still a confusing one for schools. A child may have a
dyslexic difficulty but it does not necessarily mean he has a disability. Full participation in the
curriculum is possible with appropriate adaptations. The current focus is firmly f xed on the deficits
and learning problems o f the learner. A change in focus to the teaching-learning situation and the
adaptations necessary would benefit all. The medical categorical model is the dominant conceptual
understanding o f dyslexia as evidenced in the present system o f identification and assessment. In
this author’s view such an understanding o f learning difficulty is flawed.
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Parents ’ understanding o f dyslexia
The parents views also support the notion o f a ‘categorical' model o f dyslexia as outlined by the
1993 SERC Report. The separate provision o f support to dyslexic pupils by specialist teachers in
special units or special schools serves to compound the belief that this level o f support could not be
provided in the child’s mainstream school. In reality, the parents and the teachers are aware that
this level o f support does not continue outside the special setting. Parents believe that this type o f
‘special’ provision is only available from specialist teachers such as those in the reading units or
reading schools. The evidence (pupil outcom es) shows that the majority o f ‘specialist’ teachers in
the reading units and special schools do not differ significantly in terms o f experience from the
teachers in mainstream.
This would lead one to believe that other factors have a greater effect. Teachers identified smaller
class size and an acceptance o f pupils’ learning difference as major advantages o f special
placement in a reading unit or reading school. Teachers were also aware o f the benefits o f
individualising their teaching. Parents noted the teaching methods combined with building up the
child’s self esteem as reasons for success o f placement. Pupils them selves mentioned the teacher’s
acceptance o f their difficulties and learning at their own pace in a class o f peers with similar
difficulties as the benefits o f special placement. All o f these factors do have a positive effect on the
learning outcomes for pupils in special placement. The study showed that the teachers perceived
these favourable conditions to be essential for the reading progress o f the dyslexic learner. The
collegiality and support evident among all teachers in the reading schools is a positive indication
that special placement in a reading unit or in a reading school is for some pupils the most inclusive
placement. The special support is provided parallel to, but separate from the m ainstream class.
To conclude, special support for pupils with dyslexia is segregational, organised separate to the
pupil’s own class. This organisation o f support is infiuenced by the current system o f identification
and assessm ent o f dyslexia. Teachers and parents are aware o f the need for individualisation o f
support in mainstream but there are structural constraints to developing this in primary school. The
recent policy change towards a general allocation model o f support for ‘high incidence’ difficulties
is a move towards a ‘continuum ’ o f support for pupils with dyslexia. This has huge implications for
teachers w ho need support in identification and assessm ent o f dyslexia.

Whole-school provision fo r dyslexia: the ‘school code ’ a structural constraint
This section will focus on how whole school provision for dyslexia depends on the underlying
structural ‘code’ in schools.
In all o f the schools surveyed a ‘categorical’ model dominates the school code. The pupil with
dyslexia is identified as needing a qualitatively different instruction to other pupils with literacy
difficulties. The traditional approach to special education has been reviewed in the literature in
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education (Dessent, 1989; Dyson, 1993). The role o f the learning support teacher lies at the heart of
one o f the dilemmas in special education. The concept of differentiation suggests alternative ways
of grouping pupils and using different teaching approaches to facilitate partnership between
mainstream and special (Sebba & Ainscow 1996; Good & Brophy 1994; Salend, 2001). The
categorical model o f special support is increasingly seen as counterproductive to promoting
equality and inclusion in education. A ‘four stages’ model o f identification and assessment of
dyslexia was proposed by the TFD (2002). However the current identification process is based on a
categorical model of special need as evidenced by the enrolment criteria for special provision in
reading unit or reading school (DES, 1998). Learning support and resource teachers prefer to
withdraw pupils for support even though in-class models o f support are now more widely known
(DES, 2000; INTO, 2003a). Mainstream teachers believe that there are limitations to in class
support and special needs are often better served by individual and small group tuition. This could
be called the ‘school code’ or guiding principle of the school.
This role of the support teacher has been described as a ‘relational’ or ‘categorical’ role
(Emmanuelson, 2003). From a categorical perspective, special needs are seen to refer to the
characteristics o f the individual, and support is related to the diagnosed difficulties of the student.
The relational perspective, on the other hand, sees special needs as a social construct and the aim is
for inclusive provision o f support. In the traditional sense, the learning support teacher is in a
managerial or categorical role and spends the majority of time teaching pupils with special needs
and the remainder of time consulting with colleagues. However, policy has dictated that this
support role should be more consultative and less separate to mainstream (DES, SPED 24/03). The
role needs to become a 'relational' one whereby the support teacher is more involved in the
planning and differentiating of teaching in an inclusive setting. Teachers themselves may not
necessarily agree with the policy direction towards more cooperative teaching, believing
withdrawal and individual tuition as the most appropriate method. In Ireland, the traditional view of
the support teacher’s role may be challenged by the inclusive approaches beginning in schools
which means that special education knowledge does not remain the separate or the ‘specialist’
preserve of the support teacher. The whole school needs support to enable all teachers to cope with
a diversity of pupils’ needs. More time is needed to develop collaborative approaches among
teachers in order to make classroom teaching more inclusive. There is a "proactive and reform
guiding’ role (Emmanuelson, 2001) for the support teacher in focusing attention on pedagogy /
teaching and learning approaches to develop this knowledge among all teachers. However this is a
challenge for the whole school.
Towards a more consultative role: In the present study the learning support teacher was seen to
support those pupils who are under- achieving in literacy, whereas the resource teacher supported
the pupil with more severe needs. In many cases this included the child with dyslexia (at or below
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second percentile in reading attainment). There was some evidence among the case study schools
of a current shift towards a ‘blurring’ of these two support roles. Schools now have the flexibility to
organise support for pupils according to their needs. Support teachers are now seeking ways to
organise and integrate the support for pupils. There is a widespread need among support teachers
and class teachers for information on different models of in class support which are effective.
Practices such as team teaching, parallel teaching, or cooperative learning are all possible
alternatives to withdrawal support. This focus on one aspect of pedagogy could begin the
‘proactive and reform guiding’ process mentioned above. Small scale in-school projects, or cluster
school projects which would inform teachers on these alternatives are needed.
Differences between schools
This tension between teachers’ beliefs and the direction of policy was evident among the teachers
in the focus group discussions in the present study. In all of the schools surveyed a ‘categorical’
model dominates the school code. The pupil with dyslexia is identified as needing qualitatively
different instruction to other pupils with literacy difficulties. This specialised support takes the
form of enrolment in a reading unit, reading school or provision of individual resource/learning
support.
This support takes place separate in the mainstream setting with little or no communication
between the two settings. In many cases the support teacher or teacher in the reading unit is fully
aware of the need for collaboration but there are structural constraints preventing this taking place.
These structural constraints are as follows:
•

It appears that resources have been removed from the mainstream class to the specialist teacher
in a reading unit or reading school. The class teacher needs support in incorporating
differentiation into curriculum content, materials and resources. The teacher in the reading unit
or reading school is perceived by parents and mainstream teachers to be the person with the
expertise.

•

Currently there is very little or no collaboration among teachers in mainstream schools who are
supporting pupils with dyslexia. This has implications for in service and professional
development of all teachers. At a conceptual level this raises questions about the mainstream
provision that exists where certain pupils are expected to ‘fail’ and the specialist teacher will
provide extra teaching, separate from the mainstream curriculum.

•

Teachers are not confident in identifying the child with dyslexia. There is presently no early
screening test for dyslexia which would identify pupils at risk of developing dyslexia. An early
screening test is currently being developed. (TEST. D, Cogan, Trinity College Dublin, 2005)
which will address this problem.
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•

In terms of the wider school being in need of support, the learning support / resource teacher
could find herself in a situation o f being solely responsible for the literacy needs of the whole
school. In one o f the case study schools the support teacher had taken on the role of special
needs coordinator in the school. This teacher had over twenty years teaching experience of
special needs and modelled the position on the SENCO role in schools in the UK. In another
school, the support teacher has already begun in class support for the pupils and teachers at
junior, middle and senior classes.

•

The support teachers in the survey expressed constraints on time as a major issue of concern.
They had aspirations to be in a more consultative /collaborative role but were limited by the
constraints of the school code in determining how they operate. The current role of the Irish
learning support teacher does not extend to a ‘p roactive and reform guiding’ (Emmanuelson,
2003) role in the present organisation of schools.

A solution to the dilemma faced by support teachers would involve ‘reconstructing’ the role of
support teacher to emphasise the process of teaching and learning throughout the whole school
rather than supporting the individual pupil. (Crowther et al., 2001). This shift in emphasis would
not be easy but would support the whole school approach that is necessary for any fundamental
change to take place. The teachers in the present study were committed to seeking organisational
reforms within their school. In this study, it was significant that the discussion groups focussed on
teachers looking for structural solutions to supporting and integrating pupils rather than focusing
narrowly on the needs o f the individual child.
There were structural constraints also evident in the special settings, as follows:
•

The teacher in the reading unit is in a pivotal position to provide literacy support for the whole
school. However, each of the reading units in the study remained separate to whole school
developments of in class support for pupils with learning difficulties.

•

The lack of proper collaboration between teachers in the reading unit and the child’s base class
is a significant barrier to whole school provision for dyslexia. In the schools with a reading
unit, these pupils are integrated with mainstream pupils for other subjects. However the whole
school philosophy of special education is of a categorical model of special support. Pupils
receive specialist teaching by expert teachers in a literacy unit separate to mainstream. The
structural constraints and dilemmas evident is the traditional approach has been reviewed in the
literature (Dyson, 1993; Dessent, 1989; Ainscow, 1993; Skrtic, 1990).

•

Two o f the case study schools in the study were developing whole school approaches to
support for pupils with learning difficulties. One had undertaken a huge re organisation of
special support for pupils in order to better adapt to the needs o f pupils in an inclusive setting.
However the reading units remained separate to the inclusive practice in the whole school. In
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the second school, in class support was planned at junior, middle and senior class level for
pupils with a diversity o f learning needs. There were no plans for any fiarther integration o f
pupils from the reading unit into mainstream. Pupils in reading units are already integrated in
base classes for ‘non core’ subjects. The perception o f pupils with dyslexia as being
qualitatively different from pupils with a diversity o f learning needs persists in these schools.
Parents ’ view s on school support provision
The parents in this study raised serious questions about the benefits o f withdrawal in mainstream
for support teaching. The parents concern and experience o f support teaching in mainstream school
raises questions about the effectiveness o f this support. The majority o f pupils had received up to
three years extra support before enrolment in a special placement. The teaching sessions lasted one
hour per week in majority o f cases, a significant num ber received up to three hours tuition per
week. Ninety per cent o f parents were in favour o f regular assessment o f pupils and early
identification o f learning difficulties. The typical activities which took place during withdrawal
tuition, according to the parents, appeared to be unrelated to the m ainstream curriculum. Also, the
extra tuition was perceived to have ended as soon as the child returned to his/her ‘norm al’ class.
Class teacher and support teacher did not have an opportunity to plan or collaborate together in
order to transfer this learning. The support teachers considered time for planning to be the single
greatest constraint to the effectiveness o f their support.
Early identification o f dyslexia is not facilitated in the present system. In a significant num ber o f
cases parents were the first to suspect their child had a persistent reading difficulty. Teachers
indicated they did not feel com petent to identify dyslexia, although they may make an ‘educated
guess’. It is not surprising that there appears to be some resistance to developing in class models o f
support in the present organisational structure. The dominant categorical model o f dyslexia
prevalent in the school means that teachers must ‘wait until the child fails’ and meets the ability achievement discrepancy criteria o f current practice in order to receive extra support. The proposed
organisational change (DES, SPED 02/05) whereby schools will be given more responsibility and
greater flexibility for the deploym ent o f teaching resources for pupils with special educational
needs, will bring greater responsibility for the class teacher and support teacher. This is an issue all
schools m ust address. Pupils transferring back to m ainstream need support re integrating and
support for their continuing learning needs. Parents o f pupils currently in special provision
expressed this as a m ajor concern. A probable reason for this is the fact that these pupils have
already received support in mainstream and the parents are dissatisfied about the kind and level o f
support their child received in mainstream.
The transition from special to m ainstream is a crucial point where resources need to be matched to
the present level o f pupils learning need. Recommendations from SERC (1993) and TFD (2002)
have repeatedly recom m ended this linkage o f the two ‘parallel system s’. Teachers in special
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schools have expressed their dismay at the lacic o f connectivity between special and mainstream
(lATSE, 2006). However for parents o f children who have already transferred to mainstream, these
past pupils have adapted well to the change in school. Parents attributed this to the child’s
increased confidence, the academic benefits o f the placem ent and the teaching methods used.
To conclude, whole school provision for dyslexia is organised according to a segregational model
where the class teacher and support teacher have separate responsibilities for children with
dyslexia. The underlying ‘school code’ determines the structure o f this support. Although two o f
the case study schools showed some limited movem ent towards in class support for pupils with
dyslexia, the dominant school code is a categorical/segregational model. Although recent policy
direction is o f a movement towards a more ‘inclusive’ and ‘collaborative’ model, this developm ent
cannot be the sole responsibility o f the learning support/resource teacher. As Dyson stated, these
support teachers cannot themselves ‘reconstm ct the curriculum ’, as he believes is necessary for
effective inclusion.
In this study, parents’ concern about the transition back to mainstream highlights the issue o f a lack
o f a continuum o f support. Parents’ concern around the issue o f transition focuses on the lack o f
continuity between special support and mainstream, based on their own experience.
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C h a p t e r 6: C o n c l u s i o n s
The increased com m itm ent to addressing special educational needs in Ireland in recent years must
be recognised and acknowledged. This is reflected in the most recent legislation, EPSEN Act
(2004) and in the current developm ent o f curricula for pupils with special educational needs
(NCCA, 2002). Ireland has responded to the worldwide trend towards inclusion o f all pupils in
mainstream. Pupils who previously would have been educated in special classes and special
schools, are now entitled to be educated in mainstream alongside their peers (DES, 1998). Schools
have benefited since 1998 from the increase in the num ber o f specialist teachers appointed to
support pupils with a diversity o f special needs. There has also been a significant increase in the
number o f special needs assistants appointed to support children with disabilities. The planning o f
individual education programmes for students receiving additional support has become more
widespread N C SE (2006).
There has been greater recognition o f specific learning disabilities including dyslexia among
teachers and parents in the past ten years. Extra support has been provided to these pupils in
m ainstream schools and classes. Special support is also provided in a reading unit or a reading
school. The present study has looked at the teaching o f reading to pupils with difficulties arising
from dyslexia and has analysed the different types o f provision and the effectiveness o f this

provision.
This concluding chapter is an exploration o f the key issues which have impacted on the provision
o f support for the child with dyslexia, and the insights that were gained into these through this
research project. These issues may be at a systemic level such as the identification criteria and
assessm ent procedures for extra support, or at a structural level such as how support is organised
for the child either in m ainstream or in a special setting. Questions asked will be:
•

Is the m odel o f literacy instruction in use an appropriate model o f instruction?

•

Is separate support in special settings for pupils with dyslexia the best use o f resources?

•

Can the m ost effective elements found in the special setting be transferred to m ainstream?

•

What are the implications for teacher education, for the DES policy and for whole school
provision for pupils with dyslexia?

These questions need to be addressed in the context o f the findings o f the present study.

Teaching literacy skills: teachers’ understanding of literacy
The findings o f this study showed that the literacy framework, conceptual and pedagogic, in use in
Irish primary schools is seriously inadequate. There is an im balance in the range o f literacy skills
taught to pupils. This has implications for the teaching o f reading skills for all pupils but
particularly for children with difficulties arising from dyslexia. The study showed that teachers
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have limited skill in engaging with literacy instruction and use a relatively restricted range of
teaching methods and approaches to teaching reading. The main emphasis is on teaching phonic
skills, with little or no direct teaching o f expressive writing skills. A more balanced model of
literacy gives equal focus to each o f the essential components of reading and matches it to the
needs o f the learner at a particular time (Solity, 2000; Hall & Harding, 2003).
It is important that teaching reading does not fall into either extremes o f an isolated ‘skill and drill’
approach or an unstructured ‘whole language approach This has implications for the development
of literacy skills particularly as regards expressive writing skills. This suggests an important role
for current teacher education. Teachers need to extend their knowledge and skill in understanding
the reading process. There is an urgent need for an integrated approach to teaching literacy and a
balanced approach to teaching reading and writing.

A continuum of provision?
Early identification of a reading difficulty is a whole school responsibility (DES, 2002). There is
still confusion in schools about identifying difficulties arising from dyslexia. Teachers do not
perceive themselves as competent in identifying dyslexia in their pupils. Nor do they feel
competent to inform parents. This is not due to a lack of experience but more to the categorical
nature of the identification and assessment procedures. The present system of identification
reinforces the notion that these children require a qualitatively different and specialist type of
support. The notion of a continuum of reading difficulties is widely accepted in the research
literature and is now the practice in other countries. It has also been recommended in education
policy in Ireland (NEPS; DES, SPED 24/03, 02/05; TFD 2002). Despite such recent promises of a
continuum of support the study found a serious lack of any attempt to implement a continuum of
services. The current model of support is that o f a segregated categorical model. Children with
dyslexia are considered to have a special educational need requiring qualitatively different
provision.
The current procedures for identification and assessment o f dyslexia involves the notion of a
‘within child’ disability which may only be diagnosed by a psychologist. The concept of a
‘discrepancy’ between intelligence and reading attainment in identifying dyslexia is a barrier in
developing the competence o f teachers in identifying dyslexia. The literature has already
recommended an individualised assessment (Reid, 1998) based on a profile of the child’s strengths
and needs. The recent DES policy change from individualised special support for pupils with
dyslexia to a more general organisation o f support further highlights fractures in the current
identification procedures. There is a disparity between how support is organised (DES, SPED
24/03; 02/05) and the persisting medical categorical model o f identification of dyslexia. This has
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implications for NEPS who may need to examine the assessment model in use in the light o f
current international best practice, and o f DES policy direction.

Teacher education
The present study highlights the inadequacy o f current teacher education in the area o f
conceptualisation o f dyslexia, and o f pedagogic skills relating to literacy, both at pre service level
and at in service level. Teachers would benefit from reference to a ‘framework o f reading’ to
support and develop their understanding o f the reading process. Im plementation o f the English
language curriculum (NCCA, 1999b, c) and the integrated strand units outlined in it have already
presented problem s for teachers (DES, 2005a). There is an urgent need for a balanced approach to
literacy instruction for all pupils.
C ontinuing professional developm ent o f teachers in both mainstream and special settings is
urgently needed in the area o f literacy instruction. For example, teachers need to develop skills in
using form ative assessm ent as a means o f linking assessm ent and teaching. The findings o f this
research show an over-reliance on a single literacy program me (PAT, 1993). This programme
highlights one aspect o f reading instruction, and is not intended to be a complete reading
instruction program me.
A literacy task force is recommended by the author to develop a framework for reading as part o f a
balanced m odel o f literacy instruction. The critical elements included in Reading Recovery (Clay
1985; 1993b) could form the basis o f this instruction model in an Irish context.
Teachers w ho participated in the study commented on and highlighted their need for ongoing
professional developm ent in the area o f identification o f reading difficulties. Teachers need
information on different pedagogical approaches that can be used for children with dyslexia. Such
approaches include individualised programmes, assisted learning techniques, and whole school
approaches. A lthough the SESS (2004) has begun to develop an information service for teachers
who support pupils with special educational needs, there is overall inadequate level o f resourcing
for in service professional developm ent (INTO, 2003b). This needs to be urgently addressed.

Relationship between special and mainstream
It is one o f the aim s o f the EPSEN Act (2004) that support for pupils be provided in 'the most
appropriate p la c e m e n t’. Current provision for pupils with dyslexia in Ireland is provided in three
different ways: support in m ainstream by a learning support/resource teacher, enrolment in a
reading unit or enrolm ent in a reading school. The present system could be viewed as segregationist
(M cGregor, 1998). This raises the question whether this is the most efficient use o f resources. It
also raises questions in relation to the vision o f inclusive education; how does this concept apply to
the school, to the cluster o f provision in the area in which the child lives, and to the system?
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Reading schools: The study found that special provision in a reading school or reading unit has
benefits for pupils and families alike. Teachers, parents and pupils agreed that there are academic,
and social and emotional benefits arising from the special placement. Parents reported increased
self confidence among their children, and there was further evidence that improved self esteem
persisted into second level. However there are continuing difficulties surrounding transition
between mainstream and special settings. It has already been recommended that structures should
be established and resourced to enable special and mainstream schools to develop integrated
provision for children with special educational needs (lATSE, 2006). This would be a movement
along the continuum towards inclusiveness (McGregor, 1998). Such a movement would imply
major changes in the present system. A system of dual enrolment involving reading school and
mainstream could be introduced. This would need to be piloted and developed.
The point o f transition between special and mainstream is a crucial point where resources are
needed to promote successful transfer. There is evidence from this study that parents and pupils
themselves identified a particular need at this point. A system of dual enrolment for pupils would
address the shortcomings inherent in the pupils’ transfer back to mainstream. A stronger linkage
between each reading school and the feeder mainstream schools would have positive implications
for teachers in both schools. Another possibility is that teachers in the reading school could re
position themselves between both the mainstream and special school. This would have benefits for
the pupils and would ease the transition difficulties faced by them. A resource or liaison teacher
would also ease the difficulties encountered by students and their families at point o f transfer.
One o f the questions raised by the study is can the most effective elements found in the special
setting be transferred to mainstream?
Reading units: Pupils who attend the reading unit are considered to be qualitatively different to
pupils with ‘ordinary’ reading difficulties, and they receive specialist teaching. The experience and
expertise of teachers in the reading units does not extend to being a whole school resource for all
pupils. This is regrettable. The current reorganisation of support, intended to promote a more
inclusive model of special support within schools (DES, SPED 02/05), does not include the special
provision in the reading units. This is a structural barrier to whole school provision of support for
pupils with dyslexia. It is difficult to see how the effective teaching approaches and methods used
in the reading unit could be transferred to the whole school in the present categorical model of
provision. The dominant school code (Emmanuelson, 2001) is a limiting factor. The experience and
expertise of the teacher in the reading unit, has the potential to be a whole school resource in the
role o f ‘literacy advisor’ to the school.
Learning support/resource teaching: This study found that the role o f the learning support teacher
as it is presently constituted is not capable o f providing appropriate and adequate support for
children with dyslexia. Despite much goodwill and effort on the part of individual teachers, the
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present organisation o f the role o f the learning support teacher is ineffective. There are inherent
difficulties with issues such as duration and length o f instruction time, and constraints around
ongoing collaboration. This needs to be urgently addressed. Appointment o f a dedicated
reading/literacy specialist in the school is a necessary step given the current direction towards
inclusive support for pupils with a diversity o f needs. A literacy advisor or reading specialist in
each school would be well placed to address the reading difficulties and particularly those
difficulties arising from dyslexia among the whole school. It is important that this role be viewed as
a specialist role in reading, with the necessary professional training and development in an
accredited m anner for teachers. The current generic role o f the learning support teacher does not
focus sufficiently on literacy difficulties, or specific difficulties which may arise from dyslexia.

Is there a specialist approach?
The research literature has questioned whether there is a specialist pedagogy for pupils with
dyslexia. There is an emerging consensus that teaching pupils with dyslexia or any other special
educational need requires adaptations o f common teaching approaches (Norwich, 2005). There
may not be a need for distinctly dijferent teaching approaches for pupils with dyslexia, although
responding to individual difference is crucial. General teaching principles are informed from a
specialised knowledge base (Reid, 2005). The study has examined the provision o f extra support
for pupils with dyslexia and analysed the effectiveness o f this provision. The findings show that
interpreting the successful elements o f special provision, and transferring these elements to
mainstream will require many steps and radical changes in the system.
Reading schools: The individualised approach to reading instruction is very effective in the
reading schools. There appear to be certain critical components which are evident in this
specialised setting which could be transferred to mainstream. It is apparent that in the special
settings there is a close link between planning the instruction and teaching literacy skills.
Differentiating the teaching according to the needs o f the individual student is a significant element
o f the overall teaching approach. The linking o f reading instruction with building the child’s self
esteem is a definite advantage to the effectiveness o f the teaching. There is a consistency o f
approach to instruction in literacy, which is a significant feature o f the reading schools.
Reading units: The consistency in the teaching approach as experienced by the pupils in the
reading unit is not so easily transferred to the base class. This setting constitutes a more tenuous
link/intersection between special and mainstream settings. The integration o f pupils for some
subjects is unconvincing. Although the whole school may be beginning to reorganise specialist
support for pupils in more inclusive ways, the reading unit remains outside this inclusive practice.
The reading unit is segregated in a sense and these teachers have other pressures, unlike the
teachers in reading schools. Where expertise has been built up in the reading unit there is no system
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in tiie present structure to disseminate tiiis good practice. Despite the expertise and wide knowledge
of individual teachers, the whole school does not have the benefit o f the reading unit teacher’s
knowledge o f differentiating planning and teaching. The fact that a reading unit has been
established in a particular school does not guarantee effective whole school provision/support for
the pupil with dyslexia.
Tutors in D A I Workshops: The tutors who provide extra tuition in weekly workshops have chosen
to work with pupils who have dyslexic learning difficulties. These teachers know how to assess,
identify and to individualise the learning programme. They may be teaching pupil cohorts with a
more limited range of learning disability (due to criteria for identification o f dyslexia) than the
learning support/resource teachers; however, consistency o f approach to instruction in literacy is a
significant feature of the workshops. This aspect of tutor practice needs to be underlined.
The consistency and the intensity of the teaching approaches apparent in the special placements in
this study, contributed to the effective outcomes for pupils.

Closing comment: the way forward
The present context of legislation and recent initiatives in special education policy have articulated
a clear values position for schools, one based on a commitment to inclusion and entitlement. The
present system of special support continues to encounter structural and systemic barriers to
effective provision of support for pupils with difficulties arising from dyslexia. A key element in
the way forward is to direct resources specifically at professional development for teachers. This
would need to address and review best practice in terms of conceptual frameworks regarding
literacy, dyslexia, and inclusion, and in terms o f processes of teaching and learning in the area of
literacy for all pupils. The notion of a ‘continua of pedagogic approaches’ (Norwich &Lewis, 2005)
is useful to focus attention on the intensity of approaches needed for pupils with significant
learning difficulties. The consistency and the intensity o f the teaching approaches apparent in the
special placements in this study, no doubt contributed to the effective learning outcomes for pupils.
A recurring theme throughout this study is the need for professional development in specific areas
for teachers, mainstream and special. Teacher education and ongoing professional development
needs to focus clearly on an integrated model of literacy instruction which promotes a balance of
literacy skills for all pupils. A similar focus is required for in service for all teachers, with more
concentration on the skills associated with linking assessment and teaching. Professional
development, support and training is urgently needed. There is a wealth of knowledge and expertise
already present in the system which could be harnessed. The vision and language o f special support
in reading schools and reading units emphasises the success and achievement and the potential of
the learner. This is the way forward to help pupils realise their potential. This is the challenge that
lies ahead.
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A p p e n d ic e s

Appendix 1: Assessment Tests mentioned by participant teachers and
tutors
Neale Analysis o f Reading Ability Second edition. Revised (1997). Ages 6yrs-12yrs llm ths.
Windsor: NFER Nelson.
An individually administered test o f reading, measuring the
accuracy, comprehension and rated o f reading in children from the age o f six. It is a test o f oral
reading based on a series o f short narratives, providing summative measures and detailed
diagnostic information.
Graded Word Reading Test, The Macmillan Test Unit (1990).Age 6-14 years. Windsor; NFER
Nelson.
A standardised spoken response single word recognition test which uses word
cards. Provides RA and SA scores, helps to monitor a pupils reading accuracy.
Phonological Assessment Battery: Standardised Edition. (PhAB) Age 6-14 yrs 11 months (1997).
Frederickson, N., Frith, U. & Reason, R. Windsor: NFER Nelson.
Identifies those children
who need special help by providing an individual assessment o f a child’s phonological skills. PhAB
gives a profile o f children’s phonological skills and will identify areas o f difficulty and assess the
impact o f intervention programmes.
Middle Infant Screening Test and Forward Together (1993).Age 5-6 years. Sybil Hannavy.
NFER Nelson.
Focus on reading, writing and listening skills. M IST identifies early
literacy difficulties and Forward Together provides a recovery programme fo r up to eight pupils
that actively involves parents.
QUEST. Second Edition Age 6-8+. Robertson, A. Robertson, Ann, Fisher, J., Henderson, A. &
Gibson, M. NFER Nelson, Granada Learning Group.
A comprehensive screening and
diagnostic assessment with follow up activities that identify and support pupils with difficulty in
number work and reading. A set o f screening tests, diagnostic tests and a learning support
programme to follow up.
Profde o f Mathematical Skills. Age 8-15 years. France, N. NFER Nelson.
A measure o f
attainment in key areas o f mathematics available at two levels. A set o f nine subtests designed to be
taken over approximately three weeks. Focuses on individual maths achievement, highlighting
strengths and weaknesses.
Jackson Phonics Skills from "Get Reading Right" Handbook. Jackson, (1971). Glasgow: Robert
Gibson, Publisher.
A set o f eleven tests o f phonic skills from basic letter names to
multi syllabic words; a phonic skills record card is part o f the set
/L4/7V Sentence Reading Test. (1986)
A set o f thirteen graded sentences to be read
aloud by pupils. A percentile score is given. Irish norms 1986.
The Aston Index (Revised) Thomson, M.E. & Newton, N. (1982). Age 5-14 years. Wisbech:
Learning Development Aids,.
16 tests fo r diagnosing strengths and weaknesses
associated with SEN and Dyslexia
Scltonell Graded spelling test (part of Aston Index)
General intellectual cognitive ability tests: Weschler Intelligence Scale fo r Children (WlSC 111
Revised) Ages 6-16 years. The Psychological Corporation, London.
Marino Graded Word Reading Scale. (1970). 6 Suilleabhain, S., C.FfC. Dublin: Longman
Browne and Nolan (Out of print)
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Appendix 2: Literacy programmes mentioned by participant teacliers
and tutors
SRA Reading Laboratory Reading Labs la ,lb ,lc (Revised 2005) and 2a, 2b, 2c. McGraw Hill
A multi level approach to individualised instruction. Pupils build their skills with
individual reading practice. An entire class can use the kit, each child at his own level. Students
score their own work with Answer cards and keep a record o f their own progress. S e lf directed
reading materials and skill exercises are colour coded by reading level.
Word Shark 3S: Semerc (Granada Learning)
Covers 3 stages o f the book Alpha to Omega. It
has 36 games which uses sound graphics and text to teach and reinforce word recognition and
spelling. Games and pre recorded words specifically targeted fo r students with dyslexia.
SWAP and FIX. Gamz
A boxed set o f card games suitable fo r 2-4 players. These are
reading games & can be played by helping adult or by a group in class. There are 3,4,5 or 6 suits
(wordfamilies or prefix/suffix types) in each pack. Useful age 6-adult.
Stile Tray. S.T.A Ltd. Surgisales Teaching Aids Ltd.
A s e lf checking system o f reinforcing
skills in phonics, spelling, comprehension. Pupils answer the questions by placing each o f the , 12
numbered tiles on the appropriate square on the base o f the tray. When the tiles have been placed
correctly a geometric pattern is revealed on the reverse o f the tray which matches the one printed
at the top o f the exercise.
Stile Dyslexia. Shireen Shuster, Dyslexia Institute
A series o f 7 books on spelling and
grammar and one on sequencing. Gives systematic practice and revision fo r dyslexia pupils.
Hi Lo Readers. Barrington Stoke Fiction.
interest / low reading age

Books recommended fo r reluctant readers: high

Penguin Graded Readers www.penguinreaders.com
Sprials Nelson Thornes
Livewires Hodder Murray
Wolf Hill Oxford
Sparklers Nelson Thornes
Blitz It
Buzzwords Nelson Thornes
Five and Ten Minute Thrillers
Pelican Hi-Lo books
Nelson Thornes

Skyways Collins
Gigglers Nelson Thornes
Wildcats
Wellington Square

Fuzzbuzz Oxford University Press, Corby, U.K.
For children who are 7+ and still non readers. Readers and workbooks, three levels, three
books at each level
Oxford Reading Tree. Oxford University Press;
Stages 1-3 concentrate on early literacy skills
Stages 4-5 consolidates early language skills and develops confidence in reading
Stages 6-9 encourages further reading practice
Stages 10-16 Treetops introduces more extended reading vocabulary
Storyworld Heinemann. Supported structure and carefully graded texts. Levels 1-9 fo r Junior level
to Second Class
Storyworld Bridges. Heinemann. 3 extra levels in novel form at to bridge the gap to more adult
style o f reading
Ginn New Reading 360.
Graded books, 12 levels, clear structure and progression. Pocket
Books can be bought in year packs 2-6 or by genre (Fiction, Fact,Sci-fi or Chillers)
New Reading and Thinking. For pupils who show weakness in understanding text. Exercises in
inferential comprehension. Pupils must use common sense and reasoning.
Looking and Thinking. A photo copiable series to develop reasoning skills in which illustrations
hold clues to help answer questions. For pupils with problems in writing.
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Write A way! A series o f 6 photocopiable books, helps extend the range o f written work
Sequencing Stories. A photo copiable book provides story sequencing at three different levels.
New Cloze. Fiction and factual text passages provides cloze type procedures fo r pupils. Two pages
on the same subject are written at different levels.
LEXIA R eading System. Lexia Learning Systems, Inc. A skills development system designed fo r
older readers age 9 -a d u lt.. Level 1 activities practice rhyming, initial and fin a l consonant sounds,
w ord segmenting and blending. Level 2 increases general letter knowledge and sound symbol
correspondence. Based on Orton Gillingham system.
Lexia Quick R eading Test Adminsistered by teachers to students, one to one, takes 5-8 minutes.
Phonological A wareness Training Program m e (PAT). Jo Wilson, 1993. P A T program teaches
children to read write and spell phonically regular single syllable words by m aking analogies.
Programme includes photo copiable worksheets and record fo rm s reading lists and sentences fo r
dictation.
P A T Beginners. Onset and Rime examples covered; eighty words made up o f 4 words fo r each
rhyme unit. Level L M ore complex onsets 9initial blends) included. Level 2a Vowel patterns
covered. Level 3 Syllables.
Units o f Sound. 1996. W alter Bramley Dyslexia Institute, Staines. A reading and spelling
programme, screening tests, record keeping and a guide booklets. On Audio Cassette; CD rom.
M ulti media versions available: Stage 1: RA 6.0-8.0. Stage 2: RA 8.0-10.0. Stage 3: RA 10.0+
Dictation Sentences written by Helen Moss to accompany Units o f Sound programme.
Sound Linkage, Hatcher , P. 1994.London W hurr Publisiiers.
A lpha to Omega: The A -Z o f Teaching Reading, Writing and Spelling. B.Hornsby and F.Shear.
1994, fourth edition. Heinemann Educational, Oxford
A lpha to Omega: A ctivity Packs stages 1,2 and 3. B. Hornsby and J.Pool (1990, 1991, 1992)
Heinemann Educational, Oxford
The Hickey Multi Sensory Language Course. J. Augur and S. Briggs (eds.) 1992, second edition.
Whurr Publishers Ltd., London.
Spelling M ade Easy, Books 0-3. V. Brand. 1992, second edition Egon Press Publishers Ltd.
Royston.
Sound Linkage System. 1994. Hatcher.
Jolly Phonics. Sue Lloyd. 2003 The Phonics Handbook Jolly Learning Ltd. A structured
program m e fo r teaching reading, writing and spelling. Uses synthetic approach to phonics
teaching.
Beat Dyslexia. Multi sensory literacy programme
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Appendix3: Consultation instruments for parents and pupils
Below are the texts o f the consultation instruments used in this study. Layout in the original postal
communications (consent form s and questionnaires) was designed to facilitate handwritten inputs,
and is not replicated here.
3a: parent consent form fo r pupil involvement
(mailed with explanatory letter and SAE)
I give permission for my child to participate in the Dyslexia in Primary school research project. I
understand that this will involve my child taking part in a group discussion with his/her classmates
about dyslexia. The researcher will also record some information from my child’s psychological
file. I understand that all personal student information will be treated as confidential by the
researcher. My child or school will not be identified either in the study or in any reports.
Name o f pupil:__________^Name o f school:__________ Signed:______________ _Date:_________
Thank you for taking the time to com plete this form.

3b: Questions fo r pu pils’ discussion group
(sent, fo r their information, to parents. Use: discussion schema fo r researcher)
1. What is your favourite subject?
2.

Do you think you are m aking progress with your school work? How do you know?

3.

Tell me how the teacher(s) help you.what helps

4.

Do all teachers do this?

5.

What kind o f things make it easier for you to learn? in class? At home?

6.

What makes it hard for you to learn? In school? At home?

7.

What do you think are the good points about coming to a Reading Unit?

8.

What things are less good about com ing to a Reading Unit?

you most?

Thank you for taking part in the discussion

3c: Parents: questionnaire
(mailed to participating parents, accompanied by explanatory letter and SAE)
Section 1

Q. L Please describe your child’s present placement by ticking one box only.
Special Reading Unit [] Special Reading School []

Resource Teaching Support []

Name o f School child attends:_______________ Age o f C hild:___________
Q.2 Prior to enrolment, who decided your child should receive a psychological assessment?
Class teacher []; Principal []; Parent []; Learning support []; Resource teacher []; O ther (specify) [];

Q. 3 Was this assessment undertaken by:
School psychologist with the National Educational Psychological Service/NEPS []; A psychologist
in private practice []; A psychologist working with the Health Board []; Other service []

Q. 4 who decided on this special placement fo r your child follow ing his/her assessment?
Psychologist [] Teacher []

School principal []

Parents []

Pupil []

Consultation with above? (state who was involved)_____________________
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Q. 5 H ad yo u r child been receiving extra assistance prior to receiving Special Education
provision?
Yes []
No []
D on’t Know[]
Q. 6 Please list who has given this support and how much support was received:__________________
Extra support
Hours per week
How long did support continue?
Class teacher
Learning Support
Resource Teacher
Private Tutor
Other
Please describe the kind o f activities or tuition, which took place during these sessions
Section 2
Q. 7 How w ould yo u describe your ch ild ’s main difficulty with school work? Please tick the
statements below i f it applies to your own child.
Reading: My child: has difficuhy reading aloud or silently []; finds new words especially difficult
[]; confuses small or ‘easy’ words for example at/to; said/and; does/goes []; has difficulty
understanding what s/he has read []
Writing: My child uses an awkward pencil grip []; has slow and poor quality handwriting []; My
child’s: spelling ability is weak for his/her age [];written work takes longer than expected []
Maths: My child has trouble learning addition and subtraction facts []; S/he cannot remember
multiplication facts []; S/he has trouble learning to tell the time on a clock or watch []; S/he finds
calculations easier than written problems []
Other difficulties______________________________________________________________
Q. 8 Are you expected to help yo u r child with Homework?

Yes [] No[]

Not sure[]

Q. 9 (a) How often do you help your child with homework?
Every day []; Once/twice a week []; Few times a month []; Hardly ever []; Never []
Q. 10 on average how much tim e p er night do you spend on homework with your c h ild ? _________
Q .l l What kind o f help do yo u give with hom ew ork?______________________________
Section 3
Q .l l Please give yo u r opinion on the follow ing statements and tick accordingly: 1 =Strongly Agree,
2= Agree, 3=Not sure,4=Disagree, 5 =Strongly Disagree
1 have increased my knowledge about learning difficulties this year []; I have increased my
knowledge about dyslexia and how it affects my child []; I am more involved in adjusting to the
needs o f my child’s learning this year []; Teachers in special education placem ent have more
training and experience than other teachers []
Q.12 How did you fe e l after yo u r child's assessment and the initial diagnosis? Please give your
opinion on the fo llo w ing statements and tick accordingly: l= Strongly Agree, 2=Agree, 3=Not
sure,4=Disagree, 5=Strongly Disagree
1 felt that he/she needed extra help in learning to read and write []; I was concerned that my child
would be labelled a failure []; 1 was anxious about the prospect o f changing school []; I was
worried that my child would not make satisfactory progress through school []
Q. 13 Has yo u r experience o f the special education placem ent changed your views? Please give
your opinion on each statement: 1 =Strongly Agree, 2=Agree, 3=Not sure,4=Disagree, 5=Strongly
Disagree
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My child’s reading has improved significantly []; His/her writing has improved significantly [];
His/her attitude to reading and writing has improved []; His/her confidence has improved []; I
found out more about how my child learns []
Q. 14 Are there advantages to this special placem ent/special support? Please give your opinion on
each o f the follow ing statements: 1-Strongly Agree, 2=Agree, 3=Not sure,4=Disagree,
5=Strongly Disagree
Pupil teacher ratio (small class size) []; Availability o f classroom assistant []; Child’s relationship
with teacher []; Individualised teaching []; Availability o f suitable teaching materials []
Q.15 In yo u r view what are the main disadvantages o f this special education placem ent? Please
give yo u r opinion on each statement: l= Strongly Agree, 2=Agree, 3=Not sure,4=Disagree,
5=Strongly Disagree
Distance from home to special placement[]; Loss o f contact with child’s friends in the ‘old’
mainstream school [] ; Other subjects do not receive the same attention as reading []; I am
concerned about the transition back to mainstream []; Two years as the maximum length o f
placement is too short [_]
Q. 16 Do yo u think this Placement could be improved? Yes [] No [] Don’t know [] Please
com m ent:_______________________________________________________
Q.17 Do yo u think any o f the follow ing suggestions would improve this particular service fo r
children with dyslexia? 1 =Strongly Agree, 2=Agree, 3=Not sure,4=Disagree, 5 =Strongly Disagree
Early identification o f learning difficulties []; Regular assessment o f pupils []; Information on
learning difficulties and further training for all teachers []; Access to other services through the
school e.g. speech and language therapist, psychologist, occupational therapist, etc []; Special
reading classes and/or reading schools in child’s own area []; More frequent Parent teacher
meetings []; More contact with child’s mainstream school []
Thank yo u fo r taking the time to complete this Questionnaire. A ll views expressed and all
information received from parents is treated as confidential. Individual schools or students will not
be identified by name in any reports. Please do not hesitate to contact me at 086 8250080 i f yo u
require any further information.
Further consultation regarding the issues o f common concern to parents will be addressed by
‘Focus Group ’ discussions next term. I f you would like to participate in one o f these small group
discussions please indicate below.
I would be interested in participating in a Focus group discussion with other parents o f pupils with
dyslexia
Name___________ Contact Telephone num ber____________ D a te __________

3d: parents: telephone interview
(M ailed with accompanying letter o f invitation to potential parent participants. Schema used by
researcher in subsequent interviews)
1.

What stage is your child at in secondary school?

2.

How did he/she settle back after leaving St Oliver Plunkett school?

3.

What do you think now o f the placement in St Oliver Plunkett school?

4.

Were there benefits to the placement?

5.

Were there disadvantages?

6.

Do you have any suggestions or ideas which would make the placem ent in [name] school m ore
effective?

7.

If your son/daughter should need support now or in the future what can you do? Who do you
contact?
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8.

When do you think your child will finish fu ll time education?

Before Junior Cert.[]; After Junior Cert []; After Leaving Cert.[]; After a post Leaving Cert course
(PLC) []; After College []
9:

Does your child enjoy reading? Very much [] Somewhat [] Not a lot [] Not at all []

Thank you fo r your cooperation

Appendix 4: Consultation instruments: teachers and tutors
4a: Questionnaire fo r teachers
Section 1: About Your School

This section asks questions about your school, age group you teach and teaching experience
Q. 1 Please tick the geographical location o f your school/DAI workshop
City suburbs [] A large town [] A small town [] Rural village []
How many pupils in your school (approximately)?_________
Q. 2 Please describe your current teaching position and how long you are in this position
Resource Teacher_______ Teacher of Special Reading Class________ Class teacher in Special
Reading School_______Learning Support Teacher_______Mainstream class teacher_______
Q.3 How long have you been teaching?_________
Q.4 Do you have further qualifications in special education? (e.g. post graduate Diploma in
Special Education Needs, etc) Yes /No I f yes, please specify______________________
Q. 5 Please indicate the number o f children you teach and the ages o f these children_____________
Age Group
6-7 yrs.
8-9 yrs
10-11 yrs
12-13yrs
Male.
Female
Tutors were also asked
Q How often do you attend the tuition sessions? Once a Week []; Supply teacher as requested []
Q I f you are currently employed as a teacher, please indicate your teaching position and [in the
square brackets] how long you are in this position:
Mainstream class Teacher (primary) |_], Second level Teacher [_], Teacher in special school or
special class [J,Learning Support Teacher [__] , Resource teacher [__], Other support teacher
(specify) [__] Qualified teacher not in full time position [__]
Q Do you provide support to students with dyslexia in your daily teaching position? Yes /No
Q I f yes, please indicate the following: Age Group (6-7 yrs, 8-9 yrs, 1 0 -lly rs, 12-13yrs, 14-15yrs,
16-17yrs, 6-7yrs+) Male Female
Section 2: description o f dyslexia and identification o f students difficulties

Q. 6 How would you describe dyslexia/specific learning disability?__________________
Q.7 What do you consider to be your students’ primary difficulty? Please rank in order the
following areas as it affects your group o f students this year. Please list as follows: 1= not a
difficulty —> 5= a constant difficulty
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Difficulties with: Reading A ccu racy
Reading Fluency _______ Reading Comprehension
S p e llin g _______ Handwriting________ Mathematics
Speakingandlistening
skills
Attention / Concentration_______
Q.8 In yo u r professional view, what do y o u consider to be the m ain underlying reason fo r this
difficulty? Please rank fro m 1 - 5 e.g. 1 =most likely reason, 5= least likely reason
Memory difficulties
Concentration / Attention problem s
problem
Presence o f another co existing disability
Comments;____________________________

Social/emotional / S elf esteem
Another reason (sp e c ify )_____

Section 3: teaching materials and literacy program mes you use.
Q. 9 Please list the main Literacy program m es yo u u s e ___________
Q. 10 Name two program m es yo u use most fre q u e n tly _______________
Q .l 1 What aspects o f these two program m es do yo u consider to be most effective? _______
Q. 12 Other teaching materials u s e d ________________________________
Q .l 3 Please tick the teaching approach / m ethod yo u use with your student with dyslexia/specific
learning disability according to how often y o u use each approach (Teachers: daily: weekly;
Seldom/never; Tutors: regularly, occasionally, seldom/never)
Hearing individual reading
Silent reading
Paired reading
Teacher reading to the
child or class ____ Teaching high frequency words ____ Teaching phonic skills ____ Cloze
procedure (comprehension skills) ____ Written comprehension exercises _____ Dictation ____
Teaching onset and rim e
Teaching word families/letter patterns
Daily spelling practice
Other approaches _________
Teaching joined hand writing _____ Story writing
Comment:______________
Q .l 4 Please rate how effective yo u fin d each o f these teaching approaches (O=not effective, 5=
very effective) [Same listing as above]
Q. 15 Please estimate the amount o f time yo u spend in a week teaching the follow ing skills to your
student(s) with dyslexia. (0% = no teaching time weekly 100% = total teaching time weekly)
Example: 75%=everyday instruction, 50% =regular instruction, 25% =occasional instruction,
10%= incidental teaching time, 5%= as needs require [D A I tutors were asked what perio d o f the
2 -hour workshop did they give the skill: fro m less than h a lf an hour to the fu ll two hours.]
Phonic skills ____ Silent reading skills _____ Word identification skills ____ Reading
comprehension sk ills
Spelling s k ills
Handwriting sk ills
Story writing s k ills____
Other____________
Q .l 6 Mathematics: Do you give support in mathematics to your student(s) with dyslexia? Yes /No
I f Yes, how much time p er day do y o u spend on m a th s?

Comment:__________________

Section 4: Consultation and Assessm ent
Q. 17. Do y o u have the opportunity to consult with specialists and other professionals i f you
consider it necessary? Please tick the person available and when you have this opportunity fo r
consultation.
Person
Term 1
Term 2
Term 3
Educational psychologist
Speech & language therapist
Occupational Therapist
Other (please specify)
Q .l 8 What type o f advice do yo u receive?
Q. 19 How effective do you fin d the advice received fro m these specialists? (O=not effective ->
5=very effective)
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Educational p sy ch o lo g ist
Speech & language th e ra p is t
Other (please specify)_________

Occupational Therapist

Q.20 Support fro m parents: How do parents support yo u r work?__________________________
Q.21 Support fro m class teacher: In what way does the class teacher support y o u ? _________
Q.22 Do y o u have the support o f a Special needs assistant?

Yes/No

In what w ay does a special needs assistant support yo u in the c la ss? ______________________
[D AI tutors were asked about support from other tutors, teaching colleagues, parents, other.]

Assessment and Testing
Q.23 Do y o u administer tests to your own students? Please indicate the name o f the test, when you
use the test and how useful you fin d the results (l= n o t useful,-> 5=very useful).__________________
Term
Name o f Test
Rating ( 1 to 5)
Q.24 Is there a school policy on Assessment yo u can refer to?

Yes []

No []

Q.25 What do y o u consider to be the 5 main areas o f concern to yo u in your role as a teacher o f
students with specific learning disability?______________________________________
Q.26 List fiv e suggestions which would improve your w ork in any o f the areas you have mentioned
a b o ve._______________________________
Thank yo u fo r yo u r comments and fo r taking the time to com plete this Questionnaire.
Further consultation regarding the issues o f common concern to Resource and Learning Support
teachers and Special Reading class teachers will be addressed by ‘Focus group ’ discussions in
yo u r area. I f yo u w ould like to participate in one o f these sm all group discussions please indicate
beloM’. Where possible, these ‘Focus groups ' will take place during the school day, with consent o f
Principal. Please do not hesitate to contact me at [phone number] i f yo u require any further
information.
I would be interested in participating in a Focus group discussion with other teachers/tutors o f
students with dyslexia N ame_______________ Contact te l:______________ Date__________________

4b: Questions for teachers ’focus groups
(Schema fo r Researcher)
1.

What are your expectations for these pupils?

2.

How do you m easure progress?

3.

What are your priorities in teaching literacy skills to these pupils? What do they need most?

4.

What percentage o f each lesson do the pupils spend on individual work? On group work?
Whole class work? What teaching methods do you find most effective?

5.

Do you know how the pupils cope after 12.30 each day (when they leave reading unit and go to
base class?)

6.

Do you see any evidence o f transfer o f learning?

7.

Pupils strengths and talents: What do you observe as their main strengths?

8.

Collaboration with class teachers: what would help you in your work in this area?

Thank yo u fo r yo u r cooperation
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